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SUMMARY

This thesis examines the way in which two exogenous

institutions, Church and State, have influenced both the development

and the underdevelopment of Uwanda, a remote area of South Western

Tanzania. It is concerned with the strategies and policies of both

of these institutions as applied in concreto, and the responses of,

and the initiatives taken, by the anda people to resist these alien

incursions. As such, it is an empirical micro-study of the politics

of interaction and confrontation between the rural masses, the

colonial administration and the Catholic mission of Uwanda. It

exposes the mechanisms employed to subject a population to alien

domination, and the alliances of convenience between the mission and

the colonial authorities intended to impose mutually beneficial

political and cultural hegemony. The impact of these policies is

related to the impoverishment and backwardness of the area, labour

migrancy, the decline of local crafts, the seizure of negotiable

assets and the increased vulnerability to drought and natural

disasters.

The Church-State relationship altered with independence vrheti

the infrastructural support of a colonial presence was removed and

the mission was obliged to adjust to a new political ethos. But

it was the aftermath of the Arusha Declaration that produced the

radical changes in Uwanda society; it provided the people of Uwanda

with a national ideology by which the prominent institutions of TANU,

Church and Administration, as well as the commercial interests of the

area, were subjected to popular control. The Ujamaa programme of rural

socialist transformation, besides its contribution to the growth of

political consciousness, enabled the people to regain control over

precious resources which have subsequently shown remarkable increase

in productivity. The ambivalence of central development strategies
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and the ability of local communities to contain them is illustrated

in the villagisation programmes which becomes a study of political

containment by a subsistence cultivator community.

The introduction is intended as an outline of Uwanda, its

institutions, the period in question, the methodology employed and

how the work is situated in relation to similar studies. The study

of pre-colonial Uwanda in terms of ecology, political history and

economic production in Chapter 1 i3 in view of clarification of the

nature of the change that has taken place. Chapter 2 deals with

the changes that were introduced into Uwanda society consequent upon

colonial occupation; taxation, disease and demographic decline. In

Chapter 3 the source ideas of Lavigerie are discussed in relation to

the foundation of the Vhite Fathers I-lission in Uwanda. The integration

of Uwanda into the colonial network and the relationship between the

imposition of taxation and labour migration is explored in Chapter 4.

The strategies of missionary expansion, and the war interlude, are

studied in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 looks at Britida colonial rule under

Mandate, and notes the continuity and development of the mechanisms

put into place under the German administration. The conflicts between

the mission and the local political elites are described in Chapter 7.

The protest movements, early TANU and pre-independence politics are

the subject of Chapter 8. Chapter 9 examines the post-independence

development strategies in relation to continuity with the preceding

period and the Ujamaa Development programme as outlined by the Arusha

Declaration. Chapter 10 studies the implementation of Ujamaa and its

actual impact on resource control, social formations and on the loc&l

church. The policy of villagisation and post-1970 development

are examined and assessed in Chapter 11.
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In conclusion it is pointed out that despite the oppressive

character of colonialism and Christianization, Ujamaa provides

Uwanda with a development strategy by which popular control can be

established over local institutions and resources. This enables

the v'anda people to contain the impact of external influences on

the area and to establish a form of local autonomy.
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Baraza la aumini
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Chungu
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Debe
Fundi
Jembe (irikundi)
Juiabe (nyanpara)
Kata
Katibu ya Tarafa
Katila
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Kijiji cha Ujamaa

An African or Arab administrator
An African soldier in the German Army.
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Reconciliation Board
Fortified enclosure or District Office
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Medicine
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Hoe
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Ugamaa village
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INTRODUCTION.

The area studied in this dissertation is Uwanda, a poor

and remote division of Mbozi district, close to Lake Rukwa in

South estern Tanzania. It is in this area that I carried out

my research while engaged as a missionary cum development worker

from 1970 to 1974» and for three months during the summer of 1975.

Having personally experienced the effects of underdevelopment on

the area, this work is an attempt to describe the process as it

affected the lives of the people of Uwanda, to explain its causes

and assess the roles of the Church and the State in the process

first of underdevelopment and subsequently of development. The

work is intended as a scholarly examination of questions which have

arisen from a Christian and socialist commitment, in the hope that

this research will be of value to the people and institutions

studied.

Two exogenous institutions are central to this study; those

of Church and State. The Church referred to is the Roman Catholic

Church in Uwanda which is the outgrowth of the White Fathers Missions

of Mkulwe (1899) and of Xamsamba (l96l). The State is used

as a general term to describe the central administration which,

in terms of actual occupation of the area, was successively German

from 1894 to 1916, British from 1916 to 1961 and National from

1962 onwards. Both Church and otate are studied in terms of their

impact upon the social, political and economic development of the

anda people, and of the initiatives taken by the Wanda to alter



the shape of these institutions in the area.
xvxxi

The work spans a long period of history; from the establishment

of German control over the area in 1894 until 1975. This period

has been chosen for two reasons; the lack of published material on

the Wanda, and the significance of political change at both extremities

of the period in question. The most radical changes took place

during the setting up of colonial and mission control mechanisms

from 1900 to 1910, which in the following period were consolidated

and expanded. But the roots of subsequent confrontation between

the people ana the mission, and the colonial power, are to be found

in the colonial impositions of the period 1900-1910. The dismantling

of neo-colonial control mechanisms was only affected by the post-

Arusha Ujamaa transformation of the anda economy.

Much of my evidence for the 1900-1950 period comes from two

sources; oral informants and mission records. As Uwanda remained

peripheral to the mainstream of colonial interests it, understahdably,

hardly figures in the colonial literature. What has been published

can be counted in paragraphs or pages of works referring principally

to neighbouring areas. Hence, the Mkulwe Mission Diary and its

Annual Reports are of major importance. The diary in particular

provides us with a meticulously detailed commentary on the happenings

within the mission itself, and within the area. It enjoyed the

status of an official document within the Missionary organization of

the "hite Fathers, and was regularly checked and countersigned by

official visitors. The diary was primarily intended for internal

use and the bias of individual writers can often be detected; however

its overall accuracy and startling frankness are above reproach, as

the text of the thesis will demonstrate. The Annual Reports of the
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mission were less detailed and provided an overall statistical

review of the progress of the work over the previous year. These

were intended for perusal by the White Faters Generalate. There

is also a host of other mission records such as Baptismal, Marriage

and Death Registers which date back to the founding of the mission

in 1899. These provide the only reliable documentary evidence

on the population and events of the period. Mission correspondence

with the colonial authorities include original letters, and copies,

and these give useful insight into the working relationship between

these two institutions. These documents are to be found in Mkulwe

Church.^ Copies of the mission diaries are in the archives of

the -ihite Fathers Generalate in Rome.

The District and Provincial Books were consulted on microfilm

at Dar-es-Salaam University, and provide some useful ethnographical

material and information on working conditions in the Southern

Highlands during the 1930*s.

As Ujamaa is intended to restore certain values of the pre-

colonial era it is necessary for us to discover the principle traits
2 3 *

of that society, and as Cliffe writes "the full task of a political

economy of Africa must start with an analysis of the pre¬

capitalist modes" of production. The section on the pre-colonial

^ *
Father A.Mercier rescued these documents from the ants in cupboards
and attics and prut them into order, which considerably facilitated
my checking.

2.
Hyerere J.K. "Socialism and Rural Development", in U.iamaa: assays
onSocialism. 1968, Dar-es-3alaam, pp.106-110.
>ee Cliffe L. "Rural Political Economy of Africa" in The Political
eonomy of Contemporary Africa. Gutkind P. and allerstein I.(Eds.)

p. 127.
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period is an extension of this introduction and intended to

hi^alight the changes that took place consequent on imperial

impositions on Uwanda society. Oral traditions end testimonies,

together with the writings of early travellers, provide irreplacable

sources of information on that period.

While being mindful of the divergence of opinion as regards

their historical value, in the total absence of written data, any

attempted reconstruction of the period must need rely on these

sources, which deserve recording and preservation. Care has been

taken to cross-check the oral material with other informants, who

were reliable elderly men with a reputed knowledge of the local

history. For the contemporary material I was particularly

advantaged by holding posts of responsibility within the Church

of Kams iaba from 1970 to 1974 preceded by a stay at ikulwe from

1970 to 1971, and being an elected member of the TAUU ard .-evelopment

Committee of Kamsaaba from 1971 to 1974 with occasional participation

in the District and Regional Development Committees. This enabled

me to be a prominent actor in the political and religious development

of the area, and thus to write with a certain authority on the events

of the period.

The methodology of this work is both descriptive and multi-

disciplinary, drawing liberally upon the political economy of

development, history and theology. The overall framework of exposition

has been historical in an effort to give a solid empirical basis

to an analysis which helps us to explain realities and corelate

them to a pattern of similar events elsewhere. For the material of

the 1970's the local data has been recorded by purticipatiort-

observation. An essential prerequisite of this method has been a

sympathetic understanding of the rural situation of Uwanda with its
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inherited, problems of dependence and poverty. The process 0f

change such as political participation and Ujamaa transformations,

were the result of involving Uwanda in the national development

strategy of the post-4rusha period. The perception of these

innovations, though based on participation-observation, was backed

up with interviews, surveys and social science based analysis.

Although rural development strategies of Tanzania have produced

a rash of academic literature since 1970 yet remarkably little has

been written on, what could be termed, the ^assroots of Ujaraaa,

namely the remote subsistence cultivating underdeveloped areas

and the positive contributions it has made to those areas in

altering their dependency.

Within the general historical approach, a suitable model

for analysis was nonetheless considered. It is not the intention

of the work to test prior hypothesis or prove a theory, still less

to shape the material to fit in with a pre-conceived framework.

However, models were examined from current underdevelopment theory

and none were found to adequately explain the process of development
1 2

in Uwanda. The dualist approaches of Lewis and i.urkse which

presupposed, the integration of the traditional sector into the

modern by the transfer of labour and other exportable surpluses

are useful in that tney offer suggestions why Uwanda has remained

poor. The more refined liberal applications of a dualist approach

1 * ^.ewis A.W. The Theory of cono.-ic Growth. London, 1955.
2.

Hagnar Nurkae.Problems of apjtal formation in Underdeveloped
Countries. Oxford, 1964.
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by e.g. the I.D.S. (Sussex) group and various international agencies,

have shifted away from the use of indicators to quantify development

e.g. per capita income, to identifying 'target groups' such as

the rural poor.^ The strategy of development chosen is
2

'modernization and monetization of rural society' . The Sussex

group express it as 'incorporating distributional objectives
3

in growth models and quantifying policy options'. Colin Leys

criticises these models in that there is no pronouncement on

the 'structural and political forces which in turn determine the

4
distribution of assets.'

Third World poverty, however, cannot be seen purely in terms

of reorganizing the internal forces of production of a particular
5

country, there is a relationship between Third World poverty

and the prosperity of the industrial nations. The Tanzanian

delegation to the Non-Aligned Summit in Lusaka argued that:^
"The poverty of the Third orld and the economic

dependence of the nations of the Third World are,
however, an integral part of the present world order.
To a large degree the Third orld is poor because
the rest is rich and getting richer. The functioning
of the present economic system ensures that this is
so."

World Bank 'Rural Development' Sector Policy Paper, Februedy
1975, p. 3.

2*
Ibid, p. 5.

3
Editor, 'Redistribution with Growth', l.D.S. Bulletin. 7, 3,
1975, p.l.

Leys, Colin, in The Politics of Redistribution with Growth, The
•target group' approach in I.D.3. Bulletin. 7, 2, 1975, pp.4-8.
Idim. Underdevelopment in Kenya. Nairobi, 1975, Chap. 1.
"Reformist strategies tackle the effects of underdevelopment piece¬
meal and fail largely through lack of control of the economy".
Chris Allen: *A Bibliographical Guide to the Study of the
political economy of Africa' in The Political Economy of Contemporary
Africa. Gutkind P. and allerstein I. (Eds.) London, 1976.

6
Tanzania Government'Co-operation against Poverty* reprinted in
The Standard. 9th September, 1970.
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The impact of imperial economic and political demands on the . anda

economy are related to the form of economic and social change which

eventually emerged, and there is a link between the impoverishment

of Uwanda and the role allocated to it within a colonial or neo-

colonial economy. Hence, any theoretical framework would of

necessity link the international to the local and offer an explanation

for the pattern of underdevelopment experienced by Uwanda. The

school of dependency theorists, among whom Baran^ stands as an

eminent and seminal figure, claim that the rich countries have an

interest in maintaining their economic supremacy because it is

precisely in this unequal relationship that the rich countries have

developed themselves and, at the same time, actively underdeveloped

the poor nations. It then follows that development and underdevelopment
2

are two facets of the one object; the world capitalist system.
3

Prank investigated the relationship between the rich and poor

countries and explained underdevelopment in these terms:

"The historical development of the capitalist system
.... generated underdevelopment in the peripheral
satellites whose economic surplus was expropriated,
while generating economic development in the
metropolitan centres which appropriate that surplus,
md further that this process still continues.w

Thus a whole chain of metropolis-satellite relationships is seen as

linking the centres of the industrial world with the remote corners

^ * See Baran P.A. The Political economy of Growth. New York, 1959.
2

A similar theme is taken up by .alter Rodney in How Europe Under
Developed Africa. Dar-es-Salaam, 1972.

3#
Prank, A.G. Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin America
London, 1967, p.27.
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of the Wanda countryside. This implies that the district and

regional centres of the underdeveloped world hive off the surplus

of their remote hinterland and transfer it to national metropoles

from which it is, in turn, transferred to the international centres.

The incorporation of the 'traditional' sectors of the economy into

the imperial economic network thus results in a decline or suppression

of the autonomous means of development and makes them dependant

upon the externally based system.

Frank's conceptual framework of the structure of under¬

development which has been further modified by Amin^ has many

2
lacunae , but it does help to illustrate how Uwanda ha3 become

a 'periphery of the periphery'. This study will illustrate this

process by the exploitation and the extraction of wealth and the

loss of local control of resources and political institutions. As

such it is useful as a descriptive paradigm within the context of

centre-periphery relations of Uwanda, and the impact of colonialism

on traditional production patterns.

Uwanda, however, cannot be just relegated to a cul-de-sac

in a long chain of metropolis satellite relations. The actual

merging and intermeshing of traditional colonial, and later Ujamaa

forms of production, deserve examination. The pre-colonial study

attempts to reconstruct the political, economic and ideological

features of the area. A development study should examine the impact

^ * Amin Samir, L'Accumulation a L'echelle Kondiale. Paris, 1970, p.30.
2.

For a criticism of Frank's metropolis-satellite hypothesis see
Laclau E. "Feudalism and Capitalism in Latin America" in New Left
Review. 67, 1971, pp.19-33.
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of capitalist integration on these features and we find that in

many cases they were not destroyed but merely assumed a new function

within the colonial economy. This would suggest that the Uwanda

economy is not just grafted onto peripheral capitalist as suggested

by Amin^, but is a peculiar compound of pre-capitalist, capitalist

and Ujamaa formations, as the notion of 'articulation of modes of
2

production' would explain. Hence the area is seen in terms of

its original features, the processes of change that took place in

the course of its partial integration into the capitalist economy,

and restorative features of the Ujamaa transformation underpinned by

local political and resource control. The specific character of

Uwanda as a dependent peripheral economy is maintained, and within

this context we analyse who controlled the major means of production

yind the relationship of institutions and segments of the population

to the economy as is historically and empirically verifiable.

The study of the mission or local church within a politico-

economic approach could at first be interpreted as partial and

unsympathetic as a church has aims and values that are ultimately

spiritual and thus not subject to empirical analysis. However, the

church is also the People of God, an incarnate reality and a visible

society that maintains an institutional presence in the life of the

polis. It is my belief that as a terrestrial reality, in the

^ "See Amin Samir, (1970) Chapter 11, Les Formations du Capitalism
Peripherique, pp. 159-196.

2 *

See Rey P.P. Colonialism. Heo-Coionialisza et Transition au
Capitalisme. Paris, 1971, pp. 436-464. See also Delpechin J.
'A Contribution to the study of Pre-capitalist modes of Production,
Uvira Zone (Eastern Zaire) 1300-1937 in African Economic History
Review. 2, 1, 1975. pp.1-6.
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interests of its own ideological clarity, it should be subjected

to scrutiny and be made accountable to the world at large whom

it proclaims it has come to serve. hat emerges from this study

is that the church adopted political means of extending its own

influence, and we examine if its institutional behaviour reproduced

colonial characteristics and alliances.

The church also served interests other than the evangelization

it proclaimed. Its ideological roots in the humanitarian imperialism

implicit in the Christendom model of Lavigerie^ translated themselves

into political hegemony, ethical control and power politics, with

the express purpose of the evangelization of the masses. Hence,

unsavoury incidents are discussed, which is not new in church history,

but from which lessons should be learnt. If anything, the more

the church utilises mechanisms of political control, class

alliances, political domination, patronage and coercion for its

own ideological ends the more opposition it engenders and the higher

the risk of conflict and confrontation with both the poor and the

powerful. On the other hand, with participation and transfer of

control to the rural masses the church can, on the whole, be truly

representative of the aspirations of its flock and realize in a

more humble fashion its own diakonia of preaching the gospel to the

poor.

In this study I have attempted to go beyond the mission history

and to map out the political and theological transformation of a

^'For "the ultimate establishment of a Christian state" see Lavigerie,C.
'Instructions aux missionaries de l'Afrique Equatoriale 1879' quoted
in Renault F. Lavigerie, L'^sclavage Africain et L'Europe 1863-1892.
1, Paris, 1974, pp. 238-240. ~
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mission into a local church, and the consequential changes in

institutional behaviour patterns. Most mission histories cease

in the late 1930's or early 1940's1 and thus provide little

information on how the missions have attained the status of local

churches and actually changed with the phenomenon of political

independence, and more particularly rural socialist transformation

as in Tanzania. There are few accounts of the internal processes

of transition, interaction and confrontation with the state. hen

these have been attempted they have either been treated from a

2 3
missiological viewpoint or as an abstract political analysis at

macro-level, lacking sufficient evidence to be very enlightening.

The mission studies have insisted on the roots of confrontation

between nationalist elites and the colonial state, but there have

been few explicit accounts of the actual outcome of these conflicts
4

and the resulting tolerance that has emerged. While admitting

that localization took place in these churches prior to that of Uwanda,

the actual development of political consciousness within the churches

*

right M. German Missions in Tanganyika 1891-1940. Cambridge.1971.
McCracken J. Politics and Christianity in Malawi. 1975-1940.
Cambridge, 1977. Ross, A. Origins and Development of the Church
of Scotland Mission, Blantyre, Nyasaland, 1875-1926. Ph.D. Dis.
University of Edinburgh, 1968. Linden I. Catholics Peasants and
Chewa Resistence in Nyasaland 1889-1939. London, 1974. Temu A.J.
British Protestant Missions 1874-1929. London, 1972. Ayandele S.A.
The Missionary Impact on modern Nigeria 1843-1914. London, 1966.

2 *

Lingier Michiel "De Katholieke Kerk en het Ujamaa-Socialisme van
Tanzania een Pastorale Studie" Licentiate Diss.Catholic University
of Louvain, 1974. Van Bergen J.P."Religion and Development: The
contribution of the Church to Rural Transformation in Tanzania,
Diss. Leiden (forthcoming).

3
Hirji Karim F. "Colonial Ideological Apparatuses in Tanganyika under
the Germans" Dar-es-Salaam. (undated mimeo). Coulson A. "The Church
and Class Struggle" in University Christian Perspective. 2, Dar-es-
Salaam, 1974. pp.13-16.

4* " e are grateful for the churches and other religious institutions
in the country for having accepted our policy of socialism and self-
reliance which does not interfere with a person's religious belief".
Speech of Abdulnuru Suleiman, Regional TANU Secretary of Arusha when
closing the Assemblies of God Mission Conference. Daily News. 11.10.75.
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as a result of state ideology is a field of study that still

remains overlooked and unexplored despite events in Mozambique,

Zimbabwe and South Africa. Latin America has provided us not

only with underdevelopment theorists but also stimulating accounts
1 2

of the political development of churches and a liberation theology.

This work aims at briding the mission and colonial histories

with the post independence 'contribution of the church to development'

variety in a fashion unique in East African studies. It describes

the intermeshing and interactions of church and state between the

imposition of German rule in 1894 and the villagisation era of

1975. Just as it was felt necessary to treat pre-colonial

production patterns in order to understand the colonial setting,

so also should 1975 be seen not as a stopping point in the

development of political and religious forces in the area, but
3

as another stage in the hopefully ongoing process of local control

of resources and institutions.

^ *
Bruneau T. The Political Transformation of the Brazilian
Catholic Church. Cambridge, 1974.

2 *

Gutierrez Gustavo, A Theology of Liberation. New York, 1973.
_ '

This work is not able to take account of tie retail trading
measures (operation maduka) nor the extension of the leadership
code to all TANU members, nor the dissolution of TANU and the
Afro-Shirazi party to form a united Chama cha i'iapinduzi, all of
which occurred post 1975.
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jsMESMbsA

PRE-COLONIAL UVJAHDA.

1. ECOSYSTEMS AND HABITAT.

People are at the centre of the productive process; it is

their labour that transforms the aggregate of natural conditions

giving man control over resources. Production is a social process

and men are organized in political units in relation to production.

On the other hand, political and religious activities are

influenced by ecology; the relationship between man and his

environment. The politics of Uwanda can only be adequately

understood today by reference to the past. Issues of drought,

famine and disease were partially caused by man's political

activity upsetting the harmonious balance between social units

and the environment. Changing ecological and geographical

conditions then influenced demography, population growth caused

alterations to the balance of power and introduced political

innovation to keep abreast of changing conditions.

Although development theory analyses the forces that produce

or reproduce a situation of impoverishment or structural dependency

the reality of underdevelopment at village level requires a more

positive empirical approach. Micro-empirical research of an area

such as Uwanda, to be fully comprehensive, must investigate the

major aspects of the physical and human environment which influences

the political economy of the area. Thus ecological detail,

complimenting a historically based politico-economic study serves

to enlighten the whole process of development at the level of a

specific community, in this case that of Uwanda.
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In studying the area of Uwanda we shall investigate the

particular contribution made by ecological factors to political

and economic activity,* how resources have been conserved or

dissipated, and the particular pattern of control of resources

corresponding to various political systems,

Uwanda lies in the trough of the Western Sift Valley, is

bordered on the Western flank by the Ufipa mountains, on the

South West by the Unyiha plateau and to the North Wast lies

Lake Rukwa, The altitude of Uwanda is 2,600 feet which varies

greatly from the neighbouring areas of Ufipa (highest point

8,000 feet) and Unyiha, These variations in altitude result in

different climatic conditions, agricultural production and

settlement patterns.

The mineral resources in the area are limited, although provide

an important item of local consumption. Mica occurs in the

crystalline rocks in Northern Uwanda at Tungwa. These deposits

were worked sporadically on a small scale by individual prospectors

during the 1920*s and 1930*s. Some deposits of sodium carbonate

(magadi)are found around Lake Rukwa, and are traded locally as a

cattle lick. The most important resource, however, is salt, A

saline spring situated near Ivuna has supplied the region with salt
2

since at least the fourteenth century. This resource figures

prominently in the trading and political activities of the area, and

will be treated later in greater detail.

* * For the combination of community ecology and political ecology as
an appropriate method of analysing the roots of underdevelopment
see O'Keefe P. & ';isner B. "Development or Underdevelopment; A
Kenyan Case Study" in African Environment. 2, 1,2, 1976, p.119.

2 _________________
Pagan B.M. and Yellen J.E. "Ivuna: Ancient Salt-Working in
Southern Tanzania" Azania. Ill, 1969.
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The climate of Uwanda is hot all the year around with

temperatures often exceeding 32°. As no temperature charts

have been maintained over the years hard data is difficult to

come by. During the hottest months of the dry season, September

to November, whirlwinds occur and prove hazardous for the safety

of granaries and houses. The high temperatures increase the

possibility of drought in the event of a shortfall of rain. The

average rainfall^in Uwanda for the decade I960 to 1970 was 37"»

which ranged from 51" in 1962 to 24" in 1964. The effect of

rainfall, however, is judged less by the total number of inches

than by its frequency and even distribution. The combination of

scorching sun, high temperatures and parched ground, even for a

short period during the rainy season, can seriously undermine the

harvesting potential of Uwanda and contribute towards seasonal

hunger. Rainfall in the adjacent plateau areas of Ufipa and

Unyiha is more abundant which has laid the foundation of unequal

conditions of agricultural production and subsequent peripheralisation

of Uwanda.

Uwanda borders on the Western shore of Lake Rukwa for a distance

of about thirty miles. Lake Rukwa is a shallow drainage lake,

irregular in shape, and so varies in water content from year to year

according to climatic fluctuations. There is a cyclical pattern

of the level of the lake rising and falling, the pattern of which has
2

been compiled from oral evidence and notes of early travellers;

* *

See Rainfall Chart Appendix 1.
2

See Gunn D.L. "A History of Lake Rukwa and the Red Locust", T.M.R.
(Tanganyika Notes and Records) No.42, 1956 p.8. Gunn also
proposed a relationship between the rising water table of the lake
and unfavourable locust breeding conditions. Ibid. pJ5.
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1873 - Low 1897 - Dry 1934/38 - Full

1382 - Full 1905 - Full 1950/55 - Dry

1839 - Low 1920 - Dry 1960/75 - Full

Bordering the lake and in the basin of the rivers, especially

the Momba, there is low lying grassland (mbugas)which is generally

under water during the rains and makes agricultural activity

considerably precarious. Fluctuations in the level of the lake

also add to the uncertainties of lakeside cultivation. Part of

the Rukwa flood plains grass land have now become the Uwanda Game
1 2

Reserve and one of the main breeding grounds for the Red Locust.

The tse-tse fly is absent from the Western side of Lake Rukwa but

still prevails in localities on the Eastern side. Further away

from the lake these grasslands give way to Savannah, often punctuated

by scattered clumps or stretches of thornbush and scrub. On higher

ground and on the slopes of hills occur the woodlands where valuable

hardwoods, e.g. mninga can be found.

3
Lake Rukwa supports an interesting variety of flora and fauna

and has fascinating possibilities for naturalists. It is reputed

to be one of the finest bird sanctuaries in Africa. The fish of the

lake are an important asset to the local population as a source of food

and as a means of commerce. The two principal species are Tilapia

Rukwaensis (Ngege) and Mudfish Clarias Mozambicus (Kambale). Lake

Rukwa also contains crocodiles and hippopotami.

^ *

Helge Kjekshus "Ecology Control and Economic Development in Bast
African History" London, 1977, pp.76-78.

2* Gunn 1956, p.8 ff.
3

For source material and an excellent account see Leedal G.P.
"Ecology of Mbeya Region" Mbeya, 1973 (mimeo).



11. POLITICAL HISTORY OF PRE-COLONIAL UWANDA.

The area of Uwanda, which is the subject of our study, contains

political and ethnic units diverse in origin but with pronounced

linguistic and structural similarities. The area of Kamsamba is

inhabited by the Vianda proper who form the largest group and who

centre mainly on the Northern and Southern banks of the River Mornba.

The people of Iwanda, often known by the name of the predominant

clan Siceela, live in the area of Ivuna near the salt pans. The

Kuulwe, a small chiefdom, have their royal seat at Mkulwe twenty

miles upstream from the lake on the River Momba. A part of the

large Nyamwanga tribe reside south of Mkulwe in the vicinity of

Chilulumo.

Each chiefdom claims a different origin, but all have in

common a legend of migration of the foundling chief. The area

covered by the larger Uwanda probably underwent the same process

as other parts of Central Africa of a:

"steady occupation of land by successive and
overlapping small scale migrations and closely
related establishments of chiefly dynasties." ^

These establishments later became the centre from which a

government system and tribal identity developed. The chieftainships

as we have them today are clearly defined, but in the past they were

probably little more than a group of people living in palisaded villages

Cambridge History of Africa. Eds.J.D.Page & R.Oliver, Cambridge,1975.
2.

The small size of the tribal units in former days is often
emphasized by informants.
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moving their location from place to place as political alliances,

hunting and cultivation opportunities dictated, A process of

segmentation occurred when the villages arrived at optimum size

compatible with population, method of production and balance of power.

(a) Chiefdoms of Uwanda.

The Wanda, Siceela, Kuulwe and Nyamwanga claim different

origins and points of entry into the area and have jealously guarded

their independence. This lack of cohesion resulted often in

squabbles and conflicts which, weakened a united approach to any

external threat and so they proved easy prey for any would-be

aggressor. There are, nevertheless, great similarities among these

four peoples; linguistically they belong to the same group, and it

could be argued that they are dialects of the one language as there

are only minor differences in tonality* and there i3 the same basic

vocabulary^ arkL construction. Their political organisation of

chief-headmen was identical. Each had elements of the Ruba-Lunaa

system of government of territorial chiefships together with a

modified form of centralized government of the Tusi inter-lacustrine

*

Guthrie classifies Wanda along with Nyamwanga, Nyiha, Malila
and Safwa whilst placing Fipa and Mambwe in another group. See
Guthrie M. The Classification of the Bantu Language. London,
1948, p.56. Lechaptois who worked for 26 years as a missionary
in the area considered Ciwanda as a dialect of the single
language which also includes Kuulwe, Pipa, Nyamwanga and akwa.
See Lechaptois A. Aux Rives du Tanganyika. Algiers, 1913, pp.24-25.
See also Wilson, Monica "The Peoples of Nyasa-Tanganyika Corridor"
University of Capetown, 1958 pp.19-28 (mimeo). Van Bulck includes
the awanda ( rahanda) in the same group as the Pipa people but
considers Ciwanda (ishiwanda) as a dialect of Ishinyika, but he
possibly confuses the VJanda with the V/andya people close to Mambia.
See Van Bulck G. "Manuel de Linguistique Bantoe" Mem,Inst,Royal
Colonial Beige. 17, 3, 1949 pp.119-122.
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system J
With central government, whether it be colonial or national,

these areas were put together into one administrative unit and called

Uwanda. Host maps, census and reports refer to the area as Uwanda.

The chief of Uwanda was conferred power over the chiefs of Iwanda

and Kuulwe by the colonial government so the siting of political

and social institutions was in Kamsamba in Uwanda, The mission

was built at Mkulwe but served the whole of the area, Iwanda, Uwanda

and Mkulwe.

But first we shall consider the history of Uwanda proper,

(b) Origin of the Wanda.

The country of Uwanda has never been studied in any depth
£

by historians or social scientists. V/illis touched upon it during

his research on the Wafipa and has compiled some basic ethnographical
3

material on the area. Fagan and Yellen carried out archaeological

investigations at Ivuna salt pans and their research revealed

extremely valuable information on the people living in Ivuna during
4

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, postulating a link, based

on a pottery type, with the present residents and the people of that

time. The history of the neighbouring peoples which has been well

* The neighbouring peoples of Fipa underwent both of these forms of
government and part of Uwanda North of the Momba was placed under
a chief of the Twa line (of Tusi origin) by the colonial government
thus suffering a double humiliation. See Willis R. "The Fipa" in
Tanzania before 1900. A.Roberts (Ed.) Nairobi, 1968, pp.82-95.

2,
"Virtually nothing has been written about the anda" see Willis R.
The Fipa and Related i-eocles of South est Tanzania and North East
Zambia. London 1966, p.61.

•5 "The oral traditions of the Wanda and Iwanda await detailed study"
see Fagan B.M. & Yellan J.E."Ivuna:Ancient Salt orking in Southern
Tanzania in Azania. 3. 1969* p.31.

4. cf.supra.Note 3.
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documented* can throw light on an area which is geographically near

(c) The foundling chief and entry into Uwanda:
2

The line of chiefs as proposed by Willis and corroborated

by my own field work is as follows:

1. Mwandi 6. Tembo

2. Kapwa 7. Mpantamila

3. Mwilang'ombe 8. Kapwa 11

4. Coozi 9. Kasonso 11

5. Kasonso 10. Kwandi 11.

In the almost total absence of written records my intention is

to piece together oral evidence in order to reconstnuct various elements

of a political history.

The foundling chief Mwandi is reputed to have come from

Mnyamba mountain near Mbozi (in Unyiha). Another tradition says

that he came originally from Unyakyusa and that he lived for a

3
short time at Mnyamba whilst deciding where to go from there. From

linyamba he went to Ufipa where he took up residence and established

himself as looal chief. At this point there is also a divergence of

* For the Fipa see Willis R. (1966). For the Nyiha see Brock B.
"The Nyiha" A.Roberts (Ed.) 1968, For the Bungu see Shorter A.
& Ghiefship in estern Tanzania: A political history of the
Kirnbu. Oxford, 1973.

2* Willis R. (1966) p.61.
3 *

Mnyamba mountain near Mbozi is a mythical starting point for the
chiefs of Ubungu also. See Ilonga 11. M."The Story of the awungu"
Tanganyika Notes and Records (T.N.R.) 52, 1959.
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traditional one says that the Twa chiefs were already in place

so Mwandi continued his journey into the Rukwa valley, the other

traditbn suggests that the Twa chiefs usurped his throne on the

Ufipa plateau.^ My informant described it as follows:

"Mwene Mwandi while living on the plateau went to
Uwanda hunting with his dogs, and left his chair
in the custody of his two wives. Ilwene Tusi came
along and asked the wives where the country of
their husband extended to. They, being shy,drew
a small circle with their fingers indicating the
area of the compound. Not having a chair to offer
Mwene Tusi and being embarrassed by this impoliteness
they offered him the chair of the chief. When Mwene
Mwandi returned he found the Tusi sitting on the royal
chair and said to him that by sitting on his chair
Tusi had taken over his country. Mwene Mwandi left
the place with his family and belongings and returned
to Rukwa where he had just been hunting.

Mwene Mwandi arrived at Mtunda near Cipeta on the left
bank of the Komba River and built his house there. He
brought with him seeds of sorghum, millet and maize.
He cleared the bush, cultivated a field and sowed and
harvested the cereal crop. After the harvest his wives
brewed beer and he invited the local inhabitants of the
right bank of the Momba whose leader was Mwenendolo.
The people came, they drank beer, danced and made merry,
then they said among themselves "he (Mwandi) has akili
(intelligence) he knows how to cultivate millet, how
to make beer (pombe), we only know how to hunt and
dig ndaao (tubers)" and turning to him said "So, you
will govern us on both ades of the river". Ndiwo
ufalme uliwoingia 8 that is how the chiefdom arrived
in this country,"

4

*A lengthy sojourn in Ufipa in the vicinity of Laela(country of the
.acile) is suggested by the oocasional reference to the ' awanda
as being Wacile, e.g.on the occasion of greetings, Mwakata Namcile.
Other links vfith Ucile are also in evidence. The Royal village of
a sub-chiefdom on North bank of the Momba is known as Cipeta, and
is the first place of residence of foundling chief Mwandi. Fromm,
quoted by Willis R. (1966) p.67. The acile were known as Cipeta
after a former chief, their first chief Cundu was married at
Mnyamba in Unyiha and the Royal clan is Simfukwe (same as in Uwanda)
So, close contact with the acile is suggested which may have been
more extensive than that suggested by Willis, and conforms more to
the oral tradition.
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The oral tradition of foundling chiefs needs understanding

within the context of their literary genre before attributing

a character of factual historicity to their claims. The stories

of origin are legendary midrash which follow a standardized pattern,

providing a theoretical justification of precedence for the

established system.* Similar patterns recur in the legends of
2

origin of the Fipa, Siceela and Kuulwe, Nyamwanga. Two patticular

patterns emerge in this legend of origin, the theme of the chiefly

stool and that of superior technological skills. The sitting

on the chiefly throne is a ritual expression of legitimate
3

government. Superior technological skills were demonstrated by

introducing acricultural activity into a hunting-gathering community.

Both are variations of the one theme of a mythical charter

legitimizing the power structure and giving it a basis in oral

tradition.

The story demands analysis in itself as we should also examine

the thinly disguised bias within the political econony of the

locality. The segmentation of chiefdoins and the consequent dispersal

of population, either due to leadership aspirations or population
4

pressure, was a feature of the peoples of Western Tanzania. Since

**
See Brock B. "The Nyiha" A.Roberts (Ed.) 1963, p.66

2' Chief Chipansya (Gueringer ed.) "History of the Nyamwanga" T.N.R.
No.75, 1974, pp.37-47 (especially p.57).
The stool is seen as a symbolic embodiment of the state akin to the
crown, thus its occupant claims legitimacy of government. '"The
spirit of the stool enters into the new chief also thus continues
the personality of his predecessor by a kind of apostolic succession."
See Kobrina Sekyi haw & Custom in riest Africa. London 1951. p.13
also"Modernisation and its Malcontents: Kobrina Sekyi of Ghana and
the Re-statement of African Political Theory 1992-1956." paper by
J.A.Langley in Political Theory and Ideology in African .Jociety.
Centre of African Studies, University of Edinburgh, 1970, pp.60-63.

4. See Shorter A. "Interlacustrine Chieftainship in Embryo?"TNS. No.72
1973, pp.37-50.
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vast areas were vacant some were occupied by dissident groups in

search of a 'country' and thus lineage headmen became petty chiefs.

Allegiances to four chiefdoms are present to-day* btit during

the first decade of the century mention is made of at least ten

chiefdons in the same area. The choosing of chiefly administration

by the coloni&l regime and the consequent legitimacy conferred

on their administration was an important factor in reducing the

number of petty chiefdoms. The origins of the chief and that of

the commoners is quite distinct; oral traditions confirm this

distinction, but there ia little evidence of the origin of the

commoner. The rapid growth in numbers of the chiefly clan, its

integration into the local papulation and patronage politics have

all contributed to a blurring of the original separate identities.

(c) Arab presence in Uganda t

Arab presence in the Kukwa area during the second half of

the last century is extensively recorded.* Oral sources indicate an

Arab presence in Uwanda during the reign of Kwene Teiabo. My

informant describes it asfollowss

"An Arab called Chinyamadari (Jemedari?) became
friendly with Kwene Tembo. To establish his
friendship he brought gifts to the Mwene; guns,
percussion caps, gunpowder, golden ornaments,long
pangas, a bale of calico and of red cloth (peaba
moto). The Kwene was pleased by the gifts and gave

* Evidence of Arab influence in Ubungu is recorded by Burton in
1853 and Livingston confirmed a definite Arab life style in
the Court of Ubungu in 1870, See Burton K.F. "The Lake legions
of Central Equatorial Africa" Journal of ..oval Geogrq;hical
ociety, 29 (1859) ?.3C4 and Journals of . via Livingstone. Vol.11

I ondon 1874* pp.77-210. ee also Ilonga (1959) pp.<38-39.
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his daughter in marriage to the Arab. The
Arab built his house at a place called Sunsa
near Sumbawanga village (in Uwanda), being
an in-law of the chief he as ured the Mwene
that war could not affect him. The chief sent
the people hunting for elephant, he gave the
tusks to the Arab who sent them to Bagamoyo.
Any prisoners taken in war were sent to
Chinyamadari and sold as slaves in Bagamoyo,
some local people were also given by the chief
to the Arab. One day when the Arabswas away on
a journey the V.angoni came surrounded the village
and attacked it. Nyarambi the chief's son was killed
in the fighting, he wa3 a brake warrior and much
loved by his father. The chief was very sorry, he
collected all the goods,cloth, kanzu etc., he had
received from the Arab put them into a pile outside,
he then went and drowned himself in the River Momba."

The defeat of the Wawanda by the Ngoni caused a disenchantment

with the Arabs as the aLliance did not lead to a military victory.

Or perhaps the Arabs showed little interest in a rule that provided

weak resistance against the more accomplished and experienced Ngoni

warriors. In any case the alleged suicide of Kwene Tembo and the

symbolic rejection of the Arab alliance heralded in a new period

of oppression under the angoni. Only one occupation by the angoni

appears in oral tradition. According to Shorter the second Ngoni

occupation took place probably some time between 1848 and 1357 in

Ibungu, whilst they had departed north from Ufipa^ in 1855, so we

can reasonably presume that the Ngoni had left Uwanda by 1357. Ay

informant says of the Ngoni stay:

" angoni came and bored the lobes of the peoples'
ears, because they conquered the country. There
is utani (joking relationship) between the Wawanda
and Ngoni peoples."

^"Lancaster puts the date of the arrival of the Ngoni in Ufipa as
1842, the death of their leader Zwangendaba as 1845, and their
retreat from Sukumaland as 1850. It is possible that my informant
combined two episodes together, one of Ngoni attack and the other
of Arab discontent. D.G.Lancaster "Tentative Chronology of the Ngoni"
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute.No.67. 1937,pp.77-90.
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When the Ngoni had left the country the W awanda were inevitably

drawn into the disputes between their stronger and more powerful

neighbours. The the East, Chief Kalanga successfully attacked

Chief 3angu of Ufipa, and was assisted by anda warriors in this

attack. Kalanga's successor, l/angu, was deposed by his brother

Zunda (Mwamvongo) and Wangu sought refuge in Uwanda, raised an army

there, and then unsuccessfully attacked Zunda.* Zunda retaliated

by attacking Uwanda and by wounding the chief Mpantamila who

escaped to Kaoze where he spent three years before turning back

to Sumbawanga village.

(e) Cimalaunga's intervention into Uwanda's
political integrity:

Cimalaunga was a headman from the royal house of Usangu,

turned adventurer, elephant hunter and trader. He had a large

group of camp followers, as hunters are prone to have, which were

rapidly convertible into a private army. Cimalaunga was invited
2

to the westem shores of Rukwa by Mwene Pilula Mfipa. He took up

residence at Sakalilo, only twenty miles North of the Uwanda boundary.

Cimalaunga attacked Uwanda after one of his headmen,

Mwanamwezi had been killed by Chief Kapwa. This attack coincided

with a severe drought and famine which had considerably lowered the

resistance of the inhabitants. Chief Kapwa and his younger brother

Mwene Ilonga T.N.R. No.53, p.91.
2.

Pilula Mfipa wished to have reinforcements at hand in case of
prolonged Bemba attacks on the plateau.
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were captured and offered for sale as slaves. Kapwa refused to

be sold, and so was shot. Chiwanga was taken to Kiwere. Cimalaunga

then ravaged the ,anda countryside^ and went on to attack Mkulwe.

An Arab trader called Selemani who bartered for ivory in the

Rukwa, and being a friend of Yulimaasi, was killed by Cimalaunga

who later deposited his body near Zimba in the neighbouring
2

chiefdom of Nkansi. This and other atrocities became the pretext

for a German expedition under Tom von Prince (Bwana Sakkarani)

who defeated Cimalaunga, and in the process extended colonial rule

to Uwanda. The expedition of von Prince was intended to prove

that superior military power was the basis of political domination

and the first step in integratir^j the area into the colonial network.

To quote Malinowski, who gave an academic justification of Lugard's

colonial policy:

"Real colonization begins with the establishment
of political influences, through the effective
demonstration of force. The natives have to be
impressed,even cowed, by the unquestionable
military superiority of the Europeans."4

*Boileau and Wallace during their travels in 1899 described his
impact on Uwanda as "the ruins of large villages strewn with
skulls and thirty miles of road which he had forced the natives
to cut and keep clean from Sakaliro to the River laisi."
Boileau P. and Wallace L. Geargraphical Journal. 13, 6, 1399
"The Nyasa-Tanganyika Plateau", p.612.

2
'For a fuller account see J.E.S.Lamb "History of the afipa" in
Ufipa District Book 1927. Also Melland F. and Cholmeley E.
Through the Heart of Africa. London, 1912, p.19.

^*See Schmiedel H. "Bwana Sakkarani" T.N.R. 53, 1959. pp.35-52.
^"'Malinowski B. "Native Education and Culture Contact" International

Review of Missions. October 1936, p.6. Carl Peters, the
architect of German colonialism expressed the same reality more
crudely "I have found that the one thing that would make an impression
on these wild sons of the steppe was a bullet from the repeater of the
double-barrelled rifle,and then only when employed in emphatic
relation to their own bodies." Peters C.New Lights on Dark Africa
London, 1391, pp.229-300.
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( (f) Internal governmenti

The >/awanda peoples had a centralised political authority.

The chief, given the title Mwene, was chosen by commoners from among

the royal clan descendants, known as Kasonso. whose umwiiko was

Simfukwe. The chief performed administrative, economic and

ritual functions which enhanced his political power. He was

expected to personify popular concensus and reduce dangers of

conflict. There were also protective devises within the system

which counter-balanced central authority. Each village had its

own headman, mlasi or m.iumbe who was appointed by the chief in

consultation with the villagers, the headman was then given an

•executive secretary* chosen by the villagers known as nvamnara.

In Uwanda-Kamsamba pre-1895 there were four strategically placed

villages on the southern side of the Momba; Chisamba whose headman'3

title was Kamwelwe, Senga (illala or Seraang'ombe) whose headman's

title was Mwenikonongo, Muyu whose headman's title was Kaombwe

and Sumbawanga whose headman's title was Ngalayawami.

The main village on the northern bank of the River Momba

was Cipeta. hen Chiwanga, who had been captured by Cimalaunga,

came back from slavery in Kiwele he became Mlasi of Cipeta village.^
2

Chiwanga by his largesse and hospitality gained the allegiance

of other villages of Northern Uwanda who accepted him as their chief.

A dispute then occurred between Chiwanga and Kasonso over the

Kipeta was a royal village being the first pied-a-terre of
the foundling chief Mwandi.

2
Chiwanga was also known as Mgori.
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inheritance and Kasonso attacked Chiwanga. An informant described

it thus:

MKasonso led his people in an attack against the
village of Cipeta,surrounded the village with an
armed force under the military leadership of
Katalimbanya (Mwakasanga). Chiwanga escaped and
want to the German administration at Kasanga to
ask for help. Eventually askaris arrived, captured
Kasonso and sent him to Tukuyu (New Langenburg) for
trial. The country was divided, the southern bank
of the Momba was given to Kasonso whilst the northern
bank was put under the jurisdiction of Chiwanga.
Chiwanga's territory was administered by Kasanga
District (Bismarckburg) and Kasonso's fell under
Tukuyu District (New Langenburg)

Uwanda became the victim of an unwarranted intrusion by an

external power into the complex internal power struggles which could

only be solved satisfactorily within the traditional judicial system.

The district border may have had a sound geographical basis, but

demographically it resulted in fission and was reinforced by a

recognition of legitimacy in the interests of administrative neatness.

(g) Uwanda Belief system:

The belief system of the Uwanda nation was inextricably bound

up with political institutions and functions within the community.

The socio-economic connections and the specific historical setting

shaped the evolution of political systems and institutions, and were

determinants of political behaviour. Mystical beliefs were important

mechanisms of control and adjustment in society and these were under¬

mined by missionary activity.

In Uwanda the spirit world was inhabited by a number of

mystical agencies who interfered regularly with the life of the polis,

threatened the security of the populace and provided a rational

explanation for tension, conflict or misfortune. The agencies are
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arranged, below in hierarchical order, according to their social
1

significance:

(i) Nguluwi.

Nguluwi was the supreme God of the uawanda, he was

remote and inaccessible, and showed little concern for the affairs

of lesser mortals. No cult is addressed to Nguluwi.

(ii) ftvfawa aq4 Kqtai

Mwawa and Katai are two pure spirits, male and female

coloured lightskinned and black. Mwawa had power of intercession

with Nguluwi to request good or evil towards humans. Mwawa gfoyed

an ambivalent role; she could both kill or cure sickness, she was

associated with smallpox and hence also known as Mama Ndui. Mwawa

appeared in various forms, a beautiful woman, a black dog, a mouse

2
or a whirlwind. Mwawa transmitted messages through dreams or

through the medium of possessed people (the latter tended to be old

people, and more often women than men). The mediums in their

prophetic utterances gave instructions of how to pacify Mwawa; gifts

should be offered to prevent misfortunes, particularly smallpox,

sickness, drou^t and infertility. Sometimes a miniature hut was

built outside the village as a shrine where offerings could be placed.

• For an excellent treatment of the belief system of a neighbouring
people see Willis R. "Changes in Mystical Concepts and Practices
among the Fipa", nthnology. Vol.Vll, No.2 April 1968,pp.139-157
Also J.M.Robert :Crovances et Coutumes I'lagico-Religieuses des
afipa Paiens. Tabora 1949. See also MeHand and Cholmeley (1912)

pp.20-25. For a resume of the origins and traditional religion of
the akulwe see Ufipa District Book 1927, notes by J. Cheyne.
Probably the best account remains that of Hamberger P.A. "Nachtrag
zu den Religiosen Uberlieferungen und Gebrauchen der Landschaft
Mkulwe" in Anthropos. 4, 1910, pp.295-317. Idem.5, 1910,pp.798-807.
An informant (V.Sungura) told me, quite seriously, that he met a
girl one day who had been transported by Mwawa in a whirlwind from
Muyu to Kamsamba, a distance of four miles. Belief in Mwawa is
very vivid even to the present day.
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There appeared to be a relationship between rapid social change

and the appearance of charismatic media.

(iii) Umwao.

These were territorial deities linked to a particular

locality (mountain, tree, water etc.). The spirits were occasionally

personified in the form of a -python.insato. that resided in the

particular area. They were given offerings of millet beer or porridge.

(iv) azigp.

The l-azimu were the spirits of deceased ancestors

vjho roved about, they were generally benevolent and harmless unless

a man failed in his duties towards a particular Mzimu or towards a

fellow kinsman. To rectify any wrong or omission an offering would

be made to the Hzima in the family shrine icilowa. Yiwa (singular

Ciwa) were malevolent ancestral spirits found in bodies which dwelt

in the bones of the corpse; he was intrinsically evil and independent

of the Mzimu Ciwa addressed itself to relatives of the deceased

exclusively and caused illness or even death. Ciwa could be destroyed

by exhuming the corpse and burning every single bone in the body.^
A spirit of the deceased could also be transformed into a lion,

leopard, hyena or pythen.

Other ill omens include Kiukula: a child who cuts his upper

teeth first, and twins, amanasa.

(v) Sorcery.Ulozi.

A sorcerer whs a person who used esoteric knowledge of

medicines to wilfully cause a malevolent action to someone, and remedial

measures were undertaken to prevent social disruption.

* * The custom of exhumation is said to have come from the Bemba
people circa 1820. The practice of burial in a Christian cemetary
where exhumation would have been unacceptable was a major obstacle
to mission progress.
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111. PAL-COLONIAL PRODUCT IOM IN UYTANDA.

A politico-economic approach to pre-colonial Uwanda will

lead us to inquire into the nature of resources, production,

distribution of wealth and means of exchange. The population

were at the hub in the interplay of productive forces and growth

or decline depended on how well, or how poorly, they accommodated

themselves to the rationale of competing with internal or external

interests for resources. It is important to identify the critical

parties competing for resources and power within the system, but

more important to denote its broader framework of reference and the

locus of ultimate decision making. The determinant of beneficiaries,

and presumably interests, in a system is identified by the allocation

of surplus produced and ultimate destination of the extracted surplus.

A pre-colonial production model was not destroyed by colonialism

or neo-colonialism as various aspects of it have continued right

up to the present day, thus it is necessary to expose it in a more

pure state so as to understand the fragments that have survived and

remain operative.

1. Agricultural production:

(a) Crop production and land tenure:

In pre-colonial Uwanda crop production was determined by land

availability; land was plentiful and unused cultivable land was in

ample supply. Fertility was easily recognizable to the experienced

eye, and a shifting cultivation pattern sought out the fertile areas
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to give maximum output to the expansion of labour.

Traditionally all land was administered by the Mwene, but the

people had freedom of choice as to where they could cultivate

provided it did not impinge upon other peoples rights. Disputes over

land boundaries were resolved by the headman and elders; if they

failed to reach agreement it was brou^it before the chief.

The principal crops besides sorghum in the pre-colonial

period were millet, amalezi. some maize^ and groundnuts. The staple

diet was a stiff porridge, ugali or insima made from the ground flour

of finger millet or sorghum. This was eaten together with vegetables

fish or meat. Extensive fishing and hunting facilities ensured

an ample variety of protein.

The peoples of Uwanda followed a slash-and-burn type of

cultivation. An area of bush was cleared of undergrowth, trees

were cut to waist level, the branches lopped and spread out evenly

over the area, kutema intemele. After some two or three months,

when the wood had dried out it was burned. The ashes, ipya were

then cultivated; the first year the field chalo could be simply

turned without making ridges, matuta. but matuta were mandatory for

the second year to control obnoxious weeds. Since the allocation

of land was generous in length a new part of the field was cleared

each year and there was a progressive advance into the bush, while

leaving a large area of fallow land behind to ensure the regeneration

process, which lasted about ten years. In the new area cultivated

^ *

Among the Wakwa (neighbours of Wawanda) slabs of unleavened
bread made from maize flour replaced porridge. Ilelland 1912,
p.30.
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a fast growing species of early millet known as katila was planted,

which offset food shortages at the beginning of a new season.

This method of cultivation was kind to the ecological system

making far fewer demands on it than the corresponding citemene

system used by the Bemba, although being more labour intensive.

It allowed ample time for recovery, thus lessening the ravages of

sun, rain and erosion, and maintained a consistency in soil balance

and rainfall.

(b) Labour schedule:

he shall now look more closely at the traditional process

of agricultural production, many details of which are still applicable

today. When we later consider a transformation to an ujamaa mode

of production it is essential that we have detailed knowledge of

the actual outlays of labour, the allocation of various tasks to

men and women, and perhaps more importantly to children, so that

consequent bottlenecks can be identified when the social unit of

production is no longer the family, but the village or a part thereof.

The same remark applies to the effect of the removal of manpower

from the area during the colonial era.

The primary variable was weather which governed the scheduling

of the activities. The fields were normally harvested by July

and so bush clearance took place ideally at the end of the harvest,

extending into the months of August but finishing by September.

Cultivation began before the rains in November and continued right

through until the end of January when the pause in the rainy season

had ended. During the months of February and March weeding was the

principal activity. The first harvest in karch was the katila or
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early millet, but the larger fields were harvested during the

months of May and June. Prom when the seed appeared above the

ground until harvest the crops had to be protected from pests,

vermin and wild animals so that the people often slept in the

fields in an improvised hut to guard their crops.

The labour schedule repeals that a disproportionately large

share of the recurrent production inputs were made by women. Men

were concerned primarily with the heavy physical work, the seasonal

craft occupations and political leadership of the family and

community. However, the division of tasks was not mutually exclusive

and in the agricultural tasks in particular there was a certain

amount of mutual help.

Despite the inequality of quantitative involvement in production

in terms of the ratio male/female labour, nevertheless, the

contribution of each sex is indispensable in terms of unit of

output , and is adapted to the physical resources of each and to

the ecological conditions. The displacement of one or other sex

by absence or removal had a disruptive effect on food production

in particular, which explains 3ome of the far-reaching effects of

male absence either by war or labour migrancy.
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(c) Pastoralism:

Evidence of cattle in Uwanda during the nineteenth

century is vety sparse. Although cattle were prized for their

social and economic value it is unlikely that there was extensive

cattle ownership up to the end of the century. Oral informants

say that there were 'few* cattle at the turn of the century and they

did not become an item in marriage dowries until the 1920's.

However, two factors would suggest the early presence of

cattle; the archaeological evidence of the fifteenth century

showed bovine remains^, and the fact that Uwanda was a tse-tse

free area. To explain their near absence at the turn of the

century it is possible that (a) they were killed off or died

during the inter-tribal wars; the Ngoni invasion or Cimalaunga's

reign of terror or (b) an epidemic of coast fever or Rinderpest

decimated the stocks. It was probably a combination of both

factors. Certainly the disease factor bears some credibility.

During the mid-1870's Redwater and Sast Coast Fever were imported

into East Africa via South Africa. Both were transmitted by tick

carriers. Rinderpest was introduced through North East Africa

around the 1840's, and at the same time pleuro-pneumonia infected

African cattle. The Rinderpest epidemic of 1808-89 swept through

East Africa and was often accompanied by small pox, cholera, dysentry,

typhus and bronchitis which annihilated both herds and people.

Fagan B.M. and Yellen J.E, 'Tiruna; Ancient Salt-<'orking in
Southern Tanzania", Azania. 1968, No.3, pp.1-45.
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During the late 1390*s all of the surrounding areas had been

infected, including Rukwa itself, as Fulleborn writes:

"The excellent grazing grounds of Ukinga have few
cattle and along the Ruvuma, Ulanga and Rukwa
there are (at least in^he parts I know)
absolutely no cattle."

At the turn of the century there were only two herds of any

size in Uwanda, the herds of the chiefs and that of the mission.

The former possessed about fifteen head of cattle ana the latter

well over one hundred. It is significant that when the mission
2

spent 230 rupees on the beginnings of a herd in 1899 the men were

sent to Kilimatinde near Manyoni over 350 miles away north of

Ukimbu.

The temporary removal of cattle from the economy aggravated

famine conditions and on their re-introduction contributed to

a form of wealth differentiation. Cattle became the prerogative

of chiefs and of people claiming similar status, e.g. the mission,

and were out of reach of commoners until the first decade of the

present century.

1 * Fulleborn 1906 quoted in Kjekshus H. Ecology Control and
Economic Development in East African History. Nairobi, 1976,
p.129. Fulleborn is a particularly reliable witness for
Uwanda as he undertook scientific research in the Rukwa area

together with Glauning, the latter measured the force of gravity
at Kamsamba on the Komba river in July 1399,whilst the former
collected species of fish. See Fulleborn F. and Glauning,
"Die Firtschritte der Pendelexpedition" in Hittheilungen aus
dem Deutschen Schutzgebieten. 13, 1900, pp.18-39.

2 *
A voucher was issued payable in Zanzibar.
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to stockaded villages during the Cimalaunga campaign wa3 inimical

to extensive cultivation. As Nutt remarked in 1896, he witnessed

"ruined villages destroyed by the slave raider Cimalaunga."'' In

fact famine served as a contributory reason for the downfall of

2
Uwanda as Cimalaunga extcroted food supplies from the villages,

then after a famine the Wanda were helpless to defend themselves

3
against his marauding bands.

Hatural hazards 3uch as drought or locusts, though provoking

conditions inimical to food production,did not reduce the people

to destitution. Johnston and Aerr-Cross in 1889 visted Hukwa

and although no rain had fallen for two years the people

"hunted extensively and were well armed and
well clothed^ ... they have no gardens but live
on the fruits of the chase."

5
In 1896, according to Nutt, a plague of locusts had passed over

the country but the people fished extensively in the River Momba

as the villages were mainly along the river. Even in 1899 Wallace
g

still recorded the ravages of Cimalaunga in Uwanda:

"Ruins of large villages strewn with skulls
and thirty miles of road whkch he had forced
the natives to cut and keep clean from Sakaliro
to the River Saisi (Momba)."

Nutt,W.H. "Journey to Lake Rukwa" Geographical Journal.London.
7, 1396, pp.427-428.

2
"History of the Fipa" in Sumbawanga District Book, 1927, entry
by J.E.S.Lamb. I am grateful to Dr.Roy Willis for drawing my
attention to this document.
Ibid.

Ker -Cross D."Geographical Notes on the country between Lakes Nyassa
Rukwa and Tanganyika" Scottish Geographical Magazine. 1890, 6,p.292.
Nutt ,H« "Journey to Lake Rukwa" Geographical Journal. No.7, 1896
p. 427-428.
Boileau F, and allace L. "The Nyasa-Tanganyika Plateau" Geographical
Journal. No.6, 1899, p.612.
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2. seasonal hunger:

Uwanda could be considered a harsh environment physically,

its marginality depending upon a precarious ecological balance

betxtfeen man and the natural resources.

Famine is necessarily related to the physical resources at

one's disposal in terms of consumption needs and production

possibilities. The intervening factors which clog up the

productive process deserve analysis prior to labelling a food

shortage a famine. The factors that are potentially disruptive

of the food production process may be seen as (a) the social,

economic and political upheaval which destroy the communal fabric

of food production, (b) natural hazards, such as drought, and

(c)inadequate production for technical reasons.

(a) Social, economic and -political upheaval:

Rural communities of cultivators have an intimate

knowledge of their environment which is indispensable to survival

in marginal areas.* Patterns of agricultural activity have evolved

over the years and could be termed as efficient insofar as they have

ensured at least survival, and often prosperity. A man-controlled

ecology adjusted itself to known and experienced contingencies of

natural provenance. Conflicts with neighbouring peoples had a

disruptive effect on food production; the confinement of cultivators

1 *

People have a profound knowledge and a keen sense of observation
of the flora and fauna which surround them, general knowing
each plant and its properties by name.
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But despite these disruptions Wallace could also record that

food production had re-established itself and TJwanda was a land

of plenty:

"Food was plentiful the whole way round (Rukwa)
and I got almost enough^ to feed my caravan of
over one hundred men."

Dessication caused by inadequate rainfall, high temperatures

and the low retention of soil were contributory factors to famine

but ones that had been coped with during the nineteenth century.

Control of other natural resources; land, hunting rights, fishing

was the prerogative of the chief within the traditional political

system and he ensured their accessibility to the population at large.

Alternative food supplies were available at times of seasonal hunger

by the barter of fish, meat, salt and cloth for grain with

neighbouring Fipa or ITyiha, areas which enjoyed a higher altitude

and heavier rainfall.

iithin the environment itself there were drought resistant
2

plants which were seasonal and were edible after treatment. The

species of plants more commonly used then, and to the present day,

were insana a grass containing a gritty core, walombe (wild yam)

a thorny shrub with tuber roots and indago nut, a small berry found

in the Rukwa plain. These food3 were higjaly labour intensive

in preparation and competed for woman's labour at a time when other

1 *

Ibid.
2 *

See,Mbeya District Book 1947, "Famine Foods". Also Cross-Upcott
A. . "Ngindo Famine Subsistence" in T.I-f.R. 51, 1953, pp.1-20.
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damands were excessive, e.g. weeding time. Nevertheless, they

assisted in keeping migratory labour to a low level and provided

food for subsistence with a minimum of recourse to external sources.

(b) Contributory factors to seasonal hunger;

The population are most prone to famine during the

period before the ripening of the food crops. This time coincided

with the weeding of the larger fields when an optimum output of

energy was required to consolidate the cultivation .already undertaken.

Failing to adequately perform the tisk of weeding led to a major

drop in output, and the effects of one famine were thereby prolor^ed

into the production cycle of the following year's crop.

The staple crop of Uwanda, finger millet, was also of social

significance as it was the basic ingedient of the local brewed

beverage, ipala or pombe. The propensity to socialise and consume

precious food stock in the process was generally kept in check

by an interaction of interests within the domestic household,

ilanagement of food reserves was in the hands of the women and

neglect on her part could lead to over-consumption at an early

stage; budgeting food over a year was a formidable affair when

confronted by a simple mound of unthreshed millet. Excessive

consumption or poor harvests at household level was offset by the

ability of the kin group or community to absorb the occasional

shortage within its ranks.*

** For similar in Northern Nigeria see Polly Hill, Rural Hausa
a village and a setting. Cambridge, 1972.
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Short term labour migration (kuhemea) to adjoining areas

had an ambivalent effect. The absence of certain hands meant

that the absolute amount of food was greater for those who remained

behind. On the other hand, factors of production were absent at a

crucial period ofagricultural activity, seriously inhibiting the

possibilities of surplus production and standby supplies in the

case of a shortage the following year.

Poor food storage facilities affected some cereal foods more

than others. Millet and sorghum were relatively insect proof and

were stored with ease for two or three years. Maize,on the other

hand, was prone to insects, dudu and deteriorated within weeks if

infected. Short term storage life was a serious deterrent to

extensive cultivation of maize. Food crops were stored in

vihen.re or circular huts of approximately two feet diameter and

ten feet in height, raised off the ground on stilts, the walls were

made of reeds intertwined and plastered inside and outside with mud.

The facilities for storage were adequate in order to protect against

the ordinary hazards, but proved inadequate during plagues of locusts,

rats and were also fire prone.

(c) AST foul*wal technology:

In nineteenth century Uwanda the basic and essential

agricultural instrument was the hoe, .iembe or inkundi. It was also

used as an item of barter and currency in the bridewealth. The bulk

of iron hoes used in Uwanda were imported from neighbouring Ufipa
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where iron smelting was a thriving local industry.* According to
2

local traditions the hoes were of reasonable quality and were

acquired through bartering salt, cloth or dried meat which were

local resources in Uwanda. Again the Ivuna finds confirm tha use

3
of iron in Uwanda dating back to the fifteenth century, and raised

questions about the possibility of a local iron industry at that

time.

Local agricultural technology was appropriate to agricultural

production and was not dependant upon external sources; implements,

spears, arrow shafts etc. were available locally. The method of

cultivation itself was a thoroughly planned affair which provided

a balance between land clearance, land usage and ecological

regeneration. Climatic factors, particularly drought, although

tangibly re-enacting the drama of food shortage,should not be

over exaggerated as a principal cause of famine. Undoubtedly it

caused food shortages but ones that could be coped with as long

as the community maintained control of the natural resources of the
4

area. Social and political disruption jeopardised harmony and

stability, placing the control of resources in question, and effectively

discouraged people from seeking alternative sources of supply beyond

the confines of their own village. This latter reason broke down the

*'For iron smelting in Ufipa see ise R. "Iron Smelting in Ufipa"
T.N.R. No.59, 1959,pp.106-111. Idem. "Some Rituals of Iron Making
in Ufipa" T.N.R. No.53,1959»pp. 232-258. GreigR.C.H. "Iron

2 Smelting in Ufipa" T.N.R. No.4, 1937, pp.77-81.
'The iron was more malleable than their imported substitutes. See
Lechaptois A. "Aux Rives du Tanganyika" Alger, 1913.pp.247-250. See
also ICjekshus (19755) pp.31-92.

3.Fagan and Yellan 1968, p.31.
4.This differs radically from the conclusion of Duignan on the ability

of pre-industrial societies to cope with unfavourable environmental
factors. See Duignan P. and L.H.Gann "The Pre-Colonial Economies of
Sub-Saharan Africa" in Colonialism in Africa 1870-1960. P.Duignan &
L.H.Gann (Eds). London 1975, p34.
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inter-dependency that Uwanda enjoyed with neighbouring Fipa and

Nyiha, and consequently deprived Uwanda of essential supplies leading

to a disruption of local trading patterns. J-'his process was

aggravated during the following period of colonialism.

3. Grafts and industries in rre-Colonial Uwanda:

Uwanda was self-sufficient in most basic goods and those

that were lacking were available through a barter system with

neighbouring Fipa or Unyiha which led to an interdependence with

these areas.

(a) Cloth:

Cloth in nineteenth century Uwanda was of various

types; some was made from beaten bark\ some from cured skins,

whilst the most prestiguous was manufactured from locally grown

cotton.^
ild cotton was grown extensively in Uwanda in sufficient

quantities to cater for all local needs and produced a small surplus

for use in the local trading network. allace, in 1898, described

the industry in Uwanda as follows:

"In most villages, and especially in those of \fipa
and Awanda, a large portion of the men are
engaged in this work, either spinning the cotton
or weaving the cloth... The men do all the spinning
and weaving, using a long spindled spool and giving
it the necessary twirl by a smart rub of the
spindle between the palm of the hand and the thigh.

^ * "hen cotton cloth was not available the women wore skins
and the men bark cloth.

2
"They weave a coarse strong serviceable cloth in pieces
averaging 7 x 4{ ft. on a primitive handloom." Kelland &
Cholmely, 1912, p.28. Ibid. p.30. "A well clothed race."
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The loom is a rough frame so arranged that the
alternate threads can be raised or lowered past
the rest, and cross threads are then passed through
on a long wooden lath. The cloth is open and heavy,
but strong and much more durable than the cheap
calico and coloured prints that are rapidly taking its
place. The commonest patterns are white and black
striped borders, though checks and black cloths are
seen. It is generally made in pieces of about 6 ft
z 5 ft. each cloth being sufficient for a dress ...

A portion is traded to the Ifipa on the plateau for
iron hoes " 1

One may deduce from this extract, corroborated by other

witnesses, that the manufacture of cloth was a widespread craft

in Uwanda. Not only was Uwanda self-sufficient in cloth but she

produced a surplus which was traded against iron hoes, could be

used as a 'hedge' against drou^it,and exchanged for cereal food¬

stuffs in times of famine.

Locally produced cloth was called sekeeta or chipuka. Cloth

was often woven communally in a festive spirit. An old man

described such a scene to me:

"When a person had collected about four baskets of
cotton he would then make pombe and invite all the
neighbours to join with him in spinning the cotton.
He would make four pots of pombe. two big ones for
the men and two small ones for the women. The men

ana women would spin the cotton into hanks of -thread,
whilst at the same time dance and laugh together.
The weaving would be done later by the men."2

My informant calculated that the output of the local looms was about

3
one metre per day, and that the cloth was hardwearing and resistant.

1* Boileau and allace (1899) p.613.
2 *

Personal interview with Bowfaai lurgi, September, 1975.

He made the clothes for his fiancee Magdalena with his own hands
in 1924. The poorer the area in pecuniary resources the longer
the industry lasted. Even to-day homespun thread is widespread.
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The locally spun thread had other uses. The fishing

industry depended on it for the making of nets and later, when the

cultivation of cotton was forbidden,^ fields of cotton were grown

in secret in remote lake-land areas. Thread became part of the

social network; very often three or four hanks of thread were used

as a major item in the marriage dowry before 1900. Later, however,

manufactured cloth replaced it, and finally imported material.

The decline of the cotton industry was due to the incursion

of cheap inferior quality imports and increasing demands on male man¬

power, and was a major factor in the impoverishment process of

Uwanda which coincided with colonial penetration, breaking of

autonomous self sustaining communal production, and created a state

of dependence on external sources.

2(b) Salt production;

Salt was an extremely valuable commodity in the life

of the community, both as sua essential item of diet and as a trading

commodity. Uwanda was fortunate in having a salt source at Ivuna,

the nearest alternative source being 145 miles away, and so it

figured prominently in local and regional trading networks.

According to the present chief of Iwanda Mwene Kapala 111

(igalula) the acquisition of two petty chiefdoms, that of Ivuna and

^ * Agricultural regulations under a colonial government prohibited
the cultivation of cotton in the Southern Highlands to prevent
the spread of disease from South Africa reaching the Mwanza area.
Mbeya District Book, 1937.

2
Fagan and Yellen (1968). Also Fagan B. "Early Trade & Raw Materials
in Seuth Central Africa"in Pre-Colonial African Trade. A.Gray &
D.Birmingham (Eds.) 1970, pp.24-38. Also D.R.Morgan "Salt
Production in Tanzania: Past and Present" T.N.R. No.74, July 1974,
pp.31-37.
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of Isenga (near Masuche) by the foundling chief Kawenga alao gave

him strategic control over the salt source and the lake. Oral

tradition has it that Kawenga who originated from Kyela sat on

the chiefly stool of Mwene Ttumbi (who was a woman) thereby

establishing his claim to her territory. he then returned to

Ufipa from where she originated J Kawenga ruled over her territory
2

including the salt source. He took as a wife Malwa and they had
•Z

a son Chlmola who was placed as headman in Isenga (Masuche) • hen
4

Kawenga died he was succeeded by Chiaola.

The successor of Chief Kawenga of Iwanda continued to claim

control of the salt spring and the lake in the interests of the

people of the country. This control of the resource, as historically

exercised, maintained unlimited access to the salt springs for the

people of Uwanda. From time to time a gift of salt would be
5

offered to the Mwene. The first time that a young boy or girl

made the journey to the salt lake it was a ritual gesture to bring

a gift to the chief (generally a chicken). There was no tribute in

kind, tax or restrictions imposed on the local people who wished

to take sway salt^ and when strangers took salt it was customary

for them to bring a gift to the local chief. Halt then, was considered

as a communal resource to which all the inhabitants had unrestricted

7
access.

^"There is a structural similarity to the Uwanda foundling chief's
narrative.

2» Yalwa may have come from Isenga as a symbol of alliance. Isenga was
strategically placed near the lake and disputed territory with Kasonso.

3.It was here that Mr.Nutt disembarked, and later Wallace in 1899.
4.other chiefs mentioned in the line of succession were Kapinda,Kapala 1,

Chisowale,Kapala, Kawenga 11 and Igalula. This list varies from that
annolated by illis (1966) p.62. The comments of fagan & Yellen (1968)
pp.29-3$ are also pertinent to the i-sue of oral tradition.

5.lam grateful to the present Mwene Kapala for these details.
6.Unlike Uvinza where a tax was levied by the chief. See Sutton J. &

Roberts A. "Uvinza and its Salt Industry" A-.-T',IA. 3» 1968, pp45-36.
7.Kbeya District Book, 1947 states that it was at one time In the hands

of Arabs, linking it to the Arab trading network.
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(c) Fishing:

Fish was a major resource of Uwanda, Lake Rukwa

being in close proximity. The chiefly control of fishing was

similar to that of salt with unrestricted access for the locals,

and tribute fish being offered as gifts to the chief. In certain

water courses, e.g. Muni near M&ulwe the chief would determine the

days or season of fishing.If fishwere scarce ritual prayers were

offered to increase the catch. Fish provided an extra source of

food and when dried could easily be bartered against gain in

neighbouring lands. Fishing was undertaken communally either by

nets made from home-spun cotton thread, or in reed traps. Fishing

activities gave rise to the craft of making fish traps.

(d) Graft industries:

The pottery craft in Uwanda was one that had shown

elements of continuity over the last 600 years, as demonstrated by
1

the Ivuna potsherds. Potteiy was made by the women using the coil

method, and clay of local origin, producing pots for different

purposes such as cooking and water pots, chungu. Pottery had its

artisans in each village who worked communally.

The remains of iron slag were found in Ivuna, together

with the remains of some implements. While admitting the possibility

of iron smelting in Uwanda, which is supported by oral tradition,
2

the vast bulk of iron implements came from Ufipa.

1 * Fagan & Yellen (1967).
2 * The neighbouring ITyiha also smelted iron but evidence of hoes

imported from Uniha is minimal.
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filters from palm fibre, pestle and mortar, tables and three legged

stools, iciauabl from local wood. Calabashes grew in the area and

served as cups. Musical instruments such as drums and rattles were

made by local craftsmen, and a rhythmic scraping sound was reproduced

by grinding a three legged stool on an inverted water pot, icungu.

ire-colonial Uwanda then was characterized by small scale

adapted technology production based on annuel labour catering for

the basic essential needs of the community, A large measure of

self-reliance was achieved, surplus was produced and could be

bartered against other non-agricultural requirements supplied from

Ufipa and Unyiha. Its resources were accessible to all. Surplus

labour was not a commodity for which there was a ready market, it

was primarily directed towards the creation of material means of

subsistence, but within the framework of specific social ties,

dhe production and output was startling in terms of variety

and of its orientation to satisfy the essential needs of the people.

The production system reflected a harmony between ecological resources

and man's control of these resources, which in turn served to provide

for man's basic requirements. Altering the delicate 'mix' of factors

which underpinned this delicate balance could prove disruptive, and

seriously affect the quality of life of the area. Colonialism did

just that by removing the factors of production.
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Trade and exchange in pre-colonial Uganda;

(a) Local trade:

The V/awanda people were not known for their

trading abilities^ within a market context, but they were shrewd

and oapable traders in small scale transactions involving familiar

items. Being endowed with the vital commodity of salt they

formed part of the intricate network interlinking the peoples from
2

the Lakes Nyasa-Tanganyika and Mwene to Rukva, and made an

irreplaceable contribution to the commerce of the area without

creating any notable accumulation of surplus within the area itself.

This particular facet of trading may be more representative of the

pedestrian exchanges in local networks than market oriented more

exotic, and much documented, slave, i^ory and firearms trade.

Pre-colonial trade in Uwanda was either the trading of surplus

against essential goods in short supply or for goods not available

in the local economy. The surplus of local production; salt,
3

homespun cloth , dried meat and fish were traded against iron

implements, hoes, axes, grain in times of shortage, and iron and

copper wire for rings and bracelets. This could be termed local

trade insofar as it was performed within the area without it

requiring special trading skills in a direct producer-consumer

relationship.

^ *

Even to-day most of the local traders in Uwanda are non-locals.
2 *

For a detailed description of the network see Christopher St.John
in"Kazembe and the Tangany ika-Nyasa Corridor" in Gray & Birmingham
)Eds). 1970, p.207.

3 * Cotton was also grown by the Nyiha see Brock 3. "The Nyiha"
in before 1900. A.Roberts (Ed.) Nairobi 1968.
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Distances in thi3 local trading pattern seldom exceeded

a couple of days march to neighbouring Ufipa, Unyiha or sometimes

to Ibungu. Local agricultural production was dependant upon the

trade to supply the essential iron implements, and Ufipa needed
{

salt and fish in particular. It was a relationship of contrasting

economies of contiguous people both dependant on the import of

vital commodities, which dovetailed into each other, but limited

by the amount of surplus produced or required.

The salt trade, being a rare commodity,demands special

consideration. It is reasonable to suppose that since alternative

salt sources were at least 150 miles distant, that the commodity

was traied widely in South Western Tanzania. Salt was thus a

commodity figuring prominently in both local and long distance

trading. However, since access to the salt sources was so general,

and skills in long distance trading were not prominent among the

awanda, it is probable that the long distance trading of salt

was done by other peoples, who may even have resided temporarily

at Ivuna. Salt was certainly collected at Ivuna by the Nyamwanga,

Nyiha and Safwa, and was probably traded not only among the Fipa
2

but also perhaps among the Nyakyusa , the Nyiha, Bungu and others

within one hundred miles radius of Ivuna.

See Christopher St.John "Kazembe and the Tanganyika-Nyasa
Corridor 1800-1890", Gray & Birmingham^Lids). 1970, pp.202-230

2.
There is oral evidence of the Kinga coming to the salt source
at the end of the century, making the salt into blocks and going
off in caraveins. They traded salt to the Nyakyusa.
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The extraction and trading of salt did not require any

expertise which could be reinforced into an elitism, but the

agriculturalists who engaged in salt trading saw it as a part-

time occupation to satisfy a clearly defined purpose. The local

chief, unlike his counterparts at Uvinza^ had minimum control

over the resources which did not lead to any apparent accumulation

of wealth.

(b) external trade:

Arab intervention in local political alliances ensured

that the political and economic forces which they represented,

coupled with a superior military technology, would infiltrate

the local politico-economic system.

The Arabs played a prominent part in regional politics,

they lived in the court of Kapuufi of Fipa, they had a military

alliance with the Bungu, "Kalanga and his Arabs", and their role

in the court of Merere of Usangu is legendary. They also made an

alliance with Chief Tembo of Uwanda. Their items of trading

had little or nothing to do with local requirements; they bought

ivory, sold guns, cloth, beads and ornaments and purchased slaves.

By creating a state of tension between people and displaying the

need for new technological innovations in warfare a demand for

firearms and other luxury items was created on which they had the

monopoly of supply. The commodities that the Arabs sought were

irory and slives,and the chief acted accordingly by providing both

in the name of defence of his country.

1*
See Sutton J. & Roberts A. 1968, pp.45-86.
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People were captured and handed over to the Arabs, elephants

were hunted down and the ivory traded against articles of prestige

such as guns, fine ornaments and beads. elephants became much

reduced in numbers on the estern shore of Kukwa^ and the local

population also decreased.

Although the Arabs were instrumental in opening up the

whole of the Rukwa Valley to externally based trade they cannot

be singled out as the only culprits as the actual system of

trading which they represented also had African participation.

Cimalaunga seized slaves from among the Wawanda and brought them
2

to the Kiwele slave market run by Nyungu-ya-Mawe, a thoroughly

African enterprise.

(c) Political and economic consequences of
trade in Uwanda.

Important changes took place in the economic life

of Uwanda. The lack of iron on a large scale in Uwanda and the

presence of salt would appear to be an excellent stimulus to the

build up of further trade in other ohjects, and the emergence of

professional traders, but there is no evidence to suggest that this

in fact happened. Local trade served local needs and, like

agricultural activities, it was conducted for and on behalf of the

basic economic unit, the extended family. The new form of trade

grew out of the creation of needs which were then satisfied by the

provision of products of external origin but paid for by local resources.

Boileau & allace (1899) p.614. Although the latter was
an elephant hunter he found no elephants on his extensive
travels around Rukwa.

• Kwene Kapala 111 of Iwanda mentioned in an interview that when
he visited Zanzibar in 1936 he found many ancla people working
there who called him uncle, m.jomba. descendants of the skive
trading of the nineteenth century.
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The process of creating demand, for products of external

origin varied, gun running was most profitable at times of

political crisis or threats of war. Guns had proved decisive^ in

warfare with other territories and so Arabs, friendly with the

chiefs of all the territories contiguous to Uwanda, had traded

liberally in them, accepting ivory and slaves in return. arfare

technology changed from the spear to the gun, and the sciende of

war changed with it, Arabs became the new strategists and supplied

the hardware demanded by it. Surplus to pay for the new arms

was extracted in terms of ivory and people, and the onus of supplying

the goods fell on the chief. Their effective supply inevitably

led to a centralisation of political and economic control affecting

the distribution-gift system that had hitherto existed.

These goods could be easily stored and stock-piled for long

periods, unlike perishables, therefore capital was being accumulated;

a phenomenon foreign to the local economy and closely relating
2

personal wealth to political leadership.

The acquisition of prestige goods, many guns, Arab clothes,

imported cloths, bangles and ornaments could only be achieved by

controlling effectively the ivory and the handing over of people

which was the price to be paid. The precise extent of hunting

1*
Guns used by the Fipa. See Lamb J.E.S.in Ilbeya District Book, 1927, p.24.

2 *

In this context we can understand Cimalaunga's expansion, not
in terms of accession to a territory but in an attempt to control
the resources of ivory and people in view of external trade. His
followers were primarily hunters and were caught up in the spiral
of capturing more of the non-replaceable resources of the area in
order to maintain a position of militaiy strength, which alone
could ensure his survival.
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controls in Uwanda remain rather vague but oral tradition suggests

that the chief had a corps of professional elephant hunters and he

levied a tribute on incoming hunters. This is in sharp contrast

to the salt trade which had remained exempt from restrictions or

levies.
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Colonialism is a particular form of imperialism resulting in

monopolistic political control by a few industrial nations over the

less developed countries and with political, and economic, consequences

flowing from this relationship. Compulsive expansion of monopoly

capital resulted in a struggle for hegemony and a division of

spheres of influence. Political domination suppressed local

autonomy, and facilitated free access to raw materials, markets and

investment possibilities. The less developed economies of Africa,

Latin America and Asia became appendages to metropolitan economies,

and were linked to a world marketing system, A relationship of

dependency was then established by which the less developed countries

became dependent on foreign capitalist powers for capital, markets,

entrepreneurial skills and consumer goods. But within the receiving

countries capital produced internal inconsistencies; uneven

development, and the establishment of labour producing and labour

consuming areas.

1. ANNEXATION OF IT ANDA TO THE 3CHHTZSEBIET.

German imperialism, later in the field than its British rival,

attempted to establish an area of influence commensurate with its

capital power. The treaty-making expeditions of Karl Peters in 1884,

lasting six weeks, were ratified by the German Imperial Government,

and the subsequent purchase of the coastal strip ten miles wide from

the Sultan of Zanzibar in 1890, paved the way to a formal recognition

of Germany'3 de facto occupation of Tanganyika. At the Berlin
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Conference in 1884-5 Bismarck reiterated his claim of a 'mission

civilatrice'^for the white man, and called upon churches and trading

interests to assist the imperial government in this task. The

Conference also worked out a method of solving conflicting claims

to territories made by member states, other than by war. Imperial

'spheres of influence' were drawn up and the 'sensible for Africa*

gradually gave way to formal occupation. Germany's interests in

East Africa were invested in the Deutsche Ostafrikanische

Gesellschaft (German East Africa Company) whose inability to

govern necessitated it passing into the hands of the German Imperial

Government in 1891 under the Colonial Section of the Ministry for
2

Foreign Affairs.

Uwanda was not a disputed territory between the great powers.

Salisbury, the Conservative Prime Minister, was determined upon a

prolonged occupation of Egypt, and this key decision influenced

the whole of his imperial strategy in East Africa and the Kile Valley.

The Heligoland-Zanzibar Convention of 1890 ensured that the

approaches to the Nile and Uganda would remain British territory.

Germaiy a,greed not to advance north of Kilimanjaro. Heligoland,

a British possession in the North Aea, was conceded to Germany,

whilst Britain's claim to Zanzibar and Pemba were recognised in return.

* * Cornevin R. Histoire de la Colonisation Allemande. Paris, 1969
pp. 55-36. This humanitarian and civilizing mission was further
emphasized in the Anti-Elavery Conference at Brussells in 1890.

2. It depended upon the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for matters of
diplomacy, but directly on the Chancellor for matters of policy.
A committee (Kolonialrat) which vfas purely consultative advised
on policy from 1894.
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A compromise was reached in the area north west of Lake Nyasa

in which Uwanda was included, the border between Nyasaland and

Tanganyika being fixed at the Oangwe River. However, Salisbury

had already done his homework before the Conference. H.H.Johnston

had surveyed the area the previous year and had advised Salisbury

that the Rukva hinterland was "best left to German enterprise"

because of its poverty and harsh environment,*

3., expedition of von Prince;

Uwanda was linked to a vast colonial network by an expedition

in 1894 of Tom von Prince (Bwana Sakarrani) intended to quell the

slave .Raiding and disruption carried on by Cimalaunge. His

expedition was ostensibly for humanitarian purposes, and was a

second attempt to reach Rukwa. Von issraan had preceded von Prince

the previous year whilst engaged in Anti-Slavery Society activities,
2

but a pyrrhie victory over Mwene Nzunda of Unyiha had forced a

postponement of the Rukwe expedition. Von Prince attacked Cimalaunga

at his Sakalilo headquarters and using a iiaxim guii routed his

warriors, although Cimalaunga managed to escape by fleeing across Rukwa,

*
See Beniaos H.A,,Butler J,, and Carrington C»E, (Eds.)Cambridge
History of the British Empire. Cambridge 1959* p.167,
Also Oliver Roland Sir Harry Johnston and the scramble for Africa.
London, 1959. P»65« Johnston having found Rukwa a terrestrial hell
reported back to Salisbuiy "I thought we might well leave Rukwa to
German enterprise": Johnston to Salisbury from Mozambique.P.O. 1,
11, 90,84»2051. For further see Kerr Cross (l39O).0n the tenuous
character of Kerr Cross's claims of missionary occupation, see
McCracken John: Politics and Christianity in Malawi,1375-1940.

2 Cambridge 1977, pp.104-105.
Brock, B. "The Nyiha" in A. Roberts, Ed., Tanzania before 1900
Nairobi 1968, pp. 77-79.
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4
Von Prince left four uskaria to 'protect' the ar*a. The motives

of the external intervention were those so widely acclaimed in

the halls of philanthropy in Europe; the suppression of slavery and

the civilising mission of the Europeans. The mission was accomplished

primarily through military conquest, coupled with suppression of

local political autonomies and links with a European power.

Political control by a small number of Europeans over an

infinitely greater number of African peoples wa3 made possible by

the judicious use of alliances with prominent people against their

rivals, thus tipping the scales in the power balance of the area in

their favour. The outcome was a 'divide et impera' situation in

which German military presence maintained a balance of power. Military

power and technology as a deterrent force were at the foundation of

the Schutzgebeit, or the subsequent Pax Britannia, in Uwanda. Deterrence

was a powerful political weapon which combined elements of racial

superiority, technological sophistication and physical force, and

demonstrated the coercive strength underpinning the colonial

adainistrs tion.

The colonial intervention was directed against Cimalaunga, a

most likely and vulnerable target. 3© represented a new concept of

power in the area, hitherto ethnicity had been the basis of both,

identity and of conflict. The cohesive force of Cimalaunga rested

on his ability to provide his followers with incentives and rewards

supplied through dealings with th© international marketing network.

^ * The grandchildren of one of the askaris 3till resides there to-day.
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Supplies of slaves and ivory were traded against imported firearms

and cloth. Firearms contributed to maintaining his military supremacy

and ensured supplies of tusks and meat for his followers.

Cimalaunga appears an ideal transitional figure in so far as

he elicited a military response from the colonial government

and thereby exposed the true nature of their humanitarian intentions

which were a euphemism for political control and domination. The

difference is clearly portrayed between internal oppression by a

local warlord and the sophisticated all pervading influence of

an international capitalist system, which subsequently dislocated

social and political institutions, unleashed economic changes at an

unprecedented level and crippled local political and economic autonomy.

In the short term some beneficial effects were derived from the

Schutzgebeit; peace and stability were established in an otherwise

conflict prone area, and the vulnerability of Uwanda to external

aggession was no longer exploited without fear of reprisals.

£» Colonial partition and peripheralization of Uwanda:

The territory was divided into districts with an administrator

(Bezirksamtmanner) at its head, and some smaller outposts were founded

in the larger districts to facilitate administration, manned by a

♦chef de poste* or Stationsvorsteher. Other areas at sub-district

level were administered by akidas. of Arab or Sudanese origin. The

district administrator was directly responsible to the Governor or

Landeschauptmann who represented the Emperor and enjoyed a

considerable delegation of power.

The tribal territory of Uwanda was partitioned between

two districts, that of Tukuyu (renamed New Langenburg) and of Kasanga
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(called Bismarckburg). The River Momba or Saisi formed part of the

border between the two districts, and since Uwanda lay astride

the river it also fell under two separate administrations,^ thus

dividing the Wanda people. The northern banks were administered

from Bismarckburg on Lake Tanganyika, and the country south of the
2

Momba came under the jurisdiction of New Langenburg. From the

beginning of colonial intrusion the phenomenon of remoteness was

created due to its apparent lack of resources of imperial interest,

and distance from the centres of European administrative importance.

Traditional power balances shifted in order to accommodate, or to

benefit from, the new arrangements. But the concepts of remoteness

and 'peripheiy' mean more than physical distance, they also depict

the position occupied by Uwanda within a new political and economic

system foisted upon it which underdeveloped and impoverished the area.

Colonialism's greatest impact on Uwanda was perhaps the loss of

local control over its political, economic and social institutions

which were manipulated to serve the ends of tiie imperial powers,

and resulted in the chronic underdevelopment of Uwanda.

* *

The same phenomenon developed during British occupation, and
to vaiying degrees since independence,

2
Both of the district centres were four days distance on foot.
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11. COLONIAL POLICIES AND DEMOGRAPHIC DECLINE.

!• Settlement patterna:

Prior to the establishment of German control over Uwanda

and to the defeat of Cimalaunga the people lived in palisaded

villages. Agricultural activities were carried out both within and

without the stockades; intensive ecological control was possible

over the settlement area.* After the imposition of a German pax,

and the presence of a deterrent force, a dispersal movement began

from these villages. Bushland was cleared and occupied and settlements

sprung up. The breakdown of concentrated centres of population

also appear to have coincided with a loosening of political control by
2

the chief or headman. The colonial thesis of massive depopulation

due to slave raiding and intertribal warfare finds limited application

to the Uwanda situation. The Arabs had left the Rukwa ptrobably in

the 1860's, and the wangoni did not maintain a sustained occupation

of Uwanda. Confrontations with neighbouring tribes resembled skirmishes

rather than pitched battles. Cimalaunga was the main threat to

security and stability, although the peak of his activities coincided

with a serious decline in slave trading. Hoi?ever, these threats

and dangers did necessitate a defensive system of concentrated

villages with a concentration of population which favoured a more

**
Kjekshus H. Ecology Control and economic Development in v-st
-African History. London 1977, Ch. 3.

2* Ibid, pp.10-16.
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intensive political and social control by the traditional leaders.

My contention is that after the defeat of Cimalaunga in 1894

by von Prince a period of peace and stability reigned, segmentation

of the population occurred with new settlements springing up and bush

clearances carried out, which were conducive to population growth.

In this respect the Schutzgebiet made a positive contribution to

stability in the locality. However, once the integration of Uwanda

with a capitalist system began, measures were introduced which stunted

and positively undermined population growth in Uwanda, namely

taxation and labour migration which contributed to the spread of

disease and famine.

2. Taxation and migration:

A distinct link is observable between taxation and migration.

Tax was levied in Uwanda for the first time in 1902, the amount

being three rupees per hut.^ In September of the same year the

Superior of the mission records that "the people are more and

more preoccupied with the payment of their tax." By November he

stated that almost all the children had abandoned school to follow

their parents, many of whom "have gone working in Unyiha in order

to pay their tax." During the years 1903-1905 there is no report
2

of tax collection or of migration, but tax collection was re-started

in Uwanda in 1906 together with forced labour on a field of cotton.

Tax promulgation took place on 27.12.1901, along with tax ordinances
prohibition of hunting without a licence. The late promulgation
of the 1899 decree was due to the epidemics of smallpox and famine.

2
Mainly due to the political unrest caused by the iiaji-Iiaji.
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Labour recruitment, at first voluntary, later degenerated into

the forced seizure of men, women and children by a 'ruga-ruga'

band in a conspiracy involving the labour recruiter, administrative

officer, and the local chief.henever possible resistance was

shown by the local population to labour migration, but men were

2
compelled to bring loads from the coast, and Greek recruiters sought

workers for the Usambara railway. The payment of tax threatened
3

lifestock with extinction exhausting alternative food supplies

during famine, and aggravated human distress and suffering.

From 1909 reports began trickling through to Uwanda of the
4

death of their workers on the railway. The situation became so

critical in the area that eventually labour recruitment wa3 prohibited

because of fatalities and disease, and the tax was reduced to 1

rupee per head. Nevertheless, porter recruitment continued and

resistance to it was so great that villages were left empty as

5
people fled into the bush. However, in 1911 labour recruitment

began again, for the railway in particular, and a distinct 'movement'
g

of labour is discerned. This movement coincided with the extension

7
in that year of the head tax to include traoarried young men. In

1*M.B. 7. 12. 1907.

2*M.D.21. 6. 1908.

3"K.D. 7. 8. 1903.

4#H.D. 17. 2. 1909, 4. 11.1909.
5

K.D. 16. 1. 1911. Mortality rate of porters was high as revealed
by the complacency of the mission diarists "some porters have fallen
into the river along with the poles (they were carrying). Their
bodies will be found during the dry season if they have not been
already eaten by the crocodiles." M.D. 27. 1.1902.

g
"M.D. 12. 9. 1911 "le chemin de tout le raonde au reli."

7"M.D. 21. 11.1911.
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1913 labour recruitment reached a peak with reports of heavy

casualties among railway workers^ and "hundreds of men" being
2

recruited for the coastal plantations. Again, during the 1914-18

period no major exodus of labour towards the coast is recorded, nor

were there any tax impositions. However, there was forced recruitment

of labour for the salt mines during the period 1917 to 1918. Tax
3

was again levied from 1918 onwards, the number of defaulters was high

and once more there was a resurgence of wage labour.

In the only day to day written accounts available of Uwanda

a major drain of healthy manpower is discernible, many of whom never

returned. The flow of manpower is indicative of the pressure

exerted on the population to gain cash for paying tax (and later

other requirements). In this way tsmtation became a measure of

socialising the population to becoming wage labourers. Thus the

decline in population, loss of manpower and consequent slump in

development is related to colonial policies, particularly those of
4

taxation and labour migration.

2* Disease and Debility;

The incidence of certain diseases, which was hitherto low,

increased considerably after the turn of the century, and new

diseases were introduced by colonial traffic. In different parts

1*H,D. 24. 6. 1912.

2"M.D. 22. 3. 1913, 21. 7.1913, 8. 9. 1913.
'"Letter from the A.P.O. of Mbozi 1918.

4"Kjekshus (1977) p.154,-160.
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of the country syphilis, sleeping sickness, jiggers, elephantiasis,

malaria and bilharzia were on the increase and new areas were

infected. The influenza epidemic, which followed after the War,

claimed many victims. These diseases were introduced as a

consequence of contact with agents of colonial expansion, and

seriously debilitated the local population, hence lowering the

productivity and contributing to underdevelopment.^ Uwanda lay

in the path of a projected route which linked Langenburg to
2

Bismarckburg, or a German version of the Stevenson Road linking

Lake Tanganyika with Lake Nyasa. The path was used frequently by

administrators and askaris on administrative business and , during

the 1900-1903 period, by porters carrying telegraph poles between

Karonga and Kasanga. Military and porter traffic wa3 of a mobile

nature, and both highly probable carriers of contagious diseases

such as influenza, smallpox and venereal disease.

Given fragmentary medical records for the period, the incidence
3

of venereal disease is difficult to ascertain. But since the area

was remote we can deduce that prior to European intrusion the

'European* diseases were of rare occurence. The presence of venereal

disease could be attributed to the passage of travellers and also
4

to returned migrant workers at a later date.

* 'For an expose on the relationship between health and underdevelopment
see Robert P?Sante et sous-developpement en Afrique" in Revue
fkraacaise d*Etudes Politique3 -■fricaines. No.136,April 1977, pp.26-38.

2
'Stevenson Road - see KcCracken J. (1977) p.102.

3 'The account of the diffusion of venereal disease by returned migrant
workers in their honEvillages of Angola is given in Ufahamu, Vol.3
No.l 1972 "Diffusion of V.D. in Angola".

^'The connection between European presence and the incidence of V.D.
is documented by Kuczyaski (1949), pp.53-64. VJ). would also affect
the fertility and mortality rate of the population.
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(a) Smalloox:

There is definite evidence of an epidemic of smallpox in

the area in 1900.^ Smallpox is associated with the coming of the

Europeans, an expression of which is found in the ritual parlance

of neighbouring chief Kapere of Simba:

"Katai (a minor God) appeared to me in my dreams
and ordered that we should not follow the mission
doctrine, but should return to our cult,otherwise
smallpox will come again".

2
A minor God of "the Wawanaa was known as Mwawa and also called

Mama Mui or mother of smallpox. Mwawa was both revered and feared;

if people did not submit themselves to her wishes then they were

punished by smallpox. Smallpox was also considered as a punishment

for social disruption and the lack of adherence to traditional values.

Mwawa was alleged to have prophets whose messages to the people,

although apparently senseless as prophylactic measures, for example

the prohibition of dancing, sexual intercourse and the eating of

certain foods, assumed the character of ritual prohibitions designed

to reinforce traditional belief systems. During the smallpox

epidemic of 1900 a prophetess ordered the people to take part in

a ritual dance to placate Mwawa. A drought was then in full swing

and she explained it by saying that Mwawa was angry at the mission

who had declared her ritual procedures a fraud. The smallpox epidemic

then was associated with a religious sanction for European presence,

1

*Hamberger P.A. Anthropos. 4, 1910 pp.295-317 Vienna. Id.5,
pp. 798-307, (1910). "Nachtrag zu den Religiosen Uberlieferungen
und Gebrauchen der Landschaft Mkulve."

2
An excellent account of the traditional religion of the Mkulwe
is given by Haraberger (1910). An account inspired by him is also
in Melland F. and Cholmeley E. Through the Heart of Africa. London,
1912. *
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and more especially referring to the mission attack on their

traditional world view. It is perhaps also significant that the

mission was established in 1399» the year prior to the smallpox

epidemic.

Although smallpox epidemics occurred before European presence,

evidence suggests that it made a return to Sast Africa and that

colonial institutions, i.e. troops, carriers, trade and caravans

served to propagate it.^ In 1398 an estimated 150,000 people

died of smallpox and dysentry in the territory, according to a

2
medical observer.

(b) Jiggers (Sand flea plague);

Jiggers were introduced into Uwanda by porters carrying

telegraph poles between Xaronga (Lake Nyasa) and Kasanga (Lake

Tanganyika) at the beginning of 1902The Mkulwe Diary'* records

that:

"Caravans of porters cariying telegraph poles pass
here in large numbers. Unfortunately they have infected
the village of Mtandala with the seed of matekenya
(sand flea or jiggers)."

The flea 'tunga penetrans' lives in the sand, when it penetrates

the skin, usually the foot, it causes ulcers and inflamation. If

See issmann H.von, My Second Journey through Equatorial Africa
London, 1891, p.216. issmann describes his travels with a number
of smallpox victims in his caravan, and the fear of contamination
by the local population en route.

2*
Quoted from Kjekshus (1977) p. 134.

3 The overland telegraph line from Karonga to Ujiji via Fife Abercorn,
and Bismarckburg (Kasanga) was a British enterprise in German
territory built in 1902-1903. The line was owned by the African Trans-
Continental Telegraph Co., founded by Cecil Ahodes who planned a
telegraih line from Cape Town to Cairo. The line was later used
during the Kaji-Maji revolt of 1905 to 1906 tommaintain communication
between the southwest of the country and Dar-es-3alaam.

4. M.D. 25. 1. 1902.
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not treated properly it maims and mutilates the sufferers footJ
2

Fromm in his Fipa travels recorded the sight of people who were

disabled because their feet had rotted away. It is possible that
3

Uwanda was infected from Ufipa as the porters crossed the area en

route to Uwanda. Overnight camps were a likely source of disease

cotamunication.

However, despite the promulgation of tax ordinances the

people resisted recruitment to the pole carrying caravans and Uwanda

thus escaped title worst effects of the traffic. But, if disease

infections spread along the line of the porter routes (as we have

evidence of in Uwanda), and subsequently along the railway route,

then we can understand the contamination of previously healthy

societies such as the Uwanda taking place by diseases such as jiggers.

(c) Malaria:

The precise incidence of malaria in Uwanda at the turn

of the century cannot be determined because of lack of medical records.

From an analogy with other areas,ecologically similar, in the same

district we can draw some tentative conclusions on the relation between

colonial disruption and the spread of malaria. Malaria was studied

1 * Initial treatment was usually the extraction of the flea with a
steel pin. As a result pins were at a premium, and their liberal
distribution by missionaries was a means of establishing goodwill
among the local population, (personal communication) •

2*
See Kjekshus (1977) p.p.134-136.

*

Ufipa in turn were possibly infected from Zaire through which the
Emin Pasha led by Stanley passed. See Van Zwanenberg R. and King
A. An Economic History of Kenya and Uganda 190U-1970. London,
1975, p.9.
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by Peh.lan.dt' in villages close to Bismarckburg (Kasanga) on Lake

Tanganyika during the year 1909» and he discovered a parasite rate

of 91.0 among 100 schoolchildren aged ten years or less (as against

29 per 100 on the Pipa plateau). It is unlikely that the lakeside

villages of Uuanda were very different from their counterparts on

Lake Tanganyika. The ende aicity of malaria in the Rukwa was matched

by the semi-immunity of the indigenous population to local strains.

Non-immune subjects were very vulnerable to the disease, which partly

explains the high mortality rate among European missionaries living
2

close to Lake ilukwa. The importation of another strain of malaria

would have the effect of reducing the resistance to the disease by
3

the local population. According to Clyde during the First orld

ar, and immediately after, irds, the incidence of malaria increased

markedly all over East Africa. This was attributed to Indian troops

importing a oenign tertian type (p.vivax) which contributed to

increasing its frequency over the more widespread sub-tertian (p.

falciparum) to which a degree of immunity had been built up among

the local population. Again, while the sub-tertian responded

rapidly to quinine, benign tertian was more resistant and relapses

more common.

Due to the increasing military traffic, Uwanda almost certainly

came into contact with the benign tertian species of malaria which

1 * See Clyde D.F. Malaria in Tanzania. London 1967» p.124.
2.

At Zimba mission on Lake Rukwa, during a nine months period from
1901 to 19>2 three missionaries died, mainly due to blackwater
fever.

Clyde D.F. (1967).
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produced severe fever and weakness, thus lowering resistance to

more fatal disease and malnutrition, and impairing the productive

capacity of the population. It would also have been a major factor

exacerbating the post-war famine and influenza epidemic.

•J
(d) Sleeping sickness (Trypanosomiasis):

Althou^i sleeping sickness was prevalent in the areas of

Northern Rukwa, Uwanda remained uninfected by the vector glossina

(tsetse). Glossina control was rendered feasible even in the presence

of nearby game by the relatively successful human control of the
2

ecology which was a main factor of prevention. The absence of

glossina assured an environment in which cattle could be successfully

reared, unless inhibited by other factors.

hile Uwanda may have escaped the effects of sleeping sickness

it should be recorded that epidemics were ravaging populations in

other parts of the country. In the region "est of Lake Victoria
3

200,000 people died in an epidemic of sleeping sickness. Plague

and smallpox came in its wake which remained prevalent up to ttie

First World War.

There is evidence of other illnesses in Ueanda. Buba was

recorded in the year 1902, which suggests the presence of plague, but

it did not reach epidemic proportions. Leprosy at the turn of the

century was sufficiently high to warrant the establishment of a small

**
See Lumsden, ,.H.R. "Changing Patterns of Trypanosomiasis Research
in East Africa" in Transactions of the Royal Society of Tropical

. dicine and hygiene. Vol.58, No.2, 1964* pp.97-135.
2 *

fee Kjekshus H. (1977) p.167. The ecological factor is increasingly
considered as an explanation for the spread of the disease in contrast
to the traditional migratory thesis.
Ibia. p.166.
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leprosarium.

(e) Military food procurations:

At the outbreak of the War in 1914 the Governor of

German East Africa circularized the districts to ascertain the

availability of foodsirpluses for military and civilian personnel.^
fost districts indicated that supplies could be diverted into trading

channels, although the South Eastern part of the country was

2
suffering from famine. Pood depots were set up to buy supplies

from the local inhabitants. Where mills were not available the

particularly onerous task of grinding the maize and other cereals

into flour was performed by the women. Cattle were purchased and

slaughtered.

The missionaries of German nationality had been partially

exempted from active military service in an effort to maintain
3

administrative normalcy. Now their intimate knowledge of local

surroundings, goodwill with the people, and expertise in trading

were called upon by the civilian/military administration to set up

food purchasing stations, generally on mission property. These

stations fulfilled the dual function of granaries and supply centres,

and as such formed part of the logistical military support.

^ * Henderson W.O. Studies in German Colonial History. London, 1962,
P. 89. -

2 * The following year 1915 at least 2,000 people died of famine
around Lindi.

3 * Missionaries of alien nationalities were allowed to remain at
their posts on their signing of a pledge of non-interference
until August, 1915. Then those in posts near border areas were
recalled into the interior.
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A supply post was established at Mkulwe mission in Uwanda,

requested by Lieutenant Markgraf of Langenburg.^ As a concession

Brother Josaphat, of the same mission who had earlier been conscripted,

was sent back to Uwanda to organize the purchasing of supplies. His

initial capital amounted to 100 rupees and 200 empty sacks, supplied
2

by the military administration of Langenburg. Within three weeks,

however, 1,600 sacks of grain had already passed through the stores,

of which 600 had been consumed. A similar supply post had been

manned by the Moravian Brethren at Mbozi mission.

The Mkulwe post became operational within a month of its

beginning when it became a vital stop for troops coming from the

coast to Bismarckburg, and troops marching between Bismarckburg and

Langenburg. In April 1915 a build up of troops took place in the

Southern districts under the command of General ahle to take

offensive action against British incursions from Northern Rhodesia

and Nyasaland. The 18th, 19th, 22nd and 23rd Field Companies all

bivouaced in Uwanda en route. A detachment of the Signals Corps.

askaris remained at Mkulwe for a month, setting up a relay transmitting

station (heliograph) linking Langenburg to Bismarckburg. In Hay 1916

the fort of Namema fell, which defeat coincided with the los3 of

Langenburg to the advancing forces, commanded by General Nor they,

and this marked the end of organized German presence in Uwanda.

**K.D. 3. 5.1915. Thi3 was common practice for missions at this period.
For missions in Rungwe see Wright M. German Missions in Tanganyika
1891-1941. Oxford, 1971 p.139. For missions in Malawi see Linden I.
Catholics Peasants and Chewa Resistance in Nyasaland. London 1974,
p. 109.

2
*Mwazye mission near Abercorn served a similar function and was
raided by a British platoon on the 24th of April.
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Besides all the other attendant dangers of disease and porter

recruitment which accompanied the passage of a large number of troops,
1

the procuration of food locally represented a heavy burden on

the population. Pood procuration reinforced the market principle

of food trading in an area which,in terms of money,hitherto had

been relatively removed from this type of commerce. Above all

the surplus food production having been consumed by the troops

meant that reserve stocks were seriously depleted.
2

However, the withdraifal of German troops from South We3t

Tanganyika in 1916 did not see the end of troop movements in the

area. The advance of General Northey's force into East Africa

was consolidated with the take over of the military posts of

Langenburg, Namema and Bisaarckburg. Again the communication lines

from Bismarckburg to Langenburg often passed via Uwanda, and a

constant flow of British troops was recorded in the latter part

of 1916, with purchases of local food and livestock taking place.

ith the appointment of an assistant political officer in Kbeya

administrative measures were taken to commandeer local resources.

Donkeys being invaluable for transport of foodstuffs within the

local trading network were ordered to be placed at the disposal of

the military authorities, which resulted in a restricted flow of

foodstuffs into the area.

*'Langenburg district was considered by von Lettow as "being so
necessary to us as a source of supply". See Von Lettow Vorbeck,
My Reminiscences of East Africa. London 1920, p.99.

2
"A platoon of German soldiers led by Commander Weiss in search of
supplies moved into Uwanda in March 1917 seized the mission of
Galula and Mkulwe, dispersed the personnel and took all lifestock
and food available. The Ivuna chiefdom was obliged to supply these
soldiers with salt which was paid for with the goods seized from the
mission; H.D. 11. 3. 1917.
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Pood procuration for the war personnel, although occurring

during years of favourable harvests,removed surplus and essential

assets from the control of the local population; herds for example

were decimated (the herd of 200 belonging to the mission was entirely

confiscated, and locals fared little better). Kuezynski holds

that the great famine in Kenya was due to a great extent to military

procurations, and what emerges from the Uwanda evidence is that

the constant drain of local food resources from 1914 to 1917

by military demands was a major factor in the famine of 1918,

Moreover, these procurations indirectly caused malnutrition, and

increased vulnerability to disease, as shown in a series of epidemics

that broke out in Uwanda in 1918-1919,in which smallpox and Spanish

influenza claimed numerous victims. The military traffic caused

by the demobilization of troops passing through Uwanda was another

significant factor in aggravating contamination of the local

population. As the communal salt source had been commandeered by

the invading British troops salt was no longer available as a

traditional means of exchange for food barter in neighbouring

districts.

(f) Famine:

Bamine in Uwanda was due to a combination of circumstances,

some of which were natural causes, but for the most part were the

result of a series of human errors and deliberate policies. The

main factors were disease, drought or locusts and food shortages.

1*
Kuozynski (1949) Vol.2, p.199
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Disease affected the people in Uganda, particularly jiggers,

malaria and smallpox. The spread of these diseases can be

attributed to the integration of Uwanda into the Schutzgebiet.

The rainfall in Uwanda is precariously marginal, as is reflected

in the changing levels of Lake Rukwa, which in turn is closely

linked to the breeding of locusts, A3 Lake Rukwa is one of the

main breeding grounds of locusts in Tanzania Uwanda is in the

1 2
front line of the locust migrations, and in 1894 , 1905 and

3
1913 considerable crops were destroyed. Droughts were also a

recurring feature of the climatic cycle. But it was the introduction

of external pressures that transformed these phenomenon from

manageable setbacks into disasters. These pressures were the

seizure of surplus food production, either by military procurations

or tax payments, and the near-compulsory recruitment of migrant

labour. The removal of labour and of food reserves left the people

highly vulnerable to drought and without any defense against

climatic irregularities, leading to malnutrition, disease,famine

and ultimately death. The exact contribution of each factor is

difficult to estimate, but colonial policies certainly introduced

elements which radically undermined man's defense against the

environment.

1 *
Nutt W.H. Journey to Lake Rukwa, Georgraphical Journal No.7.1896,
pp. 427-428.

2'
M.D. 12. 7. 1905.

3
Gunn, D.L. "A History of Lake Rukwa and the Red Locust" in T.K.R.
42, 1956, p.9.
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(g) Post-war disasters:

A series of disasters associated in varying degrees with

exposure to external contacts struck Uwanda during 1913. The rains

of 1917-1918 were wholly inadequate, crop failures were common

and there was a serious fall in food production. The food reserves

which would have alleviated the shortage had already been diverted

into military channels. Malnutrition and weakness, followed by

starvation, afflicted the people. Resistance to disease, particularly

Spanish influenza and smallpox, was thus greatly lowered.

Smallpox reappeared during the month of June 1913, claiming

at least twenty lives within a month in the village of chief Kasonso.^
Within weeks the disease had spread to Mkulwe chiefdom where there

2
were further fatalities. The mission reacted by innoculating

over two hundred people. The construction of quarantine camps for

victims was ordered by the political officer at Mbozi. The epidemic

was an occasion of co-operation between the occupying force and

the mission, both of whom were keen to establish a working rapport

with each other. Soon the camp in Mkulwe housed sixty victims,

which represented abottt 10$ of the population of the village.

According to reports the epidemic was more widespread, and the

number of casulties greater, in the country of chief Kasonso than

in Mkulwe.

1* M.D. 1. 8. 1918.

2. Vaccines were given by the political administration of Hbozi.
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The war time outbreak of smallpox was not an isolated event

confined to Uwanda, but was part of a more general phenomenon which

affected the whole of East Africa. Its spread was aggravated, if

not even caused, by the war time traffic of troops and supportive

personnel. After the armistice on the 11th Novamber ,1918, the

demobilization of troops was effected within weeks, and for a

short period these was extensive travelling in East Africa as men

made their way to home bases leaving a skeleton administration behind.

Coinciding with the withdrawal of troops, famine and smallpox

the dreaded Spanish influenza made its appearance in Uwanda at the

end of December 1918. By January^ 1919 at least one member of

each household in the village of i teulwe had contacted the virus.

ithin a week it had claimed five lives, and again the mortality

rate was highest in chief Kasonso's country. It can be said that

virtually all of the people came into contact with the disease, and

the least resistant circumbed to it. Calculating on average six

to ten victims per village approximately three hundred people would

have died in Uwanda.

Labour recruitment, disease, famine, Rinderpest in cattle,

food procuration, smallpox, plague, Spanish influenza, drought,

earthquakes and locusts all contributed to dislocate agricultural
2

production in the 1900-1918 period and devastated Uwanda.

^ * The epidemic struck at a particularly vulnerable time in the
agricultural cycle, the months January and February (know locally

Tienku) are the hungry months when food is most scarce.
2.

For a similar process in Ugogo see Rigby P."The Relevance of
the Traditional in Social Change"in African Review. 2,2, 1972.
P. 315.
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Changes in agricultural practice, intensification of food surplus

extraction and the spread of disease were all man-made processes.

It is the result of these introductions that exacerbated the

conditions of drought and precarious ecological balance. There

is remarkably clear evidence that the linkage of Uwanda to the

Schutzgebiet created conditions which initially favoured

population growth in 1395 to 1902, but on the implementation

of disruptive policies of taxation, labour migration and war

measures conditions were created that were inimical to economic

development and population growth.

A* Population:

Kuczynski^in his veiy fine demographic survey of the British

Empire supports statistically the argument that (a) European

civilisation in East Africa increased the mortality rates, (b)

diseases such as sleeping sickness and syphilis, which hitherto

had been relatively unknown, became widespread after the turn of

the century, and (c) the enrolement of carriers and supportive

military personnel during orld War 1 led to heavy casualties and

facilitated the transmission of disease, particularly Spanish influenza.

These arguments were subsequently substantiated and documented by

1 *
See Kuczynski R.R. Demographic Survey of the British Colonial
Empire. 2 Vols., London 1949.
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Kjekshus who proposed a new demographic hypothesis^ which rejects

a growth in population coinciding with colonial 'pacification' but

rather saw 1890 as the beginning of a long downward dip, which
2

population counts available from 1903 onwards have confirmed.

Four national counts of the population were made in 1913

under German administration and in 1921, 1928 and 1931 under British

rule. The enumeration of 1921 based on returns of political

officers, mainly tax records, revealed some embarassing details;

Ujiji (Kigoaa) an area of migrant labour and famine prone, in

many respects similar to Uwanda, showed a massive decrease in

population from 240,000 in 1913 to 139,500 in 1921. Other districts,

also famine prone and labour exporting, showed similar decreases;

Kondoa, Dodoma and Mahenge. All of these districts were also

involved in intensive military supportive activities. Fipa district

(formerly Bismarckburg), which included part of Uwanda, showed an

increase on the 1923 figure, but a dramatic drop in 1925 of 25,000

which is the highest percentage drop in the whole country.

* *

See Kjekshus, H. hcology. Control and Economic Development
in Hast African History. London 1977, p.24.

2* Ibid. 4,622,000 in 1902/3, 4,009,500 in 1906/1907,
4,043,500 in 1913.
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AFRICAN POPULATION OF TANGANYIKA.1

District 1913 1921 1925 1928 1931.

Ufipa 81,700 93,600 68,000 38,019 78,501.2
Ujiji 240,000 139,500 192,000 5 202,500 215,441

Dodoma

Kondoa

299,400

218,300

270,900

196,700

325,000 )

181,000 )
607,467 579,712

4
Rungwe 195,500 237,200 237,000

National
Totals 4,145,000 4,107,000 4,319,000 4,740,706 5,022,640

In Uwanda, deducing from the historical evidence that we have

referred to, particularly the series of calamities that have befallen

Uwanda as a consequence of integration into a colonial network, the

demographic trend of Uwanda was shaped by the factors mentioned by

Kuczynski and Kjekshus, with a notable exception. There is evidence

Kuczynski (1949) p.327.
2.

15,000 had been transferred from Ufipa to Tabora since the
1928 census.

The 1928 report to the League of Nations gives the population
of Kigoma (Ujiji and Ufipa) in 1913 and 1921 as 240,000 and
233*100 respectively.

^ *

Formerly New Langenburg.
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that the temporary respite from the pillage of Cimalaunga,

and the extension of colonial rule, brought a period of relative

peace and prosperity to the area, and led to a process of population

expansion by local dispersal from stockaded villages. This

expansion, however, waned with the promulgation of taxation and

labour migration, then came the series of natural disasters which

considerably reduced the population of Uwanda until 1930,

Census reports pre-1948 were in the main drawn up by the

administrative bureaucracy and were of very different standards

and accuracy, and can only be viewed with the greatest caution

to identify population growth and decline. Besides the

irregularities in enumeration procedures we can also question

the interest of the administration. Administrators and enumerators

formed part of the political structure perceived as oppressive

by the local population, thus inhibiting co-operation. On the other

hand, population statistics were expected to reflect the social

and economic benefits of the Pax Brittanica (or Schutzgebiet).

An added reason was the statutory mandate reports submitted to the

League of Nations which, in the case of population decline, could

prove embarressing before an international body. The population

had no interest in being counted, and since it was performed by the

same officials who collected the taxes answers were unlikely to be

very accurate. There was also a traditional reticence to reveal

the size of one's family to strangers. The only people likely to
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gain from increased population figures were the officials and the

colonial government who were providing tangible evidence of the

material benefits of colonial rule, thus justifying the actions

of their government before the philanthropists and imperial lobbies

back home.

Admitting the absence of hard reliable data and the difficulty

of establishing mortality and fertility trends at the turn of

the century there is, nevertheless, ample evidence from secondary

sources which fit with the overall pattern of East Africa that

European civilization disrupted local political and economic systems,

introduced disease and labour migration, and had a disasterous

effect on the agents and beneficiaries of development - people.

European imperialism, therefore, suggests itself as a major

causative factor of population decline in Uwanda.



CHAPTER til. 75

MISSIONARY IMPLANTATION.

1 . LAVIGERIE .THE .-HITS FATHERS AMD THE INTERNATIOIiAL

AFRICAN ASSOCIATION.

To understand the political behaviour of the White Fathers

in Uwanda it is necessary to explore the forces that contributed

towards the formulation of their religious and political

philosophy.

The major influence wa3 their founder, Cardinal Lavigerie.

Charles Lavigerie, bom in Bayonne in 1825, was successively

priest, professor of History at the Sorbonne, French diplomat

at the Vatican, Bishop of Nancy and Archbishop of Algiers. In

the latter post, his brilliant organisational ability extended

to founding two missionary societies, one of which was the

White Fathers in 1869, as well as a host of charitable organisations

and anti-slavery campaigning societies.

Besides being an erudite and energetic ecclesiastic, he

was also an astute politician. Pope Leo Xlll chose him to make

a definite breakthrou^i in church-state relations in France; at

an opportune moment he renounced the traditional monarchist-

church alliance and proposed a toast to the Republican government

of Gambetta. Despite the consequential loss of financial help

and consternation among France's traditional royalist catholic

supporters, the gesture met with an active response. Gambetta

replied by declaring that anti-clericalism was for France

"and not for export". ^

1 *

Goyau G. Le Cardinal vig rle. Paris, 1925, p.170.
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Lavigerie was a deep patriot*and as sudd saw the advantages

to be gained from co-operating with an a*owedly anti-clerical

government. This attitude was later to be conveyed to his

missionaries in relation to collaborating with colonial governments.

Lavigerie's view of Christian expansion was inextricably

linked to his owa political vision. As a historian he r-fleeted

upon the historic experience of church and state, and concluded

that the church had thrived under the regime of a Christian king2
when it was upheld constitutionally and given legislative support.

i olitical power in a Christian kingdom ultimately originated in God,

thus effectively subjecting the political to the spiritual in

matters of publia morality and ethical control. This enabled

Christianity to become the religion of the masses and thus political

actions became a means towards achieving this form of church-state

relationship rather than insisting upon doctrines of individual belief.

Lavigei-ie's north African experiment of resettling Arab orphans

into enclosed villages under Christian control influenced his outlook

on suo-haharan Africa. For a while he seriously considered founding
3

a Christian state in the heart of Central Africa* ruled by a Catholic

Monarch, run on Christian principles and defended by a Catholic army.

'Lavigerie extensively used his ecclesiastical position for the
pur asea of French imperialism, oee Oliver 8. The :■ iaalon r? factor
In 'aat. '-frica. London, 1965, p.46. "

2#~'"Christianity does not become a universal religion until it has been
officially adopted by the leaders of a country and that its propagation
is favoured by tneir example and thalr power." Lavigerie C. eaoire
Secret, juoted from Renault P. vjgerie. L'escluViwre - fric. in ct
^' uro *. Paris, 1971.P.233, Vol.1.

3'See Renault F. 1971, p.236-267.
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He recruited a force of ex-papal zouaves^ who, besides defending

coastal caravans, were intended as the nucleus of an army to defend
2

the new state. Besides being catholic, this state was intended

as a homeland for ransomed slaves and other displaced persons.

This notion of Christian imperialism was a tacit presumption
3

underlying future missionary strategy. Opportunities of micro-

realisations of this concept were reflected later in mission

stations which enjoyed administrative autonomy and a hi^ily

dependant community of followers. These sort of ideal political

conditions were then consciously, or unconsciously, sought or

created by the missionaries themselves in Uwanda.

The occasion of Lavigerie's entry into Sub-3aharan Africa

was the Brussels Conference convened by Leopold tf in 1876. The

circumstances of this Conference shaped in a particular way the

Apostolate of the White Fathers in Africa, and the Christian

communities which they founded, and was to distinguish them from

the other confessional societies of the time, particularly the

Church of Scotland, the Free Church of Scotland, the Church Missionary

Society and the London Missionary Society. Heither Lavigerie nor

the Vatican were represented at the Conference, which was called

to co-ordinate political, economic and scientific interests of the

Two of whom were Scotsmen, Stewart and Oswald, from Edinbur^i.
2 "

He envisaged the use of force as a means of conquest. "In this
African world where force alone reigns supreme, but where the means
of attack and defence are 3till primitive, it would certainly be
possible for a group of determined men to create a large centre of
action and speed on the work of civilisation." Lavigerie C.

Instructions aux i-lissionaires ife/,frique Aauatoriale. Algiers, 1879
Chapter 8.
"Lavigerie had visions of a string of missions throughout Africa;
oceans of civilisation spreading their influence in all directions
in an irresistible network of good." Kittler G. The White Fathers.
London, 1957,pp. 98-99.
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powers engaged in the scramble for Africa. The Conference exalted

the methods of Livingstone who was described as "a missionary of

the gospel of science". The prote3tant approach which combined

the Gospel with commerce, civilisation and scientific exploration

corresponded to the interests of the Brussels delegates. The

Conference continued under the name of the International African

Association and planned a series of scientific stations across

frica.

Lavigerie considered the Brussels Conference as a threat to

catholic missionary expansion into the interior of Africa and put

pressure on the Vatican for a mission mandate by submitting a

Secret liemorandum outlining his views on the Conference and proposed

an alternative missionary strategy to that envisaged by the

Conference.^ He expounded that lasting changes could only be

effected by Africans themselves, therefore Africans should be

trained for positions of leadership, but without making them into

'black Europeans'. The work should begin by selecting ransomed

slaves "tres intelligents et tres jeunes" and proceed to provide them

with thorough religious and professional training. He was ambiguous
2

on their suitability for the ministry but considered them most

*

Lavigerie C. "Kemoire secretesur 1*Association Internationale
Africaine de Bruxelles at I'Evangelisation de l'Afrique Equatoriale,
adresse a son Eminence le Cardinal Franchi, Prefet de la S.C. de
la Propagande par Msgr. L'Archeveque d*Alger, 2 janvier 1378. Alger.
For a short commentary on the document see Oliver R. The nissionarv
Factor in Last Africa. London 1965, pp.46-47. See especially
Renault F. Le Cardinal Lavigerie et L'hsclavage. Paris 1974,pp.161-172.

• Protestant missionaries were more explicit on their Africanisation
policy. Mackay of the C.M.S. wrote from Sukumaland in 1378 "such a
class (of children) I dream I see a nucleus of a training college...
of these some will be trained for the ministry and the day will
arrive when a Msukuma will be Bishop of Unyamwezi." The C.K.3,Secretary
Henry Venn wrote in 1851 "regarding the ultimate object of a mission...
to be a ... native church under native pastors upon a self-supporting
system". Quoted from Oliver 1965, p.220.

V
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useful as doctors.^ But the basic model of evangelisation
2

remained the Christian settlement of ransomed slaves. He prompted

the Vatican to embark on a new crusade of faith against slavery,

which had been relegated to an inferior position at the expense

of political economic and scientific pursuits at the Brussels

Conference.

"A Pontifical Bull addressed to the heads of missions
of Equatorial Africa announcing a great crusade of
faith and of humanity, which would give honour to
the Church, for it to be realised would inaugurate
the creation of an army of apostles who would march
to their death to save the life and the liberty of
the poor sons of Cham (Africans) and would be one of
the greatest achievements of this century and even
of the whole history of the church. There would be
no need then to be preoccupied by the Conference of
Brussels or its projects. It will continue with its _

scholars; the missions will march with God and Humanity."

Lavigerie considered that in addition to the Conference being

a threat to his own missionaiy ambitions as it claimed a monopoly

on expeditions to the interior of Africa, it also represented a

strongly Protestant influence which he emphasised to the full in
4

order to gain a missionary concession in Central Africa from a dying

Pope Pius IX.

A number of students were sent to the University hospitaloof the
Kni^it3 of St.John in Malta for training, the most famous of whom
was Adrian Atiman who gave dedicated service to the people of
Lake Tanganyika until his death in 1956.

2 *

Lavigerie retained the Christian village* as a model of
evangelisation as he had done previously in Algeria, though
without comparable financial commitment. See Lacono X. "La
Colonisation des ; laines du Chelif. Alger, 1955.

3
Extract from the memorandum, translated from the French by the
author.

There was a surplus of White Father personnel ready to be deployed
due to the temporary evacuation of Saharan stations which had been
insisted upon by the French administration.
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After Lavigerie had gained a field of missionary activity

from the Vatican his attitude to the International African Association

became more pragmatic. He came to an agreement with Leopold over

the use of its facilities and saw the advantages it offered in

guaranteeing the liberty of missionary activity.*
2

The first White Father caravan to central Africa preceded

that of the Association and arrived in Zanzibar in 1878. The

expedition wa3 announced to the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs
3

in Lavigerie's style of 'patriotisms theatral'j

"As a French Bishop in Africa, I could not remain
indifferent to such a great work of civilisation
which also interests humanity,science and religion.
I thought it advantageous for France to be represented
in these vast regions, not by isolated pioneers,like
the other nations,but by a corporation which could
ensure its civilizing and scientific work with the
continuity, the strength and the extent which can make
it durable".

After the early caravans had fanned out to their destinations

in Tabora, Ujiji and Buganda, missionary work got under way

coneentrating mainly on settlements of ransomed slaves. The I.A.A.

had built a station at Karema, some 150 miles north of Ujiji on

Lake Tanganyika and another at Mpala. Leopold,wishing to concentrate

*Baunard Msgr. Le Cardinal Lavigerie Paris.1898. Vol.2, p.9.
2.

Originally founded as the Society of Missionaries of Africa they
soon became known a3 the 'White Fathers' because of their Arab
dress (Gondoura and Burnous).

3#'Letter to the Iiinistere des Affaires Btrangeres, le 21 febrier
1378 quoted from Baunard (1898) 2, pp.17-13. The letter was also
intended to gain free passages to Zanzibar aboard a French naval
vessel and letters of introduction to the French Consul and trading
companies. It had the desired effect. Lavigerie later explained
away the untypical reference to the pursuits of science as window
dressing for the benefit of "the honours and advantages that the
church can draw from among our poor civilised barbarians in France
and burope.IBid. p.20.
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his attention on the Congo offered the two stations to Lavigerie,

who graciously accepted them. The hite Fathers then took over

the two forts and what amounted to two miniature states! Lavigerie

even offered to enthrone the ex-Zouave Joubert a king. Karema

then became the major administrative centre of missionary activity

for Lake Tanganyika, built upon the political infrastructure put
t

into place by the I.A.A.

hat had been a miniature colony was transformed into a

mission station, with Christians gradually assuming the posts of

employment and Christian behavioural patterns being extended to the

whole community. Arabs, Muslims and pagans all attended the

church services. The station had civil and religious power, a

large number of dependants and a considerable military force, and

came as close to realising Lavigerie's deam of a Christian stete

as was historically possible. Karerna became the mission headquaters

for the Vicariate of Tanganyika and the focal centre of missionary

expansion into the Tanganyika-Rukwa-Nyasa corridor. Karema remained

a model for subsequent foundations, a model that represented an

extraordinarily high degree of secular power and political control

over adherents. It is within this light that we can examine

missionary expansion into Uwanda, and the forces which shaped it.

^ *
The transfer included an armed force of 600 men, guns, shot,
powder, two boats, six months wages in advance for the troops.
The military budget was in the region of 10,000 francs per annum.
Ibid, p.367-368.

2 * The I.A.A. was considered as a thinly disguised effort of Leopold
to gain a colony in Central Afria, its institution reflected this
intention, dee Roeykens P.A. Les debuts ae l'oeuvre Africaine de
Leopold 11 (1075-1879. Brussels 1955, pp.159-160.
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Lavigerie instilled into his missionary society, by instruction

and by personal example, a philosophy of evangelisation which was

a rare combination of the religious and the political. Church-

state relations were aimed at being as harmonious as possible

in order that state co-operation would lend sympathy and support

to the promulgation of Christian ideal3 aimed at a religious

transformation of the masses. Such could not be achieved without

a high degree of political control, therefore suitable alliances

were made with rulers both colonial and national. Hence close

collaboration with the established power and resistance to

innovatory change not directly under mission control was characteristic.

Judging by Lavigerie's subsequent attitude towards the I.A.A.,

and his attempts to replicate its network of stations, one gets the

impression that he would have been pleased to have been a participant

from the beginning. But his exclusion from its proceedings led

to sharp reactions against the ideological forces that shaped the

Conference, such as its insistence upon the "gospel of science",

elitism and commerce, all of which were points emphasised in

Protestant missionary activity, and contributed to producing a

commercial and intellectual elite.^ As a result the White Fathers

* *
The role of theChurch of Scotland and of the Free Church of
Scotland in producing economic and political elites in Malawi
has been studied successively in; Shepperson G. and Price T.
Independent African, dinburgh 1958, McCracken J. Iolitics and
Christianity in Malawi 1975-1940. Cambridge 1977, Koss A.
Origins and development of the Church of Scotland Mission,
Blantyre, Nyasaland: 1875-1926. Ph.D. Dissertation University of
Edinburgh, 1968. For a Christian Mission elite in e3t Africa
see Ajayi A.J.F. Christian Missions in Nigeria.1841-1391.
London 1965.
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missions had to rely upon political alliances and produced a

mass Christianity composed mainly of the rural poorj Thus the

omission of Lavigerie from the Brussels Conference may have been

a major factor in contributing towards the eventual emergence of

two different types of Christianity in Tanzania and Malawi with

dissimilar attitudes towards the state. It may also have

prepared the ground for confessional rivalry.

* The study of the White Fathers* missions among the Chewa
in Nyasaland is distinctly different from its protestant
counterparts in that it centres on chiefly politics and the
baptism of peasants, thus reproducing many of the themes
of this study. See Linden 1. Catholics. Peasants and Chewa
xiesistance in Mvasaland 1889-1959. London 1974.
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11. DEVELOPMENT OF MISSION AMD COLONIAL PRESENCE

IN UWANDA.

1. Missionary installation and local political tensions:

Chief Tcakimba, the chief of the Wakulwe people welcomed the

missionaries to his country in 1399 and provided them with

temporary housing. The missionaries came accompanied by a group

of children and some adults, mainly ransomed slaves. The chief,

in order to show his pleasure, sent the missionaries gifts of

a fine young bull, and a quantity of flour as food for -the children.

The missionaries returned the compliment by offering the chief

a quantity of coloured cloth and some salt.

The reason for the obvious joy of the chief at having white

missionaries in his realm can only be speculated upon. The

presence of missionaries was a guarantee of freedom from molestation

by neighbouring tribes among which the Wakulwe were the smallest

grouping. Cimalaunga had disrupted the social and economic life

of the area, and the Wakulwe had suffered considerably in his

marauding raids. Weaker peoples like the awanda and V/akulwe

benefitted considerably in terms of stability and security from

the Pax ftermanica. A way of maintaining stability in the area

was by way of the chief reinforcing colonial presence by

^ * The neighbouring peoples in this instance would be the asiceela,
awanda, afipa and Wanyamwanga.
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granting permission for a mission to be established in the chiefdom,*
Attractive side benefits were the material advantages of access to

European products such as cloth and beads, -uropean values such as

religion, education and medical care, and mediation with the German

authorities. But the full implications of a European religious

grouping in his kingdom could hardly have been seized by Tcakimba.

Within three months of settlement in Mkulwe the mission had

introduced paid labour into Uwanda. This is not to say that a

market for labour had not preceded the arrival of missionaries;

recruiters of caravan porters had certainly pas ;ed throu^i the area,

as had German administrators and military, but these had simply

been itinerant recruiters whom the people had shunned and feared.

Although the mis sion may later have resisted and resented migrant

labour recruitment they originally initiated the people to the

principle of paid labour who then reacted to market opportunities

when subsequently coerced by taxation. The role of the mission as

a substantial employer of labour facilitated patronage to clients-

adherents but also led to considerable friction with workers when

the latter felt that their labour was being exploited.

Labour unrest characterized the early years of the krulwe mission.

Two days after the arrival of the missionaries men were hired and

paid with 9C yard3 of cloth for their construction work. They

* * The foundation of the Berlin Mission in unyakyusa in 1891 was
seen by the local chiefs as a reinforcement against attacks by
the Ngoni. ^ee right h. German missions in Tanganyika 1891-1941
Oxford, 1971. p.47.
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considered the payment as unsatisfactory and made their grievances

felt/ To forestall further troubles the Superior of the mission

decided to bring in workers from neighbouring tribes; a request for

workers was sent to Chief Mkoma of the Vanyamwanga. The chief

reacted to this request as a political intrusion of nationals of

an alien power and sent back news that his people would not work

for the French, but sent a gift to greet the Bwana. The attempt

to import labour having been thwarted the workers of Mkulwe acquired

a new confidence. They showed their disapproval by throwing back

at the missionaries the two yards of cloth that each had received

for six days work. The missionaries felt unable to cope ifith this

militancy and referred the matter to the Vicar Apostolic, It was

then decided to pay the workers two nesa per day, which was accepted.

The people of Mkulwe,having been introduced into a money economy

and given the ability to market their labour,responded slowly to

economic opportunities. The caravan route from Lake Nyasa to

Lake Tanganyika (Kasanga) linking Langenburg to Bismarckburg crossed

the River Momba near ilkulwe, A considerable volume of caravan and

administrative traffic took this route which offered employment
2

opportunities as porters to the Wakulwe people. In September 1900

the people of the area were so terrified of going off in caravans

that when the opportunity presented itself they all ran off into the

bush. One year later they reluctantly undertook a caravan for

Mkulwe Diary (hereinafter a.D.) 6. 10.1899.
2*

M.D. 3. 9. 1900.
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the mission from Kasanga to Zimba, but claimed that they were

underpaid.^ The Fipa people were more manageable subjects and

they figured more prominently in mission caravans on the supply

route to Ufipa, Kasanga or Tabora. The introduction of taxation

was to radically change the pattern of labour recruitment.

2. Pastoral policies pre-1902 - toleration of local
political authority.

The living conditions during the first months were rude and

austere and the men were feeling melancholic:

" e celebrate as usual Holy Mass under canvas,
e cannot help dreaming of our beautiful

ceremonies in Europe, but what can we do?
>'e have nothing, it is apostolic poverty
in its entirety." 2

"It is raining as heavily inside our hut as
outside, there is no grass on the top of ihe
roof. All our material is soaked. ater gets
into our tents in spite of the ditch that
we have dug." ^

Although personal comforts were minimal the communal purse

was adequate enough to finance the purchase of a large herd of

livestock. Two men were sent to Kilimatinde with a voucher to

4
the value of 280 rupees payable in Zanzibar to purchase livestock.

1*
M.D. 17.10. 1901.

2*
M.D. 1.11. 1899.

M.D. 3.11. 1899.
4*

M.D. 3.12. 1099.
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prestige value of cattle was high as, at that time, ownership

of cattle was confined to the chiefs and occasional headmen.

Local language and customs were treated very seriously

by the White Fathers. During the years of theological training

in Iforth Africa Arabic and Islamology were extensively taught,

which prepared the missionaries for the eventual insertion into

an alien milieu. Although the missionaries of Mkulwe appeared to

have previous knowledge of Fipa, which is similar in structure

and vocabulary to the languages used in the Uwanda chiefdoms;

Cikulwe, Giwanda and Cinyamwanga, they set themselves down to

the task of acquiring a working proficiency of the language with

an exacting thoroughness. At the end of 1902 they had compiled

prayer books in Kikulwe and a dictionary had been written by

Fr. Pelletier.^
Evangelization proceeded at a very slow pace; baptisms were

few and generally in extremis. A notable baptism was that of

the dying mother of chief Teakimba. The situation was treated

with uncharacteristic diplomacy. The body was not claimed for Christian

burial but the mission consented that the traditional tribal ritual

could take place;

"so as not to hurt the feelings of these poor
Africans we allow them to proceed with the
funeral rites themselves."^

The chief then gave a magnificent sheep as a gift to the mission.

A small school was opened at the mission in January 1900 which

And i3 still retained in Mkulwe mission archives
2*

M.D. 21. 8. 1901. M.D. 24. 8. 1901.
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offered instruction in reading, writing and religious instruction

(catechism). It was intended for children but courses were offered

for adults in the evening. The missionaries taided to regard

attendances at school as a barometer of influence in the area,

misunderstandings with the chief were often reflected in decreasing

numbers of pupils.

Safaris to outlying villages were undertaken with regularity

which necessitated the employment of a considerable number of porters.

The missionary travelled by machila^ carried by his porters. Local

people disliked porter work and this became an area of recurring

conflict and dispute. Uwanda, Ubungu, Unyiha and Unyamwanga

were visited in turn and respects were paid to local chiefs. These

trips were essential for reconnaissance purposes to determine the

demography of the area and to test responses to missionary presence

and the religious message they preached.

During the period of installation and familiarization from 1399

to 1902 the mission maintained a modest presence in the area,

apparently responding to the aspirations of local political leaders

and being sensitive and considerate towards local customs and usages.

2
Apart from one eminent visitor contacts with colonial officials were

minimal. Colonial control was only just in the process of being

^ *

"achila was a portable armchair on poles carried by porters and
was used extensively by European travellers of the time. One
missionary (P.Sigiez) who insisted on walking and dispensing with
the machila was chided for his imprudence by his confreres. Some
three months later the diary reports that their misgivings were
confirmed, the confrere had diedl M.D. 13. 8. 1900.

2
Mr.Bishop Co=nmandefc of Bismarckburg (Kasanga). M.D. 9.12. 1399.
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extended to the area, which increased the dependency of the mission

upon the support and good-will of the chiefs.

2* Promulgation of taxation and other colonial policies:

The visit of the Commandant of New Langenburg to Mkulwe on

Christmaa Day 1901 inaugurated regular administrative rule over

Uwanda and its political and economic integration into the Smpire.

Colonial policies were extended to the chiefdoms of Uwanda and

introduced factors into the local economy that irreparably damaged

the development of the area. My basic argument is that the

mission was not an appendage of a colonial power but had its own

goals of autonomy and influence. Any assistance provided by the

occupying forces was taken advantage of and used by the mission

to further its own interests.

On the 26th of December all the chiefs were assembled,^from
Unyamwanga, Uwanda, Iwanda and Mkulwe. The Commandant of Langenburg

2
solemly proclaimed the imposition of taxation of 3 rupees per hut,

but with an exemption for the parents of children who attended the

mission school. Hunting was forbidden without a licence. The

ordinance of the prohibition of poison ordeal (mwavi) and pre¬

pubertal marriages was also proclaimed. The road from Kasanga to

Tukuyu at first planned to pass through iikulwe was now to pass

to the West of Mkulwe through Unyamwange country. No resistance

to any of the measures is recorded.

1 *

M.D. 27. 12. 1901.
2.

All of these measures had earlier been discussed with the
missionaries.
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Some interesting conclusions as regards the mission can be

deduced from this particular episode. After two years of

settlement in Mkulwe the mission had maintained a low profile.

Colonial control of the area was minimal and the mission itself was

dubious of the type of relationship with the colonial power that

would eventually be worked out. The support for the mission and

for the socio-religious policies that were publicly accorded to

it by the District Commandant in the presence of the assembled

chiefs was tantamount to granting it political privileges, thus

placing it in a superior political category to the chiefs.

Furthermore, the mission could now dispense patronage and. offer

tax exemption to its followers. The prestige of the chiefs was

loifered by the concession as they would now have to cope with unrest

among their subjects. Practices condemned by the mission such

as pre-pubertal marriages and poison by ordeals now became force

of law and promulgated by the colonial commandant. By this act

legitimacy was also accorded to these and other mission policies

and recourse was now possible to the administration.

4. Pastoral policies post 1902 - active intervention
into Uwanda's temporal affairs;

The mission school became a central mechanism of extaading

influence. The colonial peripatetic officials in their annual

visits to the area thoroughly realized their neglect in not

providing any educational facilities and so extended administrative

support for the mission in the form of privileges or sanctions.

As the schools were the main recruiting ground for adherents, this
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colonial action could then be interpreted as support for proselytising.

Active and resolute mission intervention into civil affairs

characterized mission activity for the next generation. The official

justification for the intervention was the rule of law or

jurisdiction over subjects (Christians or catechumens) unwittingly

endorsed by the Bezirksamtraann. Incidents occurred frequently

after the District Commandant's visit and with patterned regularity

over the following fifty years:

"
e learn that a certain Mwanakatwe was administered

the mwavi in the village of Ntandala. Pr.Superior
is unhappy about the incident and wants to bring
it to the notice of the German officer in Unyiha.
But everything fails, the natives do not like to
be given justice." 1

" hile Pr.Superior is away, Kalanda, the chief of
the Sukuma slips off secretly on a journey to
Karonga, where it is said that he has a sister.
This conduct of a new catechumen is surprising.
Also, (it is said) he only entered the catechumenate
so as not to offend the Bwana." 2

"The drum beaters of Wasumbaa give us trouble. The
girls from distant villages stay the ni^it there.
Pr.Superior locks up one girl at the request of
her parents who are not too happy about her conduct...
One of these young girls, Nakisitu M'gongo is taken
by force by her husband to whom she is wife number
three. Pr.Superior sends off a group of men to rescue
her and is reporting the matter to the German Officer
in Unyiha. Hopefully this European will assist us in
the task of civilization by preventing forced
marriages."5

Significantly all of these three incidents occurred within six

months of the extension of tax collection and colonial administration

to Uwanda. Relying heavily upon the support of the colonial

legislation, the mission intervened in three areas of local political

1*
M.D. 3. 4. 1902.

2#
M.D. 9. 4. 1902.

M.D.13. 6. 1902.
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and cultural life:

(i) Judicial processes, dispute settlement and

witchcraft divination.

(ii) Attempted to control local political elites either

by their assent to Christianity (religious discipline)
or by political means (special standing of Hie mission with

colonial authorities) or both.

(iii) Traditional customary practices of social and cultural

life;prominent among these wa3 a virulent denunciation

of traditional dances and repeated interference into marital and

pre-marital behaviour.

These areas became flashpoints of conflict with dissident

elements or traditionalists within the local community, movements

of traditional rennaissance, and much later the independent African

churches, clashed with the mission authorities on these same issues.

Another element which strengthened mission prestige was the

decline of the local chief, who was practically divested of his

judicial powers. The chiefdoms of Uwanda, being relatively minor

and unimportant, were overawed by the imposition of an alien

authority and the extent of their own legal powers was vague and

ill-defined. This confusion of areas of competence gave the

mission an opportunity to exploit the weakness of the local party,

and an occasion to influence the outcome of disputes by hiving off

(through threats) a number of appeals to the colonial authorities

when the chief either failed to resolve the dispute or considered

himself incompetent. One particular instance of this arbitration

procedure is recorded in June, 1902;

"A dispute occurred between Mwangana and Kyambala
and the local chief is called in to arbitrate the
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dispute. The chief then unable to settle the
shauri threatens Mwangana that he will get a
letter from the mission and all of them will go
to the administrative headquarters at Langenburg.
Suspecting that such a letter would be
unfavourable to his cause Mwangana asks if such
a letter might be forthcoming. The mission spokes¬
man, Fr. Letort, replied in the affirmative. Upon
this Mwangana decided to agree to. a reconciliation ...

fear is the beginning of wisdom."

/hat this case serves to portray is that the traditional

judiciary was breaking down and the decision could be "appealed"

to the mission who could invoke a favourable response from the

colonial assessor through mediation. Recourse to a white

administration with dreaded askaris was depicted as something

dramatic and fearful, and the mission offered to dispense a more

humane justice, a function that it assumed by its links with the

colonial authority. On the other hand, the colonial authority ceded

willingly to this form of arrangement as long as no clash of

interests with the mission took place. Besides, a form of

administrative normalcy was in the process of being established

without any additional financial burden being imposed upon the local

Treasury.

A drawback to creating an influence model based on fear and

ignorance, or a third party such as the colonial government, was

that these were contingent variables and lacked any stability or

permanence. The removal of the relevant factor resulted in a

sudden erosion of influence or power, and a test of allegiance

took place. A combination of these factors was produced

1*
M.D. 27. 6. 1902.
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simultaneously in August 1902. A drought had taken place with

the failure of the harvest. Aggressive tax collecting by a District

Secretary ignored the guarantee of exemption granted by the District

Commissioner to the parents of school children. The mission in turn

withdrew various rewards that were granted to school children such

as cloth, goods in kind find famine relief. This combination of

circumstances produced the effect of a serious decline in school

attendance and encouraged local labour migration.^
"At St.Beniface's of Mkulwe, the school children
have become a rare sight. This is due to the
fact that many have followed their parents to
work in Unyiha so as to pay their taxes and also
that our punishments have been relaxed and finally
that we have stopped giving gifts and cloth."2

In what amounted to a test of allegiance of mission followers

it became obvious that the religious appeal was minimal when

divested of its privileges and patronage. It also served to

highlight the vulnerability of the methods in acquiring influence.

The alliance with the colonial power was shaky during t£is period

and often unpredictable; prestige being gained by threats and pretence,

When the mission had nothing to offer except the gospel the response

of the local population was indifference.

One cannot but suggest that the main concern of the local people

was to benefit materially from the presence of strangers in their

midst. Although Mkulwe mission was austere and spartan by overall

• The responsibility of the supposed tax concession for a certain
improvidence which then led to the labour migration could be
explored.

2*
M.D. 2.11.1902.
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wealthy. In 1903 the annual budget per missionary was 800 francs,

3C. for the post of fflculwe it amounted to 2,400 francs for the year.

The mission possessed the largest herd of cattle in the area, employed

a minimum of twenty workers full time^ and numerous other part time

3taff for porterage duties, building etc. The construction of a

large mission was under way which is imposing even by present day
2

standards, and referred to as boma. Substantial stocks of beads,

cloth, trinkets were generally stored. It was usual for each

missionary to have at least one firearm. This imposing show of

wealth by local standards was probably a factor in provoking labour

unrest. The allegiance of the people to the mission was seriously

affected by the degree of patronage and privilege made available to

them. The local chief benefitted by their presence as they enhanced

his power in local rivalries, but thi3 advantage was negligible

as soon as the Pax Germanics was established. The mission was an

asset in terms of advice and limited mediation with the authorities,

but the usefulness of the latter function depended upon the particular

interest of the mission itself. Vfhen the population at large failed

to benefit materially from the presence of the mission interest waned.

Thus the two sections of the population, the leadership elite and the

^ *

During his official visit to Mkulwe in 1902 Pr.Administrator
restricted the employment quota of the mission to twenty, inferring
that many were in fact employed.in excess of this number.

2.
Soma refers primarily to a large fortified building which was thus
an apt description for the administration blocks of the District
and came to be used for the mission because of similar characteristcs.
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masses had different expectations from the mission; political

prestige and access to privileges respectively. .hen neither

was forthcoming then the local response was neutral or negative.

Faced with the apparent failure of three years of missionary

presence and the collapse of a system of rewards and privileges,

it became obvious that the goals of evangelization by manipulating

political mechanisms were not being reached. Christian influence

over local political and social life was as dim and as distant

as before the arrival of the missionaries. The extension of mission

influence was in an impasse; the dilemma gradually became clear;

either the mission persevered ip the political approach undaunted

by the recent failures, or a more aggressive stand be taken towards

local society by a foreeful self imposition leading to an eventual

domination by coercion, suggesting a model of influence not unlike

that of colonial conquest.

A change of leadership was made at the mission, a German

national, Fr.Hamberger wa3 appointed Superior. He was a domineering

figure and a rigid disciplinarian. Fr.Hamberger was perhaps the

ideal leadership figure to initiate a frontal attack on the social

and political fabric of local Uwanda society. All sources of

privilege, race, nationality, link with colonial power and personal

prestige were used to gain maximum extension of Christian influence.^
Mission aggressivity was characterized by an effort to discredit the

* * It is worth noting the very different approach from their
Frotestant counterparts, many of whom followed the Livingstonian
formula of Christianity by trade, capitalism and white settlement.
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social and cultural life of Uwanda.

The strategic areas of cultural and political life again

came under attack, more sustained and ruthless than had hitherto

been recorded. The triad of confrontation areas singled out were;

judicial processes, control of local political elites and customary

practices espeiially dancing and marriage.

Incidents occurred during mid 1903 which displayed the change

in policy. On hearing the drum play the Ntemba dance at a

mourning service one evening, three missionaries accompanied by

a group of Christians descended upon the village in an attempt to

seize the mysterious drum. The drum was successfully hidden but

the missionaries seized six goats which were only to be returned

if the drum was brought to the mission. The drum remained concealed

and the goats were forfeited.^
Ironically, shortly afterwards the chief was called to the

mission and ordered to return some goats he had seized from a man

caught infringing upon his fishing rights. The mission proclaimed

that henceforth anybody could fish in Lake Muni without the permission

of the chief. In this case the traditional property rights and

tribal administration of resources were completely ignored. Muni

was a small lake where fishing was controlled by the chief. Wo

fishing was allowed until the order was given by the chief, and then

it was thrown open to all. This was a rational conservation measure

nnd guaranteed a generous windfall of protein food during a time of

shortage. The action of the mission then was designed to divest

1*
K.D. 5. 5.1903
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the chief of authority in the eyes of the people, and to

increase their own influence. A secondary effect wa3 to create

a precedent which inevitably damaged fish stocks and probably had

long term detrimental effects of protein deficiency in a famine-prone

area.

The move to extend control over social institutions was again

apparent when missionaries began acting as registrars for civil

marriages contracted between non-Christians. The chief was summoned

to witness the event J The coercive nature of the situation was

manifest by the remark of the diary narrator:

"the chief no more than the parents dared
not object."2

Here then is a deliberate attempt to extend control beyond the confines

of a confessional affiliation but to use all means, both fair and

foul, to control the lives of people in the immediate vicinity. At

the same time the administrative functions of the chief were usurped

and local cultural values were impinged upon. Another incident

narrated by the diary describes, in an unbelievable way, the marriage

tribunal set up by the mission, its workings and the mechanisms

used to enforce 'justice'.

" 'e heard that a catechumen Nakisatu Barua is
to be married today to the polygamous Epandya.
Pr.Superior calls Kpandya along with Barua her
father. Interrogated before two witnesses and
her father, Nakisatu states that she refuses
to have anything to do with Mpandya, or any other

^ *

Marriages of Mapori to Nakisitu, Kilenga with Namazinge.
M.D. 13. 5. 1906.

2* Ibid.
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polygene for that matter. Barua, for having
forced his daughter into polygany is put into
chains for 24 hours. Kpandya refuses to show
up. Fr.Superior promises a cloth to the chief
if he will bring us Mpandya; he succeeds in doing
this. Mpandya is put into chains in his turn.
Barua returns to Mpandya the dowry she had received
from him, 2 bad hoes and a hank of thread. The
guilty party are then fined to pay costs (pay the
men who captured them as well as the cloth given
to the chief). Barua is fined a chicken which he
brings immediately. Mpandya was condemned to pay
two sheep, but he escapes from chains during the
service of Holy Thursday." ^

2The alliance with the colonial authority which had failed

miserably the year before when tax exemptions were ignored, was now

reactivated. The mission was given jurisdiction to imprison law

breakers on remand pending their despatch to the administrative

headquarters. The powers were granted by the administrator of
3

Unyiha, and Mr.Beser, of doubtful reputation. To the united

gathering of Uwanda chiefdoms he announced that:

"The offence of poison ordeal would be punishable
by death. Those who abducted a young girl would
be put into chains by the mission fathers and
led to the German boiaa. He also declared that an

immature girl could not be married and that children
should go to school each day (despite his good¬
will he could not apply sanctions to these two
latter* points). These declarations of Mr.
Administrator give us great pleasure; they increase
our authority to combat polygamy." 4

In practice juridical authority was granted to the mission

which it then utilized to extend Christian values to the whole of

1*M.D. 29. 3. 1904.
2

*0n a similar alliance in West Lake see Hellberg C.J. Misgions on
a Colonial Frontier est of Lake Victoria. Upssala, 1965» p.92..

*See infra. The Tomaschek Affair.

7. 8.1906. It is interesting to note that the measure was not
considered in view of safeguarding the liberties of minors, but
as a useful measure to restrict polygamous unions.
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traditional society. Administrative functions of a juridical

nature supported by penal sanctions was a strategic springboard

to imposing mission hegemony over areas of cultural and social

life.

But already the final goal of evangelization associated with

missionary presence was becoming unstuck. The attitude of the

mission can hardly be described short of a 'lust for power* and the

establishment of its own form of political rule. Local political

powers were either ignored or humiliated. Colonial government

approval for endorsement of mission policy was generally forthcoming

at the price of maintaining administrative normalcy, and the

subjection of local people without overt resistance to the alien

interference.

The mission at this stage hardened its stand; it imposed European

standards of morality and values without any period of transition.

The tolerance that was displayed during the early years had

disappeared, because the mission now had the moral backing of the

colonial authority which made them less dependant upon local leaders.^
The political resources of the mission were deemed adequate to

support coercive action in imposing particular standards on the whole

community. And the legitimacy of the missionaries action was

justified by the perception of itself as implementing its civilizing

^ * One cannot but compare the attitude of the iikulwe mission with
its Moravian counterpart in Unyiha-Mbozi. There the experienced
Bachmann tolerated polygamy during the early stages of
Christianization, and was veiy conscious of the danger of super¬
imposing alien values. He attempted to seek out "some form of
Christian teaching so adapted to African idiom as to be equally
intelligible to the pagan and the adherent." See aright M. (l97l|.
p.106. But Bachmann may have been exceptional among the Moravians
in his adaptive approach.
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mission, by which it gained legality. The development which was

taking place was a structural development of influence expressing

power, authority and coercion. The forceful behaviour of the

missionaries implied an ability to exercise power as the non¬

compliance with their wishes would subsequently entail serious

loss or deprivation. In the case of Christians or catechumens

the sanctions were two-fold; spiritual and temporal. In the incident

of the night dancers the loss was in the form of goats which could be

termed considerable as it constituted at least the marriage dov.ry

at the time.

The establishment of mission influence which would more easily

correspond to the standard definitions of political power^ are the

cases of imprisonment, floggings etc., in addition to the confiscation

of personal belongings. Since the mission perceived itself as the
2

upholder of colonial legislation affecting social behaviour, insofar

as it related to the Christian ethic and civilizing mission, it did

not hesitate to use coercion to impose these standards. Power is

participation in the making of d ecisions, the missionaries took part

*
See lahl R.A. modern Political Analysis. N.Y. 1963, p.32. "Power
is often defined as a special case of influence involving severe
loss for non compliance." See also H.D.Lasswell and A.Kaplan
Power .and Society. N.Y. 1950 "It is the threat of sanctions which
differentiates power from .influence in general ... Power is
participation in the making of decisions. Power is a special case
of the exercise of influence; it is the process of affecting
policies of others with the help of (actual or threatened) severe
deprivations for non-conformity with the policies intended ..."
Political power then I take to be a right of making laws, with
penalties of death, and consequently all less penalties." pp.74-76.

2
There are no cases where missionaries exhorted the people to pay
these taxes. Taxation in Catholic theology constituted a penal law
which was considered to be binding externally though not in
conscience. However, defaulters if apprehended and convicted, were
obliged in conscience to pay the fine.
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in this process with colonial bureaucracy and shared in the

promulgation; it was prepared to resort to sanctions to enforce

certain of these decisions. Furthermore, it acted upon delegated

authority from the colonial administration to maintain public order

and security to the extent of temporary detention. A service such

as this proved invaluable to the colonial government who had no

resident representative in the area, whose forces were severely

stretched, and provided only a minimal form of administrative

infrastructure. This was an insidious form of political alliance

by which external control over local social and political life was

established and maintained. Though at no time would the mission

• admit to being a colonial agent or to direct political intervention,

it transpired that it objectively assumed some of the functions that

were major components of influence, power and legitimacy of any

regime, namely maintenance of public security, participation in

law making and penal punishments. At the same time it usurped the

functions of the local chief and deprived him of his political

and economic power and his function of religious control within

the community.^

^ * A similar, but somewhat more crude, process took place in the
hite Father mission in Northern Zambia. The British South African

Company granted Chilubula mission the power "to exercise authority
of a native chief over the area not more than ten miles surrounding
and including Chilubula mission". See Garvey Brian;"Bemba Chiefs
and Catholic Missions 1898-1935" Journal of African i ,torv.(J.A.H.)
17, 3, 1977.
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G tiAi'T-vil 1Y.

COLONIAL CONSOLIDATION.

I AFRICAN RESISTANCE TO COLONIAL RULE

THE MAJI MAJI REBELLION.

1. MAJI MAJI AND GERMAN PENETRATION:

Resistance to German rule in Tanganyika prior to 1906 had

been sporadic and consisted mainly of individual chiefs waging

battle against the European power which usurped their political

and territorial integrity by imposing an alien administration. The

response to German presence by the peoples of the Southern High¬

lands varied. Outstanding among African leaders who openly re¬

sisted German infiltration was Mkwawa, chief of the Hehe in the
i

Southern Highlands. Having initially taken the offensive in

1391 and decimated a German patrol party, he was relentlessly

pursued even after the Hehe capital near Iringa was taken in 1394

until he finally committed suicide to avoid arrest, four years later*

The Wanyakyusa peoples and the Wakinga after their military defeat

at Langenburg in 1897» opted for a form of passive resistance. The

Germans had adopted the strategy of playing off one people against

another, so in virtue of their alliance with the Sangu they attacked

the Wanyika and the Vabungu, both neighbouring peoples of the Wanda.

The actual German incursion into Uwanda was construed as a liberation

mission from the scourge of Cimalaunga. The Wafipa had passively

acceded to German rule. Thus after 1893 the South Western part of

1. Alison H. Redmayne 'The Wahehe People of Tanganyika' in Roberts A
(ed.) Tanzania before 1900. Nairobi 1968. pp.50-55.
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Tanganyika lived through an uneasy peace with garrisons stationed at

the potential flashpoints of Songea, Neu Langenburg, Iringa and at

the peaceful Kasanga (Bismarckburg).

Three of the four military stations were situated in the inter-

lacustrine region (Nyasa - Rukwa - Tanganyika) but the area south

east of Iringa to the coast was practically devoid of any administrat¬

ive infrastructures. Even in 1906 German presence was concentrated

in isolated pockets of military posts staffed by European officers

and non-commissioned officers with Sudanese askaris. The

governor Graf von Gotzen unsuccessfully attempted to obtain finance

to maintain an administration and regularized the position of chiefs

within it. In response to metropolitan needs for raw materials

for a growing textile industry and to offset German dependence on

British or American controlled markets, an extensive cotton scheme

was started by von Gotzen* throu^iout the colony which was also

intended to finance local administration. The administrative

weakness of the south and its record of non-resistance were however

deceptive.

The Maji Maji rebellion broke out in the Matumbi Hills, north

west of Kilwa when the people attacked the administrative station of
2

the akida, an Arab. Systematically they then attacked all aliens;

Europeans, Indians and Arabs. The movement spread among neigh¬

bouring peoples and within a month all the peoples south of Kilosa

1. See Iliffe (1969) pp.167-169.

2 * An African or Arab administrator mandated by the colonial
authority to administor part of a district on their behalf.
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and as far inland as Mahenge had joined the revolt. All symbols

of alien presence or oppression became legitimate targets, Arab or

Asian commercial centres, government administrative buildings and

mission stations. A §erman Benedictine Bishop, Monsignor Speiss,

together with two religious brothers and two nuns were killed near

Liwale. Two Benedictine priests met the same fate near Iringa.

The peoples of the Southern Highlands or the Rukwa did not join the

revolt? the Hehe remained peaceful,*and Chief Merere of the Sangu even

presented himself at Neu Langenburg with 1,500 men to assist the

German askari3. The I'akinga and the Wangoni, both famous for their

warrior feats, opened another front east of Lake Nyasa. The former

attacked Takobi mission and the latter threatened Songea. As the

Hehe or the Fipa-Wanda peoples remained peaoeful reinforcements could

be 3ent from Iringa and Bismarckburg to relieve Songea and Mahenge.

Punitive expeditions hunted out andmassacred many of the Ngoni and

Kinga leaders at Mgende in May 1906. The people took to the bush

and to the hills and resistance eventually broke down due to famine,
2

disease and decimation. Probably 75,000 died in the two years of

war.

Explanations tfere sought for a large scale outbreak of violence

in an area that had been hitherto peaceful. Pro-government analysis

diagnosed the revolt as the savage response towards the introduction

of progressive institutions such as European rule, missions and

commerce. The savage response was typified in the alliance of

1. According to the Berlin missionaries in the area, since Mkwawa's
death the Hehe had no chief, consequently the medicine was not
administered. See M.Wright (l97l), p.77.

2. See Iliffe J. (1969), pp.9-29.
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reactionary tribal elders, chiefs and medicine men to maintain

their power in the face of external threats. A supernatural element

was called upon as a factor of unity and motivation: maji (water) was

dispensed as medicine to participants in a ritualistic manner thus

aspiring to immunity from bullets or spears. Opposition critics

cited brutality and maladministration as the likely cause of the

uprising.

There are more other likely explanations which take account of

the specific circumstances and are informed by the general pattern of

African rebellion at that particular period. The religious factor

which provided a strong unifying force is important, but is unlikely

to have been a major cause as the link between religion and politics

may be somewhat tenuous. Maladministration is Important as a

contributing factor to unrest, but it was somewhat more local in its

manifestation and many areas with more serious grievances did not rebel

These two factors in themselves do not adequately explain the reasons

for the revolt, as they fail to identify the local grievances.

j>. THE CAUSES OF HAJI MAJit
(i) Gotzen's Cotton Scheme.

Metropolitan industrial interests attempted to reduce Germany's

dependence on foreign sources of supply for its large and important

* * For further discussion of the uprising see, inter alia, Iliffe J.
'The Organization of the M§ji Maji Rebellion* in Journal of
Afrip-Rtt Hiatorvf Vol.Ill, 3, 1967 p.497. G.C.K. Gwassa and
J.Iliffe (Eds.) 'Records of the Maji Maji Rising*, Nairobi (undated)
Local accounts of the rebellion are documented in a volume of
collected papers, Maji Maji Research Project, 1968, University of
Dar-es-Salaam, mimeo. T.W.Turuka 'Maji Maji Rebellion in Njelu'
in Maji Maji Research Project p.l. P.M.Libaba 'The Maji Maji
Rising in the Rindi District', in Maji Maji Research Project pp.4-6.
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eotton industry.1' The Colonial Economic Committee sent out a

mission to German Togoland in 1900 to encourage the growing of cotton

as a 'Volkscultur'. In 1902 it encouraged the growth of cotton in

German East Africa, but principally as a planters crop. Efforts were

made to establish estates in the Rufiji basin, subsidised by the

Committee. Gotzen extended the scheme to include the local people,

not individually but as a commercial unit. The scheme was a complete

failure; the return was minimal, the work interfered with subsistence

farming and local leaders were pressurized into compelling their

people to participate in the work. Grievances were numerous, and

many of the rebel leaders were former headmen who had been involved in

the project.2
But cotton alone hardly explains why protest should evolve into

underground violence and a rebellion of the masses. A principal

factor for the mass appeal was the religious ideology of the movement.

The novel aspect of it was that it superseded the tribal unit as the

basic unit of organized resistance to European intrusion. The

process of integration was led by charismatic religious leader*. In

Maji Maji religion and politics became closely intertwined. The

people of the Rufiji treated Kolelo a3 their local deity, it was his

ministers and the guardians of his shrine who administered the ma.il.

As the mail ar dawa assumed a protective meaning in the content of an

armed struggle then the local priests of Kolelo actively promoted the

Germany's cotton imports rose from £11-^M in 1897 to £234 in 1907.
See Henderson W.0. \1962) p.39.

2 * The link between imposed cash cropping and rebellion emerges from
other parts of Africa, c.f. forced cultivation of rubber in the
Congo, discussed by Post K. (1972), and of coffee in Angola,
discussed especially by Paine (1974).
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movement and extended it to the neighbouring peoples/ At this

point it assumed millennarian connotations in the expansion to other

people. The emissary of hongo assembled the people of the village,

persuaded them to fight and administered the ma.ii. The movement

aimed at eradicating two evils of African society, sorcery and European

control. The movement thus assumed characteristics of anti-

sorcery movements which were common throughout East Africa such as

2
Kamcape. As the ma.ii failed to guarantee bodily safety there was

recourse to well tried tribal guerilla warfare methods. The Ngoni

for example used the movement to reinforce tribal solidarity while

ridding themselves of European domination.

Although, the rebellion failed, it served as important function

in extending the political and combat unit beyond the confines of the

tribe and involving the whole tribe in the action - rather than its
3

warriors only. In material terms it caused material deprivation,

internal dissensions, destruction and flmine. The German response

was hard and cruel. The ruthlessneas with which it was put down was

put down w&s nothing short of callousness. The African peoples noted

the effect of a superior technology which prompted them to revise their

attitude to European presence and to their participation within the

* *

"Kolelo spares his black children*1 being one of the often
repeated phrases of the priests, displaying the intention to unite
black people in their struggle.

2
See Willis, E.G.,*"Kamcape": an anti-sorcery movement in South¬
west Tanzania', Africa.Mo.58. pp.1-15.

The Ngoni and the Yao peoples were traditional enemies, yet Chief
Songea of the Ngoni wrote to his counterpart in Taoland Chief
Mataka asking for help. "We received an order from God to the
effect that all white men had to quit the country. We are ready to
fight them .... I wanted to send you cattle as a present, but I
was unable to send them. The war ordered by God might come first.
Send 100 men with guns. Help me in taking the Boma .... let us
forget even our former quarrels." Extract from Fr.E.Ebner; History
of the Wangoni.Peramiho 1959, p.171 (mimeo).
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system. After the rebellion they involved themselves more in the

new society - a predominantly African society reeling under the impact
t"
I

of European political and economic power • rather than withdrawing

into their own world. Two major ways of participating in the

system were by religion - Christianity and Islam - and education.

For Germany, it was a rude reminder that Tanganyika was a black

man's country. The maintenance of a German political apparatus

implied a deeper commitment both political and economic to the

betterment of the population. The following years of economic

improvement were a German response to the forces released by the Majl

Maji Rebellion. These forces, while bringing the territory into

closer ties with the metropolis, were to clarify the role of the local

political leaders and people vis-a-vis the demands made upon them

by missionaries and settlers.

i. ma mux sm&&>

As has been stated, the uprising of the southern peoples did

not extend to Langenburg or Bismarckburg districts, which permitted

troops from these stations to contain the rebellion in Songea. The

nearest point of open conflict was in Benaland, about one hundred

miles due west of Neu Langenburg (Tukuyu) where the Berlin missions

of Yakobi and Milo were attacked and sacked. There is no record of

there having been any outbreak of violence in Uwanda, or of the arrival

of hongos or medicine men emissaries, but from the reaction of the

missionaries we can ascertain that there was some unrest.

Early in the month of July 1905 there were some natural

disturbances of omen-like character; large clouds of locusts passed

over the area without ali^iting (however most of the fields had

already been harvested) and a severe earth tremor took place on the

night of the 12th. But Uwanda remained peaceful, on the surface at
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least. The missionaries were shaken when their two confreres

arrived, fugitives from the neighbouring mission of Galula, which

they had partly evacuated^ because of rumours of a rebellion. The

Bezirksamtraann of Langenburg had invited the Europeans of the district
I

to proceed on to the District Headquarters, to help defend the post

against an Angoni advance or to leave for British territory, but the

White Fathers had not been given this option. Hamburger, the

Superior of Mkulwe mission, sent messengers for news and guns, but

the latter would only be handed over personally to a European. A

letter from the District Commandant then prevailed upon the mission

to immediately arrest and imprison any seditious elements in the
2

community. Here we have a blatant case of the colonial state

utilizing the mission in a peace keeping role while discharging it¬

self of any obligation towards it. News of the sacking of the

missions in Ubena and the death of missionaries depressed the mission

staff of Mkulwe and reinforced then in their isolation. As the

campaign persisted into 1906 the consciousness of the population of

the meaning of the struggle increased. The news of the death of

Dr.Wiche of Langenburg, killed in an encounter in Ukinga, was with¬

held from the local people:

"When this news reaches here it will-certainly
increase the pride of the natives."

The invincibility and prestige of the Europeans took a severe

blow in an area where Europeans saw themselves as patriarchal rulers

and superior beings. The possibility that even the local population

Fr.Dromeaux remained at his post. M.D. 17. 7.1905.

2m
M.D. 21. 7.1905

MJ>. 5. 2.1906
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would rise against the mission was seen as a real threat. Repeated

requests for firearms were made to supplement the hunting pieces

already at the mission to protect them from the local people. Even

despair was reached in a moment of panic:

"It is for the glory of God even if we too must
fall under the sword of the rebels."

So obviously until March 1906 the missionaries felt that there mi^it

be an uprising by the people of Uwanda, and prepared to defend themselves

against the threat. When eight Remington rifles and two 'fusils a

piston' finally arrived from the mission headquarters at Karema in May,

the danger was already past.

In speculating on the reasons for the non-participation of the

Uwanda in the Maji Maji Rebellion against alien rule and economic

innovation, certain of the characteristics referred to in the previous

analysis may also be applied. The missionaries decidedly interpreted

it as being a base response to European values and religion, and were

petrified the moment that European political control appeared to crack.

The attitude is epitomized in a diary remark following on from the

period of emergency:

"Encore un exemple de la betisegdes negres et de
leur gout pour le proems

Although the uprising never took place it serves as a useful

illustration of the dependence of the mission on colonial control in
3

order to maintain their power and privilege.

The accusation of maladministration could be levelled against both

1#
MJ>. 5. 2.1906

2*
MJ).23. 7.1906

3 *

It must also be said that the Stationchef of Langenburg, Albinus
in 1902 was stating that the main resistance to the government
was from mission areas. M.Wright (l97l) p.76.
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the mission and the colonial bureaucracy. Tax had been levied

on the local population in an indiscriminate maimer, breaking pledges

of exemption and provoking labour migration in times of famine. The

mission, in turn, in order to maximise its influence and extend its

control over the local population as a whole, imposed social and

religious norms and practices alien to the host society and supported

these by legislative powers, purportedly attributed to it by the

colonial administration. So, the Uwanda population had to contend

with a dual alien presence, operating alternately in concert or at

variance with each other. Within the context of the local political

situation, the mission would certainly have been a potential target

as it symbolized colonial and alien occupation.
i

Lubstaky in his analysis of reasons why certain tribes did not

participate in the rebellion points out as a common factor that of

greater integration into the colonial network or the 'akidaless'

areas. He argues that these people had taken greater advantage of the

more complex technology with all its appendages (i.e. education,

Christianity, colonial political organisation etc.). Among these

people he includes the Chagga, Nyamwezi, Sukuma, Hehe and Sangu. A

corollary of thi3 hypothesis may be that the peoples who took to arms

did so because they did not glean enough tangible benefits from the

colonial system, and wanted to control these mechanisms themselves in

order to improve them, which is one of Lubetsky's conclusions. Such

a conclusion restricts the importance 4f the rejection of alien

institutions and persons fundamental to the rebellion. In Uwanda, the

reasons are much more nuance and shaped by particular local determinants.

*#
R.Lubetsky "Sectoral Development and Stratification in Tanganyika
1890-1914". Paper given at the East African University Social
Science Conference 1972, Nairobi, pp.81-118.
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The alienation of tribal land from the local population and

its granting to the mission was a local grievance that could have been

exploited. The repeated humiliation of the local chief and the contempt

shown to his office was tolerated only, perhaps, because of the years

of oppression to which the Uwanda people had been subjected at the

hands of others, the deterrent of superior technology seen at very

close quarters, and the knowledge that reprisals would be merciless.

What the Ngindo, Kinga, Ngoni and Rufiji peoples learned by experience

after the rebellion, the Uwanda peoples foresaw from their closer

and more intimate contact with European institutions of a colonial

nature.

The size of the local Christian community was not inconsiderable,

and remains a factor to be reckoned with at the time. Since a number

of residents had settled on the mission plot and many were 'displaced

persons', freed slaves, fringe elements of other tribes, their

allegiance to the mission was strong. Among the local population

clientship had been well established through the educational and

medical welfare services, particularly perhaps famine relief, which

xfere factors militating against an outbreak of violence.

MISSION STATISTICS 1905.2

Catechists popufalfon Bush
Schools

Pupils Catechumens Dispensary
Patients.

7 175 6 500 - 115 500 t

* The missionaries were keen to exploit fully any technological
innovations as 'white man's magic'. A gramophone bought from
Europe in 1904, caused local wonder; by displaying and playing
it in Church attendances were dramatically increased (cf.M.D.
30.10.1904 - a useful way of linking the technological to the
mystical.

2 *

The figures are based on the statistics of 1908 and arrived at by
discounting the baptisms in retrospect to 1905,
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Given the fragmented character of local chiefdoms and the lack of

unity among them (Wanda, Kuulwe, Iwanda, Nyamwanga) unless a co¬

ordinated plan of military action was worked out rebellion would

certainly have been less than successful in the short term, and

disasterous in the long term. As long too as the more powerful

neighbours, Nyiha, Pipa, Bunga and Sangu remained peaceful, and the

latter even committed Itself to the German cause, unilateral action

by the Wanda or Kuulwe could have resulted in near genocide. And

since the hongo or emissary had not succeeded in inspiring local

unity by his charismatic leadership, individual isolated attempts at

rebellion by a militarily weak people would have been doomed to

failure. The safety of the missionaries thus depended less perhaps

on what was happening in Uwanda than on what was taking place immediately
i

outside of it.

As Ranger points out, in rebellions that have taken place in

other parts of Africa at this period, a religions movement was a

unifying factor superceding purely tribal divisions and making them in-
2

to a multi-tribal war movement. But the religious factor alone, even

in peoples with strong structural links between political and

religious power, would be insufficient by itself to trigger off a

3
rebellion without having more tangible political grievances.

* *
Cotton as an imposed cash crop had not reached the area until
after the revolts had ended.

2*
See T.O.Ranger Colonialism in Africa,Vol.1, (1969) eds.
L.H, Gann & PJ)uignan * African reactions to the imposition of
colonial rule in Bast and Central Africa', p.314.

5* Ranger's analysis of the role of religious authorities in the
Shona and Ndebale rebellion of 1897 bear3 this point out.
T.O.Ranger, 'The role of Ndebele and Shona Religious Authorities
in the Rebellions of 1896 ana 1397' in B.Stokes and R.Brown (eds.)
The Bambeaian Past, p.118 ff.
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In the years following the Maji Majl rebellion, and until the

war, there was a considerable expansion of mission influence| the

corporate resistance to Christian penetration by the Wanda peoples

began to crack. A new economic and social order was emerging

which local leaders could not reverse. The mission provided the

most acceptable preparation for participation in the new society.

The process could more easily be controlled locally than in an urban

or plantation setting. Even if the people became Christian they

remained for the most part in their locality and maintained their

ethnie identity and tribal obligations. History proved subsequently

that the people were first Wawanda (Vakulwe etc.) and then Christian.
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Ju. CHANGES IM COLONIAL POLITICS POST MAJI MAJI:

Two factors contributed to substantial changes in Herman

colonial policy, the one being Germany's African wars, and the other

the administrative reform in the colonial office. These two factors

were closely inter-related.

The rebellions in Africa, Maji Maji in Tanganyika, and the

uprising in South West Africa, forced the government to reconsider

its policies towards its overseas possessions. The issues and causes

of the colonial wars were exposed to the full blast of metropolitan

political debate. The ineffectual Colonial Director Hohenlowe was

replaced by the financier -company director - Demburg. The

Colonial Office thus became independent of the Foreign Office. In

an attempt to consolidate the control of the 'parties of order' over

the Reichstag and eliminate the Social Democrats* who were opposed to
2

colonial expansion, a General Election was fought on the emotive

issues of the African wars ('our men in the desert*). The election

had the net effect of reducing the representative power of the Social

Democratic Party and isolating the Catholic Zentrum Party, thus giving

the right free reign to formulate its own policies. The election

reinforced right wing control of the Reichstag and brought into the

government rigbt wing members who had first hand experience of colonial

administration. The administrative expertise of these individuals

was inevitably coloured by their political stance.

* * The Social Democratic Party of Germany.
2 *

In January, 1907.
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When 1)ernburg was appointed to the Foreign Office, Ton 1 \

Gotzen was replaced as governor of East Africa by Rechenberg. \

Rechenberg arrived in Dar-es-Salaam in September, 1906. He was of

aristocratic birth, a devout Catholic by faith, a diplomat/academic

by profession, but an East Europeanist by passion.^ By background,

politics and breeding he was different from the capitalist

managerial class who formed "the avant garde group of Gorman expansion¬

ism - or Weltpolitik » that dominated the Foreign Office. He

analysed political unrest as being the rational response to abuses

and discontent when all other methods had failed. So his policy-

was to administer the territory as cheaply and as efficiently as

possible by discouraging controversial schemes that might be found

distasteful by the local population. Unrest could be anticipated

and prevented by good working conditions and opportunities, as he

believed, unlike the missionaries, that the African was a rational

intelligent man and would respond to adequate returns for his labour.

According to Rechenberg, the economic benefits of colonial rule,

leading to a betterment of his condition would sap any revolutionary

energies. To this end he initiated administrative reforms.intended

to improve working and living conditions for the local peoples; the

use of the kiboko whip by private persons was abolished, ether

forms of corporal punishment were more strictly controlled (the master

servant relationship remained a controversial area), health

regulations were promulgated, school attendance encouraged, as was

the development of veterinary and natural sciences. At the political

level the military and civilian administrations were separated and

an advisory council to the governor was instituted (later to become

^ *

He later became prominent in the Ostpolitik of the Zentrum Party.
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an organ of settler pressure groups) • The country was divided

into nineteen districts (Beeirk) and two military areas.*
The planters were a powerful political lobby in the colony, and

they advocated maximum white control of the economic life. Requests

were made for substantial land concessions, repressive labour legisla¬

tion and severe taxation to prime the labour supply, and they wielded
2

political power disproportionate to their numbers.
Although the ri^ht wing government elected to the Reichstag

would at first have regarded sympathetically their claims, the

history of the settler occupation was already marked by a succession

of failures. Gotzen had encouraged Boer settlers in Kilimanjaro,

but they fell out of favour with the administration and moved to Kenya.

Kohenlowe hatched a project of settling German Russians around Hoshi,

but the few bedraggled settlers became discontented and withdrew after

a couple of bad harvests. Therefore planned European settlement

or Kleinsiedlung seemed an improbable formula for success. T&ey

proved inefficient as farmers and depended heavily on African labour.

The failure of settlement schemes in later eras have had auspicious

precedents.

Deraburg, as Colonial Secretary, saw the colonies as potential

producers of raw materials for German industry, providing alternative

sources to the Anglo-American control of primary commodities,particularly

cotton. In turn they would provide a market for Germany's exports.

A visit to East Africa i*1 1907 convinced him of the uselessness of

depending upon settler plantations for the raw materials needed and

1#
See Lubetsky p.97.

2 * In 1906 male planters and settlers numbered 315 out of a total
European population of 2,570. In 1912 they had increased to 758
out of a total European population of 4,744.
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he endorsed Governor Rechenberg1s plans for a shift of emphasis

to peqsant production.

An essential component of Rechenbarg*a plans was a railway to

the Nyamwazi heartland of Tabora intended to stimulate the production

of groundnuts. It was economically justifiable to base the economy

on small scale peasant produced native crops which needed only a

market to encourage increased production. The only major capital

input was a railway which was also of considerable strategic

importance! The Central Railway became a primary preoccupation of

Rechenberg, encouraged by the economic success of the Uganda Railway.

It was a necessary element in transporting the groundnuts and other

peasant production to the market place, and also facilitated

administrative control and rapid transport of military personnel.

Indian retail traders acted as intermediaries between the producers and

the markets and speed up monetarization of the economy. Settlers

v?ere given none of the economic incentivesthey expected but labour

recruitment continued under the supervision of appointed officials.

A major point of controversy with the settlers was Indian

settlement. Rechenberg considered them indispensable in his plan to

promote peasant production, as intermediaries between the producers

and the final buyers of commodities and as retailers of the goods

that were imported or produced by European companies. The ability

of the Indian to operate in remote rural areas at low capital cost

made him perfectly suitable to the terrain. He fulfilled an important

economic functions within Rechenberg*a plan, and promoted aonetarization

4
" Finance for the railway was to be raised by increased peasant

production, administrative economies and diversion of tax
revenues. The capital required was a loan underwritten by the
Reichstag but serviced by the East African Government, 'i'aoora 1912.
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of the local economy, thus making it accessible to market trends

of supply and demand. By buying and selling needs were created

and satisfied by imported goods - especially textiles - leaving the

African more amenable to cash crop production, wage labour and new

patterns of consumption. The Indian* became the cherished agent

of the European company and performed much of its retail marketing

as well as organizing the delivery of raw materials. He became a

central figure in ihe Rechenberg plan of African economic development.

The settlers resented the role given to the Indian and saw him

as a threat to their own intended economic domination of the colony.
2

Since the Indians were British subjects, and of a different racial

grouping, the settlers considered that they contributed a threat tp

national security and racial harmony. T&ey advocated strict immig¬

ration controls and literacy in European languages so that their

commercial transactions could be vetted. But the Catholic Zentrum

came to Rechenberg's rescue by supporting D ernburg in the Reichstag

despite its previous anti-Islamic stand. But after Rechenberg

resigned more discriminatory controls were applied to the Indian

population which had increased considerably.'

* * The Asian trader later became a key figure in the commercial life
of Uwanda, fulfilling the functions as envisaged by Rechenberg. In
the 1937 Report to the League of Rations (p.72 para.85) the Indian
trader was described as wan essential part of the economic
structure of the territory as he forms the link between the native
producer and the wholesale importer*.

2
Legally the Indians were considered as natives, a source of
grievance for many years. See also J.Gundara

3 *

The Indian population of Tabora district increased from 51 to 496
between 1910 and 1913. Iliffe J. (1969) p.97.
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Rechenberg's success in temporarily staving off restrictive

legislation on Indian commercial enterprise did not extend to

another priority - the Central Railway. The European settler

population had also augmented, and although the highly capital

intensive methods used try the large cotton plantations had failed

miserably,smaller plantations fared somewhat better. Rubber had been

introduced into the smaller estates and had proved successful as a

crop. A spectacular boom in rubber prices*from 1909 to 1911

sent plantation prices soaring and brought unexpected prosperity to

the settlers. Their increased economic contribution to the colony

strengthened the settlers political capacity to articulate their

demands. The ri^it supported their claims for priority to be granted

to an extension of the Usambara railway from Mombo to Moshi.

Dernburg, on the strength of a report from of his Under Secretary

Lindequist, approved the plan and the railway was built to Moshi

despite protest from Rechenberg.

On labour policy, Rechenberg legislated on conditions of

recruitment and employment of workers and inserted the new regulations

into the labour contract. Labour commissioners were appointed to

monitor the observance of the conditions and to take action in the case

of infringements. Settler pressure again diminished the scope of

this legislation, and the commissioner merely had the power to sanction

employees while employers had to be accused before a tribunal. But

the complicated procedures did not prevent twenty seven Europeans being
2

convicted of brutality in 1909 to 1911. The infliction of corporal

* * The price of rubber on the Hamburg market increased from 7.42 marks
per kilo in 1908 to 17.48 marks per kilo in 1910. Quoted from
Iliffe (1969) p.101.

2*
Iliffe ibid p.106.
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punishment for disciplinary reasons, which right was claimed by

European employers on the strength of custom, was abolished in an

f
ordinance of Dernburg. However, the kiboko continued to be meted

out, at native courts,and there were almost 6,000 cases in 1910-11

alone.

Rechenberg compromised on the labour ordinance, having been

caught between settler pressure and Dernburg*s compromises, but the

legislation achieved what it was intended to do, that is increase

the labour supply.

Dernburg had promised the settlers some participation in

Government by electing unofficial members to the Governor's Council.

Rechenberg, however, found this distasteful realizing the dangers

of settler self-government. The attempted inclusion by Rechenberg

of Goans was thwarted, as also was an attempt to include Swahili

speakers in Dar-es-Salaaa and Tanga town councils, which were

subsequently confined to German nationals only. The League of

settlers became more vociferous in demanding a greater voice in

government affairs. The South West African influence of a parallel

political development with stronger racialist and nationalist elements

* The kiboko is a atrip of hippopotamus hide used for flogging
which is still widely recalled as the lasting memory of German
administration. The reasoning behind flogging was that the African
needed to be treated like a child. As the ex-Governor H.Schnee
wrote "The whip or cane is used in all colonies where there are
primitive races to deal with, the native territories under the
British and French rule not excepted. It is really impossible
to do without it altogether, for the native in many respects
resembles a child." H. Schnee, German Colonization: Past and
Future. London 1926 p. 119. Missionaries were also guilty of
using forms of corporal punishment. Ecclesiastical sanctions were
introduced by the Prefect Apostolic for missionaries who used the
kiboko; the penalty being a temporary suspension from celebrating
Mass. These regulations were repealed in the Mbeya Synod of 1948.
Sources Compte rend® du Synode d'Irambo 22nd to 25th October,1948.
mimeo.
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appealed as a model to the settlers, la the confusion of public

debate Dernburg resigned as Colonial Secretary and was replaced by

his Under-Secretaxy, von Lindequiat, a man diametrically opposed to

Recheriberg, and inspired by his South est African experience*

Von Lindequiat assumed office in 1910 and the appointment was

expected to prowoke Reohenberg*s resignation, but events were so

delicate that such proved impossible. Conflicting views of German

interest were resolved not at the level of public discussion, but

within the forum of bureaucratic details, decisions and procedures*

Lindequist was prepared to concede to the settlers the maximum degree

of self government, but within the confines of the bureaucratic machine

rather than in the open forum of public political debate* He goaded

Rechenberg into making favourable concessions to the European community

in matters of land alienation and tenure. Rechenberg interpreted the

Land Act in the strictest manner possible, and attempted to stamp out

any land speculation*

Rechenberg,however, was also battling against the terms of

international trade. Estate agriculture was given a fillip by the

rise in oertain commodity prices in the world market* Coffee prices

had begun to rise, rubber was a boom crop but sisal was foundering*

However, these plantations were labour intensive and a constant labour

supply was essential to their economic viability. In the field of

recruitment abuses were numerous and widespread and district officers

worked out local arrangements, often undesirable ones* All of the

stock mechanisms were tried to induce labour migrationj tax

concessions, recruitment by Europeans and local agents, violence, •

everything except adequate salaries*

The Central Railway from Dar-es-Salaao was a major

achievement of Rechenberg, although it did not promote the expansion
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of groundnuts that he had envisaged. His implicit choice of East

Africa as a land for Africans - but for the greater glory of Germany -

was undermined by political concessions made, due to pressure

exerted by settlers and the unstable alliances of Reichstag party

politics. In 1911 he left Dar-es-Salaam, his resignation having

been finally accepted, and was eventually replaced as governor by

Schnee.

2. INTENSIFICATION OF COLONIAL CONTROL IN UWANDA:

The administration tightened its hold considerably on Uwanda

and treated them both as a defeated people and as potential rebels.

As Iliffe^ remarks, the coastal rebellion of 1888 obliged the German

government to assume direct control of the colony, so too did Maji

Maji compel an increased German involvement in terms of political

energy. This resulted in an intensification of colonial control

over the area. The first signs of this were when the mission received

a letter asking them to announce to the population that taxation
, 2

was to be resumed.

"The people should not run away at the arrival of
the soldiers under penalty of their huts being
burned down and their goods seized. We are also
asked to announce that the rebels have been put
down, their wives and property seized, their fields
destroyed and they wander about in the bush dying
of hunger. Henceforth they will pay double tax."

(i) Repressive Tax collections:

The tax collecting of 1906 proved especially oppressive

and brutal. The N.C.O. tax collector Kronkos, together with a

group of armed askaris, came to enforce payment. As this tax was

1'Iliffe (1969) p.28

2*M.D. 8. 3.1906.
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now only acceptable in rupees, and not in kind, a livestock dealer

called Goldsmith accompanied them. Honey was scarce and the people

were forced to sell their cattle and goats at an inferior price to

the dealer, and then hand over the proceeds to the tax collector.

Those who fled into the bush had, as promised, their goods and

chattels confiscated,* and a tax receipt issued. Thus at a crucial

time of the year, at the start of the cultivating season, scarce

food supplies and traditional family wealth were seized indiscrimin¬

ately for the personal benefit of a corrupt bureaucrat and trader. No

protest was registered by the mission.

(ii) Imposition of export cash cropping:

Together with the taxation ordinance an order to plant a

2
communal field of cotton was promulgated. An administrator M.Beser

arrived to measure out a piece of ground. The onus of organising

the labour was placed on the chief and payment was promised. The

news was taken unkindly? the chief being reluctant to use forced

labour on his own people, and the occasion was taken advantage of by
5

the chief to speak o$t against the mission. Gotzen's cotton scheme

had finally reached Uwanda and met with resentment and protest. If

it had been imposed a year earlier the consequences might have been

more far reaching. When the field was harvested it yielded 95 rupees

which were to be divided among the people. Discontentment and

1 *

H.D. 24.10.1906
2 *

Beser was the tax collector of Unyiha.
3 * It is unclear if the chief actually blamed the mission for the

external imposition of cotton planting.
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complaints subsequently heard among the people indicate that the
1

proceeds were not shared equitably. ,

The crop was revived again in the area in 1909 to prove the

economic rationality of the native. It all too well manifested

itself when the agricultural officer arrived to encourage the local

people to cultivate cotton, offering them 1-jr rupees a bundle.

However, to send it by porter to Langenburg cost already 2 rupees

2
so predictably the rational man took appropriate action!

In 1911 the * detested' crop of cotton was launched anew in the

area, with a better price structure and individual payment. A

Langenburg merchant, Mr. Krallmeyer, was willing to purchase it at

5 hellers a pound or 5 rupees for a 60 pound bundle, payable on

delivery at Langenburg. This method replaced the forced communal

cultivation of the previous years.

The long tentacles of metropolitan commercial capitalism

stretched to Uwanda where it imposed its own demands on a rural

community. Subsistence agricultural production was interrupted,forced

labour and seasonal disruption created hardship and suffering in a

venture that was, from the outset uneconomic. The area being famine

prone meant that precious time within the short cultivating season

was diverted from food production, and this led to communal tensions

and fear of drought. In desperation for rain even a human sacrifice
3

was alleged to have been offered by a neighbouring chief. Therefore,

basic local needs and production were being subordinated to external

* * In another instance the chief received 115 rupees but allegedly
retained 85 and distributed 30, 1 or 2 rupees per village.

2*
K.D. 8.11.1909.

5*
M.D. 13. 6.1910.
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metropolitan demands which in turn became a major factor in the

underdevelopment of Rwanda.

(iii) Labour recruitment excesses - The Tomaschek Affair.

As plantation agriculture expanded and labour intensive

projects such as railway construction increased in extent, a constant

flow of manpower had to be maintained. As the areas bordering on the

estates reached exhaustion point recruiters moved into the remoter

districts, where untapped sources of labour were allegedly to be

found. Rechenbsrg's labour policy did not succeed in finding a

solution for regularizing recruitment procedures, which perhaps was

impossible without fixing an economic wage. Resentment was shown

towards plantation work because of the severe working conditions and

the corporal punishment kiboko inflicted upon the workers.

In 1905 a central recruitment agency was set up by the non¬

resident owners of plantations, the League of German East African

Plantations. Their recruitment scheme met with little success because

it was undercapitalized and the recruiter Tomaschek' used brutal and

oppressive methods. The schenewas also opposed by the resident

plantation managers and the smaller owners. The impact of the scheme

in Rwanda is particularly significant as it produced a set of

circumstances singularly representative of the dynamics of local life

with a bartering of power between the administrative office, the

African chief and the mission to the detriment of the people.

The Tomaschek Affair:

Labour recruiting was a quick way for the poor European to

Contract with Tomaschek December,1905 and UDOAP TO AAKA 14th
July 1906, I.K.A. 119/4, 37. See Iliffe (1969) p.68.
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make money; for every worker delivered to the coast he was paid a

premium. No capital was required to start with, and there were few

legislative restrictions, What mattered above all was access to the

weaker peoples of the interior and an understanding with their ruling

elite,

Tomasohek was a recruiter with the League of German East African

Plantations and he arrived in Uwanda on the 31st October, 1907 in

the company of Beser, His methods were, from the start, unscrupulous

and corrupt. The mission diary describes his procedure:

"Tomaschek is with Mkoaa just now. It is probable
that the chief has accepted the rupees that Toaasehek
gives to the Sultans provided that they 3upp2y him with
labourers. A headman of Tomaschek and one of Mkoraa
accompanied by a gan$ of ruga-ruga is passing through
the villages of Gnyamwanga, seising people by force to
bring them to the coast. If the. men run away the
women and children are taken."

when the recruiters were expected in Uwaada, at Mkulwe for

instance, the women and men abandoned their villages and took to the

bush. The only village where there was no social disruption was that

of the mission itself, which remained confident and tranquil under

European patronage. When Toaaschek's men finally arrived they

were accompanied by Chief Tc&kiaba who had fixed a quota of twenty

five men. The Ts'akulwe resisted en masse, their proximity to the

mission probably prevented the open use of force and so they at least

earned a reprieve.

On the 20th Bee ember two letters arrived at the mission. On©

was an official enquiry into the behaviour of Tamnsehek and came from

Unyiha under orders from Langenburg District Headquarters. The other

letter came from Toraaschek himself stating that he had been denounced

U M.D. 7.12.1907.
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to the administration by the Moravian missionary at Mbozi (presumably

the indefatigable Bachmann) and that an official enquiry had begun.

Tomaschek also asked if the Kkulwe and Galula missions had not

similarly denounced him. Above all he insisted that the mission

should do its utmost not to implicate any 'third party' in the

proceedings. By 'third party' he meant the Assistant District

Officer of Unyiha Mr.Beaer and his sergeant, who had strongly advised

the chiefs to accept the money that Tomaschek was offering in exchange

for their people who were forcibly seized.

In the face of corruption and malpractices, reminscent of

the slave raiding era, directly affecting the anda peoples (Kuulwe,

Wanda, Siceela and Nyamwanga) we may regard the reaction of the

mission as a weathervane of its allegiances and interests. The

exact reply to Tomaschek's letter is not recorded, but from the

diarist's commentary we can easily guess its contents:

"As we always need the support of the sergeant to
bring to heel the people who oppose our ministry,we
will be cautious not to say anything that would be
damaging to him. To the contrary, Fr.Superior will
profit by the opportunity to give him (sergeant)
explanations on the accusation brought latterly by the
chief about the young people who fled to Zimba with the
girls and to ask him not to write to Bisraarckburg
(District Headquarters) so that vfe are not forced to
send them into English controlled territory." 1.

*

M.D. 20.12.1907. The latter pert about the couples refers to
an incident in which three boys from the mission eloped with
three girls from the village of the chief. With the blessing
of the mission they ran off to-gether and were sent to Ziraba
mission in secret. If they were in danger of being apprehended
there they would have been sent to ICayambi (Malawi) out of
reach of the German administration. The multi-national
character of the White Fathers could be used to transcenft
colonial division.
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There emerges froia this incident a demonstration of the attitude

of the mission towards the local people, colonial authorities and

administrative abuses. But first there is the essential infringement

of human liberties, by violence and repression, by which men, women

and children were seized arid beaten, the men then forcibly marched

to the coastal plantations peidxaps never to return to their families.

An alrdady despicable and cruel practise of labour recruitment was

worsened by an unscrupulous recruiter motivated by greed and by the

co-operation of bribed chiefs. In this unholy alliance of labour

recruiter and ruling elite, the tacit co-operation and non-interference

of the mission was counted upon. Since the atrocities were taking

place in the catchment area of the mission, and the mission settle¬

ment remained exempt from the disturbances, it was presumed in

advance that the mission would not take a stand in principle or

have recourse to the District authorities.* As we have seen it was

the Moravian missionary at Mbozi, seventy five miles away, who took

the initiative.

But why did the mission passively accept that such malpractices

should take place among its own people, especially as they were

unethical, immoral and degrading, and a greater social evil than

any of the traditional practices they so vehemently condemned and

suppressed? The answer may be given by the missionary writing

the diary? the people had not accepted the 'gospel' and the violence

of the tax collecting sergeant proved useful in breaking their
2

resistance. He had already co-operated with the mission during the

* *

A similar compromise of principles is noted by Temu in his study
of British Protestant Missions in Kenya, p.128. A.J.Temu, "British
Protestant Missions" London 1972.

p *

M.D. 15. 8.1907 'The support given to us by Sergeant Reupke has
produced a good effect even here".
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month of August of the same year when the people of Ivuna resisted

the sei.zure of land by the mission and built two houses on the plot;

Sergeant Reupke had the houses burned to the ground.*
Mission policy of maximum control over the whole community,

both Christian and non-Christian alike, and the dismantling of

traditions and customs, could omly be carried out if it had the

support of the forces of law and order. A local arrangement with

a minor official such as Sergeant Reupke could prove extremely

advantageous in pursuing a vigorous corapaign to eliminate polygamy

and break down traditional social customs and practices. The

bargaining and bartering of principles is evident from the mission

reply to the sergeant in which he is 'counselled' not to report to

the District Headquarters the irregularity of the three eloping
2

couples which was mission supported. The weaker the people were

made to feel, and the more helpless they became through famine,

rapine or violence, the greater prestige and influence the mission

would gain in the area. The Tomaschek affair further served to

portray the immunity of mission residents to the social disorders,

therefore making it a desirable place to settle and a more secure

patronage than that of the local chief.

The Tomaschek affair exposed at its worst Rechenberg's ineffect¬

iveness to legislate satisfactorily for labour recruitment and the

impact of foreign capitalist interests on a remote area such as Uwanda.

But it is not only in the interests of the planters that such

legislation was non-existent; minor officials, recruiters and local

1 * M.D. 12. 8.1907

2 *

Prom the context it is obvious that traditional customs of
bride-wealth were not observed.
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chiefs all benefitted materially from the spoils of a semi-official

'slaving raid'. The mission profited most by its silence, and

increased its political resources with the local district officials

Beser and Reupke who were threatened by the disclosure of their

associations with Tomaschek. Since the chief had openly sided with

Tomaschek and the mission did not commit itself during the whole

affair, but at the same time was immune from the raids, it gained

prestige in the eyes of the people. The knowledge of an alternative

refuge or patron was probably a reinforcing factor in the people

resisting the later recruitment attempts of Tomaschek. Does it

emerge also from the incident that the mission was likely to benefit

from a broken harassed people?

The Tomaschek incident brought sufficient public attention to

the malpractices to eliminate the worst physical abuses of labour

recruitment. The effects of Imperial policy were in Uwanda like the

ripples far from the epicentre of the action. When labour recruiting

for the extension of the Usambara Railway1from Mombo to Pangani

was undertaken by a Greek in Uwanda peaceful methods were used.

When further recruiting took place for porter duty there was an

2
explicit rider that force should not be used. However, plantation

recruiters and rail recruiters continued their visits aiming to

recruit as many workers as possible.

Uwanda served as a labour reservoir which was called upon to

serve the requirements of commercial capital and metropolitan investment*

1 *

Casualties on the railway were particularly high. The exact
number is not recorded but mention of deaths is made frequently.

2*
M.D. 21. 4.1908.
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choices. Hence its manpower was utilised not in view of its own

development but as a productive force whose surplus would be

appropriated by European capitalist interests. The recurrent and

systematic hiving off of Uwanda labour power meant the transfer of

an important asset from the subaioiatence to the export cash crop

sector, thus a net drain of resources and a net loss to the area*

(*▼) batik tiktimtim a&a&toajaaiaaasafr

hen the mission was granted permission to settle at

Kkulve, the local chiof allocated to the missionaries and their

followers a modest holding cosaaensurate with average residential

requirementa. As the mission expanded local style buildings were

replaced by European types made with burnt brick and roofed with tiles*

A church and dwelling house were constructed, supervised by a

missionary brother employing local labour. The Institution was

legally & European one and therefore had to comply with colonial

law affecting occupation of land by Europeans. The major

consideration of security of tenure superseded the existing title

which was based on occupation by chiefly allocation and common

concensus of local residents* A colonial title made the mission and

its residents independent of contestation by local political

authorities. It was obvious too that since an option of residence

was being offered to adherents, room for expansion was limited and

dependent again upon the agreement of the traditional rulers, with

strife and opposition prevailing between the mission and chief, such

agreement would have been highly unlikely.

1# M.D. 12 .10.1399.
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German land legislation was a factor which prompted the

•legitimizing' of their holding at Mkulwe. Prom 1896, all un¬

occupied land not in private ownership, owned by chiefs or African

communities was deemed Crown Land to be administered or alienated by

the governor. The occupation of rural land by a European on lease,

or loan, from an African could not be for a longer period than fifteen

years. Land acquisition and alienation was administered by an adhoc

committee presided over by the District Officer together with some

other dignitary, usually a local leader. The area was then visited,

examined and if found to the liking of the officials declared Crown

Land and the committee recommended its alienation to the applicant.

Since the governor was in the last resort the administrator his consent

was necessary, and the title had then to be officially registered with

a provincial court.

The procedure of land acquisition was set in motion by the
2

mission. In the course of a famous visit of the Bezirksamtmann

M.Zache, forty-five hectares of local land were declared Crown

property and then conceded to the mission. It was a broad band of land

stretching from a small lake Muni to the River Momba, and of

strategic importance as it controlled the main access into Kuulwe

country. The decision was announced to the local chief Teakimba by
3

Zache. reacted testily, deploring the acquisition and resented

Iliffe p. 127. For Land purchase in East Africa see also
A.L.Calvert,"German African Empire" London 1916. p.167.

p" The visit was marked by controversy over confessional rivalries.
5*

H.D. 17.10.1904.
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the alienation of tribal land. Itis only defence was to avoid

further appropriations by warning the Superior of the ciaaion to

refi'ain from encroaching beyond that which bad already been taken.

The diary describes the incident as follows:

"Mwane Tcokiaba cones to say to Father Superior in a
rough manner that since we have now bought this land,
it is our country and the people of our village should
cultivate it. Father Superior esphins to him that our
people will cultivate wherever they like provided land
is free and the chief has nothing to say about it. The
chief himself has only right, to his own field and an
area three times as great."

Another land purchase is recorded in 1906 when 61 hectares of

land around the mission compound was purchased from the District
2

Officer Albinus for the sum of one rupee a hectare. This second

land deal was a more favourable settlement and was a larger version

of the first transaction which had presumably been left in abeyance

due to the Maji Kaji rebellion. Further details on the land

concessions are to be found in a letter addressed to the Political

Officer at Mbosl in reply to an enquiry concerning the title of the

holding and the area of the plot occupied by the mission. ?-e learn
3

from the letter that:

1. Hature of tenure is freehold.

2. Freehold was purchased from Haptmann Albinus,
Bezirkaamtniann at Neu Langenburg on 15 . 6.1907.
The contract was countersigned at Dar-es-Sdaaia,
on 11. 4.1903.

*
Even in 'legal* terms the chief was entitled to a larger area.
The government recognized African rights to land only if it was
physically occupied, and a plot for expansion, four times greater
than the cultivated area. Landesgeaetzgeburg I. 218.

2# MJD. 15. 6.1906

5* Letter to Political Officer at Mboai 25. 1.1917.
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3. The appropriate area of the holding is
61 hectares

4, Freehold is in fee simple. The reference to
the plot is Kronland Ho.13.

By the standards of other missions the official land concessions

were very modest. The Berlin mission? in fTbena and Unyakyusa

applied for grants of 3»000 hectares per station and were eventually

granted 500.^ However, the Mkulwe alienation must not be under¬

estimated because of its saaller size. The land was intended for

residential not agricultural purposes, as was made clear by the

missionary's reply to the chief. In this way a small area of land

was capable of supporting a high population as the mission residents

were encouraged to cultivate on the tribal lands outside of the

mission plot, showing a total disregard for local authority and

custom.4"

Demands for residence at the mission were numerous and selection

methods wore applied. Conditions of residence varied according to

expediency and was not necessarily guided by Christian principles.

At first polygamists were allowed to settle because their older

children could satisfy demands for labour at the mission, then
3

monogamy or unmarried status became a condition of residence. On

one occation an elderly man was admitted for the reason that he had
4

a numerous family and "could draw a lot of people with him."

Bee M.'Wright 1971» p.79. Moravians in Rungwe purchased 2,500
acres in 1894 ibid p.88

2.
Similar instance occured in Rungwe ibid p.81.

3
M.D.17. 5.1908 "Formerly we accepted the polygamous Kalimirwa
and Solango because we lacked young people to serve Mass, and to
look after the house and care for the domestic animals during the
rains. Now we refuse all polygamous persons."

4. M.D. 5.11.1909
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The main criteria of admission were, in the final analysis,

the ad hoc needs of spreading mission influence.

The land alienation had important repercussions in Uwanda,

it was an important step in consolidating a compact political

unit with a higji degree of autonomy and maximum control,both

spiritual and temporal, over residents. By the mere fact of

acquisition of communal lands, the missionaries were considered

as a 'chief* even by the chief himself. The mission was well

and truly implanted, had gained autonomy over its adherents who

were now beyorm the pale of the local chief's jurisdiction.

It was as if a new ' chiefdom' had been established which offered

all the 'improvements' of a new era; education, medical facilities,

protection from marauding bands, wage labour, public works and

white patronage. For the ambitious, the discontented and the

dissidents, mission residence provided an important starting

point for social improvement and a refuge from indiscriminate

harrassment by labour recruiters or tax collectors. The local

political authority - Chief Tcakimba proved to be somewhat less

able than many of his chiefly peers to cope with the problem

of colonial-linked institutions in the area and to effectively

defend traditional interests in the face of these incursions.
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1> Growth of mission influence by patronage:

The ability of the mission to offer patronage* of various

kinds to its residents was a powerful factor in its appeal. Tax

concessions had originally been negotiated for the parents of

mission school children, and as force was not used on mission

settlers a high rate of tax avoidance was an attractive perquisite

of mission residence. Administrative reminders were issued to check

this tax evasion, but even when a .iumbe was appointed by the

government to check mission autonomy matters improved only slightly.

The British administration met with a similar situation, as an

2
extract from the following letter indicates:

"The Tax Kanitao now in Uwanda state that "there
are many natives living at the mission at Mkulwe
who have not paid tax". In case there is any
misapprehension on your part or on that of the
natives, please note that tax (3 its.) is due from
every adult male native irrespective of whether
he owns a hut or not. If there are any such
natives at Mkulwe mission who have not paid tax
for the year ending 31. 3.1918 they should come
here at once with the money."

The practice of missionaries negotiating and mediating with

the colonial government on behalf of the people was a powerful

factor in attracting mission adherents. An example of mediation is

documented when two headmen (nvanrparas)of the mission overstepped

*By patronage I mean the unequal social relationship existing between
the mission and individuals as a consequence of the transfer of
resources or privilege which could not be repaid in kind. The
recipients remained dependant upon the goodwill of the mission
for continued favours, which was facilitated by displays of
political support, ideological allegiance or supply of labour.

2
'Letter from Colin M.Kennedy, Assistant Political Officer (A.P.O.)
of Mbozi District dated 5. 4. 1918.
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the limits of their authority and were subsequently arrested for

assault by the civil authorities.^
"I am not accustomed to intercede for my Christians
with the civil authorities, when they fault let
then be punished.

However, in the present case my duty is to address
to you a few wards of explanation for what the
accused Paolo and Phillips have done in my name -
2 nvamparas of the mission. Paolo and Phillips
took Vamagarunde, second wife of Georgi and brou^it
her to her family Kapandola in Uwanda and had a
scuffle with Georgi the bLame for Phillips
and Paolo must be attributed to me. I am hopeful
however that you will inflict to Georgi a
punishment, or a good admonition at least, to remind
him of his duties of husband and father." 2

The British administration was les3 amenable to the mission

exercising civil jurisdiction over mission adherents than its

predecessor, but the fact that it took place was suggestive of an

established practice and of a particular type of relationship

enjoyed between the colonial government and "the mission. The

rareness of individual mediation during the German colonial era

may be attributed to the fact that the mission wielded civil

authority directly over mission settlers.

*

Letter from Pr.Chapdelaine of Mkulwe mission to the A.P.O. of
Mbozi dated 9. 8. 1917. This official case of mediation is less
common than the informal 'word in the ear* of the administrator.
For example, when the District Secretaiy came to regulate the
tribal boundaries between Kuulwe country and Unyamwanga he was
briefed by the mission on their position. "The secretary decided
the case as we had foreseen. The chief is furious against us ....

it is in the interest of the mission that the Nyamwanga villages
remain close to us - and it is the truth." M.D. 8. 6. 1906.

2
The original is in English.
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Communal mediation featured more regularly with the

alleviation of tax obligations because of famine, confirmation of

the inability of the chief to fulfil administrative duties and the

need for the extension of social services. hen a famine took

place in 1908^ the Superior of the mission interceded with the

N.C.O. to abstain from collecting taxes in Iwanda and to refrain

from denuding the country of its livestock.

Other forms of patronage which were dispensed and attracted

adherents were money and cloth.

(a) M(?n<=y:

The mission of Mkulwe was not rich by European standards

or in comparison to missions of other denominations. Industrial
2

and merchant capital that provided substantial contributions to

some missionary enterprises was absent from Uwanda. The mission

accounts for the year 30. 9. 1912 to 30. 9. 1913 showed an income

of 1,115 rupees and expenditure of 605 rupees, the main item of

expenditure being livestock. The monthly balance sheet of July

1913 indicates the distribution of expenditure and its allocation

to the Various projects.

1*
M.D. 7. 8. 1908.

2 * The Benedictine mission of Dar-es-3alaam and Feramiho were

financially assisted by Freiherr von Cravenreuth, a principal
shareholder in the German East Africa Company. Livingstonia
mission across the border in Nyasaland was launched with £10,000
from a small group of Glasgow Merchants. James Stevenson,a Glasgow
businessman,active in the Free Church missionary enterprises,
financed the African Lakes Company to service Scottish Missions.
The C.M.S. Nyanza mission was initiated on receipt of an
anonymous donation of £5,000 as was the L.K.S. Tanganyika mission,
also £5,000 from a leeds merchant. The London Missionary Society
(L.M.S.) spent £40,000 on three stations between 1877-1893 which
produced 20 converts. See Lovett R. The History of the London
.Missionary Society. London, 1897,pp. 665 ff.
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Item Credit Debit

Carried forward: 1,296.93

Budget of four missionaries ... 216.66

Budget of woricers (catechists and
catechumens)... 108.33

Ordinary expenditure:

1. House:

Purchases ... ...

Sent to Chimbila for goods ...

Servants
Herdman and Dairyman ...

Varia
Garden

2. ¥orks:

Catechists ...

Travel

Orphans (2)...
Ransom of Tungwa ...

3. Special expenses:

Buildings

4. Refundable expenses:

Travel, Pineau,Horner & Kappel
Transportation

49.50

24.45
11.41

57.40
81.50
6.52

10.00
5.00
8.75

34.23
20.50
4.89

17.12

49.50

24.45.
11.41

1,707.28 331.27

^'
The provenance of the Credit funds are from the Vicariate
Headquarters at Karema.
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An inventory of the principal goods and chattels seized by

the retreating German troops placed a value of 13»066 rupees on them,

and a claim for compensation was forwarded to the military authorities,

The following were among the major item3 listed:

242 lbs. of beads @ 2 rupees = 484 rupees

250 head of cattle @ 15 rupees = 3»750 rupees

20 Donkey/mules @ 150 rupees « 3»000 rupees

75 Sheep <S> 2 rupees = 150 rupees

6 Pigs @ 15 rupees = 90 rupees

hile the missionaries expenditure and life style may have been

modest by European standards it represented a weighty prestigious

presence by its buildings and enterprises. Besides being an

employer of labour it also paid its school children a modest sum

of money. The Synod of Zimba in 1908, whose decisions applied to

all the missions in the Vicariate, decreed that each child attending

school would receive ? heller per day^, not only at the principal

mission but in the outstations as well. Compulsory school attendance

for girls (intending Christians) and mission residents was also

legislated. The payment of 4" heller (nesa) to the school children
2

began in 1906 after the Maji-Maji unrest had subsided,and was

supplemented with a gift of cloth; sufficient to clothe the person

fully twice a year. This privilege had applied only to the children

around the mission and not to those in outlying districts. The

decision of the Zimba Synod then had the effect of giving the outlying

100 Hellers = 1 rupee, 15 rupees = £1. (1912).
2*

M.D. 9. 3. 1906.
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schools the same status as the mission school with an identical

remuneration, which was to be financed centrally from the Vicariate

Headquarters of Karema.

The provision of cash increased the school attendance

considerably, but above all prepared the children to participate

in the cash economy. They were educated in the use of cash and

conditioned to respond to a major stimulus of a colonial economy,

thus accelerating the transition to monetization.^ Policies of

taxation and labour migration became more effective and production

and consumption patterns were controlled centrally throu^i

regulating the flow of cash. Familiarity with cash created needs

that could only be satisfied by external resources, thus laying

the foundations of dependency and underdevelopment.

(b) Cloth;

Cloth was a traditional item of barter for Europeans

in Africa. The importation of vast quantities of cloth by the

colonial authorities, and by the mission in Uwanda, contributed to

the decline of the local cloth industry. It became popular because

of its bright colours, its prestige value and ease of laundering.

The craft of weaving declined because of the local availability

of cheap imported substitutes and the higher opportunity cost of

labour.

t *For an analysis of the role of monetization in underdevelopment
see McCarthy, D.M.P. "Media as Ends: Money and the Underdevelopment
of Tanganyika to 1940" in Journal of Economic History. 36, 3,
1976, pp.645-662. ~ ~
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The mission having had access to cloth supplies established

a small store where cloth was sold and cloth was given as a gift

to children who attended school, and on the occasion of baptism.

The turnover of cloth at the mission was considerable, if one takes

into account the relatively small size of the Christian population.

The turnover in cloth is recorded for the year 1912-1913 in the

Annual Mission Accounts, and gives a precise idea of the extent

of tine mission's involvement in the cloth trade and how much the

missionary effort was associated with the sale or gift of cloth.

Cloth and money continue to be issues of friction even to the

present time, and botin of these commodities have had a lasting

impact on the local populations' perception of the mission.^

2
Traffic in cloth at Mulwe mission 30. 9. 1912

to 30. 9. 1913.

fype gf girth Incoming outgoing

Ilearduff

Khaki

Kerikani

Liassoon

Benders

Kaniki

Kungura Quality No.l.

Kungura " No.2
Tweka

Blankets

300 yards 22 yards

225 yards 21 yards

780 yards 780 yards

2,700 yards 2,430 yards

1,176 yards 208 yards

180 garments 58 garments

16 garments 16 garments

4 garments 1 garment
21 garments 5 garments

30 20

* *Even in 1970-1974 the distribution of used clothing from Europe
(kafa ulava) was a major issue of contention.

2.Mission accounts 1912-1913 from Annual reports.
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For the year 1912-1913 the mission distributed in the

chiefdoms of Uwanda (Kuulwe, V'anda, Iwanda and parts of Unyamwanga)

3,541 yards of cloth, eighty garments of various types, and twenty

blankets. In 1913 there were 1,142 pupils attending schools, 512

catechumens and 93 adult baptisms. re can, therefore, conclude

that cloth was used extensively for purposes of rewards and

patronage in order to reinforce and extend mission influence.^
The mission declared 1,524 rupees worth of commerce for the year

1913,, a substantial turnover in such a remote area.

The impact of cloth distribution is difficult to determine

in an isolated fashion, but it is a factor among a set of other

privileges which gave the mission status of patron in a new world.

Christianity was a pathway to a vast range of services; education,

health care and employment, all symbolic of the new age of improvement.

The importation of cloth in the colony as a whole rose from

1,167,976 kgs in 1892 to 5,027,500 kg3 by 1912.^ The importation of

these nanufactured goods replaced locally manufactured alternatives,

and increased peoples dependence on the sale of labour to obtain
3

cash for the purchases. Even bridewealth eventually assumed a cash
4

component.

1 * Cloth was also used for gifts to chiefs and headmen. A similar
system with a more generous allocation was used by the L.M.S.
mission at Fwambo to attract potential converts and school children.
See Lovett R. (1897) p.665.

2.
Indicating increasing monetary supply. See Lubetsky R. "Sectoral
Development and Stratification in Tanganyika 1890-1914".
Universities of Sast Africa Social Science Conference 1972
(U.E.A.S.S.C.). Nairobi, pp.83-118.

3*
Ibid.p.100

Ibid. See appendix on bridewealth.
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The expansion of the domestic market as a characteristic

of capitalist development is the major theme of Sender's work in

which he argues that the growth of commercial agriculture and the

differentiation of the peasantry created a home market base for

capitalism. The expansion of consumption by peasants unleashes

market forces which graft on to previously existing inequalities

in a pre-capitalist society. The mission in promoting monetization

arri creating a market for consumer goods, particularly cloth,

were instrumental in integrating Uwanda into an imperial economic

network.

*
Sender J.B. "The Development of a Capitalist Agriculture in
Tanzania: A study with detailed reference to the West Usambaras."
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of London, 1974.
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CHAPTER^

HlgJIONA-ff f..y'ANi>fr?N IN U .ANDA,

1. ISSUES OF CONFLICT B .J . 'EN Till, a! ,3I0N .\ND

THE COLONIAL GOTO AH OUT IN UUAM0A 1900 - 1914.

The mission had gradually expanded from humble beginnings in

a local hut in 1399 to a cluster of impressive buildings and close

on one thousand followers by 1914. Sixty-one hectares of land had

been appropriated and gradually a small community of residents built

up around the mission. The concentration of mission strength led

it to confuse religious and secular legislation, vdiich was

facilitated by the ideological background of a (Qristian kingdom

inspired by Lavigerie.

A. Growth of a mission settlement:

hen the mission began it brought with it from Karema a nucleus

of Christians, freed slaves and catechists, who settled alongside

the house of the missionaries. Gradually the cojaaunity expanded as

new converts came to settle close to the ce :tral mission. The

political influence of the missionaries was modified by a change

in policy from peaceful toleration of local customs and practices

to one of denunciation and violent suppression. Since traditional

customs were entwined with civil obligations these could not be

attacked without damage to the social fabric of the society. In view

of this mission settlement was encouraged so that in practise it

exercised civil and religious rule over its adherents. From this

secure stronghold, influence then radiated out from the mission to

adj ining villages. The mission gained sufficient acceptance by the

colonial government to be allotted several adiainistrative functions
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such as registrar for civil marriage, magisterial powers of arrest

and imprisonment, aid became general guarantor for the bona fide

character of the native population. The declaration of Crown Land

in the heart of tribal territory and its alienation to the mission

added an important factor to setting up the mission as an autonomous

political unit independent of the local political authority.

The immunity from local rules gained by the alienation of land

was slowly extended to include mission followers who were encouraged,

or even hastened, to establish themselves on the mission plot.

Conditions of residence were established] and although polygamists

had been allowed to settle at first, slowly the selection became more

exclusive and was confined to Christians when the pressure of space

made itself felt. Christian morals were the norms by which people

were expected to live, and the missionaries played an overpowering

patriarchal role which included interference into the personal, as well

as the social, aspects of family life. The chiefly functions of

mediation, dispute settlement, religious ritual and general overseer

of communal harmony were assumed by the missionaries for their

subjects - and corporal punishment was meted out for infractions. The

missionaries performed essentially civil functions of government vis-

a-vis their subjects, encapsulating in a particular situation a rare

2
combination of spiritual leadership and civic government. It had

**
A similar process took place in the Rungwe district. A copy of
the ' Platzordnung' or conditions of residence for the Bena-Hehe
Synod is cited by M.aright pp.222-225.

2 *
There are even incidents of interference with population
movements of non-Christians or catechumens who were prevented
from settling in villages too far distant from the mission see
M.D. 17. 5.1908.
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already surpassed the medieval Christendom model of the Christian

king motivated by religious principles and submitting to

ecclesiastical authority in matters of faith and morals. But in

this case the cleric had usurped the kingship as well. The

all pervading control mechanisms of religious discipline and spiritual

sanctions supported by political legitimacy and even sovereignty

combined to maximize dependency, and legitimize institutional violence

and oppression intended to make their subjects 'simple et serviable*.

The mission constituted an enclave of alien rule on the tribal lands

of Uwanda in the chiefdom of the Kuulwe.

Chief Tcakimba understandably resented the transfer of

population from his chiefdom to the mission and he was reprimanded

for this by the Superior who told him that:

"It was useless to appeal to other Europeans against
the fact of his people residing at the mission, it
is perfectly in order and approved of by the Europeans."

Confrontation and installation of a .iumbe:

Chief Tcakimba may not have had the political resources to resist

the usurpation of his rightful position and authority, but the

colonial authorities did not tolerate frequent encroachment on their

particular spheres of influence - particularly if much of the

concentration of functions in clerical hands was done in the name of

delegated power from colonial government.

The principle at stake was central to administrative policy; it

had to be decided whether the mission was an independent administrative

unit accountable directly to the Bezirksmann with the same rights as a

1 * M.D. 21. 8.1909
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chiefdom, or whether the mission was subject to the local chief for

all matters of temporal government. Rechenberg'a policy of

discouraging white settlers certainly made any form of 'white

independence* suspect in the eyes of the administration and they

predictably reacted in favour of a form of African rule.

An incident took place which highlighted the rather ambiguous

situation of mission residents and their perception of their own

status and autonomy. Two mission residents, Ulaya and Moses, had

been summoned by the Assistant District Officer to Itaka, but stated: *
"If the Bwana wants to see us, let him come to us
here (Mkulue), we will make war on him because we are
people of the mission and European",

An administrative enquiry was then considered into the revolutionary

tendencies of the Kuulve and their inclination to usurp European

status and uphold independence by the force of arms.

The event in question was not exceptional but was a frequent

occurrence which on this occaiion was brought to the notice of the

higher echelon of the colonial administration. Its origins lay in

Ulaya and Moses being sent, with three others, by the mission superior

to arrest one Misengo because he would not release his second wife

Nauilambo a catechumen who wanted to marry a Christian, "he five

mission 'policemen* were found guilty and four were sentenced to two
2

months imprisonment on two counts, for having illegally arrested

Hizsngo and having assaulted him. This is an example of the mission

extending its purported civil authority to matters in which it was

incompetent.

1. H.D. 4. 3.1910,

2' HJ>. 3. 3.1910.
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It was a young colonial official* 'kolonial-eleve' Eager who

judged the case. The Superior of the mission appealed against the

sentence to the Beairksaann at Langeaburg, claiming ultimate respon¬

sibility for the arrest on the grounds of it being the right of every

uropean to defend himself in the hush in the absence of police* *
A previous appeal to the law of the Empire (1900) on the grounds

of 'liberty of conscience to preach one's religion* failed on the

basis that it applied to members of a religion and not to people who

intended becoming members. Catechumens or followers were not

included in the category of Christians, thereby excluding them from

the sphere of civil jurisdiction of the mission. In this judgement

tli© civil obligations of Christiana were upheld even if they were in

conflict with the new religious oblications - and in case of doubt

recourse had to be made to a competent civil judge. On this clear

statement of the District Commissioner, ihe mission accepted defeat

•even though it recognised that the interests of the mission were

2
adversely affected'. The mission resolved not to make a similar

mistake so that ' their moral authority would not be compromised* and

deplored the action of Kolonial-aleve Eager H ua jeune aangeur dos
3

cures" • The mission interpreted the incident as a clear trespass

of their spiritual sphere. Thereafter the colonial admiaiotration

were alerted to the abuse of power by the mission and wore sensitive

to any encroachment on their area of responsibility,

U M.D. 4. 5.1910,

2*
K.D. 9. 2.1910.

3# MJ). 30. 3.1910.



The remoteness of Uwanda, and its inaccessible character made it

difficult to supervise effectively. In an effort perhaps to integrate

the mission more into administrative channels, two actions were taken.

The first was the co-option of the Superior of the mission on to

the Bezlrkscant (District Council) of Langenburg by the governor,

which he accepted.* The second was the establishment of a government

representative (.iumbe) at the mission. It is this latter institution

th§t we shall examine in greater detail.

Jumbes or government headmen had already been established on

Protestant mission settlements since 1908 and their institution had

arisen out of problems of jurisdiction over settlers on mission

territories. Because of mission residence immunity was claimed from

tax payment and participation in corve'es. Since the local chief

could not impose his will on mission defaulters the German government

decided to establish .iumbea or headmen to act as government

representatives. An African was chosen for this post, keeping the

office out of the hands of white missionaries.

The .iuabe was installed in hkulwe mission in 1910 by the

Bezirksaatmann of Langenburg Hr.Lohr. Ostensibly the reason offered

was that of administrative uniformity between Catholic and Protestant

missions, but the abuses of authority as manifested in the Namilambo

case were hardly unconnected with its installation. The mission
2

was free to choose the individual, the headman Paolo Kufakulaia

was selected, and in full view of the assembled villagers coxifirmed

as .iuabe by the Bezirksmann. The comments of the villagers were

U M.D. 19. 4.1910

2 * He had been one of those imprisoned in the Sfamilambo case.

3*
M.D. 13. 6.1910.
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accurate when they stated:

"The chief (Bezirksmann) has taken half the power
from the local chief ani given it to Paolo, and
through him to the mission." I.

The local population's perception of the event was not in terms

of tighter government controls and more effective rule over the

mission, which was its aim, but the official transference of power

from the chief to the mission, usurping the jurisdiction of the

tribal authority and undermining confidence in the chief.

The duties of the .lumbe were to collect tax, regulate the civil

affairs of the mission compound, the clearance of paths, communal

labour, discipline and dispute settlement. In brief, it was a 3tep

to draw the mission compound into the area of administrative normalcy

whilst granting it a degree of autonomy from the local political system.

The effect of the latter was to confer special status upon it which

acted as a divisive force in the local community, dividing it into

Watu wa missioni (mission people) and watu wa sultani (chief's people).

In practise, however, mission residents gained an exemption

from corvee as they were employed in hospital duties or in building

a very large church. Inevitably this created a labour shortage in

the chief's allocation, particularly as three of his villages

suddenly decided to quit his jurisdiction and move into the mission

settlement. The mission was rapidly becoming a refuge from the

harshness of colonial edicts, so the chief complained to Langenburg

of the flight of his people. Langeriburg sent an official to Kkulwe

to impose both ft strict criteria of residence and a loss of all

privileges. Rather than forego the advantages of a mission

settlement the missionaries decided that the juabe should resign and

the mission would once more come under the jurisdiction of the chief.

1*
M.D.13. 6.1910.
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The enforced resignation of the jumbo was considered by the

missionaries as a direct result of the chief's protests to Langenburg

and for this he was considered their enemy. The institution of

the jumbe had lasted for exactly one year.

3. Attempted compromise with local political authorities:

The resignation of the jumbe brought the mission once more into

the sphere of authority of the chief. He became responsible for tax

collection and labour recruitment for communal works. Inevitably

there was a backlash by the chief after the humiliation of seeing

his country emptied of people. During the tax collections of 1912,

the katikiro (representative of the chief), in this case the chief's

son Kafola, arrived on mission grounds and demanded tax payment from

everybody, whether old disabled or very young. Taxation had changed

in that year from being a hut tax to a head tax; with a graded payment

of 3 rupees for the married man and 1 rupee for each male adolescent

and each polygamous wife. Such legislation caused misunderstandings.

Problems were accentuated by the unwillingness of the collector to

accept goods in kind, so they purchased small livestock such as goats

at a very low price in order that the seller could then pay tax with

rupeesJ For tax evasion people were maltreated, beaten and taken
2

away.

It was now the turn of the mission to appeal to the tax post

at Itaka against the behaviour of the collectors,who replied that those

M.D. 6.2. 1912. This practise was initiated by European tax
collectors in 1906, see above.

2*
M.D. 11. 1.19*2.
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inhabitants who were on the mission plot and unable to pay should

be jaid for by the mission itself. The Superior refused outright!
People then began to move off the mission plot and to settle across

the river in another district to escape the harsh tax collection

methods.

Both mission and chief realized that the movement of people

was detrimental to their mutual interests, and decided on a compromise.

The mission would no longer admit on the compound any subjects of the

chief, the chief would no longer recruit mission subjects for

communal corve'es, and in lieu of this the mission would pay to the
2

chief a lump sum of 25 hellers per year for each able-bodied man.

However, the mission continued to resent its lack of independence

from the local political authority. As soon as the opportunity

presented itself the Superior approached the visiting Secretary to

re-establish the post of mission .iumbe. and even drew up a draft

agreement in the name of the Bezirksamtmann granting this facility

to the mission, although the request was apparently not granted.

An examination of the d raft charter of the .iumbe denotes in a singular

manner the political interests of the mission as perceived by the

Superior:

"I, chief of Langenburg hereby notify Mkulwe mission
that I have established as .iumbe of the
people residing on land acquired by the mission. This
.iumbe is subject to the Bezirksamtmann and is
independent of the chief. People are free to establish
themselves in the sphere of activity of this .iumbe
without any action being taken, against them. The

1*
M.D. 29. 1.1912

2*
M.D. 14. 5.1912

(
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people cannot be molested when in their
fields situated outside of mission ground.
The .iumbe is not obliged to establish a
katikiro near the District Headquarters.
Orders from the Bezirkscant will be issued
in writing. The .iuabe is above all
responsible for collecting taxes and procuring
supplies for Europeans who are travelling." 1

The three pillars of mission policy are reiterated:

(i) The constitutional position of the mission is attached
directly to the colonial administration and thereby is
independenf of the authority of the local political leader.

(ii) The freedom of all peoples to reside on the mission plot
(and the implicit concession of cultivating on Kuulwe tribal
lands).

(iii) Administrative functions within the mission settlement will
be controlled and supervised by the mission itself.

The statement includes a clear declaration of the guiding

principles of mission policy in its relationship to the traditional

rulers. It seems to have mattered little that the draft document

violated unilaterally the agreement reached with the chief. Such

niceties were insignificant in the attempt to manipulate the socio¬

political institutions of every sector in order to accumulate influence
2

and power.

To understand the mission in its true light in relation to the

society that surrounded it, which society it professedly served, we

1 * M.D. 3.7.1912.

2.
During the early years of British occupation the mission was
reprimanded for attempting to remove an undesirable .iumbe.
"I think that you will agree with me that the appointment and
removal of iumbes in villages where there is a large Christian
community is best left to the officer in charge of the District."
Letter from the A.P.O. of Mbeya to Superior of Mkulwe Mission
dated 1. 6.1919 Mkulwe Mission Correspondence.
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cannot but refer back to the notions of the 'Christendom* model

and Lavigerie's own aspirations of a Christian Kingdom in Africa.

These source ideas are reinforced by the particularly Catholic

insistence on the Church as a visible society hierarchically

established and the will of Cod being expressed through its own

authoritarian structures and laws. A reinforcing factor complimentary

to the theological reasoning is the Society of White Fathers itself

which was a highly centralized organisation, renowned for its

rigidity and discipline. The Superior of the Mkulwe mission

during the period 1903 to 1916 was Fr.Hamberger, a domineering figure

who ruled in a totalitarian manner. Events of the period indicate

that he derived his socio-political views as much from his colonial

peers as from his theology. He shaped mission strategy around the

tenet of maximizing political and ethical control over Christians

and catechumens to the exclusion of other competing allegiances. By

constantly manipulating colonial or racial legislation against the

local chief Hamberger persisted in undermining chiefly authority over

his people and mission adherents. There was a consequent loosening

of ties of tribal solidarity and an attempt by the mission to create a

situation of political hegemony. Since religion thrives under its

own political domination an increase in adherents was inevitable.^
The domination of the local political scene by the mission, and its

subsequent expansion were also attributable to its unique relationship

^ * For the correlation between religious conversion and political
power see Massrui, Ali in African Affairs, Religious Strangers in
Uganda Vol.76, No.302, Jan.1977 "the religion of those who are
powerful can always count on some additional concerts if the
rewards are attractive enough." p.36.
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with tha colonial authorities.*

Along with Hirji I -would agree that 1 without the backing of

the colonial authorities the missionaries would have found it

2
difficult to maintain their position a ainst the chief.' A colonial

situation was a sine qua non for the effective deployment of racial

and other mechanisms which presupposed an imposed hegemony by an

external imperial system. The power of the Zentrua Party in the

Reichstag and humanitarian lobbies exerted sufficient pressure on

the metropolitan front to grant privileged status to missions. After

the Haji Kaji rebellion the usefulness of missions was apparent, for

armed force could not rule alone without idealogical penetration, which

would in turn elicit a sympathetic response from the local population.

Despite isolated mission casualties during the rebellion, most areas

exposed to mission influence remained peaceful. Their work prepared

the people to accept colonial rule and in turn provided the tools

(education, expertise) to participate and succeed within the system.'
Mkulwe was granted greater autonomy than others; being at the periphery

of a district in the remotest outpost of an under-administered area.

European presence was valuable to monitor the level of acquiescence or

* * Kithin the context there was a correlation between conversion and
the growth of political power; the L.M.3. mission who used no
coercion and resented interfering in local political affairs,
had many spectators but few Christiana. See Lovett, p.655.

2 * Karia F.Hir^i's 'Colonial Ideological Apparatuses in Tanganyika
under the Germans' p.15, unpublished paper University Dar-es-Salaam
1974, hila agreeing with some of Hirji's arguments hiw narrow
selection of sources and lack of empirical evidence are a shaky
base to support an extensive Marxist analysis.

For the role of the missions in the 'Age of Improvement' see
Iliffe J. (1969) ch.3.
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or unrest and perform elementary administrative functions. The

colonial administration were quite willing, at this price, to

tolerate the decline of a chief at the expense of mission

expansion.

But a policy of evangelisation, through high density

settlement and control, localised mission influence which then

required large inputs of capital and European manpower. These

constraints on mission expansion were debilitating, so a certain

decentralization was envisaged as soon as the centre was consolidated.

Personnel were a key figure in any alternative strategy, and here

catechists provided the answer.
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11• LOCAL CATBCHI5TS AS AGENTS OF MISoIOHART

PiJiETRATION.

Although funds had been committed to infrastructural

investments in buildings, to trading commodities and hand-outs,

the works of the mission remained centralised and had little

impact on the life of people beyond the immediate chiefdom of Mkulwe.

The influence of the mission, had it continued to be confined to a

small area, would have been hi^ily restricted and created an

artificial collection of motley individuals, without possibilities

of expansion. The very aim of missionary activity was to attract

as many adherents as possible; such could not be achieved without a

closer identification with the social realities of life in the outlying

villages. A more subtle approach was needed to maximize missionary

penetration and evangelization.than vigorous attacks on the traditional

religious and social institutions of the area, and local Christians

were the obvious answer.

(ten the missionaries arrived in Mkulwe they brought with them

a small band of Christians and a couple of catechists. Gradually

agreements were concluded with the various chiefdoms of Uwanda to

establish a school and place a resident catechist in the village of the

local chief. The principal source of supply of Christian families and
2

catechists to begin the settlement at Mkulwe was from Karema, where a

1. A settled mission community absorbed considerable time and energy
with, little return. As at Masasi the UmM.C.A. missionary Maples
wrote "their (mission settlers) misdoings, quarrels and excesses
of all kinds take up an untold amount of time as day after day I
have to listen to their disputes and mete out satisfaction ..."
quoted from Roland Oliver, footnote p.65. (1952).

2 * The I.A.A. post taken over by the White Fathers,
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catechetical school had been established. The pupils were composed

largely of former slaves.

* * Catechists as mis ion employees;

Among the chiefdoms of UwandLa, that of Mkulwe and Unyamwanga

proved most receptive to the establishment of outstation schools.

In 1903 outstations with catechists had already been established in

the village of Chief Mkoma, in Terefya and other's were planned for

the villages of Uwanda. In 1904 there were six catechists, all of

whom were redeemed slaves.' During the post Maji Maji period as

education became more widely accepted, creating a demand for schools,

catechists increased in number. Religious instruction was incorporated

into the programme of the four R's, and taught in bush schools. The

catechists had mastered the basic skills, having already undergone

a course of intensive training, lasting two to four years. The

expansion of mission influence led to an increase in the number of

bush schools, and consequently the number of teacher-catechists. Besides

their teaching duties, they also officiated at prayer services in

their village, resolved disputes between Christians and acted as the

overseer of Christian morals and. conduct in their village.

Catechists were recruited, trained and appointed by the missionaries

so that the local community did not have any voice in their choice.

Their source of authority came from the mission, and they were

considered as mission agents. An incident illustrates the notion of

the catechist as an extension of mission influence rather than as

representative of the nascent Christian community. The wife of the

catechist had been beaten in the village of Mkoma, and the diary remarks

1* M.D. 23. 7.1904.
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"Father Superior will ask the German Officer in
Cnyiha to punish the culprit, who in beating
the wife of our.catechist h a not feared to injure
our dignity."

Catechiats were trained in a diluted form of missionary

spirituality which insisted heavily on self-sacrifice, voluntary labour

«r>fj dedication to the Apostolate. tor the missionary these virtues

were practised within the framework of a compact community, which had

provided skills and promised financial and personal security

irrespective of the quality of apostolic endeavour. No such tangible

benefits were available to sateohists who, being strangers to a village,

were outside their own family network and so entirety reliant upon

their own efforts. Furthermore, they often took stands in

opposition to accepted mores of their village, so placing themselves

and their families in a position of extreme vulnerability. The

recompense they received for the work, referred to as the heshima

(meaning honariuxa rather than salary) was often minimal. The issue

of salary caused considerable friction between mission and cutechists.

Catechista are the group of employees who took the most militant

strike action against the mission on -foe issue of wages. In 1904

during the statutory visit of the Regional Superior (Administrator)
of the rhite Fathers, Father Avon, delegates of the catechi3ts

approached him with grievances. hen redress wa» not forthcoming,

five of the six cateohists left in protest. The commentary of the

mission wast

"Fr.Superior is writing to the Bishop asking him
not to send us any more redeemed slaves as
cateohists. He proposes to his Lordship to train
the catechists here on the spot. They may be less ?
well instructed but they will be paid such less?

1'
M.D. 22. 2.1903

2# M.D. 23. 7.1904.
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But even when other oatschists had teen recruited there were

frequent cases of the catechist leaving his work and accepting wage

labour either on coastal plantations or railway construction sites,^
where they often filled minor clerical posts or acted as recruiting

agents.2
Another organised protest took place in 1913 when the catechists

argued •tranquillement et froidement* with the Vicar Apostolic to

increase their wages from 60 hellers a week to 75. He refused their

request and they decided to withhold their labour. In an effort to

break their solidarity they were interviewed individually and

pressurized to return to their posts; two (out of thirteen) consented

but the majority held out for a common wage agreement. Finally, on

his departure, the Vicar Apostolic acceded to their demands, provided

an increase in competence (productivity!) was shown. Then they all

returned to work.

Conflicts with catechists over adequate remuneration fas a

recurrent theme of labour disputes. Wages, though low, did not

reflect the true value of the work being performed on the one hand,

or access to various privileges and services provided (e.g. tax

concessions, cheap clothes, loan facilities and prestige) on the other.

It was not until control of catechists finally passed into the hands

of local parish councils, dependent on local financing, that the

^ * M.D. 12. 9.1911. Three catechists from Uwanda and Iwanda
suddenly left to work on the railway. These too were all ex-
pupdls of Karema. Although a deliberate effort to replace them
by locals was made, it had obviously not been very successful.
Nor is there any evidence that local catechists recruited later
were any less militant in their claims.

2* M.D. 10. 1.1911.
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1
major tensions were resolved.

There is evidence of the catechists emerging as an elite in

the Christian community and becoming an articulate body conscious

of their professional contribution and their common interests, which

included a rightful share of disposable mission income. One cannot

but admire the restraint with which the claims were made in view of

the pittance they received.

2. Contribution of catechista to mission expansion;

The institution of catechists played an incalculable role in
2

the promotion and extension of Christianity. hite missionaries,

despite high mobility, could never have adequately covered the terrain

or have carried out the patient translation of alien concepts into

the indigenous culture over such a wide area. Nor could they have

made an impression on women in a highly structured society, so

three women catechists were sent from Karema in 1913» Mama Kornelia,
3

Mama Leontina and Mama Adolfina. Their specific task was to look

after the women and young girls. It was a remarkable innovation for

the period.

The growth of the church in Uwanda is due to a large extent to

the catechists, who in the face of opposition from the local people

and the affronts of missionaries, transmitted their personal under¬

standing of the Word of God. The catechists overcame the problems

created by the missionaries in their rude dismissal and disparagement

'Catechists were probably among the first Africans to earn a salary
for non-manual labour, which applies especially to the women.

2
'The •Bombay' Christians, representing a Christian elite had similar
influence in the 0 .M.S.Mission at Moinbassa. See Ternu A.J.(l972) p.74.

3*M.D. 23.10.1913.
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of local customs and. beliefs. T&ey were a useful intermediary

between the missionary and the people. But the catechists them¬

selves too had gained prestige in their assocation with the white

man. Their mediation with the missionary in the settlement of

disputes or distribution of patronage was much sought after. Their

constant persistent efforts at educating, communicating a new

ideology in local language and concepts, and displaying leadership

qualities within the Christian community made them an indispensable

factor in the spread of Christianity in TJwanda. The catechist was

the local compromise in the clash of poltlcal and cultural interests

that so often placed the Chief and the expatriate missionary in

opposition. He brought religion, from the highly regimented European

environment of the central mission, to village level, free from

political associations and coercive restraints. The real strength of

the church eventually emerged from the outlying villages, a tribute

to the superiority of the catechist's influence as opposed to that

of the central mission. As such, he had a key role in evangelization;

the implantation of the church in the hearts, if not the land, of

Uwanda can rightly be attributed to him. As Iliffe remarks:

"Early missionaries probably had les3 impact on the
societies they met than did the African Christians
they invariably brought.with them, and on whom
they greatly depended."

From the statistics of the growth in catechiats we can also

ascerta in the rate of territorial expansion (as each catechist

generally represented a church/school). The years 1910 to 1914

Iliffe J. 'The Age of Improvement and Differentiation' (1969)
in 'A History of Tanzania*, I.N. Kimambo and A.J.Temu, eds.
1969, p.Ml.Na irobi
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was a period of growth both of churches and of catechists, which

expansion was consolidated during the following years.

The implications of this growth are manifold. From 1900 to

1910 the mission relied heavily on its central control of mission

activities, independence from the local chief and close political

links with the colonial administration. The peak of its intensity

was reached in 1910 with the establishment of a ,1uabe. After 1911

mission influence began to founder with the collapse of a compromise

with the local chief and stricter controls by the administration.

The territorial expansion coincided with a period of relative decline

of mission power from 1911 to 1914 which also coincided with the

100$ growth in caIschists' numbers. Flagging political influence

was bolstered up by a dedicated band of local helpers. Their increased

numbers and influence in the village community led to a c hange of

mission strategy; evangelization as a method of consolidating

influence took priority over close political links, A modified

decentralization within the mission itself became necessary to keep

abreast of the realities of the situation. Catechists were the

linchpin of the new strategy and its primary impleme iters.^
e can schematize the missionary expansion as follows:

1900 - 1910 Reliance on political links

1910 - 1914 i/edining political links and increasing

catechists.

1914 - 1940 eak political links,expansion and consolidation

of gains by catechists.

** See Nolan F.P. 'The Changing Role of Catechists in Tabora' in
D.B.Barrett (ed) 'African Initiatives in Religion', Nairobi 1971.
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The Christian community expanded from 935 members in 1914

to 3,364 members in 1938, while the number of catechists in both

years was identical* (eighteen). Catechists played the central

role in consolidating the territorial gains and translating them
2

into an expansion of the Christian community.

GROWTH IN CATECHISTS 1904 - 1940.

Year No. of catechists.

1904 6

1908 8

1909 7

1910 9

19H 9

1912 12

1913 15

1914 18 plus 2

1915 17 plus 1

1916 18

1917 18

1918 19

1920 20

1923 21

1925 20

1926 21

1927 21

1930 19

*"Hkulwe Annual Reports.

~*For an account of the contemporary role of chtechists in African
churohes see Shorter A. 'Catechists* art. in African Ecclesiastical
Review (XVl) No. 1-2 pp.169-177.
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Tear No. of catechists

1935 26

1938 18

1940 23

Source; llpulve Mission Annual Reports.

✓
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111. C 0TO3 'IONAL R17 A.LRY.

1. jteUqra of mission^ occu^ti-pm

She firat missionaries to reach Rukwa were non-Catholic,

.H.Nutt of the Condon Missionary Society station at Kwiabi reached
1 2

the mouth of the Koraba (Saiai) in 1994-95} Dr.Kerr-Cross a

missionary of the Free Church of Scotland explored Bungu country

especially along the Songwe up to the lake shore in 1890. But

neither men contemplated setting up a mission as it was manifestly

unsuitable for European residence. The hite Fathers were already

established on the plateau at Matai came down the Fipa escarpment

and founded successively the missions of Zimba (1898), Mkulwe (1899)

and Galula (l90l) along Lake Rukwa.

The first mission into the Southern Highlands was a branch

of the Free Church of Scotland, Livingstonia; J.H.Bain founded a

station north of the Songwe at Chief Karamuka's in Ukukwe (near

Tukuyu) in 1388 which lasted eight months and was later briefly
3 4

occupied by Kerr-Cross. After the Anglo-German Treaty of 1890

the Moravians and Lutherans (Berling! 11) entered the field in 1891

1. Boilean and allace (1399) p.605
*

Kerr-Cross D. (lS90) pp.290-293. He later camp&ingned for
British annexation of the interlacustrine corridor, ably
assisted by Harry Johnston.

3 * For a detailed account of the Livingstone foundations north of
the Songwe see McCracken John (1977) pp.104-105.

4.
By the terms of the treaty the border between Tanganyika and. Hyasa-
land was fixed at the Songwe river, so that North of the Songwe
became German territory. See also Henderson, .0, (1962) p.5 ff.
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and they quickly agreed to different areas of operation; the

Moravians operating est of 34^3 and expanding nort wards, and

the Lutherans East of 34°• It is from the expansion of the Moravians

northwards that disputes arose.

Von Prince, stationaehef at Iringa had conceded a large area

of the district to Catholic Benedictines and invited the Lutherans

to occupy tha southern half. The strategic area to emerge from

the alignment was the Sangu plains. The Moravians settled at Utengule

following Merer®. On other fronts, a Moravian station was set up at

Mbosi among the Nyiha under the charismatic leadership of Baohmann

in 1399. Since both Catholics (W.F.) and Moravians had stations

in or near Tabora, the 'ukwa-Tabora link became of vital strategic

importance. Fr.Dromeaux of the :diito Fathers had already obtained

permission to settle in Kiwelo but he had delayed installation. She

Moravians moved in there and when the white Fathers arrived they found

that che territory had already been occupied.* This incident,

together with that of Iringa, set the stage for a period of mutual

suspioion and distrust.

The areas of conflict between the Mkulwe mission and that of the

Moravians were two; firstly the area of Unyamwanga around the village

of the paramount chief Mkoma,and that of Bungu country to the East.

The Unyamwanga dispute arose over the expansion of the Moravian

mission of Mbozi tovrards the North West and the Mkulwe expansion

to the South West. The meeting point of conflict was Msangano,

the village of Hkoma. the latter chief controlled a huge expanse

1#
M.D. 5. 7.1901.
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of territory, and maintained hia pararaountcy by actively co¬

operating with labour recruitment and colonial administration policies.

His kingdom had been divided by colonial boundaries, and of all

local chiefs he had probably the moat developed perception of the
o

nature of colonial policies, Mkoaa's first asaes ment of Hailwe

mission was that of an alien power, allied to France»

"the man that FT,Superior sent to Mkoma cams bade,
he reported that the chief said that he did not wish
to work for the French,* 3

Mkooa had been in contact with Scottish missionaries from the

1880* a - the Stevenson road had cut through hia country - and

especially as the Hwenso station hr.d opened in 1900 with a full

time staff. Despite the exposure to Protestant aieuions on the

western flank of Unyrmwanga, a Catholic oatechist was established

in the court of Mkoiaa in 19"2. But e;jrly in 1903 he ves rejected

by -the people and ..atiioiic influence waned.

"now he (cateohist) has nobody in class or at
catechism, he lma no authority, a local man
has even dared to be tt his .."if©," 4

2* IMjux
a

Matters came to a head when the Bezirkaaatnann Hans haohe

The southern ho. If of his kingdom had boon out off by the
international boundary and earns under the British administration,
there hie subject chief - a woman - was recognised by tho British
as an independent paramount,

2'
For further on ikoma see Wri^it H. (1371) pp.30-31, 116-119.

M.D. 15.10.1899

4*
M.D. 2. 2.1903.

5
Zache, Hans. Deutsch Ost-rAfrika, Tanganyika Territories

(Safari Uerlag, Berlin 1926).
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assembled together the chiefs of Uwanda and Unyaawanga.^ He gave

full liberty to Mkoma to choose between the 'Protestants and the

French'. Mkoma ohose the Protestants (Moravians). The Superior

of Mkulwe protested in writing to the Besirksamtaann of Langenburg

stating that for two years a catholic c&techiat and bush school had

been established at Mkosaa'a, and now would have to be ovaetatod.

However, greater injury was inflicted upon the mission by the

adainistratore liberalism in that

"one gives the unique honour to a black can to irllow
him to choose between two Europeans, which is ^
tantamount to placing theji both at his feet."

k similar process had occurred in C-sJula mission to the East

where the chief of Ubungu also chose the Moravians, even though

the hit# Fathers were already in residence, Presumably the chief

of MkuLwc- did not have a similar choice, as a land acquisition

deal vm finalised at the sauce tiaoUa favour of the mission. The

effect of the decision was to jeopardise the stability that had been

established through the right of the first occupant, and the new

arrangements brought the two saisoionaiy bodies into conflict. The

Besirksamtmann may have been genuine in initiating a •cujus regie

ejus religio' solution, but its actual effectiveness and advisability

in areas where one or other mission had bean firmly established

(e.g. Galula) is debatable. In the case of Mkoaa where only an out-

station of short duration was placed, which appeared to have little

support among the local population, the cho$ce was probably wise.

1* M.D. 17.10.190*

2*M.I>. 21. 10.1904
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A riore important aspect of the process was the attempt

of Zache to grant the chiefs official recognition and. some

administrative power in tneir area. The exercise was all the more

valuable when it concerned institutions of an exogenous character,

which were destined to be a prime force in the subsequent process

of social change. The chiefs became aware of this rare power

of choice and their ability to choose between institutions of a

voluntary nature - even if they were European. The real conscious¬

ness of their superior power was perhaps reflected in the incidents

that followed the famous meeting in which the chiefs were given the

opportunity of choosing between missions;

"¥e feel that Hr.Zaehe created the impression to
the meeting 4f chiefs that the missionaries were
beneath the.government, none of the chiefs came to
greet us."

A more caustic remark came from Tcakimba, the chief of Mkulwe,

attributing Mkoma* s preference to the oppressive character of the

Catholic missions:

"You people, you are nasty,you tie up the people,
that is why iikorna preferred the Evangelicals to
you." 2

The mission concluded, "Mr,Zache has undermined our authority." This

was a major departure from the entente cordials established between

the mission and the colonial administration and the alliance of

interests broke down - the government re-asserted its emphasis on. the
3

preference for local rulers over European non-governmental bodies.

1 *

M.D. 18.10.1904

2*
M.D. 21.10.1904

3
In fact, when cases of conflicting interest, local chief versus
mission, were brought to official arbitration in the district office
the local chief was generally vindicated.
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But the free choice offered to the chiefs was not given any legal

or administrative framework. Predictably,toe balance was re¬

established in favour of the mission with the land concession,and the

alliance administration-mission reactivated*

In asking the question why a shrewd and powerful chief like

Mkoma chose the Moravian church in preference to the already

established Catholic church, the key reason, in ay opinion, is the

attitude of Baohaaaa who 'aid ict wish to a.-.-snaco customary social

and political arrangements'. ' He had the porepioacity to

recognise fundamental duties and obligations within traditional

society which were not per an wrong .md haraaful,

"Bactaann assured too chief that Christians would
be obliged to participate la the rituals of the
otate and generally respect civil order as understood
by the tribe? 2

recognition of a civil order as ad siniatored by the chief,

and Bechmnn'o lack of dependants and clients forcing a miniature

chiefdon in opposition to the local chief, as well as le«« emphasis

on political ambitions, all combined to have had greater appeal to

the head of a structured jad centralised society. The fabric of

Unyamwanga society would not remain immune from change, but

Christianity could be absorbed ins. state of dynaaic tension, with

traditional political authority remaining parutovnt. Change was

gradually absorbed under the vigilance of the traditional authority

end political control of the whole procost- **.» n^intslued.

Unfortunately in the case of Uwanda, particularly in to® case of

1#
Wright r. (1971) p.no

2*
Wright M, (1971) p. 119
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Mkulwe chiefdom, Christianization took place under conditions

of political rivalry and conflicts with traditional authority.

Deliberate efforts were temporarily successful to establish political

hegemony, with the consequent suppression of indigenous social

practices and an oppressive imposition of Christian ideals.

The agreement did not mean the total exclusion of Catholics

from the chiefdom of Mkoma. Catechists remained in the villages of

Kitete ten miles east of Mkoma's seat, and from there to Mkulwe remained

within the Catholic sphere of influence. The conflict, however,

spread to local helpers of the contending denominations disputing

among themselves which Mkoma, in an effort of reconciliation,

identified as a European problem. The Superior of the mission

and Mkoma discussed as follows:

"Superior: "The discussions are the business of U3
European missionaries between ourselves
because our discord has been transplanted from
Europe to here."

Mkoma: "Its the business of you Europeans, it is not
our problem." 1

The discord was a direct result of European missionary intrusion,

and had a divisive effect on Mkoma1 s people which clearly concerned

him. Hamberger,despite Mkoma, remained resolute and appealed to

the Bezirksamtmann, to the Bishop and to the Moravian Superintendant

Meyer. He contended that Mkoma's village should be neutral territory

but the de facto occupation of the village by the Moravian

evangelist Ambilishiye with Mkoma'3 agreement resolved the matter.

The attitude of the German administration to tie religious

•scramble' and the delineation of spheres of influence was again

1* M.D. 15. 6.1909.
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ambiguous. The situation depended upon the balance of power within

the German Reichstag and the position of strength of the Catholic

Bentrum Party. Catholics in general advocated freedom of conscience

and freedom of movement for missionary bodies, appealing to the

Congo Act of 1892 and the law of the Empire, in which confessions

co-existed close to each other without formal boundary definitions.

This type of arrangement suited Catholics because of the variety

of missionary organisations operating, ( hite Fathers, Benedictines

and Holy Ghost Fathers), each of which was autonomous in its own

sphere. The fact that they were celibates allowed them greater

mobility. However, disputes over the Kiwele and the Usangu area

prompted Rechenberg to defend himself to the Colonial Office in

Berlin:

"The White Fathers and the Hernhuters (Moravians)
in their struggle over the triangle formed by
Bismarckburg - Langenburg - Cilimatlnde....,no
longer fight with fictional occupation of giant
stretches of country by means of outposts consisting
mostly of a single coloured •helper1 or •catechist*
but through an encroachment upon the established
mission sphere of the opposing confession. This
process would have led in the Langenburg District,
as already on Kilimanjaro, to a chessboard
arrangement of the two confessions, were it not for
the Beairsaratmann* s timely success in checking some
especially forward posts.

The appeal to Africans in the struggle should be
considered as a separate issue. The heightening of
African self confidence in matters relating to
European missionaries may be a touchy problem. This
aspect may become especially important if the
confrontation goes so far that appeal to the state
power appears to be the last resort. The officials
in that case will judge almost always on the evidence
of Africans, probably Pagan and Mohammedan, who alone ,

in these cases can be interviewed as impartial witnesses."

The hite Fathers, in particular, felt that the Moravians were

i
0

Von Rechenberg to Reichskolonialant 4#llel903 quoted from
¥right, M. (l97l) p. 120
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more influential with the authorities at Neu Langenburg and that

the impartiality of the Bezirksamtmann could not be guaranteed. State

interference, if it could not be assuredly favourable, was shunned.

So it was decided to negotiate with boundaries directly with the

Moravian Superintendent Meyer.

2. AgyeeiWt 9" 3^eres 9* influence:

A first draft agreement was drawn up by Hamberger and Bachmann

on the limits of the four mission districts* of Mbozi (Moravian)

Mkulwe (White Fathers) Utengule (Moravian) and Galula (white Fathers).
It entailed the concession of Mkoma's territory to the hite Fathers,

which was disagreeable to the Moravians. On a second occasion a

year later, Bishop Lechaptois and Hamberger met with Superintendent

Meyer and they negotiated a draft agreement which Meyer recommended
2

to his mission board in Berlin. Mkoma's territory was definitely

conceded to "the Moravians. Minor squabbles continued about order

3
villages but the agreement eliminated major unrest. It success may

be seen by almost linear division of Moravian and Catholic spheres

of influence in Unyamwanga which are 3till evident to-day. The

agreement,as recorded by the diarist, is a3 follows:

"Their station (Moravian) Ileya situated four hours
fro# Galula (Roman Catholic) will be withdrawn, we
will concede to them Mkoma and the chiefdom of Mzumba
in Ubungu so that the dividing line will be as follows:
from Ikamba to the road and following this to Kalungu,
from there to Mount Sapu and along the Nyiha Mountains

1# M.D. 10.11.1909.

2#
hile agreement was honoured by both sides in TJwanda, it was

breached in Usangu.
3

Signed 2. 4.1911, later dispute affected the line drawn on map
which varied from geographical concessions made in the text.
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Passing between Itega and Malema, Mwanda and Mzomba
to the Nzila (river) from.there North est to the
Lupa and following this."

Ultimately both sides were aiming at transferring European

models of religious plurality to Uwanda and Unyamwanga. hile

Catholics supported a 'free competition' model Moravians favoured

an Augsburg approach with reorganised spheres of influence, and

neither group considered that traditional African religion had

similar rights of existence and were the legitimate occupants of

the territories. The Administration occasionally represented

the interests of the local ruling elite, but this was evaded when

both sides concerned began their own realignments. frican

preferences at this 3tage were a mere trump to be bartered in the

bargaining of concessions.

*

M.D. 27. 8. 1910. The dispute centred on the right to first
occupancy of an area subsequent to agreeroents with the
Administration and chiefs and the actual de facto occupation
of same.
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IV. CHURCH AND STATE IK THE PROMOTION OF SOCIAL CHANGE.

The aim of this section is to identify strategies of change

that were initiated by the Church and/or State in Uwanda during

the period 1900-1914. It will be argued that these initiatives

are basically cyclical and characteristic of an improvement approach.

These strategies will gradually emerge as the main thrust of rural

development policy in the pre-independence and post-independence

era. At this stage it is easier to identify the roots of such

policies, the effects they were intended to produce in the society

and, at a much later date, perceive elements of continuity. All

of these efforts are characteristic of the external imposition of

social, religious or agricultural measures by an externally based

agency exercising various degrees of compulsion.

1. hdugatjop:

The attitude of the government to education was to see it as

a means of training the semi-skilled and skilled manpower it required

to fulfill administrative and technical demands of colonial

administration clerks, officials, .iumbes and tradesmen. As future

civil servants their allegiance to the patrie had to be developed.

An official circular of 1903 stated that the aims of education were:

(a) To enable the native to be used in government
administration,

(b) To inculcate a liking for order, cleanliness,
diligence and dutifulness and a sound knowledge
of German customs and patriotism. 1

Swahili was the language of administration and therefore

became the medium of instruction. The education provided was purely

Quoted from Cameron and Dodd
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functional, aimed at preparing the individual to perform adequately

a clearly defined task. It was also intended to change the persons

allegiances from his tribe to that of the German nation.

The early schools were situated in the coastal regions of Tanga,

Dar-es-Salaam, Pangani, Bagomoyo and Lindi, all of which were Muslim

areas. Governor von Sodan, whose brainchild the schools were,

insisted upon keeping the schools free fx*om all Christian influences^
and the Catholic Zentrum Party in Germany protested frequently

2
against government pro-Islamic bias. Eventually the school

system expanded; nineteen government schools (Eingeborenschule) were

in existence in 1913, the nearest ones to Uwanda being at Langenburg

and Bismarckburg. These main schools were supplied with pupils by

sixty feeder schools (Nebenschule). However, the imperial school

system taught only a fraction of the pupils. Mission schools were

predominant in the colony's educational system, as the figures indicate.

4
leaentary schools

No.Of
Schools.

European
teachers

Native
teachers Pupils

Government

R.C .Mission

78

363

3

115

95

459

3,494

31,274

^ *
H ornsby G; 'German Educational Achievements in East Africa'
T.N.A.C1964) Ho.62, pp.83-90.

2
Protestant Missions also made similar protests. See aright (l97l)
pp.109-110.

3*
Hornsby (1964) p.88

4* Ibid, p.87
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Elementary schools (cont'd)

No.of
schools

European
teachers

Native
teachers Pupils

Protestant
mission

512 94 646 29,716

Higjher Education

Government 2 5 14 681

R.C .Mission 11 28 11 724

Protestant
Mission

18 16 26 472

Industrial education

Government 3 3 4 137

R.C .Mission 5 13 1 61

Protestant
Mission

9 10 — 88

TOTALS: 1,001 287 1,256 66,647

Mission schools trained people for their own institutions as

teachers, catechists, priests and they were also a mechanism for

furthering the religious objectives of evangelization. A short¬

coming of the government school system was that unlike mission schools

not a single girl had been educated.
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In Uwanda, government efforts were centred, on tax collection

and labour recruitment and education was left to the missionaries.

The missionaries in turn paid little attention to the formal process

of school registration, but based their efforts on a basic system

of the four R's which pivoted around Religious instruction. The

schoolhouse, a hut-type building with grass roof, doubled as a

church on Sundays, and the teacher through the week became the

catechist and prayer leader on Sundays. Teaching was rudimentary

but provided some basic literacy skills. The missionaries, however,

were not keen to encourage the emergence of an educated elite as

the following example shows: Hamberger received a letter from the

District Commissioner offering educational facilities in the

government school. The reply was as follows:

"Prom Langenburg we were asked if we wished to place
some our Christian pupils in the government schools
at Dar-es-Salaam, to be prepared for a civil service
post. I reply to the effect that it's a good idea,
but that our Vakulwe.have not yet acquired the taste
for higher things."

Mission schools in Uwanda were accessible to boys and girls

alike, and they were remunerated for their attendance. The schools

were mechanisms of extending mission influence, and unashamedly

proselytizing. On the other hand, the schools provided the local

population with skills which prepared them to participate in the

new socio-economic order that was emerging:

"Vfhatever the diverse functions of mission and
government schools, the primary one for both was
to provide a process of socialization conducive to
colonial rule, periphery capitalist development
and religious change.2

1*M.D, 13. 4.1914.
2
'M.Mbilinyi. 'Evolution of Tanzanian Educational Policy* University
College Dar-es-Salaam (1972) rnimeo p.6
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Although the religious aspect of Mbilinyi's argument1is
certainly applicable to Uwanda it is hard to see in the dis¬

organized efforts of education a "socialization process conducive

to colonial rule and periphery capitalist development." The schools

provided the pupils with basic skills of survival in a situation

of labour migration, which helped them cope, however ineffectively,

with the colonial mechanisms. There is no evidence of the bush

schools in Uwanda producing an elite which would in turn result

in rural stratification and differential access to tangible

advantages. The schools concerned were mainly in remote villages,

run by a catechist with little supervision from the mission. The

medium of instruction was the vernacular, ciwanda. The schools

could perhaps be compared to the traditional Koranic schools which

provided literacy, religion and culture, mainly relying on rote

learning as a pedogogical method.

The administration in the Southern Highlands did not easily

acknowledge that the mission made any constructive contribution to

education, but suggested that mission schools hj,d purely sectarian

aims and were a means of gaining access to financial assistance for

these ends. C.-hybrew, a spokesman on education in the Southern

Highlands describes this as follows:

"There is no doubt that the genuine interest of many
missionary societies in education is very small. Grants
in aid were looked on by them as an addition to the
funds which they could use for proselytisation, and in
order to get these funds it was necessary to provide a
certain amount of education." 2

The same point is made by D.M.Mudoola in his paper "Religion,
Administration and Politics in Bosoge 1900-1962". B.A.U.3.S.C.
Makerere (l974)(mimeo). Schools would serve as institutions for
political socialization to mould them (pupils) into malleable
instruments of colonialism.

2 * Southern Highlands Provincial Book 1938.
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However, his argument ends inconclusively as he goes on to report

that the White Fathers mission managed over one hundred bush schools)
2

supplied qualified personnel, but that "no grant in aid had ever

3
been paid to it."

Bush schools provided an informal educational system, sheltered

from the vigorous vocational orientations of government schools.

However, since the pupils were not endowed with the technical or

administrative skills valued by the colonial government, differentiation
4

did not directly result from the provision of education. It did,

however, provide the basic requirments for the further training of

catechists or seminarians who emerged as elites in the Christian

community. Literacy was but one factor in the choice of these

leaders. Character and behavioural patterns played a more significant

role; the assessment of which were open to subjective interpretation.

Resistance to the bush school system was emphatic by the traditional

political authority. Chief Tcakimba strongly objected to the

Bezirksamtmann*s exhortation to send the children to school. He did

not object to literacy but to the proselytizing character wich

resulted in a transfer of allegiance, both political and residential,

to the mission:

"If I send the children to the school one year, the

•j *

Ibid. Registered bush schools managed by White Fathers in the
Province rose from 72 in 1933 to 110 in 1937.

2
Ibid. Four certificated and fifteen licensed European missionaries
and four licensed Africans.

3*
Ibid.

See Lugumba S.M.E. and Ssekamwa J.C. "A History of Education in
East Africa (1900-1973)

4
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1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

1917

1913

1920

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1930

1933

1 *

M.

, 104

next (year) they will go to live at the mission,
then I cannot execute the works imposed on.my by
government - because of lack of manpower."

Number of catechist-teachers, bush
schools and pupils.

No.of catechists Schools Pupils.
(Teachers)

8 6 622

7 6 656

9 9 670

9 9 753 (393 boys 360 girls)

12 12 943

15 15 1,142

20 18 980

18 17 945

18 17 955

18 18 1,144

19 19 1,243

20 19 1,304

21 22 1,399 (800 boys 599 girls)

22 23 1,483 (834 boys 649 girls)

20 22 1,457 (304 boys 647 girls)

21 22 1,608 (331 boys 777 girls)

21 24 1,595 (875 boys 720 girls)

19 23 1,615 (895 boys 720 girls)

26 26 1,100 (500 boys 600 girls)

5. 7.1910
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The high proportion of females attending instruction, though

remarkable, may be accounted ifor within the overall mission strategy.

It was in the interest of the mission to have stable domestic units

as a basis of the Christian community, in which women had an

indispensable role both as mothers and educators. On the other

hand, becoming a Christian, girls improved their status in society

and in the case of forced carriage could appeal to an external ally of

whose support they were assured.

2. judical Services:

The involvement of the colonial government was minimal in

providing adequate medical services for the African population. The

following table portrays the inadequacies of the medical services,

without even analysing the regional distribution of the hospitals

concerned and their accessibility to local Africans who numbered

about four millions.

Government Health °ervice Indications 1390-19211

1890 1910 1921

Hospitals:
Government 2 15 13
Voluntary agencies (Missions) 3

Doctors:
Government 1,200
Voluntary agencies
Private Practitioners

Gish Oscar, Planning the Health Sector: The lanzanian Experience
London, 1975. p.16.
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1890 1910 1921

In-patients ( 000's)
Government

Out-patients (000^)
Government

Recurrent Government expenditure
(OQO's)

At the level of Uwanda medical services were left to church

agencies. In response to actual needs, and as a useful method of

gaining sympathy of the local population, the missionaries treated

various ailments at the mission itself,and, during safari's, in the

villages. Services rendered were those of a basic first aid nature.^
The r ecord of the number of people treated by the missionaries is

taken from the annual reports which provide an approximate estimate

of the number of people treated.

Year No. of people treated'

1908 600

1910 700

1911 700

^ *

First aid or toubib training was offered in the White Fathers
Theological Seminary at Carthage.

2 *
Source: compiled from Mission Annual aeports, numbers reflect
people treated at a small mission dispensary.

12

70 101

65 79
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Year NO.of People treated.

1912 1,000

1913 1,800

1914 1,000

1915 1,000

1917 885

1918 850

1920 1,100

1923 1,300

1924 1,500

1926 2,920

1927 3,500

1930 3,700

1937 3,900

Uwanda, however, was included in the ad hoc government programmes

to treat specific diseases, particularly leprosy and sleeping sickness.

A leprosy settlement was proposed by the government in 1909 and both

chief and mission proposed alternative sites. That of the former

was eventually chosen, at Masepa, and ratified by the Distrikt

Kommizar M.Zenke. Fifteen huts were ordered, the chief being obliged

to supply the labo .r for which the remuneration of 50 rupees was

offered.^

1* M.D. 11. 8.1909
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The Intention of the village was to gather together the cases

of leprosy from the comparative security of their families and to

compulsorily intern them. The mission was instructed to bring to

it "those sick trying to escape." The scheme was government

financed and run by the council of Langenburg.

This council ("otnmunal-Verbande) had, like the others, been

set up in 1901,* with executive powers over local public works and

social welfare services. Its representative character amounted

to three officials nominated by the District Officer, whom they

assisted in an advisory capacity to administer the funds. The

Kommunal-Verbande was allotted one half of the poll tax and one

third of the commercial tax of the district. It was to this body

that Fr.Hamberger had been appointed by the Governor von aechenberg

in April, 1910. Hamberger used his influence on this body to

attract resources to the Uwanda area by the setting up of a second

leper village across the Kalungu River. The proposal was more

humane in that the sick person could have a member of their family

to look after them who would be exempt from tax. It is or© of the

rare revelations of the period of a caring concern for members of

the local population.

"For the care of t ese afflicted, far away from their
families and destined for misery without any help, it
is proper that one member of the sick person's family
should be granted cutax concession in lieu of looking
after the patient."

1# Iliffe (1969) p.88
2* M.D. 12. 5.1910.
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Although the tax concession to the leper nurses was ignored

by the collectors (local headmen) an appeal by the mission on their

behalf was heeded,and the tax concession upheld,^ The leprosy
2

service was inspected from time to time by the District Officials.

The Medical Officer administered the cane to the karani in the case

of him not measuring up to expectations. The salary of the karani

amounted to 6 rupees per month, which post was allocated to a local

Christian,

The mission and the colonial government thus co-operated closely

in providing a local leprosarium. The wisdom of such an

institution is certainly questionable, but for both it was a way of

dispensing a western type charity. At the same time it dislocated

traditional family responsibilities and communal care for the afflicted.

The two leprosaria were a source of wage labour, and patronage could

be dispensed to clients either in form of employment or tax

concessions. So, in a 3ense, the leprosaria worked to extend the

influence of the mission, strengthened the link between mission

and administration, thereby increasing its political resources in the

event of reinforcing social control over the population as a whole,

and the local political elite in particular.

The treatment of individuals with various ailments had a double

purpose; certainly that of charity, for caring for the sick has been

a traditional characteristic of Christian fellowship, but it al30

added to the prestige and influence of the mission. Besides

1#
M.D. 10.11.1910.

2 # It was eventually transferred to near Langenburg, close to the
present day leper hospital of ilakete.
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introducing the medicine of the new era and competing with the

traditional medicine man, the efficacy of European dawa was a direct

threat to the ideology of the traditional mganga which the missionaries

interpreted as paganism and charlatanism.^ Superior medical

technology,it was hoped,would undermine popular confidence in the

cosmological system underpinning the traditional world of beliefs,

the intention being to impress upon the people a rational explanation

for illness and an appropriate cure - a tangible proof of the superior

ideology of the missionaries. The medical involvement was a good

deal more than simple Christian charity; while acknowledging this,

it was also a useful means of ideological penetration conducive to

evangelization.

2.. Agriculture and rural settlement policies:

Development priorities planned by outsiders, and implemented

by coercive methods, are characteristic of the history of Uwanda. The

externally imposed systems were motivated by the demands of metropolitan

capitalist interests. National policy was geared to make peasant

producers 'economic* men, in other vrords to invest their labour

in forms of commercial or agricultural exploitation, that were

apparently remunerative, but in which the surplus produced was hived

off to pay for the privilege of colonial administration or company

dividends. From this perspective we can understand the unqualified

^ * See R. illis for lucid account of change in mystical causation
among the neighbouring Fipa: "Changes in Mystical Concepts and
Practises among the Fipa" Ethnology Vol.VII, No.2 April 1968
PP.139-157.
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support given to von Rechenberg's economic policies by the dominant

commercial concerns, particularly the German East African Company

(D.O.A.G.)
The introduction of commercial agriculture by forced growing

of cotton and .the introduction of rubber* (this being voluntary) were

attempts at the economic transformation of Uwanda from a food crop

area to a cash crop - an option with disasterous consequences for

a famine prone area. The final motive in promoting the change was

to extract from Uwanda marketable surpluses, thereby priming the

channels of closer integration of the area into the capitalist

network. However, the main item of export from the area was migrant

labour, which continued to be its primary interest to the administration

for the following fifty years.

Having already treated at some length the questions of imposing

production of cotton and rubber, another aspect of colonial policy

of the period warrants attention, that of village settlement.

Settlements were intended to facilitate administrative and political

control over residents and make convenient the levying of taxes,

corvee and recruitment of labour. It was, in brief, another plank

in the vast array of measures intended at socializing the local

population for the implementation of colonial policies. There is

an apparent structural similarity between the official settlement

policy,with its aims, and that of the mission's policy of a compound

village. The aims were to ensure the greatest possible degree of

ideological penetration, political control and dependency commensurate

** After the years of expanding rubber plantations (1909-1911),
and the price rises, the mission in Ilkulwe began a small plantation,
as did a Greek planter,called Papageria,near Cipeta.
M.D. 3. 4.1914.
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with the respective aims of maximization of influence (evangelization)

and exploitative administration. The policy represented the

geographical localisation of a mechanism facilitating socialization.

The implementation of villagisation consisted in the choice of

a central village site by a colonial official and the homesteads

scattered in the bush were obliged to regroup in the allocated

central village. In villages where a 'school* had been established

this was taken as the focal point around which people were expected to

congregate! Consequent to an understanding between the mission and

the administration, the people were obliged to reside in close

proximity to the mission bush school which also served as church and

centre of Christian influence in the village. Orders for regrouping

of villages were given by the Besirksamtmann of Langenburg and
2

executed in Uwanda by a karani of Itaka, Demostene. In the area

of Kitete and Sokomore small villages were burnt down and the inhabitants

left homeless. hen they appealed to the mission for help and support

in rebuilding their villages they were informed that:

"they should go and build close to the catechist
as they have been ordered." 3

People of Mkulwe and Uwanda were more fortunate as the local chiefs

interceded on behalf of their people and thereby prevented harsh

implementation.

For a similar situation in Kigoma see J.Wayne "Some notes on the
sociology of dependency: the underdevelopment of Kigoma region,
Tanzania." E.A.U.S.5,C. Nairobi 1973. PP.34-35.

2*
I4.D. 17.10.1913.

M.D. 21.10.1913 Like all central administrative decisions, the timing
reflected on ignorance of local conditions; the field had already
been prepared and the cultivating season was about to begin.
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The scheme met with a rapid end once administrative attention

was turned to the war efforts.^ But it is a case of collaboration

between mission and colonial government in condoning, or accepting,

brutal repression in the political interests of both parties.

Traditional political rulers, acting in the true interests of their

people, prevented the worst abuses from occurring. The village

regrouping scheme was the first of a series of settlement measures

designed to mobilize the productive resources of Uwanda. Those

externally promulgated and led were subsequently doomed to failure.

* The scheme was re-started in 1918 for a brief period under the
British administration but without the mission school playing
a central role. Letter from A.P.O.Mbeya to iBculwe Mission
dated 2. 4.1918.
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v. ,J:.l jLmu: 1'iui; aim 1'iLj ,,ia iqi4-i9i3.

The war period is another illustration of the collaboration

between mission and colonial administration. The rapid change over

from German to British regimes, without any major disruption,

indicates a resilience ana a ready adaptation to a European source

of power. The transition was less difficult for the mission than

accommodating the local power structure.

The war,however, though primarily a conflict between European

powers, involved Africans (and missionaries) on both 3ides. The

atrocities of a white man's war and the hardship inflicted upon the

local population by physic al suffering and disease led to a

disillusionment with European institutions. A renaissance of

traditional methods of coping with social unrest became widespread.

A change of colonial master meant little.

1. Mission involvement in the war effort:

The proximity of the Vicariate of Tanganyika to British and

BelgO-Gm territory, and the presence of French missionaries in large

numbers, immediately affected the attitude of the administration to

the mission. Bismarckburg and Langenburg had large stretches of

common border with British and Belgian areas, therefore the non-

German missionaries came -under suspicion.

An alleged letter from Belgian territory to French missionaries

in Tanganyika Vicariate requesting logistical intelligence and news

of troop movements, though denied by the Vicar Apostolic prompted measures
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to be taken by the administration.* French missionaries, including

Chapdelaine of Kkulwe were invited to sign a statement declaring

that they would not pursue any activities damaging to German interests.

The early administration problem of accommodating alien missionaries

soon gave way to integrating the mission station into the war effort.

Notice was given to the mission of ilkulwe to arrest spies

and dissidents among the local population: Jindano, the son of
2

Kkooa, was an alleged dritish 'spy', and became a wanted man. English

prisoners 'on the run* were to be apprehended. Finally, the

missionary Brother Josephat was conscripted but, in a neat coincidence

of interests, was posted to Mkulwe mission to start and maintain
3

a supply centre for the troops. Kiculwe mission effectively
4

co-operated in providing stores, purchasing food from the local
5

population and providing storage space and shelter.

* General von Lettow Vorbeck in his book "My reminiscences of Fast
Africa" (1920) 2 Vols, bondon p.14 makes the point that French
missionaries went beyond their task of preaching Christianity
quoting from a captured letter on the difference between a
aissionaire catholique and aissionaire francais "that thelatter
is bound in addition to spread the Christian faith, to carry on
French national propaganda."

2.
Mkoma, chief of the iungu on Lake Tanganyika was arrested for
inciting the English to attach Bismarckburg.

3 *
He came with 200 empty 3acks and 100 rupees.

4.
For a similar co-operation of the Livingstonia mission with the
British led troops 3ee HcCracken J. "Politics .and Christianity
in Malawi 1375-1940" Cambridge 1977 pp.221-225.

5 * Linden I. in "Catholics, feasants and Chewa -esistance in Hvasaland
1339-1939" London 1974 P.109 describes a similar co-operation of
Lite Fathers missions with the British troops, A danadi&n 'Lite

Father in the Northey force actively participated in the
Tanganyikan campaign and became a senior transport officer.
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Convoys of soldiers, war materials and ammunition passed through

Mkulwe regularly throughout 1915; it was a resting place en route

to and from Langenburg-Bismarckburg. A communication post was set

up temporarily when some African members of the Signal Corps

succeeded in transmitting messages by heliography.

Zm. Temporary evacuation of the mission.

As the probability of attack heightened, the civil administration

of Bismarckburg was transferred to Namanyere in April. A circular

of the Military Commander of Langenburg, H.Pranken instructed the

missionaries to retreat towards Tabora in the north in the event of

an English invasion. However, he ordered the Mkulwe mission to be
1"

completely evacuated to Calula and all supplies to be transported there.

One missionary remained in residence. Soon other evacuees arrived at

Mkulwe from Mwazye mission (among whom was Hamberger) and a retreating
2

German platoon from the fallen fort of Namena. The latter being

destitute were supplied with food, medicines and clothing.

The advance of the British commanded Northey force had displaced
3

the German troops from the districts of Langenburg and Bismarckburg.

In a triangular movement from Karonga, Port Hill and Fife, troops
4

drawn from the K.A.R., S.A.R., and N.R.P. under Northey*s overall

command, advanced on Langenburg, but the German forces under von Langenn

(lSth, 22nd and 23rd Field Companies) retreated towards the north.

1*M.D. 12. 5.

2*von Lettow Vorbeck (1920) p.186
3

See G.W.Hatchell, "The British Occupation of the South Western
area of Tanganyika Territory 1914-1918" T.N.R. No.51, 1958 p.131 ff.

^'iCings African Rifles, South African Rifles,Northern Rhodesian Police.
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The Bismarckburg sector was attacked from Abercorn with a combined

force of B.S.A.P.^ and N.R.P. led by Murray, under the overall

command of Northqy. He attached Namema and after its evacuation

proceeded to occupy Bismarckburg. The South 'estern sector of the

country was then occupied by British troops who assumed administrative

responsibility for the area, A political officer was appointed

to Mbozi - Lieutenant Kennedy - who dealt with police and civil

duties. In the short space of a fortnight conflicts based in Europe,

but fought with African troops, had changed the colonial masters of the

anda people. The German administration had collapsed and was

replaced by an adjunct of a military force on a war footing who

were the new oppressors.

In June 1916 the British troops had descended the Fipa plateau

and reached Sakalilo. The German missionaries were ordered to regroup

in Kayambi (Nyasaland), so Hamberger and Josephat, after an abortive

appeal against the order, left Mkulwe never to ret rn.

2
As from August, the British troops befriended the mission as

their German predecessors had done, and were invited regularly to

table. Requests from the mission to alter religious spheres with

the Moravians, whose missionaries had been deported, were politely

postponed "until the end of hostilities".

^ * British South African Police
2 * The missions gained a strategic importance during the whole war

period as potential supply centres and recuperating posts where
some European 'comforts* were available. Due to the blilding
style and strategic positioning, most of them were potentially
defensible.
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The mission was completely evacuated in March when a German

patrol from the , intgens detachment requisitioned the house and

its contents.* The missionaries were allowed a minimum amount of

personal effects:

"one small case each, 30 rupees, 2 Donkeys and
one small tent for 4".

The care of the Christian community, registers and property, was

given over to the Nyampara Paolo Kafakulala and the woman catechist

Mama Kornelia. The missionaries proceeded, in the company of those

from Galula, to Mwazye on the plateau. According to subsequent

claims for compensation, practically all movable property, except

books, and all negotiable goods including the valuable herd, were

seized and disposed of by the detachment.

jL Local responses to .European confrontation:

The effects of the war on the local economy in the 1915-16

period were considerable. All available food surpluses were channelled

into military stores - a task in which the mission actively

participated. When the recurrent famine occured in 1913 no food

*The Galula mission diaiy in an introduction explaining the loss of
a volume of their diary, describes the event as follows: "On
7th March 1917 a strong detachment of German troops numbering
about 2,400 rifles and under the command of Major '.'intgens arrived
in Galula. The missionaries, Frs.lineau and Riviere, both French
were taken and brou^it by a patrol as far as the River Homba when,
in the company of the Mkulwe Fathers Chapdelaine and Thomas, they were
sent to Mwazye. Of course the Germans had removed all heavy
luggage, one tent for four of them, 2 blankets, one piece of
cutlery and a dish, one personal case and 30 rupees each. After
two months at Kwazye they returned."
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surpluses were available. Outbreaks of disease, smallpox, Spanish

Influenza caused serious casualties and their effect was aggravated

due to the absence of food reserves. The movement of troops during

the campaign, and after demobilization, encouraged the spread of

disease.

The social unrest caused by the demands of conflicting colonial

powers made an impact on local life. There were violent outbursts

of sorcery and witchcraft accusations. Deaths imputed to mystical

agencies were recorded, corpses were exhumed and burned, Chief

Tcakimba was tried for murder and acquitted (after two of the

prosecution witnesses had mysteriously died). itcheraft was perhaps

a means of combating the social unrest ^ and conflict that prevailed

within the community.

On a broader front there was a resurgence of traditional social

customs, dancing, initiation of girls, all of which met with a

virulent denunciation from the mission. The war period stimulated

a cultural resurgence among the anda peoples, a growth in self-

ewareness and of the vincibility of European powers. Even a circular

letter on 'spirits' was issued throughout the Vicariate. A
2

government circular was issued in 1922.

Relations between the mission and the local people were more

relaxed at this time, due no doubt to the former's deep involvepuent

in the war effort. As the energies of the mission were absorbed

by the supplying of troops, disruption of personnel and the later

alleviation of famine and epidemics little attention was paid to the

power relations/struggle with the local chief. In this respect

For further analysis of witchcraft see infra
Similar responses <bf the local population to the war crisis
are recorded by Linden I. (1974) pp.112-113.

2 *

atchcraft Ordinance of 1922, updated and renewed in 1925,
Circular No.43 (1925) from The Secretariat sent to Kkulwe for
comments.
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it is interesting to note the varied responses by the local chiefs

to the missionaries on their return, which reveals their feelings

towards the mission at this time, after their expulsion by the

German platoon. Mwene Kapala of Ivuna sent substantial supplies of

un/ra (flour) and millet originally destined for the fugitive troops.

Kasonso of Kamsamba along with Ciwanga of Kipeta also sent along

gifts of unga. Mwene Tcakimba of Mkulwe was the last to offer any

gifts, and he sent milk. Later he went to the extreme of lending

the mission half a dozen cowsi All of the population of the mission

village turned out to meet the missionaries on the banks of the Momba

and to cheer them as they arrived.^
The mission responded to the famine and the epidemics of

Spanish Influenza and smallpox by using all available resources

to alleviate the hardship and misery. The diarist reports that they

had given away their last bag of millet "to the poor sick and starving"
2

and were reduced to begging some bags from the Mwazye mission.

Evidence of real devotedness on the part of the mission was met always

with a sign of reciprocity on the part of the local people. In t.is

instance it was Chief Kasonso of Uwanda whose nine sons and two

3
daughters were baptized five months later. Kasonso had evidently

1 *

M.D. 25. 4.19*7.
2,

It should also be noted that the missions were cut off from
their traditional funding agencies in Prance and Algiers for
the duration of the war. Hence they suffered from an acute
shortage of finance and of consumer goods. Catechists salaries
were also temporarily suspended.

3 *

M.D. 23. 8.1919.
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opted for a policy of active co-operation with the mission. The

rationality of the decision may have been for his children to

gain maximum benefit of colonial type institutions perceiving that

colonial powers were there to 3tay. He did not have to contend with

the usurpation of local political autonomy that became the lot of

his counterpart Tcakimba at Mkulwe.

A The occupying force and the mission:

The mission and the new colonial power took little time to find

common ground. The problem of expulsion of German missionary

personnel was not insurmountable and did not bring mission work to

a near standstill as occurred in the Moravian missions. The

international character of the hite Fathers, with a predominance

of French and a liberal sprinkling of Dutch and Belgians, kept the

missions operating even if at somewhat reduced strength. These

nationalities were acceptable to the British administration, but

the missionaries felt compelled to display anti-German feelings

especially to reinforce property claims, as is evident from the

following letter (original in njlish).

Mkulwe 21. 5.1917

To the Political Officer,
Mbozi.

near Sir,

You know doubtless the pillage of Galula and .Jculwe
missions by the Germans. hen we came back from Kwazye where the
Germans had exiled us, we found our stables and our houses entirely-
void, the rooms with only books.

Pardon me Sir, if I come again to importune you with
the matter of the ionk^rs, but a real destitution presses me to
pray you to attempt to obtain the payment of the four donkeys
you have acquired

The Germans have plundered ua in a vandalistic maimer
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so our right is to detest theia. I may not think that the British,
our allies and friends have taken our goods with the purpose not
to pay. 1

J.Chapdelaine.

Claims were also made for the donkeys used by Fr.Hamberger and

Brother Joseiiiat, both German nationals, when they travelled en

route to repatriation, and even when fellow missionaries were

involved an anti-German sentiment is perceivable.

"I have the honour to address you for the recovery
of the payment of two donkeys used by two German
missionaries, Hamberger and Josephat, on their
journey to Langenburg.

I take the liberty of informing you that the two
half mascate donkeys are not private property of
Fr.Hamberger but the donkeys of the French Catholic
Mission, Mkulwe 22. 9.1916.

The British administration were rather unfavourable towards

the mission in natters of upholding Catholic teaching in marital

disputes, and by making possible divorce as a likely solution to

these problems the missionaries response was that "it really was not
2

worth chasing the Huns out of the country after all". However,

co-operation occurred inoother fields particularly that of medical

services and alleviation of distress. There was a distinct feeling

amnrig the mission staff that the British officers were under

orders to co-operate with them; for example the mission was granted

i
*

1,000 yards of calico were eventually ssnt from the A.P.O. to
pay for the four donkeys and 267 yaads for cattle supplied to
troops of Major Baxendale. Mission correspondence dated 27. 9.1916.

2*
M.D. 16. 6.1917.
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2,000 lbs of steamer space free of charge, on military transport

of the African Lakes Company^ from Zomba to Mwaya.

The first contacts between the mission staff and the occupying

force were characterized by efforts of mutual accomodation within

an unstable political situation. They were the first overtures

in a long series of attempts to build up a relationship that

was both convenient and compatible with each other's interests.
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BRITISH C 0L0NIAL ilPLE.

British rule was not a separate entity from that of German

rule but a continuation of the same process of imperialism with a shift

of locus of metropolis. By 1916 all of the principal colonial

bureaucratic mechanisms had beenoput into place, further

colonization served to reinforce them. The political power of

the colonized continued to be usurped} under Mandate and Indirect

Rule it was modified to enable menial administrative duties to be

performed at least cost. The mission at the local level of Uwanda

was obliged to modify its approach. The new colonial power,

though supportive, was less accommodating to the exercise of

political prerogatives, which then led to a gradual disappearance of

a Christian settlement, but was offset by a broader penetration of

the whole of Uwanda society.^
The colonial division of labour continued; the colony produced

the raw materials in demand on metropolitan markets. The destination

of the bulk of the exports changed from the Hamburg markets to those

in London. The colony continued to provide a market for imports from

the metropolitan country, principally Britain or its dependencies.

As the export crops were also labour intensive, the need to induce

a cheap labour force remained, taxation, force and political pressure

^ * In which effort catechists were invaluable.
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were used to encourage a prolitarianization of subsistence

cultivators. Extractive activities were intensified as minerals

and natural resources were exploited by migrant labour.^
The roots of underdevelopment are to be found in these

processes. The mechanisms which were set in place and functioned

under German rule were developed and reinforced under British

administr tion. Therefore, we shall limit ourselves to the

examination of these phenomena insofar as they promote under¬

development.

Centres of modernization shifted from the German to British
era, according to Gould; apart from minor modifications and
expansion, the initial starting points remained the same.
See P.R. Gould: "Tanzania 1920-1963! The Spatial Impress of
the Modernization Process" in orld Politics (22) Ho.2, 1970,
pp. 149-170.
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1 . THE BEGINNINGS OF A BRITISH ADMINISTRATION.

-L* The era of non-commitment:

Until the Mandate was actually conferred upon Britain by

the League of Nations in 1922 Britain continued to rule the country

as (occupied* territory. A consequence of this was a definite

emphasis on the delegation of frunctions to local political elites,

and a lack of commitment to either settler policies or local self-

government. Emphasis was placed on the function of local

traditional rulers, but such were summarily dismissed if they were

found to be unsuitable.^ The political philosophy of the period,

as stated by the head of the Tanganyikan administration Sir Horace

Byatt was to:

"develop the people,as far as possible, on their
own lines, in allowance with their own ideas
and customs."

It was sufficiently vague and paternalistic to allow varied

interpretations as seen fit by the District or Political Officer.

It was, however, sufficiently precise to effect the balance

of power between the mission and the local chiefs. hen the Pro-

Vicar Apostolic (Birreaux) applied to New Langenburg (lukuyu) for

an extension of mission territory to the south Mr. ells, the

District Officer refused, giving as his reason that the missionaries

^ * The sub-Chief at Kilumo, amfwila, was replaced by the order
of the P.O. because he intended taking a Christian as his
second wife. Summary dismissals were common in order to
facilitate administrative efficiency.
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of Mkulwe and Galula were too rigid and displayed a 'aaniere

bosche'J For having said such nasty things the missionaries

accused him of anti-clericalism and favouritism to the Scottish

missionaries (who had meanwhile arrived to relieve the vacant

Moravian posts). A circular from Dar-es-Salaam was then issued

to the chiefs stating that:

"the missions could not instal schools in villages
without the prior permission of the chief of the
country." 2

A further communication to the mission of Mkulwe confirmed this

saying that no new foundations could be begun without referring
•K

the matter to the Chief and District Officer.

The chief even displayed a sense of independence with his new

found support by withholding the ritual fish from the mission on

the occasioniof the opening of the annual fishing season.^ His

authority was again reinforced by allowing him to judge local cases

of a minor nature, and the power to fine added to his prestige.

A series of laws were then promulgated, the laws of marriage

*

M.D. 1. 9.1920 The Political Administration in the Southern
Occupied Territory was headed by Hector Duff, Chief Secretary in
the Nyasaland Government, and Wells was his officer in Langenburg
District. Both Northey and Duff showed anti-mission feelings
as a result of the Chilembwe rising. These were manifest in the
harsh conditions imposed upon German missionary personnel (in
contrast to Smuts in the Northern Sector of the country) and the
forced recruitment of Christian communities for military duty.
Protestant missions were particularly singled out for mal¬
treatment. See Wright M. pp.140-143, Shepperson G. and Price T.
'Independent African*(1958) p.579.

2*
ibid.

M.D. 6.10.1920.

A custom previously supplanted by the mission but slowly reverted
to the local chief cf. supra.
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(civil)*, prohibition of millet beer,conservation of mninga

trees and supervision of cattle on the road. But the onus of

legislative control and enforcement of the multiple regulations

remained with the Chief. The moves to strengthen the role of

traditional elites in the territorial administration were generalised

in the establishment of Indirect Rule.

2jl lac&rqct rufc"

A major point in the debate on Indirect Rule was the

compatibility of a substantial decentralisation of the administration

with the centralising tendencies of bureaucracies. Byatt as

Governor attempted to instal the legal apparatus required of such

a policy, but met with opposition from within other sections of

the bureaucracy, the High Court and field officers. He did, however,

make a valuable contribution by making provision for fiscal rebates

to finance Native Authorities.

Byatt was replaced as Governor in 1924 by Donald Cameron,

former Chief Secretary of Nigeria, where he had served under Lugard.

Cameron had had extensive administrative experience alongside a

2
famous 'empire* builder' in installing a system of Indirect Rule.
As a firm believer in Indirect Rule, and at the same time a knowledge¬

able bureaucrat with a developed political sensitivity, he

succeeded in resolving many of the apparent contradictions and

administrative conflicts that had bedevilled Byatt. He made concessions

1. For the first 'official* marriage contracted under the new colonial
law nobody turned up apart from the bride and groom.

2 *

Lugard F.A. The Dual Mandate in British Tropical Africa.
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to settler representations in a legislative council, while

justifying his stand on •Native' Authority Ordinances by appealing

to the status of Mandate. In this way he appeased the local economic

interests of settlers, decentralized the administration to the liking

of field officers, gave a measure of local autonomy to the

traditional political elites • which satisfied •progressive* colonial

thinkers and philanthropists. Cameron then promulgated a Native

Authority Ordinance to preside over the Native Treasury. Underlying

all of the administrative legislation was the principle that there

was 8 clearly identifiable authority in the tribe which, if not evident,

would have to be sought out. An advantage of a two tier system

was to allow limited participation in government by local elites;

functions which had hitherto been allocated to minor expatriate

officials,or alien akidas. could now be performed more economically

and effectively by locals. Clearly established limits maintained

overall control in the hands of the upper tier of the administration,

and was designed to prevent the emergence of nationalist aspirations.

2,. The application of Indirect Rule to Uwanda.

The system of Indirect Rule in Uwanda was announced to the mission

of Mkulwe by a letter from the A.D.O. to the Superior of the mission.

The letter read as follows:

Administration Officer/
Igali District.
22. 5.1926.

I have the honour to inform you that the system of
Tribal Administration in this country has been re~

Mkulwe mission files, from original.
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organized and tilla re-organization will shortly
come into force.

The District Administration will maintain the
closest supervision over the Native Courts and
the Chiefs will constantly receive advice and
preception from the A.B.Q. and myself.

Should you know of any suitable candidate for
clerkships and Native Hospital dresserahips,I
shall be. obliged if you will refer them to this
office. 1 Candidates must be able to read and
write Kiavahili and must be of the tribe in
whose country they seek employment.

(Ogd.) Chishola Richards 3.0.

The Ordinance of Indirect Administration was promulgated

throughout the district as follows:

(i) Each tribe is to have a paid paramount chief who is
to be assisted by paid sub-chiefs and headmen.

(ii) Tribal treasures are to be established. The
expenditure of money from these treasures is to be
under the direct supervision of the District
Administration•

(iii) The paramount chief of each tribe is to be responsible
for the collection of hut and poll tax in his country.
The chief is also responsible that J&l natives in his
country are entered in the tax registers whether they
are liable for payment or not.

(iv) Each paramount chief is to have a court. His
9 jurisdiction is to extend over all people in his country

except Europeans, Indians, Arabs am Goanese. All
cases are to be tried according to native custom
provided some customs are not repugnant to justice.
Certain classes of cases involving serious charges, e.g.
murder, grievous hurt and witchcraft are not triable by
the Native Court.

Another example of the mission's power of patronage.
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(▼) All Native Courts in the Igali District are to be
of the second class and to have the power to inflict
punishment as follow3»

Imprisonment up to one month.

Pine up to 50 shillings

Whipping, not exceeding six strokes.

Civil Jurisdiction up to 200 shillings

In actual practise there is no distinction between
civil and criminal cases in Native Courts. All litigants
have the right of appeal which lies in 1st or 2nd class
Magistrates Court.

Each chief is to have his own clerics, hospital dresser
and messenger who will be paid by him out of the Tribal
Treasury. Sub-chiefs and headmen are also to be paid by
him. Messengers are to be in uniform,, Each tribe
will have its own colours which will be worn by the
messengers.

(vii) Each tribe is to have its own distinguishing sign, e.g.
leopard. Each paramount chief is to be supplied with
a chaoa with which to sign documents.

In (Jvanda the small chiefdoms were united into a single

administrative unit. Mwene liasonso of Kaasamba, Uwanda was chosen

as paramount to reign over the Wawanda, Wakulwe and Wasiceela. The

Native Court was to be held in laasamba, the chiefdom of Mkulwe

and Ivuna (iwanda) becoming sub-chiefdoms.

Such an arrangement evidently caused resentment among the

smaller chiefdoms; where all were equal before an external agent

conferred leadership on one, thereby reducing the status and prestige

of the smaller local incumbents. It is a clear example of opting

for administrative convenience, though maintaining a semblance of

recognition of local political authority, that is manipulated to

serve the interests of an oppressive bureaucracy and artificially

create a new political elite.
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Kasonso of Uwanda, though paramount of tfwanda, also had a

grievance. Since the Northern part of his kingdom under Ciwanga

lay on the northern side of the Momba river in another administrative

district (Western Province) the administration integrated that sector

into that of Nti's of Lyangalile whose sub-chief was Mwene Maria

based at Sakalilo. Thus, part of Uwan da and its people came

under the jurisdiction of a Two chief in the interests of neat

administration.^ The dispossession of Mwene Kasonso was carried

out by Mr.Cheyne, the administrator of Namanyere.

As a further administrative refinement, in April 1928 the

paramountcy of Uwanda and of Ubungu were suppressed and the combined

areas placed under Mwene Kkoraa of the Wanyamwanga. The effect

of this was that while Kasonso remained the effective chief, and an

administrative sub-chief, the sub-chiefs of Mkulwe and Ivuna last

any administrative or legal standing. While understandings were

possible between the Wanda and their Siceela and Kuulwe brothers,

the Nyamwanga people of Mkoraa were very different. Impartiality in

court cases could not be guaranteed, and there were frequent

complaints of unfavourable judgements being meted out to the Kuulwe.

Some Cases of civil damages which went back many years were brought
o

against them by Hkoma's people the rfanyamwanga" and adjudicated by

Mkoma himself.

Administrative peripheraliaation of Uwanda was a gradual process

3
that had begun during German colonization. In 1912 the tax post of Itaka

1 *

H.D. 24. 9.1927

2,'K.D. 28. 3.1929

About 50 oJes from Uwanda.
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in Unyiha which also performed the administrative functions of a sub-

district, was suppressed and moved to lieu Langenburg. The Political

Administration cf the occupying British troops set up their office

at Kbozi in 1916. This latter post in Unyiha, though within sixty

mjfes of Uwanda, was also suppressed in 1919 and moved to Xgali near

Mbeya. Uwanda was then administered from Mbeya until 1964 when

Mbozi became an autonomous district.

During German occupation political control was highly centralized

in the hands of the Bezirksamtmarm ao that the local chief performed

only the cumbersome tasks such as tax collection or recruiting

forced labour. The mission then undermined and often usurped the

function of the traditional authority ovar the people. By threats

and oppressive measures, the power of the local chief in the chiefdom

of Mkulwe was greatly diminished. Under British colonization when

the mission was shorn of all its official powers and local chiefs

became regular administrators, Kasonso became temporarily paramount,

but only to be replaced by Mkoma, chief of the Wanysmwanga.

At the level of chiefdoms Indirect Rule created an artificial

bureaucratic elite in Uwanda that had actually little resemblance to

traditional political structures. The implementation of the system

revealed its taue nature, a misuse of local ruling elites for colonial

administrative tasks at minimum expense, maximum show of prestige and

no autonomous power. The fallacy of maintenance of local tribal laws

As was borne out in Uwanda described in O.F.Onoge's analysis of
Indirect Rule 'a strategy which allowed Britain to control her
colonies cheaply, by co-opting pre-cdlonial ruling classes into the
new colonial authority. By the preservation of pre-colonial culture
symbols of authority, albeit in a subordinate form, Indirect Rule
was designed to foster the illusion of structural continuity among
the African population*. O.F. Onoge in 'Nigerian Journal of Economic
and Social Studies, Vol.15 No.3 1973. pp.326.
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and customs is shown in the trial of Mwene Zunda. When Mwene

Zunda of Ibungu was accused of maladministration by the District

Officer he did not answer to his people, as would normally have

been the easel The colonial officials were reluctant to depose

or punish him, so he was tried by the colonial-designated

paramount Mkoma with the sub-chiefs as his advisers. This incident

broke tribal procedures, and was designed to prevent solidarity

among the chiefs and make tlieiu mutually suspicious. In effect,

the chiefly power was not really emanating from the relationship

of chief to his people, but was a delegated power from the colonial

authority and grafted on to traditional allegiance bonds. It was

a simple mechanism calculated to prevent rebellion and create an

illusion of power. Even this dubious honour was conferred upon

a chief from outside the Wanda area which, in effect,worked to the

detriment of tho Wanda people.

1*
M.D. 18. 6.1928
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11. INDIRECT RULE AND THE MANDATE

German East Africa was invaded by British led troops during

orld War 1 not to be liberated from alien rule as its counterparts

in western Europe but merely to be occupied by another alien power.

The conquest was 'legalized' in the eyes of the international

community by the granting of a mandate by the Leage of Nations.

The mandate applied to:

"those colonies and territories, which as a consequence
of the late war have ceased to be under the
sovereignty of the states which formerly governed them,
and which are inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand
by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the
modern world, there should be applied the principle that
the well-being and development of such peoples form a
sacred trust of civilization " 1

Article 22 of the Covenant clearly infers that:

(a) the people of Tanganyika were incapable of governing

themselves,

(b) the development of the people i3 best entrusted to

external agents.

From the evidence we have presented, the people of Uwanda had

governed themselves long before European intruders arrived on the

scene. The disruption in Uwanda*s political and economic life

was caused principally by exogenous factors, namely colonial and

mission control. 3y ideological and socio-economic harrassment,the

*

Leage of Nations Covenant Article 22.
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infrastructures of the community were undermined so that further

colonial control could hardly be expected to produce a 'self-

governability' situation. Although the '.civilizing mission'approach

is not explicit, there i3 a clear inference of racial and cultural

inferiority of the indigenous peoples. Such an assessment is patently

in the interest of the new colonizing power - as it had already

served its purpose in the old 'scramble'. The myth of auto-

ungovernability was then perpetuated for another four decades to

the obvious advantage of the new ag. .ia'ssor.

Uwanda in the previous history of colonial presence had

suffered from every form of external control. Its natural resources

and people were exploited in the interests of metropolitan capital.

Local self reliance; ideological, economic and political, was

destroyed through external interference in its internal affairs.

Uwanda could hardly be expected to develop in a situation in which

a foreign colonial power was to assume the following responsibilities:

Art.3.* "The mandatory shall be responsible for the peace,
order and good government of the territory, and

shall undertake to promote to the utmost the material and
moral well being and the social progress of its inhabitants.
The Mandatory shall have full powers of legislation and
administration."

The development approach encouraged by the mandate was of a

philanthropic nature, again reminiscent of the 'scramble* days:

Art.5 (2) "suppress all forms of slavery"

Art.5 (4) "Protect the natives from abuse"

1

Article 3 British Mandate for East Africa.
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Art.5 (5)"strict control over the traffic in arms -

and the s§ie of spirituous liquors'1

The mandatory was also granted the right of exploitation of

natural resources:

Art.7 "concessions for the development of the natural
resources of the territory shall be granted by

the mandatory "

Since missionaries had always provided valuable services,

including voluntary financing •substitute" social welfare services,

their assistance was also solicited. However, in this instance, the

nationalitj'' requirements were confined to member states.

Art.8. "The mandatory shall ensure in the territory complete
freedom of conscience and the free exercise of all

forms of worship which are consonant with public order and
morality; missionaries who are nationals of States Members
of the League of Nations shall be free to enter the
territory and to travel and reside therein, to acquire and
possess property, to erect religious buildings and to open
schools throughout the territory; it being understood,
however, that the Mandatory shall have the right to exercise
such control as may be necessary for the maintenance of public
order and good government, and to take all measures required
for such control."

The mandate was of particular value to international missionary

societies who were made up of member nationalities of the League

of Nations.^ The hite Fathers,with a large international membership

under a centralized authority, were particularly well placed to

benefit from it. The mandate served to legitimize the presence of

non-British missionaries and togive them security of residence
2

independently of the colonial administration of the day.

^'Germany joined the League in 1926 -facilitating the return of German
missionaries.

2.
'Although all German owne d property was alienated and sold under the
terms of Art.433 of the Treaty of Versailles,German missions were
conceded to mi3sionazy societies of aaLmilar denomination but staffed
by allied personnel. In the Southern Highlands, the Berlin and
Moravian missions were divided as follows: Songea District to the U.M.
C.A., Iringa to the Blantyre Mission (Church of Scotland) and Langeen-
burg to the Livingstonia Mission (Free Church of Scotland). See
Vright M. (1971) p. 145.
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A valuable safeguard of African rights, and a possible channel

of recourse in the event of grievances, was the accountability factor*
imposed on the Mandatory.

Art.22 (Covenant) "In every case of Mandate, the Mandatory
shall render to the Council an Annual

Report in reference to the territory committed to is charge".

However, the overall constitution of the mandate cannot be separated

from the political and economic forces that shaped it. Occupied

territories were in fact generally conceded to the power that had

conquered them. The mandate confirmed their status and helped

to discharge some of the uncertainty of tenure and title that had

surrounded alien property. It also cleared the way for a

restoration of merchant capital investment in plantations.

What emerges from the Mandate is that the political and economic

development of the African peoples of Tanganyika were incidental.

Its main aim was to reconcile conflicting interests of European
2

nations in the division of the spoils of war. It was as if a

boundary revision of the Berlin Conference had taken place. An

open door policy on capital investment and mineral exploitation

to member states corresponded to the entry facilities extended to

missionaries. These concessions to the international community

Under the article, emerging nationalist aspirations found a
sympathetic international platford at the post-war United
Nations in New York, who in turn co\jld exert pressures on
the Mandatory. The accountability factor combined with
the status of mandated territory made it a less secure
base for commercial investment and capitalist enterprise.

2 *

This view is also supported by Leubuscher C. in Tanganyika
Territory: A Study of Economic Policy Under Mandate. London
1944, p.21.
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of the League, since they extended to all Class 'B1 mandates] placed

the natural resources of all mandated territories at the disposal

of international capital. The consequences of an open door policy

was that the easily accessible raw materials were exploited by the

capitalist countries, a dualist economy was promoted, and the

territory became a market place for cheap imports from the member

states.

* *

German East Africa was classified as Class 'B•
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111 COLONIAL :OLICIKS OF LABOUR MIGRATION

IN U'.'ANDA.

JL. A Pattern established:

In a previous section we have described the capitalist

development of Tanganyika illustrating the expansion of the forces

of production and the growth of wage labour. The impact of merchant

capital on local economic structures led to the re-organisation of

economic life and the growth of a dualist economy - a too siiplistic

account of it would be to divide the economy between export orientated

production (sisal, cash crops and mining) and a subsistence agriculture

which supplied labour to the export crop sector.

Metropolitan requirements of raw materials, and the subsequent

investment of financial capital and administrative resources in

their development, dictated the pattern of internal development sad

its contribution to the world market economy. rith Rodney I would

partially agree that:

"the labour reserves of Tanganyika Territory have
to be explained as a consequence of the choice of
the plantation made as one of the principal means
of integrating^the colony into the capitalist
world market."

Since the term •plantation* may be restrictive I would rather

broaden the argument to include the subjugation of the internal

production processes and forces to the demands of metropolitan

capital. It is in the thwarting, distorting and frustrating of the

Rodney W. "Migrant Labour Reserves in the Tanganyika Colonial
Economy". S.O.A.S. London 1976 mimeo.
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local productive forces that underdevelopment is created.

In examining the colonial strategy of development, the pattern

at national level is clearly perceivable; expansion of export crops

and minerals and an increase in the labour force. Local strategies

are less clear, though a government circular of 1938* gives some

pointers:

"There are districts, at some distance from communications,
where high prices of transport make the production of
cash crops relatively unremunerative and it may be better
that parts at any rate of such districts should remain
as reservoirs from which a supply of labour may be drawn
for plantation agriculture and the mines."

2
hen Gulliver examines the migration patterns of Tanganyikan

workers he includes the Wanda in the category of being one of the

smaller tribes, but contributing a large proportion of their male

population to the territorial labour force. Although the overall

contribution to the national labour pool may have been small - and

consequently difficult to identify in national statistics - yet

the effects of migration are perhaps greater than on the larger

tribes - Fipa, Nyiha, because of the extremely high proportion of
3

migrant males and periods of absence.

•| *

quoted from Rodney ibid.
2.

Gulliver P.H. "Labour Migration in a Rural Economy" East Africa
Institute of Social Research, Kampala 1955, p.11.

3 *
In a random sample of 73 Uwanda males over the age of 35, 67
were found to have migrated for a period of one year or more
during their working lives to areas beyond the districts of
Hbeya-Mbozi. Sample survey carried out by the author,August,1975.
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It is my contention that labour migration from Uwanda was

a consequence of a colonial mode of production in which a host of

devices were used against the Wanda peoples to transform the area

into one of labour-exporting peasantry.

Early attempts to ' peasantize' Uwanda by the forced introduction

of cotton as a cash crop ended in failure - although a local variety

of cotton gew wild. Porterage and forced labour quotas levied

on the chief by the German District Administration were seldom filled

as it became an incentive for the people to settle at the mission,

and so escape these obligations. Harsh and oppressive taxation

forays, coupled with extremely unfavourable terms of exchange for lochl

livestock and food crops, forced the subsistence cultivators into the

money economy by selling his labour. In addition to the taxation

factor, aggressive recruiting methods, cheating and deception,

enticed others. Perhaps the major factor contributing to migration

was the monetization of the local economy, propelled by a convergence

of factors, notably the creation of monetary demands and an

inability to satisfy them from the subsistence agricultural sector,

thereby creating a state of dependence upon the sale of labour power,

the most negotiable commodity in possession of the Wanda. The

collapse of the local cloth 3eketa industry and the status attached to

imported textiles created a new demand for money with which to purchase

clothing. Baubles, bangles and beads were imported rather than locally

made. Imported hoes of more durable material replaced their local

counterparts. Money and market principles had replaced barter

as a means of exchange.
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£» Honetization of Bridewealth:

Social institutions and obligations were monetized, for example

the growing element of cash in bridewealth nsao. mahari replaced

locally produced materials (cotton and iron hoes). ith the

extensioh of taxation obligations to include your men, the pater¬

familias was reluctant to pay on his behalf if the young man could

earn the tax payment himself. Since he had no access to the family

wealth in kind, the only remunerative activity open to him was

wage labour. Gradually he also assumed the responsibility for

paying the cash element in his marriage dowry, which increased

considerably, or replaced goods in kind, particularly after 1936.

The monetization of the marriage dowry, by either cash or the

procurement of articles available only by cash purchase, v?hich were

formerly produced locally, led to the need of capital accumulation

and subsequent control of capital by a paterfamilias elite.^
'e may contrast the dowry of the early years of the century:

2
four goats (1904) or four goats and a hoe (1907) with two recorded

3
dowries from 1936; one 'traditional' and one modern. The 'traditional*

dowry contained the following item^ all of which were indigenous to

the area: the father of the bride received two cows, ten hoes, two
4

goat3, one axe, one cloth, one iron rod chuma-mali. five chickens

and eight arrows, while the mother received teh hoes, one iron rod,

one cow and three chickens. The modern version simplified the content

^ * It is within this context of concentration of family wealth in the
hands of a select group that one should view the motivation of
migration offered orally as 'to get away from the elders' or
cukimbia wazee. For further on the concentration of wealth see

Iieillassoux C. "Essai d*interpretation du phenomene economique
dans les societes traditionelles d'auto subsistence" in Cahier
d'Etudes Africaines. 4, I960, pp.38-67.

5* M.D.15. 8.1907J'
ikulwe Mission Records Status Liber 1936

The iron rod chuma mali was made from locally produced iron.
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of the dowry, reducing the number of articles that were locally

produced and concentrating the bulk of the wealth transfer into

cattle (four cows) and money (35/50 shillings)!
The marriage dowry until the end of World ar 1 consisted of

items that were available locally; cotton thread, home spun cloth,

locally made hoes, spears and arrows, items which were procurable

by one's own labour and had a ritual significance in the marriage
2

bond. As the dowry increased the poles of growth became cattle
3

and cash which included the equivalent payment of the other items.

Both cattle and cash were only realistically procurable by a sale of

labour. As it was the young men who were primarily concerned,

pressures were exerted upon them to migrate to the coast to earn

the greater part of their dowry, so as to reduce their indebtedness

to the patriarchal elite. A case history of one particular person

describes the procedure:

"In 1921 I set off to the coast - Tanga. I went
on foot, a journey of some two months. On arriving
at Muheza I worked on a plantation but I was too
weak to cut sisal. So after two weeks I was dismissed
and went off to Tanga where I got lighter work digging
trenches. My principal reason was to get some part of
the marriage dowry 'mali'. On the way home I bought
a cow in Usangu."

Bonifasi Yurgi.

(interview with Mzee Bonifasi Yurgi on 15.8»1975
at Kamsamba, Uwanda).

*

For a similar process of growth of dowry and disproportionate
increase of cash payments among the Fang of Upper Gabon see
Balandier Georges The Sociology of Black Africa. London 1970
pp.180-187.

2 * It is interesting to note the evolution in certain iron articles
from spear to axe to machete, uranga. indicating environmental
change and coastal influences (the machete was widely used for
cutting sisal).
A full list of the items included in the dowry (1934-1973) is
given in an Appendix.
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Vithin the villages the growth of dowry was indicative of

the awareness of cash value attributed to women's labour, so

the loss of a female worker required adequate compensation, which

was negotiated between the elders, although the onus fell on the

future husband. Much of the cash proceeds of migrant labour

were 'invested* in marriage bridewealth, tax remittances, or in

the purchase of imported consumer articles.^
At the social level, the trip to the coast became an

'initiation* into manhood; a test to prove his adulthood. He

returned from the coast with new clothes, a well dressed malidadi

more polished suitor to woo his intended. Material betterment

was the only form of status open to the young man in a society

which valued wealth, number of dependants and position of authority.

*

J.H.Graham in his study of Migrant Labour in Njofebe has similar
conclusions, see "Changing patterns of wage labour in Tanzania:
a history of the relations between African labour and European
Capitalism in Njombe District 1931-1961". (Unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Northwestern 1968).
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2.' Futility of subsistence agriculture:

Consumption of imported articles was another mark of the

'improved, much travelled man*. As the market for consumer durables

expanded, e.g.radios, bicycles, these articles assumed a new social

status which increased his need for money.

The change in consumer tastes, growing monetization of social

institutions together with taxation cannot in themselves be considered

as the only reasons for the inability of traditional agricultural

production to meet the economic and social innovations taking

place in the community. The traditional sector was also hampered

by the outflow of manpower, and while returning labourers were

fewer they were less able to re-adjust to conditions of local

production. Being older, these returning migrants often assumed

a new social role within the community which diminished their direct

involvement in agricultural production. The consequent drop in

output exacerbated the terms of trade between the money economy

and subsistence agriculture, and reinforced the reproductive

character of migration. As Szentes notes:

"Since the main emigration of male manpower still further
deteriorates the condition of the traditional
agriculture, this, in its turn, forces new masses of
labour to migrate. And since the wage levej. is
adjusted to the costs of living of 'single' migrant
labourers, it almost compels every new labour force
entering the market to migrate." 2

Self reproduction is thus a characteristic of the new

overall system.

Orde Brown G. The African Labourer. London 1933, p.30.
2

T.Szentes Introduction to the Economy of Tropical Africa.
Budapest, 1969. p.45.
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A• Geographical remoteness:

Uwanda was thrust into a modern economy, which process was

accelerated by the presence of the mission. But the means of

retaining its independence within the increasing monetary demands of

a market economy were lacking as its resources had already been

appropriated. The climate was favourable to certain species of

cotton but cultivation was prohibited by the colonial regime in

an attempt to create a quarantine belt between the Zarabian border

and south of Tabora-Dodama, to prevent exposure to the boll worms.^
The zoning had the effect of eliminating the only likely cash crop,

and Uwanda naturally fell into the residual category of a labour

pool in contrast to peasant cash crop and settler plantation producers.

Communications to the south western part of Tanganyika were poor

despite the opening made to the south via Lake Nyasa. Availability

of transportation was a principal factor in assessing the crop

potential of an area. Communications were established primarily

to serve the economic interests of metropolitan investment and

promotion. Remote non cash crop areas were then at a permanent

disadvantage insofar as they were 'peripheralized* and transport

costs became prohibitive. Peasant cash crop production in remote

areas became economically untenable: as with the example of forced

cotton production in 1909 when cotton fetched l-£ rupees per bundle

but cost 2 rupees to transport by porter to Langenburg (Tukuyu). The

precedent of labour migration established during the Germ,an period

was therefore reinforced under British mandate.

^ *

Ufipa District Book, Reference undated but probably refers to the
1930*s onwards.
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A road report by the Public oiice -apartment 1 outlining the

last twenty-five miles of road to Uwanda confirms the •backwardness*

of labour reserves:

Road: Mbeya - Mbozi - fikulwe village.

Piles: Road condition:

86 road leaves new alignment and turns
to right to old track

86-89 rough loose sand with ruts

89 deep steep-sided drift

89-91 rough sandy surface

91 village

91-92 ruts and loose surface

92 new road alignment rejoins track

92-96 torturous alignment crossed by many
floodwater gutters, indifferent sandy surface

96 village

96-99 uneven sandy surface with many flood-
water gutters crossing torturous alignment

99 turning to left at Mkulwe,straight on
to Ivuna

99-102 very rough stony surface

102-108 smooth firm sand surface,good strai^it
alignment,but with sharp guttered drifts

108 Mtavia River village,sandy drift with
steep soft banks (50 feet wide), took
2f hours to cross.

108-111 rough drifts with firm but guttered bottom

111-112 smooth earth track.

1 *

Mbeya District Book 1937
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The road was but one example of backwardness and remoteness

of Uwanda as it became absorbed into the colonial economy as a labour

reserve and served this function.^ Evidently it conformed to the

1938 circular requirements of a migrant labour zone.

"districts....at some distance from communication....
production of cash crops relatively unremunerative....
remain as reservoirs from which a supply of labour
may be drawn." 2

*

Althou^i places like Kigoma were linked by rail, terms offered
were unfavourable to local growers, as the overriding function
of a labour reserve predominated - then the railway acted as a
transport system for the manamba or sisal workers. See Rodney ¥.
1976. Also, Wayne J. (1973.)

2 *

c.f.supra. (Rodney W. 1976).
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The spread, of Swahili:

The widespread, use of Swahili in Uwanda, in the early decades

of the century, in sharp contrast to its near absence in neigh¬

bouring areata, is another indication of the high rate of labour

migration from the area.

The exposure to migratory labour is remarked upon by the

District Officer of Mbeya in 1929 when writing of the use of

languages in Kbeya Districts^

"Very little Kiswahili is spoken in this district (Kbeya)
and what little is spoken is extremely ungrammatical.
The best Kiswahili is spoken in Ubungu and Uwanda, the
reason being that these two tribes send a comparatively
large number of men to the coast to work."

Further weight is given to the linquistic argument by the change-over
2

to the use of Swahili by the local mission in Mkulwe in 1922.

The use of Swahili became widespread in instructions although

Cikulwe and Ciwanda continued also to be used, particularly as the

womenfolk, not having travelled, retained their local language.

Fluency in Swahili had little to do with the official language

policy of the German administration, although thqy did favour the

language, since areas that had greater exposure to German presence

3
and institutions still remained mainly illiterate in Swahili.

*'Language notes in Mbeya District Book, 31. 5.1929.
2.'Interview with Fr.V.Mechlen at Laela, August,1975. He was

then a young priest at Mkulwe in 1922.
3#*For example Unyiha and Unyakyusa.
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The linguistic accomplishments of the mission were formidable, and

besides their unique scientific value, they also represented a

particular trend towards the growing use of Swahili. In 1902 Pere

Letort had written a Cikulwe grammar of 163 pages, Bamberger wrote

a Cikulwe-French dictionary in about 1904, Chapdelaine in 1910

wrote another Cikulwe grammar, and significantly a Cikulwe-Kiswahili

dictionary containing about 1,000 words.*
The interest and expansion of Swahili in Uwanda, an area

with minimal Arab and Swahili contacts, remote from the coast and

away from major trade routes, can only be attributed to the very

high proportion of the make population who were involved in migrant
2

labour - a situation in which Swahili was the lingua franca.

The process that had begun in the early years of the century,

stimulated by German taxation ordinances, had effected a serious

factor of social change in Uwanda and created an openness to external
3

ideas and mentalities.

&• Taxation and migration:

As we have already stated elsewhere, labour migration to

*

All of these manuscripts were examined by the author in Mkulwe -

Galula missions during August,September 1975. These and other
valuable papers were collected and arranged by Fr.Mercier during
his stay at Mkulwe in 1975/1975.

2.
"Amongst the 120 tribes speaking in the most cases different
languages, although with Swahili as a lingua franca "
Guillebaud An Economic Survey of the Sisal Industry of Tanganyika.

~ T.S.G.A. Tanga 1958, p.64.
Fluency in Swahili was a factor which later facilitated the
insertion of local protests into the territorial-wide nationalist
movement.For further on Swahili as a longuage of decolonisation
see Khamisi A.M. "Swahili as a National Language" in Ruhumbika G.
(ed.) Towards U.iamaa Dar-es-Salaam 1974, pp.288-308.
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plantations and railways was stimulated by tax gathering campaigns,

and a direct relationship was discernible between them. Taxation

was not the only factor; monetization of the local economy was a

major consideration, tecurrent famine conditions prompted a

departure both to send home remittances and receive adequate posho

(rations), thus releasing meagre food supplies for those remaining.

Taxation was, however, the first major monetary imposition on the

anda population.

Under the mandatory administration a hut tax was revived

whilst the poll tax remained on adult males who did not own a hutj
The rate was 6 shillings per annum. In 1928 an additional hut tax

for polygamous households was introduced in Uwanda for the first
2

time, each additional wife paying two shillings. During the 1920*3

there was a considerable expansion of the number of taxpayers (see

table) and since the major source of money in Uwanda was wage labour,

we can assume that there was a corresponding expansion of the labour

force.

The tax was collected by the Native Authorities and a portion

of the proceeds(20-30/^) was allocated to the Native Treasuries

where it formed the basis of financing the Authorities local govern¬

ment commitments. The uses to which the funds were put are worth

examining. It can be deduced from the national statistics that

as taxpayers and consumers of imported goods the people paid for

the privilege of being governed - and in order to afford this

luxury they were obliged to sell their labour power to the capitalist

sector in whose interests the taxation system was biased.

1. Houses used for religious or educational purposes were exampt from
tax - communication from Administration Office Tukuyu 2. 2,1923.

2. Decided since 1923.
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The most readily available form of cash procurement for taxation

purposes was the sale of labour - as Wayne reports of Kigoma:

"by imposing taxes that could only be paid
in cash, and they provided wage labour as
initially the only way of earning the necessary
income to pay those taxes." 1

The effectiveness of taxation as a wage labour recruiter

can be deduced from the political demands of planters to impose

harsh taxation measures, and prevent African cash cropping. Hunger

and famine in Uwanda were also useful allies to the labour recruiters;

combined with the tax measures they were as efficient a method of

appropriating manpower as was slavery - though the impact of the

two on the local economy may have been similar. As 0rde Browne

remarks taxation "provides forced labour in a far less obvious way"
2

than slavery.

TAXPAYERS 'HO PAID TAX IN U WANDA.3 1923-1937.

Year 6/- 8/- 2/- (plural wives)

1923/24 544

1924/25 685

1925/26 827

M.ayne,"Colonialism and Underdevelopment in Kigoma Region,
Tanzania: A Social Structural View" in Canadian Review of
Sociology and Anthropology 1973 (mimeo draft only).

2*0rde Browne G. (1933) p.30
3

Extract from Kbeya District Book.
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Year 6/- Q/- 2/~ (plural wives)

1926/27 992

1927/28 1,069

1928/29 970 193

1929/30 939 226

1930/31 945 217

1931/32 973 237

1932/33 922 226

1933/34 1,066 230

19341 893 182

1935 1,214 383

1936 1,091 271

1937 1,075 224

* *

Due to a change in accounting procedure the 1934 figure represents
9 months only.
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TANGANYIKA - REV SUE PROM CUSTOMS DUTIES (C.D.) AND NATIVE

TAXES (N.T.).

1 Customs Native Hut C.D. as $ N.T.as %
Year Duties & Poll Tax of Total of Total

£000*3 £000's Revenue Revenue

1912 2 265 255 42.5 40.7

1923 337 426 32.2 40.8

1924 427 447 34.8 36.5

1925 501 675 32.2 43.5

1926 563 692 33.7 41.4

1927 632 718 34.6 39.2

1928 698 747 35.8 38.3

1929 740 757 37.6 38.4

1930 566 710 33.1 41.6

1931 411 545 28.8 37.6

3
1932 300 461 24.4 37.4

1933 405 590 26.7 39.3

1934 476 592 28.2 35.4

1935 613 632 32.4 33.4

1936 697 657 33.4 31,5

1937 751 663 34.7 30.7

1938 685 643 34.1 32.4

1* 1923/31 years from l/4 to 3l/3; from 1932 l/l to 3l/l2
2

Die Deutschen Schutzgebiete 1912/13.Startischer Teil p.p.401-408.

9 months only.

Sources: Tanganyika Treasurer's Report, Die Deutschen Schutzgebiete
and Leubuscher (1944) p.211.
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TANGANYIKA EXPENDITURE OP NATIVE TREASURES IN 1938.

Heading Sum £*s. Percentage

Tribal administration 135,361 70.1

Medical and sanitation 17,399 9.1

Education 12,692 6.5

Agriculture 10,077 5.2

Veterinary- 1,480 0.8

Roads and Bridges 8,200 4.3

Tsetse reclamation 1,063 0.6

Water supply- 2,868 1.5

Forestry 2,032 1.1

General 1,823 0.8

Sources: Annual Reports of Provincial Commissioners for 1939»
p.Ill
also Leubuscher, p.212.
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IV SOURCES OF AGE jAiPLOYMEHT FOR ANDA ' .ORKERS.

1. Coastal plantations:

Large number of men left Uwanda to seek work on the sisal

plantations, the most popular destination of migrant labour.

Apart from stating that prior to I960 approximately 907° of anda

men had been migrant labourers, there are few statistics available

to actually document the proportion of manpower absent at any one

time, or to determine the extent of transfer of manpower resources

from Uwanda to the plantations.

The plantations to which the ¥anda travelled, often in groups,

were situated mainly in the Tanga-Usambara area, and the Wanda

settled in clusters. Social ties with kin, co-operation xvith fellow

anda were maintained during the period of migration and newcomers

supplied the up-to-date news from home. Prom an analysis of 122

migrant destinations^ 1930-1950 the following pattern emerges:

Tanga District 33

Mlingano-Ngomeni 29

Korogwe 24

Knyuzi-Potwe 14

Mazinde 13

Handeni-Kwedibima 4

Moshi 3

^ *

Compiled from the 'Ugenini' (abroad) file of Mkulwe Mission.
Similar groupings are recorded in Njornbe by J.D.Graham (1970)
The Christian bias of the source is not a significant factor
in questioning its universal application, as migrants travelled
with peers, family or friends, ethnic being more important than
religious affiliation.
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Tabora 1

Same 1

Total: 122

The disruption of plantation production by the 1914-18 war

and the consequent drop in labour requirements was partially

offset by local sources of labour, namely salt panning at Iwimbi

and the Lupa goldfields,in the 1920's and 1930*3. Added to this

the price of sisal fell in the 1930*s^ and wages were halved. From

1942, however, sisal demands increased and the foundation of Silabu

(Sisal Labour Bureau) by the sisal employers in 1944 as the central

labour recruiting agency did lead to efforts being made to improve

wording conditions and restrict private recruiters. The rise of

sisal prices in the early 1950's contributed to re-establishing

the 1930 level of wages which, in turn, attracted labour away from

poorly paid local sources of employment now emerging in the Southern
2

Highlands such as tea estates in Mufindi and Tukuyu, and the

Tanganyika Wattle Company in Njombe. This provoked a conflict of

interests between the Southern Highland employers and Silabu, which

forced the Labour Commissioner to reveal the intentions of the

administration for the Southern Highlands within the political economy

of the territory. He feared that the more attractive working

^ *

ages halved from 26/- - 30/- to 13/- - 15/- per month.
2#*Bee infra: some seasonal employment on a daily basis was available

on settler farms in Mbozi and Tukuyu.
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conditions of Silabu might entice the local people away from the

more blatant exploitation of local employers. This, he warned,

"could upset the whole economy of the country,
and could not be encouraged nor justified." '

Hence, Silabu operated in the province with a reduced quota of

workers, but it was clear that (a) the workers of the Southern

Highlands were now being restricted access to better paid manual

labour jobs and (b) that the provinces role within the econongr was

now to supply labour at the cheapest possible rates.

Despite the restrictions imposed upon Silabu they maintained

a network of depots and camps over the country which were recruiting

centres and stop-over points. In Uwanda, there were two bases of

Silabu, at Mbao twelve mies due east of Kkulwe mission and at

2
Mkulwe itself, close to the mission. It is interesting to note

that a missionary assisted Silabu in constructing the Mkulwe camp;

this latter served mainly the Fipa who came down on foot from the

plateau and crossed the River Momba.

The volume of human traffic from Uwanda was still considerable

in view of the population. Although many Fipa workers enrolled with

Silabu at Mkulwe and Nyamwanga at Kbao, these recruiting centres in

central locations oxerted a considerable amount of pressure, particularly

in times of hunger or tax gathering. Since Silabu was primarily

concerned, with transporting people, the frequency of their trips to

Quoted from Graham James D. "A case study of migrant labour in
Tanzania" Africm Studies Review. 13» 1» (1970) p.23.

2.
For a brief period in the late 1940's a European woman recruited
labour for coastal estates and was based at Ivuna Salt. enela
accepted recruits for the South African mines, mainly from
the Southern Highlands (4»434 in 1953), but few anda were
recruited.
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Mkulwe is somewhat indicative of the flow of migrants. A letter

from Silabu to the District Commissioner advocates repairs to the

road so as to minimize damage to vehicles:

Tanganyika Sisal Grower Association
Labour Bureau,

17. 6.1948.

Ref: SH/405/43/31

To: District Commissioner.

"At present my lorries are doing about three trips
a week to Kkulwe and the mechanical damage suffered
over the section under reference is considerable,
especially to tyres "

Youxs faithfully,

A,W.Lampard
Area Manager.

c.c. The hite Fathers, Mkulwe,
General Manager, T.S.G.A.L.B.
Fazali Manji,Mbeya.

Conversely, if the road was so bad then Uwanda must have been

a lucrative source of manpower to warrant such a frequent service.*
To conclude, I should like to compare how labour migration

2
was perceived by C.K., a migrant labourer of Uwanda, with the view

of the Sisal Growers Association on the African worker:

A copy of the letter was sent to the mission presumably as an
interested party in the road - rather than directly connected
with Silabu activities - although it does associate the mission
along with the administration, Silabu and an Asian commercial

2 concern.* C.K., now a married man with a family, was bora in Kamsamba in
1935 and lives in the area.
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"I wrote down my name at^Eilabu in Mbao in 1954
then I was taken by bus to Mbeya with a number
of other local men. At Mbeya we were distributed
among the various plantations and I opted for the
plantation of Kwamdula near Korogwe. I was given
a blanket and four shillings with which to buy
rations for the journey. The second day of our
journey we stayed overnight at Iringa and then we
travelled the following day to Kilosa. On the
fourth day we entered Korogwe and we were driven
to our various estates. On arrival at the estate
we were allocated to a home where there were four
or five of us together, all from the same area.
Then we were given jobs, jobs for adults - cutting
sisal, and tasks for children - weeding, etc. The
task for cutting was 70 bundles of 50 leaves per
day, if you cannot complete your task then you lost
a full days work, if you were ill the day was not
counted. I described myself as Mnyamwanga instead
of Mwanda because I was afraid that I might be2sent
back to work on the Locust Control of itukwa,

I left home to get away from the old people, when
I got my freedom I enjoyed it so I continued to stay
at the coast. It was not until 1959 that the
elders followed me to the coast to fetch me back to
Uwanda. Then I returned home, I brought 100/- and
clothes with me, it was sufficient to become engaged
and also to distribute some among the elders and my
family. Later I was married and settled down at home.

Before going to the coast I thought that Europeans
were something out of this world but on the plantations
they cheated us, disallowing us days work which they
took for their own benefit. Because of malpractices
we went on strike."

In another interview an informant B.W. summed it up by saying:

"the days of manamba were real slavery, I could
never repeat the experience again." 5

Many of the earlier migrants travelled in lorries to the coast.
The International Red Locust Control operated around Lake Rukwa
and provided employment during the early 1950's. The work was
extremely tiring and often dangerous. See B.Gunn "Locusts
Ascending: How a Red Locust Outbreak was Crushed" in TNR Nos.58-59
1962 pp.163-171. Also "A History of Lake Rukwa and the Red Locust"
in THR No.42 1956, pp.1-18.
All the interviews were conducted through the medium of Swahili and
the translations are by the author.
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The African worker and a fortiori the anda was seen by

the sisal industry thus:*

Statement 1 "The Tanganyikan African is amongst the
most backward and primitive of the East
African peoples."

Statement 2 "The African as a worker is inherently indolent
It

Statement 3 "A great majority of African workers
prefer leisure to money earnings, and
that they are in that primitive condition
that an increase in money earnings .is
more likely to lead to a decrease in the
amount of work done."

Statement 4 " the output of African field labour is
very low.....not more than one fifth of an

average agricultural labourer in
England...."

These statements then are a reflection of what the plantation

industry thought of their labour force and of the contribution of

the ianda migrants to the colonial economy. It indicates the

oppressive economic philosophy to which the bulk of Wanda manhood

were exposed and brutalized at a crucial period of their lives.

j>. G^dfields:

The discovery, and subsequent exploitation, of gold at Lupa

in the neighbouring Chunya District, a 2-3 days journey on foot

from Uwanda, became another source of employment. Despite the

fact that it was within easy reach of Uwanda, terms and conditions

Taken from C.Guilleband's An Economic Survey of the Sisal
Industry of Tanganyika, published by the Tanganyika Sisal Growers
Association in 1958 and commissioned by the T.3.G.A., pp.64-65.
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of employment were so haphazard and disorganized that it did not

halt the stream of workers to the coast. During the depression

the mines provided a stabilizing influence when wages were lowered

on plantations after the considerable drop in the price of sisal in

1930. The stability of tax payment in Uwanda, even during the

years from 1929 to 1933,indicates that the crisis of commodity crops

did not seriously impair cash availability.

In 1925 about 5,000 workers were employed on the Lupa Gold-

fields and in the 1925 League of Nations report it is recorded:

Even in 1930 the same report says that despite the fall of produce

prices:

The labour force consisted of 1 anyakyusa, Walambya, andali,

v'akulemgero, "afipa, Wanyamwezi, Wangoni and Wawanda. Many Bemba

travelled from Northern Rhodesia.

"little difficulty was experienced so far in
securing the requisite supply since the goldfield
was situated in a thickly populated area remote
from competition." 1

"the South estern area was least affected and
the fall in wages negligible."2

3
In 1937 the following numbers of workers were employed:

Type of Mining Europeans Asians

Alluvial

Reef

610

107

109 13,885
26 2,270

109

813

5

13,385

3,083
114Others

717 135 16,264 318 17,082

^ *

League of Nations Report 1925, quoted from Southern Highlands
„ Provincial Book.

• Idem 1930
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The number of Wanda officially registered as such in 1938 numbered

only 69» and were divided as follows:^

Type of Mining Skilled or Unskilled

Capitao

Alluvial 3 44

Reef 1 21

4 65 » 69 or 0.4$ of
the total labour
force.

As the nines, like the salt pans, provided seasonal employment

the labour force was less stable than that of the plantations. But

for those workers who were close to their home areas, such as the

anda, social cohe;sion and family ties were maintained, and they

enjoyed greater independence from the employer.

Rates of wages prevailing in the goldfields in 1935 as

officially reported in the Provincial Book were as follows:

Skilled labourer 25/- per month - 200/- per mth.
Semi-skilled labourer 12/- per mth. - 30/- per mth.
Unskilled labourer 6/- per mth. - 10/- per mth.
Porter Rates -/31) /?0 per day plus -/20 posho

^ *

Southern Highlands Provincial Book 1937
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But Lupa had a notorious reputation for labour problems.

The Forking conditions were abominable, the Provincial Book

in its detached bureaucratic tone fails to conceal the fact:

"Living conditions in this area are rough and
primitive for employers and employees alike,
there is no doubt that the living conditions,,of
the latter are below the required standard."

Publicity to the working conditions on the Lupa was given by
2

a Reverend V.P.Young at the request of the government of Nyasaland.

is criticisms centred on the poor quality of the food, shortage of

water, and the absence of all health services. He commented on the

lack of moral or religious discipline among employers and employees

alike, and the absence of all welfare activities. His criticisms

were echoed by the Tanganyika Committee on labour supply a year later

which faulted the bad housing conditions, poor food and low

3
standard of discipline amongst employees and employers. The

Permanent Mandates Commission, who were sensitive to labour issues,

varied its criticisms of the laissez-faire attitude of the autnorities

to the creation of a labour problem. As the Chairman remarked:

"It should be observed that the present state of
affairs had not occurred suddenly and unexpectedly
as the effect of a rush on the mines. It had been
developing for five or six years, and the administration
had not shown any special energy in settling matters
connected with mining activities, as soon as they appeared
to be necessary." 4

*

.Southern Highlands Provincial Book quoting from the League of Nations
Report 1930. It goes on to describe the conditions: "Numbers of camps
are often crowded along the same watercourse and sanitary conditions
are accordingly bad. Pood is supplied by the employer... moreover he
has difficulty in obtaining the variety of food required to make up
a balanced diet."

2
'Report in Appendix (b) to Nyasaland Report on ^migrant Labour 1955.
*Re,.ort on .uestions relating to the Lupply and elfare of ' -five
Labour in the Tanganyika Territory D3M 1938 pp.30-31.

4. — - . - —
'League of Nations Permanent Mandates Commission 31st session 1937,
p.44.
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But the administration was ever willing to attribute the blame

to the African worker. After a long description of insanitary

conditions, food shortage and diseases it continues:

"As stated above, conditions on the goldfields were
not altogether responsible for the amount of sickness
as natives frequently arrived on the fields in a
debilitated condition after a long march from their
homes." 1

A token improvement was undertaken by the government sponsored

construction of transit labour camps at Chuny, Kugutas, Lupa market

and Mwambani. The btdildings consisted of a wood and iron roof,

brick kitchens and brick latrines. A similar camp was built a few

months later in 1937 at Mbeya, capable of accommodating 300 labourers.

The non-payment of wages was a recurrent complaint of African

workers. A response to their allegations by the Provincial

Commissioner in 1930 was both bureaucratic and evasive:

"these complaints have almost invariably been
found to be of easy adjustment." 2

With the establishment of a Labour Officer in the district some

six years later, complaints could more readily be dealt with. In 1937

there was an increase of 30in the number of convictions in the

Local Court for the non-payment of wages due to:

"the readiness of the natives to come forward
with their complaints".

The Labour Officer gave 19,000 interviews throughout the year.

1.
Southern Highlands Provincial Book 1935.

2 * Southern Highlands Provincial Book 1930.
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Conditions suggest a situation of extreme instability in

wnich workers were victimized and exploited.^ What Rodney

describes as an "unplanned dynamic of capitalism" was released in

Lupa in a frenzy of extractive activity. Europeans of diverse

origins plundered and pillaged the area without any controls.

Grievances by local Africans met with little redress until a Labour

Officer was established and the administration was pressurised into

acting by the Permanent Mandate Commission.

The reverberations of the Lupa goldfields were also felt in

Uwanda in the demand for food produce to feed the migrant labour

force. Pood was generally supplied by the Fipa cultivators who

transported surplus foodstuffs by donkey across the plateau and around

Lake Rukwa. Administrative efforts to control the trade, place

it in European hands, and then to purchase food in the middle of

a famine-prone area is an example of colonial bureaucratic

exploitation. The scheme was announced, as follows, in a letter

-co the Superior of Mkulwe mission:

Ref: No.9/l80/ll6 District Office,
Mbeya.
11. 6. 1945.

To: Pr. i/C
Mkulwe Mission.

Dear Pather,

The Government is advised that a certain quantity of food¬
stuffs is being moved from the Ufipa plateau into Chunya
District. It is necessary that such supply should be under

"

See J.Merle Davis Modern Industry and the African. London 1933,
for an analysis of the effects of mining on local workers and
on the mission in Northern Rhodesia (Zambia).
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control and the only method by which this can be done
ia to establish a buying post on the Hbeya side of Lake
Eukwa.

The only trader in t is connection will be Mrs.Goss who is
being permitted to buy raaiae, beans and eleusine at Mkulve
only.

In view of the food shortage in Uwanda I have agreed to the
above on the condition that sales take place only in the
square opposite your main entrance. Krs.Goss is aware that
no food surplus exists in Uvranda and that this market is
intended for Fipa produce only. I have instructed Chief
asonso accordingly though there can be no objection to the

sale of Uvan da food if stocks until the next harvest are

kept asjoe.

Since you are intimately connected with the Uwanda people,
this letter is to ask you if you will be so good as to use
your influence to prevent awanda from selling food which is

not surplus, and to inform me at once if this market causes
any difficulty in connection with the food supply of the awanda.

Yours sincerely,

D.O.

The obvious aim of this administrative measure was to control

the food supply into the Lupa goldfields by placing a monopoly

in European hands, thereby effectively elinxnating Fipa producers

from retailing it to their customers. But instead of purchasing

the food in Ufipa directly, the market was placed in the centre of

a famine area at the time of the harvest. The motive for choosing

Uwanda was not primarily to purchase its reserves for it was a site

of convenience; the aajor physical obstacles between Ufipa and uupa

had been crossed when one arrived at Uwanda, viz the Fipa mountain

range and the bridgeless . omba diver. The maximum of physical effort

skills and risks had already been invested in the delivery of the

goods when they reached Uwanda.
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A3 for mission involvement, the latter was an attempt to

enroll the goodwill of the missionary and his knowledge of local

conditions so as to prevent excesses in a marketing situation that

was uncontrollable. It is an example of the colonial bureaucracy

using the mission as an unpaid official to monitor the implementation

of its policies.

The major inference is the role allotted to Uwanda within the

context of a labour reserve. Colonial priorities were clear, food

must be procured for the labour force involved in the extractive

activity of a commodity of metropolitan significance. At the same

time a monopoly of European control was established, but only after

'frican expertise had been exploited to the full in negotiating the

difficult terrain to the strategically placed market. Although a

proviso was included in the letter discouraging the anda from

marketing their produce, this would have been impossible to effectively

implement and the pious qualifications of the letter would hardly

deter the sale of food to meet tax payments. The ensuing hunger

would then stimulate the labour market with another batch of

migrant labourers.
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5. Ivuna Salt Pans:

The salt iwimbi. chumvi was centrally situated and attracted

workers from all parts of Uwanda and neighbouring areas.

Harvesting salt is hi^ily labour intensive and seasonal, with

production depending on the availability of a large labour force

at certain peak periods of the dry season. The production process^
is based on a warm saline spring which feeds a large basin; as the

quantity of water decreases by solar evaporation the density of

salt increases. The work site is exposed to the strong 3un which

reflects off the crystallised salt. The work is tedious and

laborious, consisting in scraping out the salt from the pans,

breaking the crystallised salt on the surface of the water (to

ensure even evaporation) and carrying the salt 'slush' in containers

up a steep hill.

hen seized by the British administration in 1917, and placed

under the Political Administration of the occupying force, the salt
2

pans employed local people; many of whom were children. By 1918

raany local people, after the harvest, travelled to Iwimbi (Ivuna)

to accept wage employment to pay their taxes. The numbers were

sufficient to warrant special mission safaris to the work site. By

1920 there were at least three hundred Christians on the 3ite coming

from Hoanda, Unyamwanga, Ubungu and Songwe; this figure represents

at least a total workforce of 1,000. Resistance was shown to

* See Pagan and Tellen (1969).
2

Twenty Christian children employed by the salt works received
the sacraments in November,1917. M.D. 15.11.1917.
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employment on the salt pans once the cultivation season had begun*,
even though, as in 1921 for example, labour was requisitioned by

an official order. The labour recruiters accused the mission of

preventing the people from attending and finally took by force a

number of labourers, and retained them well into the cultivating
2

season.

When the salt pans passed from government to the private
3

ownership of Mr.Sargeant conditions of labour improved considerably.

In 1928 he was offering ten shillings per month for construction

work and six shillings per month for unskilled labour. These

wages were superior to mission rates and provided a local alternative

to mission employment. In this respect it liberated people from

exclusive dependence on the mission as the sole local wage employer.

It was common place for workers to accept payment in salt and later

barter the salt for food in Ufipa and Unyifca, which also reduced

the dependency of the population on mission sponsored famine relief.

These economic factors are significant in the whole process of the

collapse of mission political control over adherents, which was an

Important consequence of indirect rule and British administration.

**
Another example of government insensitivity to the question
of food production in Uwanda. K.D. 20.11.1921.

2*
M.D. 8.12.1921.

3#
The Salt pans remained in private hands subsequently changing
ownership from Sargeant to Eckhardt and Dolger. After the
Second orld War it was acquired by a Mr.Lloyd and Partners.
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The mission of Kkulwet

The importance of the mission as an employer diminished

considerably when its monopoly of the local labour market was broken

by a wave of migration to the railway, plantations and salt pans.

The form of dependency that had been established between the local

population and the mission for access to tax payment remittances,

and cloth, underwent a revision. On return from the coast the

migrant labourers overtly displayed their independence of the mission

by performing coastal dances, refusing to attend church services

and generally treating the mission personnel in an offhand manner.^
Migration,then,provided a certain liberation from mission control,

notwithstanding the fact that a sizable proportion of migrant labourers
2

became Christians at the coast. So when tie Wanda were prepared

to travel beyond the region, and labour demand was elastic, their

mission patronage became less valuable, with a consequent decrease

in influence.

The mission, however, did not cease being an important source

of local employment, but its labour force stabilized as its commitments

*

Conflicts between missionaries and returned migrant labourers are
numerous from 1912 to I960, dances and religious practice were the
principal points of friction, ihese recur in the pre-independent
nationalist period. The experience of seeing Europeans in
exploitative roles certainly increased their own awareness of an
oppressive colonial system. On the modernizing influence of
dances see J.Clyde Mitchell "The Kalela Dance" in Rhodes-Livingstone
Papers No.27, Manchester 1956.

2 * The explanation for this may be twofold; the anda on entering a
Muslim environment became aware of their own ethnic identity and
religion was a sign of modernity. Christianity was the accepted
faith of the Wanda (dini ya ilababu as a migrant describes it). The
second reason was that ecclesiastic bureaucratic procedures were
simpler at the coast where Irish missionaries required only a year's
instruction prior to baptism as against four from their French
counterparts in Uwanda. There are instances of unbaptized "anda
assuming the role of catechists in labour camps.
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decreased; building's had been completed, the rubber plantation

became worthless - its stock was pillaged in the war. Porters

for transport of supplies from liwazye Mission, Mwaya (Lake Nyasa)

or Tabora were occationally recruited in the 1930*s, but the use

of donkeys reduced considerably the number of porters. Althou^i

there are no exact figures given, one deduces an overall pattern

of shrinking temporal commitments, a declining labour fisrce and the

need to compete with current rates of wage labour. The wage rates

given at the salt pans provoked protests by the mission porters,

and they were given a corresponding increase.^ The rates paid by

the mission tended to be below the acceptable rate in government

or plantation sectors, although, the difference was often made up

by security of payment and various perquisites (e.g. cloth).

Some labourers brou^it the mission to court in Ufipa, and

since there were grounds of complaint against the mission's behaviour

Monsignor Birreaux, the Vicar Apostolic of Tanganyika found it

necessary to publish a memorandum on labour for his missionaries,

the points emphasized were as follows: (by inference the matters

that needed attention)

1 . Eveiy native labourer is regarded as working
a monthly agreement.

2. Every labourer is entitled to the whole of his
pay on the conclusion of each month.

5. If a task is set, the labourer must be provided
with the means of accomplishing it, left at
liberty to do so without interference from other
work.

1 *

M.D. 6. 5. 1923
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If the Administration supplies an individual
with labour on a definite written understanding
for a particular purpose, that labour must be so
employed and not otiierwise.

M.Birreaux. Vicar Apostolic.

Karema, 16th January, 1923.

The attitude of the mission to labour migrancy deserves

examination. The mission was opposed to labour migration

principally on moral grounds. Very few wives travelled with their

husbands as only bachelor accommodation was provided in camps, and

the wage catered for individual subsistence rather than family. Long

periods of absence affected marriage stability and fidelity,

hardships of all kinds, particularly lack of food, often afflicted

the wife and her children left behind! Despite care being taken

by the father or brother of the absent labourer, in a famine prone

area allegiance to ones' own siblings and offspring naturally

predominated. Other reasons of opposition to labour migration were

the mortality rate of workers which meant that Christian widows could

be inherited by kinsmen into a polygamous union, the unhealthy moral

*
Watson argues that among the Mambwe (a related people to the

anda) male migrancy has not resulted in a drop of food
production nor an increase in marital breakdown due to a
critical minimum number of males remaining at home and lack
of labour specialisation. Although his argument deserves
further empirical analysis there are factors in Uwanda which
differentiate it substantially from Umambwe, namely ecologp and
land tenure system. In an area of marginal rainfall, pure
subsistence, the requirement of male labour is indispensable for
adequate food requirements. The undesirable social effects of
prolonged male absences were obvious to me in the course of
my observations. See atson . Tribal Cohesion in a Koney
Economy. Manchester 1958, p.255 ff.
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climate said to exist in labour camps,* and the spirit of

independence displayed by returned migrants.

The official attitude of the mission towards labour migration

was basically pragmatic, although they disapproved of it, it was

there to stay s° it was a question of seeking the best deal possible

for the workers, 'the lesser of two evils'. The attitude was

exposed in a circular of Monsignor Birreaux to the missions which

stated?

"I learn that a European is engaging workers, for the
coast at Namanyere and the period of employment is six
months.

If thing should work out like this, the damage will
not be too serious, and in any case it is not within
our power to prevent it. While dissuading your
Christians from accepting work commitments for the
coast, if they insist on going, tell them that it is
in their interest to carry a Catholic identity card,
so that they can receive the sacraments anywhere."

The missionaries disapproval of migrant labour was based on

the evidence of human suffering and hardship and social disruption

*

See Gulliver reporting a. similar situation for the Ngoni, "the
deserted wives and children of long-term abesentees do often
(though not always) suffer poverty and severe difficulties;
and there has also been a fall in moral standards of marital
and sexual relations which does not stop at the deserted wives
but colours several Ngoni attitudes; this latter point should
not be over emphasized" Gulliver P.H. Labour Migration in a
tural Economy. Kampala 1956, p.42.

2' Dated Kate 28. 6. 1925.
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within the local community. Stability and harmony were as much

in their interests as in that of the community at large. In many

ca3es appeals for assistance in cases of destitution, tracing lost

relatives, news of bereavements were communicated to the mission

who contacted their counterparts at the coast.

The mission had a responsibility in the migrancy question

as they were the first local resident employers of wage labour.

Their employment system encouraged workers to respond to cash

incentives. The process of innovation that they represented,

European technology (e.g.gramophones),Imported articles (cloth

beads etc.)» education, religion and consumption tastes was only

possible by a greater access to wealth and knowledge. The only

path open to the Uawanda to fulfill some of the expectations

created in this newly emerging order was to seek wage employment

in the European sector. Although quickly disillusioned about

Europeans, yet the Wanda appreciated their products and their

technology. The mission began a process of socialization which

prepared the Fanda to respond to cash incentives and wage labour in

a vain effort to acquire some of the status and skills that the

mission had grandiosely displayed before them.

The mission showed a preference for individuals who were
"simple et serviable" and were keen to preserve the local
population from alternative European influences. It is
interesting to note that the labour recruiters for South
African mines preferred recruits who were "undemanding,
obedient and disciplined". See U.K. Unit on Apartheid
African Labour in the Mines of South Africa, No.20/73
(1973) p.4.
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A major criticism that could be levelled against the mission

is its acquiescence to, and occasional collaboration with, a system

which consistently removed human resources out of the anda economy.

Even if the more fundamental analysis of the promotion of under¬

development by the exploitation of labour was not made, its effects

in terms of poverty and deprivation were self-evident. The working

conditions on estates, and particularly on the Lupa goldfields

(within the territory of the neighbouring Galula mission) were often

abominable, and were passed over with silence. On the Lupa, little

or no efforts were made to bring pressure to bear on the administration

to Improve wording conditions or to become involved in the

alleviation of hardship or distress. It is not an exaggeration

to say that a report by a visiting missionary from Nyasaland was more

influential in changing labour legislation than the energies expended

by the resident hite Father Missionaries whose prime pre-occupation

was sacramental administration and religious discipline. At a

deeper level, there was an almost slavish submission to the colonial

government in order to foster good relations and to preserve areas

of mission interest such as schools, hospitals, mission expansion;

even if the interests of local Africans in natters of basic humanity

were being sacrificed in the process. Differences with the colonial

authorities were primarily on matters of institutional interests

such as disputes in Christian marriages, placing of outstations,

school subsidies and the like. Another possible reason for silence

is that tiie mission's own labour policy wa« not above reproach and

could hardly bear careful scrutiny. We are left with the unresolved

dialectic of a narrow ecclesiasticism or conspiratorial silence.
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V. WAG.i-j OF A -.AMDA ..OliKER.

JL. Hidden subsidy of minimum wages;

A Minimum age Board was set up in Tanganyika in the 1950'a,

but the minimum wage, at least pre 1954» was calculated not on

productivity but on the basis of a 'poverty datum line' to which

was added a 'human needs requirement'. The latter included the

essentials of life which consisted of a third of the poverty line

plus a 2 shillings contribution per month to poll tax.* This sum

was thus calculated sufficient to meet the living costs of an

unaccompanied worker.^
But the alleged 'minimum* wage was seldom paid, the kipande

4

system dominated the estate employment scene whereby the worker

contracted to perform thirty tasks for a specified wage. Since

the wages were set at a subsistence level for a single person this

meant that the family back home in Uw&nda were subsidizing the

estates, plantations and mines, the work obligation having been

transferred from the husband to his wife and children. The

real cost of this hidden subsidy to dependents was enormous in the

* *
See Hailey, An African Survey. Revised ed. London 1956 p.1455.

2.
The ! arundi workers, who were in demand as cutters, negotiated
a three years contract, but insisted on taking their families
and providing them with employment also.
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case of Uwanda where such a hl^i percentage of the male population

were labour migrants. It resulted in a high level of extraction

of surplus labour by employers, plantations, mines and missions.

The particular example of aiaiatua wages illustrates one aspect

of the form of incorporation of Uvanda into the colonial econo ;y.

A capitalist mode of production was imposed on to a pre-capitalist

mode and this articulation* (or meshing) produced a distinctively

new phenomenon, ftany aspects of the pro-colonial node remained

intact, extended family, mutual aid, land tenure and so on, but

they were subordinated to the needs of a capitalist economy and

positively assisted the capitalist sector by providing a labour

force at minimal cost, and a consumer .market. The subordination

of the pre-capitalist (or 'traditional') node often resulted in its

own decline but the degree of interlocking can only be determined

an empirical study of each community' s development, hat emerges

is that in Uwanda there was neither a capitalist nor a pre¬

capitalist mode of production but an articulation of the two, and

the various forma and modes of articulation are specific to a

certain period find particular circumstances,

£. mw rw&:

As part of Uwanda is in Ufipa District we shall examine the

* *0n articulation of modes of production see Hey.. .P. Colonialiorae.
neo—toloniuliame et transition au Capitalist. Paris 19*3, ch.3
also by the same author, Alliances lea Classes, Paris 1973.
Jacques Delpechin "A Contribution to the ;tudy of 're-Cs italist
Modes of Production: Uvira done ( astern Zaire) c.13 >-1937 in
African economic .listory oviev; Vol.11 No.l 1975, pp.1-6. Also
C .Leys An Jpuroaj, pf ro^cal .oienc? IX, 1, 1976.
pp.169-170.
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wage options open to the anda in one of their home districts -

as re corded in the Ufipa District Book:^

Year Unskilled Semi-skilled Skilled Porters.

1930 25-30 cents 42 cents

1931 20-30 cents 40-50 cents 50-1/50 cents 40 cents

1932 20-25 cents 30-40-75 cts. 40-50-75 cts. 35 cents

1933 20-25 cents 30 cents 40-75 cents 35 cents

1934 20-25 cents 30 cents 40-75 cents 35 cents

1935 20-25 cents 30 cents 40-75 cents 35 cents

1938 25 cents 30 cents 40-75 cents 40 cents

Rates quoted above are for wage labour per day
and include posho (rations), prices quoted in
cents. Mission and settlers paid 3/-* to 5/-
per month or one shilling per week including
posho.

In 1939,a year in which there was a wage increase, wages

are quoted as:^
Tukuyu (Tea plantation) 6/- per month without posho

Mbozi 3/- per month with posho

Lupa Ooldfields 10/- per month with posho

t Ufipa District Book.
2 *

Southern Hi^ilands Provincial Book.

for the 1935 rates see above. 93/" of anda workers were engaged
in unskilled labour on the Lupa ^hich proportion is probably
applicable to the other labour destinations also.
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Sisal plantation labour wages:

1928-29 26/- - 50/- per month

1930 13/- - 15/-*per month

1939 14/- - 17/- per month

1952 27/- - 39/- per month

1958 27/- 5plus 12/- bonus) - Sisal cutters

21/- (Plus 10/- bonus) - Factory

18/- (plus 5/- bonus) - Planting

18/- (plus 10/- bonus) - Stumping

**ith the drop in the price of sisal in 1930 wages were halved.

2*3ee (Juillebaud, 1958 p.77-78.
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Explanations offered for labour migrancy are often partial;

Graham in his study of Njombe records the historical development

of the process without analysing the effects of it on economic

and social life of the home areas, and remarks "peasant migrancy

had become a way of life in colonial Tanganyika", but without

actually explaining its self reinforcing, self perpetuating

character. Gulliver's account treats the phenomenon within the

constraints of an 'impact' study, backed by a coherent and detailed

body of empirical data. However, he fails to lay bare the political

roots and economic function of migrancy in the colonial political

economy. atson in his study of the i-lambwe shows how the home

society adapted to the phenomenon and apparently benefitted by it,

but his arguments approach the 'vent of surplus' model without

actually considering the effects of an increased workload transferred

to women and children. The stabilization of a mining labour force

on the copperbelt, and a consequent disproportionate number of men

absent for the most productive years of their life, must be seen

as a constraint on the non-mining sector of the economy - reflected

in the actual skewed economy.

e cannot dismiss entirely the very human motivation of cash

seeking to fulfill statutory and social obligations which was a

rational response to the overall social and economic change taking

place in Eastern Africa. Subsistence agriculture could not meet

the taxation and consumer demands as the regional economic network

had collapsed. Uwanda was in a process of integration into an

international marketing system in which a specific role had been
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allocated to it - and t .is function of a labour reservoir was

a major factor of its underdevelopment. Labour export is the

most sinister and demoralizing of all extractive activities and

has far-reaching effects in that it impoverishes the principal

agent and beneficiary of development - man. Given the fact that

the majority of labour recruits came from the most productive

sector of the population, economic retardation is the obvious

consequence for the area from which they come.

Labour migration encouraged the syndrome of dependency on

external agencies:* external sources of employment and external

institutions to solve local problems such as famine or backwardness.

Kigrancy favoured an attitude of passivity in tackling local problems

and an expectation of help from the two externally based institutions

operating within the area, Church and State. This form of

dependency is a characteristic of proletarianization as Nyerere

has remarked:

"They will become a rural proletariat depending
on the decisions of other men for their existence,
and subject in consequence to all the subservience,
social and economic in equality, and insecurity,
which such a position involves."

The same was true of the South African mining migrant workers:
"Many of the countries exporting labour to South Africa have

come to depend increasingly on this option to provide
employment to an expanding population". J.Kombo Moyana
"The Political Sconomy of the Migrant Labour System"in Africa
Development. Vol.1, No.l, 1976.
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Structurally and functionally the external linkage between

Uwanda and the plantation estates of the coast, seen in the light

of the political rationale of the labour migrancy system, is analogous

to one between a periphery and a centre, Uwanda ha3 been used as a

cheap labour pool feeding the labour requirements of an export

enclave. The export enclave within the colonial economy in turn

became a sub-centre to the metropolitan centres of Europe.* Uwanda

fitted in neatly into the colonial scheme as a net exporter of labour

to service metropolitan-orientated capital investment: transferring

the growth potential from a peripheral economy to metropolitan

centres and sub-centres. In this respect it became integrated

into a unified system. The exploitative relationships of the world

systems are perceivable in the hierarchical relationships at

national level in the extraction and transfer of productive forces

and surplus from the periphery to the centre. As Prank has stated

of Latin America:

"Furthermore, the provincial capitals, which thus
are themselves satellites of the national metropolis -
and through the latter of the world metropolis - are
in turn provincial centres around which their own
local satellites orbit. Thus a whole chain of
constellations of metropolis and satellites relate all
parts of the whole system from its metropolitan centre
in Europe or the United States to the farthest outpost
in the Latin American countryside," 2

* *

For more detailed analyses of the mechanisms of underdevelopment
in a centre-periphery situation see S.Amin Accumulation on a orld
Scale. Vols. 1 and 11. A.G.Frank "The Development of Under¬
development", Loathly Review. Vol.13, Ifo.4 September, 1966.

2
Frank A.G. Latin America: Underdevelopment or Revolution. New York
Eonthly Review Press 1969. See also Furtado C. Obstacles of
Development in Latin America. New York 1970, and Stavenhagen R.
Agrarian Problems and Peasant Movements in Latin uaerica.New York
1970.
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MISSION AMD LOCAL POLITICS UNDER Iii.,1 iiiCT ADMINISTRATION.

A major contribution of British rule was the clarification of

the role of chief within the new political order. Under the

German administration the chiefs of Uwanaa were asked to perform

specific tasks such as labour requisitions, and latterly tax

collections, but their status within the colonial machinery was vague

and indecisive. The mission had appropriated certain administrative

functions of the judiciary which, together with the use of racial

superiority, were used to oppress the somewhat ineffective local

chief, Tcakimba. The mission's strategy was to gain political

immunity from colonial authorities and to dominate the local political

leadership by relying on familiarity with colonial officials, and

geographical remoteness, to obtain a minimal amount of interference

and a maximum amount of political and ecclesiastical power. The

German administration was alerted to this danger and reacted by

establishing a .iumbe and by integrating the mission leader into the

colonial bureaucracy (e.g.District Council) thus subjecting the

temporal initiatives to administrative scrutiny.

1. TKh rOLITICo OF uilnF Y o^OTIUK.

Under mandate all missionaries of member states of the League

of Nations were permitted to undertake missionary work. Although

the French missionaries at Mkulve went to great lengths to show their

disapproval of the Germans, nevertheless they remained non-British.
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The mission had a history of active collaboration with the German

troops so the administration were understandably wary of itj The

colonial authorities were possessive of their own powers which were

vested partly in the Indirect Administration; an arrangement that

gave it considerable political prestige and restored some of the

traditional power to the chief. In such a context it was inevitable

that uncertainty should surround the extent to which the mission could

now impose its aithority upon local leadership.

The importantattributed to local political leadership was

indicated by the role played by the mission in the selection of

a new chief in 1924. Tcakimba, who was much maligned by the

missionaries, before his death called a missionary to his bedside

and asked for baptism. He was baptised Joseph.

The following night at nine o'clock a group of elders came to

the mission stating that the chief had died at mid-day, and that
2

the chief's son Kafola wa3 declaring himself chief. The Superior

said that nobody could declare himself chief without following the

traditional method of election, which would then have to be approved

of by the administration. With that, the elders decided to choose

Nyagazi in preference to Kafola. However, Kafola was not without
3

supporters and he held the strategic chiefly emblems ntemeras at

•j
cf. The Nyasaland connection of political officers, in note supra.

2.
M.D. 17. 4. 1924 Kafola was as anti-mission as his father, he
was the chief's .iumbe and had a reputation for aggressive tax
collecting.

3
The Royal Spear, Stool and Drum.
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Namsinde. Nyagazi and his followers attacked the village of Namsinde

and in a scuffle seized the royal spear. Nyagazi was then installed

as chief in the royal enclosure.

But Kafola was not yet defeated. He set out for the Administrative

Headquarters at Igale with the royal stool and drum, wearing his

father's ankle bangles and accompanied by the three wives of the

defunct chief. This information was dispatched to the mission

by a catechist of Ilengo (a village near Ivuna). The mission then

took the initiative and sent a special runner to Igale with letters

for the D.P.O. and an administrator (Mr.Robertson) who was a

personal friend of Fr.Thomas (a Mkulwe missionary). In the words

of the Superior, if Kafola was chosen "it would be a great misfortune

for the mission".^ The mission then counselled Nyagazi to proceed

immediately to Igale where he was approved by the colonial administ¬

ration and returned in triumphant procession to Mkulwe. Some days
2

later Mr ..Robertson arrived and officially enthroned Nyagazi as

Chief Zyembere, handing over the Royal ensigns and chiefly property.

The wives of the deceased however remained with Kafola. Zyembere

then approached the mission to mediate with the district official

to have the other contender, Kafola, expelled from the country.

Although the matter was discussed with Robertson, it was decided to

postpone this measure until he became a disruptive influence.

1*
M.D. 21. 4.1924.

2 *

Nyagazi had been formerly a sub-chief at Mlungwe, a portion of
Kuulwe country on the northern bank of the Momba (Ufipa District).
In this post Nyagazi was replaced by Kzyuka and installed by the
D.O. Kinsella of Kasanga (M.D. 12.10.1924). Administrative
functions (tax etc.) on the northern bank were performed by Mwene
Chiwanga of Uwanda until assumed by Mwene Nti of Lyangalile in 1927.
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hen the mission celebrated the silver jubilee of its

foundation in October 1924 it could rejoice in the knowledge that

it had finally influenced the local political structures to the

point of successfully endorsing the candidature and lobbying for

a sympathetic chief. The long bitter battle with the former

incumbent Tcakimba ended by his deathbed conversion. Perhaps it

was only in such extreme circumstances that a religious commitment

could be separated from political subordination.

The mission's support for Zyembere as the more favourable

candidate went to the lengths of representation at botii the official

and personal level to prevent Kafola's accession to power.* The

reason for this action was hardly to support the traditional

democratic system of chiefly selection, however plausible it may

appear, but rather to secure the political interests of the mission
2

itself. If seen in this light, their mediation represents a

manipulation of local conflicting aspirants to leadership by external

interference and using their influence (race, religion,mediation)

with the colondal authorities to achieve the desired result. In order

to reinforce mission control over the newly elected chief, the

headman of the mission, Paolo Kufakulala, was appointed .iumbe by the

Kafola settled in the village of Terefya. As late as 1934 he
attempted to return to Mkulwe but was prevented from doing so
by Zyembere. In 1936, before a tribunal of chiefs, Mkoma and
Kasonso, Zyembere had Kafola expelled from the country to Uwanda.
M.D. 30. 6.1936.

2
Lette • from Fr.Chapdelaine to the D.O. Tukuyu ran as follows:
"Will you kindly refuse to accept Kafola as Sultan of Mkulwe,
this man was the evil genesis of the deceased Sultan. On his
account the mission never had peace with the Sultan." Quoted
from a copy of the original in Mkulwe Mission Piles.
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chief. hen in 1930 Zyembere wished to appoint his son Lusambo

as iurabe. instead of Paolo, the missionaries intervened and prevented

the chief from doing 30 by threats of denunciation to the colonial

administration. Despite having been supported by the mission in

the accession to the royal throne Zyembere came to terms with the

existence of a mission without the conflicts of his predecessor,

yet he died without becoming a Christian^ in June 1937. His
2

successor to the chiefdom of hkulwe was Kamili - a practicing

Christian - who inherited Zyembere's wives. The mission compromised

in an untypical diplomatic fashion by accepting his promise to care

3
only for the wives without cohabitation. As an indication of his

Christian affiliation he asked the Christians to dispense with the

4
traditional tribal greeting and replace it by Tumsifu Yeau Christu

(Praised be Jesus Christ). Because of his refusal to take the wives,

the people accused him to the boma (administrative headquarters) of

not fulfilling his chiefly duties, and withheld their labour from him.

He refused to accept them as his co-habiting wives on the basis of

his religion. The administration refused to depose him because the
5

people had chosen him democratically. eventually his decision to

^ *
One obstacle was his entourage of nine wives.

2.
The present incumbent.

3
Ironically, the Christians provided the most powerful lobby
to convince the newly elected chief to inherit the wives of the
deceased, vihy the Christians should be so insistent is not
apparently obvious.

4#
M.D. 6. 7.1937.

5 #

Fearing also repercussions from the mission.
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remain a monogamous Christian was accepted by the majority of his

followers^ and he was supported in this by his fellow chief, Kasonso

of Uwanda.

The principled stand of Kamili led to a decline of conflict

between the chiefdom of Kkulwe and the mission. There are few

further instances of open conflict at the level of institutional

leadership, due to the Christian sympathies of the chief. But the

temporal ambitions of the mission had also modified considerably

by this time.

The mission's relations with the other chiefdoms of Uwanda

were mixed. Issues of conflict such as land,alienation, inter¬

ference in traditional spheres of influence and political domination

were less salient to chiefdoms at a safe distance from the mission.

Mwene Ciwanga in the Northern Uwanda chiefdom (Ufipa district)

resisted the Christian penetration of his area and the confusion it

promoted in relation to traditional ritual practices. The Ivuna

chiefdom of Mwene Kapala remained independent of the mission, and

while the chief was baptised Leo before his death (1936) his
2

successor Mwene Mgalula did not become a Christian. As in

Ciwanga's chiefdom, there was a notable core of resistance to

mission penetration with protests over a school,and a certain

^ * Jumbe Mweneinba remaining an exception.
2 *

It is significant too that the mission did not take sides in
the protracted struggle for ascendancy between the two
candidates Mgalula and Mkumbukwa, the same may not be said for
Mkoma who appeared to faivour the latter. M.D. 8. 3.1937.
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playing off of Catholics against Protestants. It is significant

that it is in this chiefdom that the only local group of Moravian

Christians are to be found. It is,too, the only chiefdom in Uwanda

that has not eventually become Christianized. Mwene Kasonso had

a record of cordiality towards the mission which was maintained

during the duration of his long reign of nearly sixty years (he

died in 1953). In many respects his chiefdom of Uwanda has been

the most pro-mission in sentiment despite the predominance of

hative Authority educational and welfare agencies in the area.

The old chief had an ability to separate his official office from

human relations with the mission. The relations with Mkoma^ were

diplomatic, the mission currying his favour to gain access to his

Moravian held territory of Unyamwanga. 'Sifts' were given

regularly to him; European gadgetry and even cattle. The chiefs

who benefitted most were those whose territory was furthest from

the mission complex of Mkulwe.

^"
A Wyaiwanga woman sub chief of Mkoma, wene Tontela
residing at Kilulumo was baptised also in 1939.
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11. THE STRATEGY OF ETHICAL CONTROL.

The British administration were less willing to concede political

privileges to the mission, and were wary of mission interference

in Native Authority affairs. An example of the administration's

attitude is shown in the rejection of an exemption note from forced

labour issued by the Superior of Mkulwe to one of the catechistsj
Any attempts of the mission to interfere with Native Authority

ordinances were speedily checked. The local chiefdoms had a

legalised colonial structure supporting them which had direct access

to European expertise. As mission political power had declined the

tenuous claims to legitimacy were now tested, and could be revealed

as superficial and lacking in validity. The political infra-

structural support of the mission, so characteristic of the German

era, had evaporated, and with it went a concept of Christian rule

in the area. ithout secular support and administrative concessions,

temporal power over converts could no longer be wielded and

coercive methods shifted from the arena of civil rule to one of

religious discipline.

As the Native Authority Appeal Court Class "B" had been

established at Kamsamba and Chief Kasonso in his capacity as sub-

The note stated: "Mwalimu Simon .... is a catechist of the
Catholic Church, he cannot be taken for other work" signed and
stamped by Kkulwe Mission. The District Officer reacted
"I shall be grateful if this and any similar notes issued by
your mission may now be withdrawn". Ref.No. 18/3/201.
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chief to Mkoma^ tried the minor cases, marriage being a central

i sue of contention. The mission treated marriage as a religious

institution, monogamous and indissoluble in character for Christians

and catechumens alike, and thus resented any intrusion into what

they considered as their proper sphere of competence. The judgement

of the Native Authority Court was not guided by these norms and it

worked within the framework of traditional and customary jurisprudence.

Therefore, decisions affecting Christians and catechumens did not

necessarily reflect Christian norms, this led to appeals and a

copious flow of correspondence between the mission and the District

Office protesting at various decisions arrived at in the Native
2

Authority Court.

1. Clericalization of marriage counselling;

The mission reacted to this phenomenon by clericalizing

marriage dispute settlement and making it a major pre-occupation

in its pastoral care. It felt that the Christian institution of

marriage was under attack from secular power. The British and anda

approaches to marital breakdown were somewhat more 'liberal* than

the rigid mission stance. But the defense of ihe Christian

institution of marriage, which was considered to be under attack from

^ *
Government circular No.49 dated 6. 1.1936 and Provincial
Commissioner Authority dated 11. 8.1938. The Appeal Court "B"
warrant dated 16. 7.1929 - from Provincial Book of Southern
Highlands.

2.
A large file of such claims, counter-claims and appeals exists
at ilkulwe mission.
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both a 'pagan' environment and a 'protestant liberalism*, almost

reached the point of neurosis. I Marital dispute settlement became

a major component of the missionary task, disputes were referred

by catechist to the mission, shauris of marriage probably absorbed

more time and energy than any other aspect of mission work - and was

certainly the least productive. The monopolization of Christian

marriage reconciliation by European missionaries with a minimal

local participation was symptomatic of a siege mentality that often

characterized mission activities. It also represoited a derealization

of lay functions.

•2.* Claims far a Christian ritual autonomy:

defence of the Christian's rights to Christian rituals

exclusively became another issue of contention as soon as

Christianity spread. The mission maintained that by baptism

the subject belonged to a new category, in a Pauline sense, was

dispensed from the Old Law and became a subject of the New Law.

As such then, they were prohibited from participating in traditional

practices which were objectionable to the Christian ethic. e then

see the phenomenon emerge of clashes with associations or chaaas

within anda society and a gradual shift away from a direct chief-

mission conflict. The Chief in fact was often called to mediate in

the dispute between the ehama and the mission, and often took sides

with the mission. An example which is both -typical and comprehensive

in its display of negotiative mechanisms is the clash with the

malombwe (midwives) at Kipeta.^

M.D. 7. 6.1953. The Malomb e are a powerful institution in
Wanda society.
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At Hoyso, a village in Northern Uwanda, a woman was baptised

by Mwalimu Aloisi Sindano and then died. The catechist mwalimu sot

about making arrangements for a Christian burial but was hindered

from doing so by the iaalombwe who wished to perform the ukala

(traditional ritual ceremony). He then exposed publicly the nature

of the ukala which revealed the 'secret* of the malombwe. They then

denounced the catechist to the headman mlasi Mwachaseme who seeing

its implications, referred it to Chief Ciwanga of Kipeta. The

Superior of the mission was then called to Kipeta to attend

the shauri. The Chief negotiated with the midwives and then

pronounced against the mwalimu "You bring disorder into my country,

nobody has done this before". At this the Superior of the mission

intervened, saying that he would denounce Ciwanga to Gumbawanga

(Ufipa District Headquarters) because the "baptism of the Europeans

and of King George has been offended."^ The chief then wished to

gather together all the midwive3 of the whole country to have their

opinions. The Superior objected saying that he was not going to

have thecatechist judged by "a crowd of women", and insisted on

bringing the case to the District Headquarters. Finally, the chief

conceded the point. He called the midwives together, proscribed

the ukala for Christians or catechumens and fined the midwives five

shillings each!

A claim for Christian autonomy from traditional rites was thus

successfully lodged - a more moderate demand than its total abolition

which had been characteristic of the post maji-raaji era. significantly

1 * Ibid
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the concession was obtained by appealing to race, sexism and

colonial government. bven if the claims were unfounded and could

not have been upheld, the fact that a colonial mechanism was used

successfully indicates a degree of political leverage. But the

mission also played on the vreak standing that Ciwanga^ had with

the colonial authorities, for he did not have a court but depended

on the Twa Chief at Sakalilo.

The dispute is typical of the many that occurred involving

mission efforts to suppress traditional rituals for Christians or

catechumens. And as the Christian population expanded more people

entered the 'exempt* category, which led to an evasion of

traditional pr ictices and the uprooting of Christians from the

traditional religious ideology.

Three years later Ciwanga was 'dismissed' by the administration
and his country was fully integrated into the sub-chiefdom
of Lyangalile for administrative purposes.
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.2. Conflicts with Dance -Societies (Vyaaa);
The vyaaa (association^) were of great political as well as

religious significance because they formed powerful lobbies and

sources of influence to offset the increasing centralising

bureaucracy of the ohiefdom under British colonialism, Women were

particularly active in the wama and their subsequent decline had

a detrimental effect on their participatory role in political lifej
As the institutional political leadership of the chiefs was integrated

2
into the colonial administration and became les3 defensive of

traditional ideology and ritual, the vyama stood for a form of

ideological nationhood that was fast declining. These groups were

resistant to externally inspired innovation and endeavoured to

maintain their traditional functions. The role they played in
3

anda society deserves further analysis.

The performance of the ukala ceremonial dance was also

connected with the initiation ritual that took place for girls.

Part of the ritual consisted in teaching basic sexual behaviour.

Two figurines of clay were made to explain male and female anatomy

and the 'art of loving'. Other figurines represented a lion, a

snake and a crocodile, (the .major living environmental hazards of

Uwanda) who would kill anyone who revealed the secrets transmitted

^'The decline of the women's vyama can be linked to the expansion of
mission influence. See von Allen J. "Sitting on a Man: Colonialism
and the last political institutions of Igbo omen" Canadian Journal
of African Studies. 6, 2, (1972) pp.165-181.

2
Even in 1974 traditional beliefs and practices were strongest in
the non-Christian chiefdom. (personal observation.

3#'Dances as a manifestation of ptre-independence nationalism is
considered in a following chapter.
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during the educational sessions. No physical deformation took

place. The ukala was performed during the ceremonies and was

repeated at the first menstruation of the girl and finally at

death. The malombwe were active in this educational process^
and provided the girls with a definite code of education for living.

Another society in Uwanda was that of the Itemba Society. It
2

was said to have originated in Ubungu and centred around an

itemba dance. The itemba are two cylindrical sticks shaped like

pipes from the wood of the wangani tree, which slot into each other.

The larger of the two represented the male sex and the smaller

the female. One end of the hollow stick was placed into the ground,

or into a cooking pot and made dull rumbling sounds when blown

into. Outsiders were informed that it was the itemba lion who

was calling out.

Members of the chama danced inside a hut and curses were

often uttered against the parents of twins. The secret of the

itemba was revealed only to members, who were initiated into its

workings by payment of a fixed sum. The new member or kambenga

3
was introduced by one of the elders and bound to secrecy. omen

were only admitted if they were the mother of twins. Members of the

chama should have the iteaba dance at their funerals, otherwise

**The aalombwe also buried a woman who died in childbirth. Her
husband cuts open the stomach and takes out the child. A hole
is cut in the wall of the hut and the dead body is thrown out
through it while curses are uttered. The hut is then burned down
and the site is covered with mud. (Personal communication).

2 .'Chief Chipangie claims it to have been introduced into Unyamwanga
from Muslin territory. See T,N,R. 74» No.75.

3#'Breaking of the secret was punishable by death.
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it is said that they would not be well received by the spirits.^
There have been repeated conflicts over the years, and almost

to the present, between the mission and these secret societies. They

have continued to exist, though go to great lengths to show that

there is nothing harmful in their rituals. In Uwanda of the 1970*3

the vvaiaa still remains the depositories of old traditions and

customs.

But it was the modern dancing that caused the greatest friction

with the mission. The people involved were mainly young men who

had been to the coast as migrant labourers, there they were exposed

to coastal modernising influences. On their return their attitudes

towards the mission were aggressive and fringed on the revolutionary.

One particular incident that deserves attention is when a

missionary Fr.Bettentrop went out to seize the drum when the young

people were dancing - a repetition of an incident in 1903. But here

the response was different, a group of youths attacked the mission

with sticks: as the diarist describes it:

"Immediately all came to a man to the mission
with sticks, "c'etait le turaulte indescriptible"(3ic)
they came for their drum and to beat the father." t

An African priest on the staff - Fr.Danieli - intervened and

established some form of control over the mass of people. They

seized a mission drum - symbolically the drum used to call the

people to work - and then retired to the football field where they

continued dancing* The next day the missionaries called the headman

and told him t at they could not tolerate 'bad dances' on mission

^'Sources in I-l.D. 11. 8.1939, informants and personal observation.

2,H.D. 25. 5.1943.
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property. There was an exchange of drums and the people attended

the church service, but immediately afterwards began dancing once

more - this time outside of mission property.

Dance Societies continued to be a source of resistance to

mission influence. They were singled out by the Prefect Apostolic

in his Annual Report to the generalate of the white Fathers in

Algiers. He attacked the group known as ndundu or the old beni

dance society;^ which was very strong in the neighbouring Zimba

area, and also within Uwanda itself. Consignor Birreaux commented

on it as follows:

"If it is not a product of savagery or a diabolical
invention, then whoever has confused our Christian by
instilling a sense of caste, dancing and the distribution
of rank and ensigns to the petit proletaire, is certainly
a shrewd judge of the native mentality. It was in our^
Zimba mission that the excitement was at its height."

The ndundu was prohibited because of its Islamic associations
3

with the coast, but perhaps more 30 because of its assertions

of modernity. It was an expression of familiarity with the new

economic order emerging, gained by schooling, labour migration or

minor employment posts. Beni in the rural areas was "a self

supporting society of young men, who were asserting through their

^'For a complete investigation of Beni in Tanganyikan Society see
Ranger,T.O. Dance and dociety in Pastern Africa. London 1975.

'Rapports Annuel, 1935, pp.96-97.
3#'Its origins were coastal but its imitated colonial institutions

of a hierarchical character e.g. army or navy, thrived on
competition between rival societies and embarked upon lavish
dancing festivals. It was banned because of its Islamic connections
in Bukoba see Annual Report Bukoba 1920-21. quoted by Ranger (1975)
p.107.
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dance their claim to influence in a society, dominated by their
"1

conservative elders. It reconstituted a new societal hierarchy

within its ranks consisting of those who claimed status, not because

of wealth or authority, but due to their familiarity ,1th European
2

values and consumption patterns. Thus they were equally a threat

to the conservative hierarchical tribal establishment as well as to

the mission. Significantly it was in fact the paramount chief
3

Kfumu Mkoma who prohibited the dancing of the beni in Uwanda, which

showed that chiefs and mission could act in unison to preserve

their ascendancy.

A mission account of the beni taken from the archives of the

4
Vicariate of Tanganyika and speaking of the beni in Ufipa describes

their military manoeuvres, dance n^oraa competition, but also emphasizes
5

the mutual aid character of the society.

Beni has been better documented than the less formal dancing

groups that emerged spontaneously in Uwanda in the 1920-1960 period.

Its members were young people, particularly young man, who sought

dramatic dances to express their resistance to Indirect Rule and

mission influence. It was one of their dancing groups that even

attacked the mission and carried off a prize drum in symbolic victory.

1*
Ranger, T.O. (1975) p.108

2.
The demobilized German soldiers were key figures in the diffusion
of the beni. which reconstituted Germanophile ranks and titles
within its games and came under suspicion by the British
administration. It is not strange then to find it in Uwanda
because of Mkulwe's military connections and its migrant workers.

3 *

M.D. 3. 2. 1929. Chiefs in the Ruaha and Nyonga did likewise.
See danger pp.109-110.

4.
See Anon."The Beni Society of Tanganyika Territory"in Primitive
Pan Vol.XI, Nos.1-2, January-April,1958.

5 * It is perhaps to this aspect that the missionary remarks of
bolshevism and •proletaires* were addr-ssed.
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Perhaps the most overt show of resistance to mission power in

the history of Uwanda.

Mission resistance to beni was not confined to Uwanda. Bishop

Lucas of Masasi referred to it as being "dangerously like Bolshevistic

organizations". At hite Fathers missions in Ufipa and Uwanda,

Christians were forbidden from participating in it J But a common

thread of opposition to the beni and to the dansi or European dances

that followed were that the initiative of modernizing change was

passed from the hands of the mission to that of the progressive

young men. The beni wa3 considered as "progressive", imitating the

habits of the white man, using his terms, dress and titles. Opposition

to the beni was considered as a European strategy to maintain the

people in backwardness and ignorance, to withhold from the African

the means of progress - which was in essence the colonial problem.

Thus mission opposition to dance was of two kinds, that of the

traditional secret society and of the modernizing kind such as the

beni. and later the rhumba. An interesting explanation offered for

dances of these latter kind was that they represented "an adjustment
2

to absolute power". Although the absoluteness of the power of

any single agency is highly problematic in Uwanda, the beni and other

3
dances in fact enraged the office holders of the power structure,

e.g. colonial officials, traditional chiefs and missionaries. These

1*
danger T.O. (1975) p.124

2*
Ranger T.O. (1975) p.9

7

Other dances such as the iyala (M.D. 21. 4.1945), kabaya (M.D.
9. 4.1944)• The Dance Society of the anunguli or Porcupine
should also be mentioned. For further see Brain J.L. "A Note
on the Wanunguli" in TNR No. 73, 1974, pp.63-64.
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agencies then moved to suppress the dances.

Bmri was not the only movement which threatened the status

quo. The Kamcape'* though not a dance society was an anti-sorcery

movement also aimed at a societal regeneration by elimination of

witchcraft, which the modern economy and religion had manifestly

failed to do. The movement spread over Ufipa, Nyamwanga and -the

Southern Province during 1934. There was a travelling group of

medicine men who visited the villages and claimed the power to

identify witches (waloosi). They administered a potion which

indicated the innocence of the person or his guilt - and a charge

of one shilling plu3 a hoe was made. They claimed that they were

3ent by the government and produced a false cheti when challenged.

In some instances the medicine men claimed to have been sent by the

Vicar Apostolic Monsignor Birraaux.

"The operator, it is true, had recourse to the
impressive argument of authority by saying that 2
he came under orders from Hie Vicar Apostolic.".

T*10 Kamcape tends to recur, and as such will be dealt with

in greater detail in its 1973 version.

For further on the Kamcape see Willis R. (1968) and section
infra, on 'Social levelling'.

p
*

Rapports Annuels 1935, p.101 (Birreaux).
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111 . ORLD AR 11 AMD UWV-JfDA.

The outbreak of World War 11 affected the mission and the people

in different ways. T'e shall deal with these effects rather

summarily.

JL. The ffects on the local economy:

Recruitment of people for war service behind the lines in

Kenya took place using coercive methods.^ People fled from the

villages and into the bush to escape the forced conscription of

recruits. By the end of 1941 the methods of recruitment were more

in line with the propaganda model of Europe during the First orld

ar; people were explained the reasons why they should 'volunteer*

to serve * their country' and a quota of one man out of every thirty

in the villages was levied. Nonetheless, all of the workers who

were convoked in Unyamwanga suddenly ran away and escaped. A forceful

resistance was displayed to wartime service. Many of those who

had served during the First World ar were still alive and were

aware of the nature of inter-Suropean conflicts, and of the

subsidiary role of Africans in such struggles.
2

Increased sisal quotas for producers in 1942 led to the expansion

1 *

M.D. 15.12.1940.

2 * Due to the over-running of the Dutch hast Indies and of the
Philippines by the Japanese early in 1942 which cut off a major
source of sisal supply throughout the world.
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of production and a resurgence of labour recruiting for plantation

labourers.^ The mica deposits in the area were opened anew, and

salt production was expanded, all of which provided local employment

opportunities. Serious famine caused by poor rain3 and labour

shortage, however, led to an inflation of food prices, a debe of

millet rose to a price of 3 to 5 shillings - whilst European

food contractors purchased food for their labour force in
2

competition with locals. 'The lack of consumer goods, particularly

clothing, led to an attempt to x'evive weaving in Sumbawanga with
3

weavers from the Rukwa Valley, but it never developed into a viable

industry. This does, however, expose the degree to which the

people had grown dependant upon imported substitutes to their own

local ind.stries.

The decline of the Lupa goldfields released labour for coastal

plantations which in turn reinforced Uwanda in its role of a laborer

reservoir. Drought and famine increased the need to pursue wage

labour in order to pay the inflated prices for food and the narrow

range of consumer goods available.

2. Uwanda mission and colonial ad-ministration during
orld war 11.

The German Province of the hite Fathers supplied the majority

A typical example is "many Europeans arrived with lorries to look
for workers for the coast". M.D. 6. 8. 1944.

2 *

Krs.Goss of Lupa M.D. 21. 6. 1943, and Kiss eber of Ivuna Salt
M.D. 12.10.1943.

3
Ufipa District Book 'Cotton in Ufipa*, also recorded is that
van Langfeldt an ex-White Father missionary set up a weaving
industry at Kate (ifipa) between the wars, but his death cut
short any development of it.
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of the personnel for the area of Tanganyika Vicariate which became

Prefecture of Tukuyu and later Diocese of Kbeya. At the outbreak

of the Second World War the Catholic mission personnel of the

then Prefecture of Tukuyu were almost exclusively German* and left
2

few doubts as to where their allegiances lay. As such they

were apprehensive of a repetition of the 1916 event in which the

German missionaries were repatriated. Preparations were made in

the event of a hasty withdrawal, and local people were selected
3

to assume responsibility for the administration of the Christian

community.

Unlike the precedent of 1916 the colonial administration

adopted more moderate measures towards the hite Father missions

and only administrative changes were recommended. The Prefecture

of Tukuyu lost its autonomy and was temporarily attached to the

Prefecture of Karema under Monsignor van Sambeck. ilonsignor ilaag

of Tukuyu was dismissed together with all other German Juperiors

of missions. These changes brought Fr.van Orschott into the

Prefecture, a key figure in future developments as he eventually

became Prefect Apostolic and first Bishop of Mbeya. The changes and

A similar situation to which the Moravian and Lutheran missions
found themselves in at the outbreak of orld rar 1.

2
Hitler's march into Czechoslovakia was hailed as "a really
great victory for Hitler"; Hitler's claim for a return of the
former German overseas territories was greeted with "we will 30on
be German again". M.D. 3. 10.1938.

*

The emphasis was particularly on administration, e.g. each
Superior and Bursar kept his book up to date. A 'homme de
confiance* should be sought out to whom the house could be
confided in in case of suppression. Communication: 15. 6.1940.
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restrictions affected the morale of the German missionaries as

a group, and seriously impaired the development of missionary

institutions within Mbeya Region.^
German missionaries were singled out for discrimination by

the colonial administration. Besides the dismissal of Germans from

posts of responsibility other measures were also introduced. They were

obliged to give their 'parole d'honneur' not to engage in

activities in any way detrimental to the cause of the Allied powers.

They were confined to the main mission station and places at one

2
hours travelling distance from it. The parole was rigorously enforced.

Firearms (sporting rifles) were confiscated as well as radios at

Mkulwe. Restrictions were placed on correspondence of 'enemy aliens,

packages and letters were censured prior to posting,'

Although restrictions were released as from May 1944 when

unrestricted travel was allowed xd.thin the parishes, yet some German
3

missionaries were then singled out for deportation. Seven German

hite Fathers we-e deported from Tanganyika(one from Uwanda), despite

representations made by Cardinal Griffin, Archbishop of Westminster
4

and Lord Pakenham to the Foreign Office. But individual missionaries

could be 'sacrificed' to the common good, which was found in harmonious

* *

Many older missionaries have told me that these war-time changes
benefitted Karema and Tabora to the detriment of Mbeya, as
Monsignor van Sambeck selected the better missionaries for his
sector without supplying adequate replacements.

2.
c.f. letter of District Commissioner of beya M.Xingdon to Bettentrop
referring to an illicit journey of Bettentrop (undated) "if the terras
are not observed faithfully the parole will have to be withdrawn"
The presence of informers cannot be dismissed.

3 *
Letter from District Commissioner 25. 4. 1944.

6"
See Bulletin of Mbeya Diocese 1. 1. 1948.
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dealings with the colonial state and acquiescence to their policies -

a reproduction of the attitudes after orld War 1. On the matter

of deportations, the Superior General of the White Fathers wrote:

"I ask you to promptly explain to everybody
the necessity of adopting the reasoning behind
our decisions for the greater good of the works.
Misplaced words or actions could embarrass us
Considerably and could compromise our efforts
which are going in the right direction.
Patience then and great prudence." 1

The primacy of institutional interests over individual or

sub-group is predictable a3 soon as an issue jeopardises the

working relationship between the civil authority (colonial administration)
2

and the missionary body.

Protests by individuals were clearly unwelcome,partly because

those concerned could be replaced. The international character

of the . hite Fathers society and its centralised system of control

favoured a situation of personnel movement across national boundaries

within Africa and a mix of national groups within any given country

that was compatible with colonial preferences. Access to an

international manpower pool once more diminished the impact of the

German withdrawal.

^* Bulletin March 1943* p.5. It is also significant that no new
German missionary arrived in abeya Diocese since that period
until 1965.

2 *

The reaction of preserving harmonious relationships with the
colonial administration even if individuals are to be victimized
is characteristic of the Church-State relationship policy of the
hite Fathers of the period. Monsignor Guilleme issued a

similar directive to his personnel in Nyasaland despite scandalous
atrocities committed. Missionaries were "to serve loyally the
cause of the Government in whose country we live." See Linden
(1974) p.39.
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During the war, however, the confinement of missionaries

of alien nationality to their mission stations meant in the case

of Uganda greater activity at the main station^ and a major increase

of the workload to the African clergy and catechists. At Mkulwe
2

mission Fr.Danieli an African priest from Ufipa undertook most of

the safaris to outlying districts during the period of the

restrictions. It can be said that the war situation forced the

missionaries to share responsibility with the African clergy to

a degree coamensurate with the energies they expanded. But it

also resulted in a centralisation of services and authority at the

main station - thus reducing in status the outlying village churches

where autonomy and localization were greatest.

*

Missionary involvement in dispensaries, and formal and non-
formal education at the main station increased. Lack of funds
from overseas prevented expansion.

2.
It was he too who dissuaded the dancing charaa from attacking the
mission.
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CHAPTaR Vlll

HtlWINDBPSNDENCE NATIONALISM.

Tanganyika's accession to independence in 1961 under the

leadership of the ruling political party the Tanganyika African

National Union (TANU) led by Julius Nyerere represents a

culminating point in the nationalist struggle. The emergence of

TANU as a party representing ideals of Uhuru (freedom) at national

level can largely be attributed to the raising of political

consciousness of the population at local level by a variety of

local associations. The association which gave birth to TANU, the

Tanganyika African Association (TAA) was an important factor in

giving a particularly national expression to the diversity of tribal

unions which became associated with it.

As the TAA was mainly urban based and drew its principal

support from junior civil servants and traders, much of TAA's

political activity took place in the towns until interconnections

were established with tribal unions and co-operative societies.

The near absence of active co-operatives in subsistence labour

exporting areas considerably narrowed the possibility of these

areas being integrated into a nationalist struggle. However, the

rural areas did remain politically active. The genesis of a

nationalist movement transcends official associations and ought not to

be thought to confine to such. TANU was enthusiastically supported

in Uwanda, not in that it produced a sudden burst of nationalism,

but in that TANU grafted itself on to a disorganised but vocal lobby

of resistance to colonial institutions and mission that manifested

itself in the area. TANU rapidly espoused the local grievances, local
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•rebels* gained the ear of external allies and produced the

effect of local resistance which was then incorporated into a

nationalist struggle.

Thus this section will attempt to identify the diverse

strands of opposition to colonial and mission presence before

TA1IU and independence.
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I. i'Rh-TANU PROJSJT ^OVAILNTS.

1. The TAA at national level:

The first territory-wide African organisation in Tanganyika

was the Tanganyika African Association founded in 1929.^ Though

drawing its members froa among the African elite in civil service

posts it made an important contribution to the growth of a

2
national consciousness. In 1940, it was reported by Lord Hailey

to have had only one hundred members, and one up-country branch
3

at Dodoma. During the post war years the TAA formed links with

tribal unions, which were instrumental in increasing up-country

branches »nri membership. Its social welfare activities gradually

gave way to providing a platform for political debate. TAA members

were nominated to the Legislative Assembly and in 1948 and 1951

it made representations to the U.N. visiting mission. In the

latter year it claimed to have 5,000 members and branches in all

the important towns.

1
" Its stated aim was "kuwapatia watu wa-Afrika hali njema katika

mambo yote yanayohusu wenyeji wa-Afrika." See Amon J.Nsekela
Jemokrasi Tanzania. Dar-es-3alaam, 1973, p.13.

2 *
See Iliffe J. "The Role of the African Associations in the
Formation and Realisation of Territorial Consciousness in
Tanzania" U.L. ..S.S.C. 1968. Also Reeves G.W. "The Development
and Diffusion of Swahili Culture in Tanzania", Adelaide 1976,
mimeo. For the relationship between the TAA, cash crop farmers
and co-operatives in Sukumaland see Maguire G.A. Towards Uhuru
in Tanzania. Cambridge 1969, Fart 11.

3 * Native Administration and Political Development in British
Tropical Africa, Report by Lord Hailey, 1940-42, p.23.
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Although local branches were increasing the national

organisation was weak. The forum of political action was centred

around local grievances such as the choice of a paramount chief

for the Chagga and the Mount Meru land case.^ However, the

agitation and protest at local level prepared the way for
2

focussing attention on national issues. Julius Nyerere was

chosen as President of the TAA in 1953. At the national

conference in 1954 the TAA became the Tanganyika African National

Union and shaped its constitution according to nationalist

ideals. The aims of TANU were "to fight relentlessly until

Tanganyika is self governing and independent" and to build up

a "united nationalism", to contest elections, and to fight against

racialism. Nyerere, in revising an anachronistic constitution

had formed a nationalist party intent on uhuru and umo.ia.

On the Mount Meru land case see Taylor C.J. The Political
Development of Tanganyika. London 1963, p.118.

2.
For a biographical account of a pre-colonial political
activist in the West Lake region see "Portrait of a Nationalist
the Life of Ali Aigayo" as told to G.R. Mutahaba. Historical
Association of Tanzania. Paper No.6, Dar-es-Lalaam, 1968.
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j£. Pre-TAHU Protest Movements in Uwanda:

The economic and political power wielded by the mission during

the 1949-1957 period was deeply resented by the people. This

resentment was shown in a series of protests of a well defined manner

often associated with nationalist movements: theft and maiming

of livestock, land disputes and squatting, damage to property,

boycott, cultural dissent, violence and labour unrest. All of

these were directed against the mission in a manner suggestive of

a rejection of alien domination and control.

Since there was no organised body such as the TAA protests in

Uwanda against colonial rule or the mission were limited to

sporadic outbursts on specific grievances. The resistance was

3hown in various ways, the more common beings

(i) refusal to pay taxes

(ii) anti-sorcery movement

(iii) resistance to mission

(iv) popular reactions to the indirect
administration

(i) Refusal to pay taxes:

Tax defaulting was an effective way of showing discontent

and opposition to colonial rule, and was a common feature of

African society.1 A particularly violent tax collection took place in

1 *

For Central Africa see R.I.Rotberg: The ^ise of nationalism
in Central Africa. p.73> Harvard,1965.
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October, 1948 a year of mediocre rainfall. hen the people

resisted payment of their taxes the collector forcibly whipped

the defaulters. Others ran to the mission for refuge and

assistance. The attitude of the mission towards those who failed

to pay is more revealing than their failure to assist:

"Many Christians come to the mission to ask for
help. e refuse without remorse.^ Lack of money
is their own fault - laziness."

Although this attitude may not be entirely representative
2

of all missionary thinking on local .fricans, it seldom cushioned

the local population from administrative excesses. On the contrary,

repressive measures were thought to make the people more docile

to missionary teachings. Tax defaulting or resistance was an

effective way of registering discontent with this most obnoxious
3

manifestation of colonialism.

(ii) Anti-sorcerv movement:

The wachauta. an anti-sorcery movement somewhat similar
4

to Karnn^pa. became popular in Uwanda at the beginning of 1954. Its

intention was to root out witchcraft from the country. Gimmicks such

1#
MD. 17.10. 1948.

2 *

Extensive aid was provided for the people during the memorable
famine of 1949» but the colonial attitude of considering Africans
as "lazy and sitting in the sun all day" recurs frequently in
the missionaries accounts. See also Guillebaud (1958) who
described the African as "inherently indolent", p.64.

3 * For tax resistance in Pare District 1944-1947 see I.N.Kimambo
"Popular Protest in Colonial Tanzania" Historical Association of
Tanzania. Paper No.9» 1971.
See Willis R.G., "Kamcape: An Anti-sorcery Movement in South
est Tanzania" Africa. 1968, 38, pp.-1-15.
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as mirrors were used to divine sorcerers and medicines administered

to rehabilitate those who were discovered. There were house to house

searches for objects of sorcery, horns etc., frenzied dances and

mass hysteria. The people attracted to chauta were principally

young who felt that they were rendering a service to the community

by ridding it of undesirable elements.^
But these movements are also symptomatic of unrest and discontent

with established order. It is another sequence in the cyclic

movement of anti-sorcery campaigns.

(iii) Mission resistance;

The local people displayed their displeasure and

resistance to the mission as an oppressive alien institution in a

variety of ways. We shall enumerate a broad selection.

(a) Dances:

Dance societies have been traditionally associated with
2

radical action. During the post war period until the 1950*s the

coastal inspired dance gyama or societies were the locus of opposition

to mission control. From 1950 onwards the'modernising' dances,e.g.

beni gave way to the nansi or European dances.

The ivala (a dance of coastal origin carried by migrants) succeeded

1 *

M.D. 9. 1. 1954.

2.
See section above on conflicts with dance societies.
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the beni or mdundu in Uwanda and the missions, in unison with the

local chiefs, found it necessary to proscribe it. A form of

compromise was worked out with the mission for day-time, male only,

performances. Infringements were punishable by the administration

of five viboko or strokes for the girl participants, and confiscation

of the drum for the organisers J
But the spread of dansi led the mission to react with a total

interdiction on these forms of amusement. Whole villages were

temporarily excluded from active church life because of their dancing
2

activities. However, mission opposition was totally ineffective.

In 1956 there were dances in Kamsamba three times a week, in Mkulwe

itself near the mission a large dancing area was cleared. Ironically,

an elderly well respected figure turned up at the mission to seek
3

permission to dance the rhumba. During the official visitation of

the Bishop he observed that although paganism was disappearing it
4

was in danger of being replaced by European dances.

Dances again became a major issue in the early TANU period and

a means of showing opposition to established authority; the chiefly

representatives of the indirect administration on the one hand, and

the mission on the other. The struggle can also be interpreted as a

reaction by the younger people, often returned labour migrants, to

1*
M.D. 7. 7. 1949, M.D. 21. 4. 1945.

2*
M.D. 28.4. 1951.

3* M.D. 19.8. 1956.
4* M.D. 2.9. 1956.
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promote the modernizing process in Uwanda while the established

powers attempted to monopolize this mechanism.

(b) Attacks on mission property and missionaries:

Prom the great fa;aine of 1949 onwards there was a

noticeable increase of incidents involving mission property.

The people attempted to reduce the size of the mission

plot in an action brought before the chief, but the land concession

ceded by the German administration was uphelp due to evidence given

by the former .iumbe Paolo Kufakulala.^ Squatters who had occupied
2

parts of the mission plot remained until 1954. Pence boundaries

were intentionally burned down on two occasions, close to growing
3

crops.

The cattle herd of Ifkulwe mission was large by local standards

and it represented a conspicuous manifestation of wealth, power

and status. Attacks on the herd cannot just be considered purely

a3 theft but also as an indirect method of protesting at the

unequal distribution of wealth in the area.

A plot to seize and kill all the cows belonging to the mission

was discovered, in which all the villagers were involved, motivated
4

no doubt by a disasterous famine in the area. The police were

called in by the mission to investigate the recurrent thefts; between
5

September 1950 and January 1951 forty head of cattle were stolen.

^ *M J). 3. 11.1949. The Meru Land Ca3e triggered off a massive
protest at the land alienations.

2*H.D. 10.12.1954.
3
•"M.D. 27.10.1955 Some men voluntarily repaired it also.

4*M.D. 22. 2.1950

5*M.D. 25. 2.1951.
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Although moves were made to 3ell off parts of the herd theft did

not decrease. By 1956 cattle were driven off mission property in

broad daylight, and the herd was reduced from 95 head to 55 in three

years.^ Allowing for reproduction, this would represent a theft

of almost 100 head of cattle.

2
Mission produce was also seized. Maize and mangoes were stolen

regularly from the fields. Police protection was sought from the

District Officer, and eventually firearms were used by individual
3

missionaries to mrsue would-be thiefs.

The attitude of the people to the missionaries themselves is

also revealing. When the Superior General of the .hite Fathers,

Mon,signor Durrieu visited the mission, accompanied by the Prefect

Apostolic of Mbeya Monsignor van Orschoot, the people offered them
4

no help when their vehicle got stuck in the mud. But the resentment

of the people wa3 so great in some villages that missionaries could

not even visit them without fear of being stoned. Some villages

were placed under ecclesiastical sanctions for stoning the
5

missionaries. These incidents coincided with the 1949-50 famine,

(c) orders strike:

A frequent measure resorted to by the mission was to dismiss

1*
M.D. 6. 4.1956.

2*
M.D.10.12.1954.

M.D. 12.1956. "Mango thiefs left three baskets behind them whe?i
they ran away in fear of the three volleys of shots fired by
the mission."

M.D. 31.1.1949. They eventually walked for hours wading
through mud and water.

5* M.D. 4.8.1949. e.g.Muni.
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workers and refuse employment opportunities to those who resisted

or were objectionable. This labour measure was takenas a mission

reaction to infringements of ecclesiastical discipline such as dancing

or of theft.1 The occurence of famine enhanced the power of this

mechanism as government famine relief was generally channelled throu^i

the hands of the mission. Mission workers were then given
2

privileged access to this stock.

Mission employment opportunities were enhanced by acting as

a contractor on the Mbao-Mkulwe road on behalf of Silabu with whom

3
many informal links were made. The mission managed to act as

an administrative agency for inputs to the area from external sources,

thus re-establishing their influence. The fact that other Europeans

visited the area without calling on the mission was considered an

4
affront "impolite and against our ri^its."

A strike by mission employees seemed inevitable and it eventually

took place in 1951. The response was equally predictable, the

links of dependency established by the mission with its employees

were threatened in a lock-out strategy and withdrawal of privileges:

"There is a strike of boys and cooks for more
salaries. They deserve more than forty cents a
day but they will not force us. We will refuse
them the facility of taking our donkeys for food
to Ufipa, that should finish the strike." 5

Although an increase was conceded and a return to work effected,

1*M.D. 28. 4. 1951

2*M.D. 10.11.1949 and M.D. 12.7.1949.

5*M.D. 19. 7.1949.

4*M.D. 10.11.1951

5,M.D. 28.12.1951.
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that did not prevent another strike of cooks taking place the

following year with a similar conclusion.^

(d) Stirrings in the Assembly:

There were signs of unrest even aiaong church .movements.
2

The Catholic Action movement had been founded since 1945 at Mkulwe,

in response to the encyclical of Pius XI,and officially recognised

the prominent part played by the African laity during the war period.

However, it3 powers were limited to caring for the material fabric

of the village church, welcoming the missionary and collecting zaka

(church tax) for the mission. Its members were known as the church

elders or wazee wa kanisa. Three or four assisted the catechist

in each village.

In 1955 the elders questioned the power of the missionaries

in the local church structure,and the missionaries saw them as:

"a parliament of opposition to religious authority
from the padri to the Pope'J. 2

The missionaries defined the role of the movement in the French

lay theology jargon of the period as being:

"at the very bottom (emphasized) among the
masses which they should Christianize." 3

This rendering did not appeal to some participants who walked out

1# M.3. 2. 5.1953.
2*

M.J. 17. 5. 1945.
3' M.J. 4. 7. 1955.
4* Ibid.
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in protest saying that if one was not exempt from government corvee

then there was no advantage in being part of Catholic ActionJ The

walk out wa3 motivated less by the lack of material advantage s, which

is a simple explanation of the happening, than by the frustration

of lack of consultative power and participation in the running
2

of church affairs. This matter eventually became a central

issue in internal church organisation during the following twenty

years.

Local issues of discontent were contained within the church

and the area while the local population were bereft of external

allies. There were clear indications of local versions of

nationalism, attempts to regain control over resources, remove

inequalities, participate in influential institutions and opposition

to persons associated with alien institutions and ideologies. It

is within this context that two major incidents with the Indirect

Administration are examined.

(iv) Popular reactions to the Indirect Administration:

Mwene Kamili of Mkulwe, although chosen as a Christian refused

to accept the traditional inheritance of his father's wives, which

aroused opposition in certain quarters. Eventually this was accepted.

But in 1955 another family inheritance issue occurred which was

aggravated by Kamili's refusal to perform traditional religious

1 *

Ibid.

2 *

Rogers argues that in Moshi during the 1920's, the leaders of
the Kilimanjaro Native Planters Association, a politically
conscious body, also campaigned for control of the local
Lutheran church. See Rogers S.G., "The Search for Political
Focus on Kilimanjaro: A History of Chagga Politics 1916-1952"
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Dar-es-3alaam, unpubl.1972.
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functions. Headmen from outlying villages congregated, decided on

the deposition of Kamili and chose in his stead Musa a local Moslem.

Musa was brought to the mission in procession to be officially

recognised as chief, but the recognition was withheld pending

government approval. At first the District Officer was partial

to recognising Musa as chief but later, for no obvious reason,

changed his views and upheld the claims of Kaiili.* Seven of Musa's

supporters were given four months jail sentence and others were

2
fined 100 shillings for their part in the attempted overthrow of

Kamili.

Besides objecting to the administrative function of the chief,

it was a move by members of the Kuulwe to prevent erosion of

traditional institutions by mission influence. The leaders of the

protest (described as "ils font le Mau Mau" by the mission)

originated from the villages that had shown overt opposition to the
3

mission. It could thus be seen as an attempt to place the chief

beyond mission control and revitalize local customary practices.

Chief Kasonso of Uwanda in Kamsamba, died almost a centenarian

in August, 1953 having been baptized on his deathbed. His

successor chosen was Athanazi, the present chief, then a student at

the government school of Mpwapwa, a young married man and a Christian.

He too was subjected to similar pressures to inherit his fathers

^ *

I have been unable to establish if representations had been made
to the District Officer by the mission, but there is no
documentary evidence to suggest this to have been the case.
See also M.D, 10. 3. 1955.

2*
M.D. 20. 3.1956.

3
Kuni, Mayota, Terefya, Namakonje and Mtavya. There is a later
suggested link between this incident and PANU activity.see infra.
An anti-chieftaincy faction was also evident in Lushoto during
the early days of TANU. See Ruhumbika G. (1974), p.7.
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numerous wives whom he refused. He assumed the title of Mwene

Mwandi.

The people chose candidates for chief who were familiar with

the colonial economic order, an explanation being that with this

expertise they could contain its effects on the country. But

distinct opposition was shown to the Christian convictions which

they held. However, the candidates best suited to administrative

duties, and preferred by the colonial authorities, were in fact

Christian. People preferred to compromise on this point rather

than jeopardise the overall economic advancement of the area.

The opposition to the Christian affiliations of the chiefs

at this period should be recorded as it is part of a concerted

resistance to external control, and an awakening consciousness of

a cultural identity. The local grievances and protests were

thus ripe for furtherance by a body which had national affiliations

and brought Uwanda into a wider network of political contacts and

national objectives. Uwanda was ready for TAOT.

*
A brief excerpt of the debate is as follows:
Athanazi: "You take me as I am or look for someone else."
People: "How can you fend us with one wife?"
Athanazi: "Did you choose me to govern you or to feed you?"
c.f. M.D. 1. 12. 1953.
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11. TAHU FROM FOUNDATION TO INDEPENDENCE.

1. The growth .and consolidation of TANU in Tanganyikat

At the sane tine as the people of Uwanda were grappling with

their political issues, a new nationalist movement was founded. The

TAA dissolved itself and from it arose the political party of the

Tanganyika Ifrican National Union under the leadership of Julius

K. Nyerere on the 7th July, 1954.^ The new organisation served

as a catalyst to the fundamental changes that were taking place in

the whole of Tanganyikan society and articulated popular grievances.

It presented an arena for the political activities of the emerging

educated elite who were axare of parallel nationalist movements within

Africa and Asia.

The activities of TANU gave a national focus to the wide

2
variety of local protest movements, such as those in Uwanda, and

channelled them into an anti-colonialist nationalist force. Under

the leadership of Nyerere, ably assisted by Oscar Kaabona his

Secretary-General, the party spread spontaneously throughout the

country ana it experienced a spectacular growth. By September 1955

the party claimed 45,000 members, by the end of 1956 100,000 and by

September 1957 200,000.

1
Iliffe argues that the precedence of a territorial level association
such as the TAA and the emergence of TANU from it was a major
reason for TANU becoming the near-unique nationalist party instead
of a plurality of small ethnic-based ones. See Iliffe,J. (1968).

2
See Pratt,C. The Critical Phase in Tanzania. 1945-1963. Cambridge
1976, p.22.
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The reasons for the phenomenal growth of TANU are to be

found within the political environment of colonial Tanganyika. The

•unrepresentative character of local government by which the local

Native Authority dominated the system, thereby excluded political

participation at local level by the newly educated and politically

ambitious elite. TANU offered thi3 group a forum of action where

they could operate outside the local administration, and even

actively oppose itj This process was facilitated by unpopular

agricultural directives such as cattle culling and soil conservation

measures, the onus of implementation resting on the Native Authority.

Popular resentment of these measures which could not find expression

within an unrepresentative system of local government naturally made

common cause with the nationalists, whose local activists vehemently

opposed them.^
A fundamental opposition to the government's policy of multi-

3
racialism became a singular issue of contention, uniting the

African populace against the administration and sympathetic to the

views of TANU. They feared being in a minority situation and TANU

alone vocalized and organized coherent opposition to the proposals.

1# See Pratt C. 1976. pp.24-25. and Cliffe L. "Nationalism and the
Reaction to enforced agricultural change" in Socialism in
Tanzania. Vol.1. d.L.Cliffe & J.Saul, pp.17-25. (1973)

2 *
See Pratt C. 1976, p.34. Though not always with the support
of the TANU leadership.

3#
The multi-racial constitutional development implied that
representation on official governmental bodies be divided equally
between the three major racial groups (Africans,Asians and Europeans)
thus leaving the Africans in a permanent minority in a country
where the numerical ratio was 1 uropean, 4 Asians, 430 Africans.
Ibid.
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The response of the administration to rising nationalism

was to denigrate nationalist aspirations and leaders.* Legislation

was introduced to curtail and scrutinize the registration of
2

societies with separate applications for each individual branch.

Several branches were refused registration, and TANU operated

clandestinely in ten districts. Nyerere was prohibited from speaking
3

in public and in order to fill the political vacuum on the government

side, Twining encouraged a group of Asian, European and African
4

members of the Legislative Council to found a political party -

the United Tanganyika Party (UTP). The group was led by Ivor
5

Bayldon, an kbeya businessman.

Common roll elections to the Legislative Council were arranged

for 1958 under the multi-racial system of tripartite vote (one

candidate from each race), but due to high voting qualifications
6

the vast majority of the African population were disenfranchised.

* *

cf. speech of Twining (Governor) in which nationalist leaders were
described as "men of straw, self-seeking individuals", see Ibid.p.36.

2
The Societies Ordinance, Ordinance No.l3» 1954.

3 " The ban was eventually raised after recourse to the U.N.Trusteeship
Council in Nex* York. The function of the U.N. mandate in providing
a prestigious international forum of debate of nationalist
aspirations is explored by J.Clagett Taylor: The Political Develop¬
ment of Tanganyika. London 1963. See also Bennett,George "An
Outline History of TANU", akerere Journal 7, 1963.

4.
The ban on civil servants participating in politics was lifted in
the case of chiefs. The chiefs position was further strengthened
by legislation in an attempt to counterbalance TANUWifrican chiefs
(Special Powers Act) 1957. There were also attempts to promote a
renaissance of tribal nationalism by exaggerating the role of chief
and to divert political debate from the national to the regional.

5 " The General Director of the UTP was Brian Willis,formerly of the
British Conservative Party. Set; Clagett Taylor, p.140.

g
60,000 voters were finally registered out of a total population of
9 million.
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After a major policy decision within TANU uamuzi we busara it was

decided to contest the elections. The election was scheduled to

take place in two stages; five seats were contested in the first

round and the remaining five during the following year. TANU or

TANU-backed candidates won all fifteen seats in the election of

September 1958, and repeated the process in February of the following

year. By astute and clever calculations TANU had turned to

its advantage an electoral constitution designed to maintain it in

a minority position. Its policy of non-racialism, and the fact

that it represented the authentic nationalist voice, encouraged

Europeans and Asians to contest seats as TAMU-sponsored candidates.

These factors contributed enormously towards a peaceful constitutional

transfer of power to the African majority.

The Governor, Richard Turnbull who had replaced Twining earlier

in the year (1958) accepted the reality of the election results and

made statements denoting a consequential shift in policy; that the

country was primarily African and that this fact should be reflected

in local government councils, and in central government.^ However,

the belated acceptance of these realities was at a high cost as

resources had been dissipated in the pursuit of colonialist policies;
2

supposedly giving the people what they really wanted.

■j
See Tanganyika: Legislative Council Official Report 34th Session,
Vol. 1., cols. 3-5. 14th October, 1958.

2 *

Only two years previous Twining had referred to nationalist
activities in a speech: "The Government will not tolerate such
activities which are contrary to the best interests of the people...
and are designed to damage good government." Pratt, C. p.36 (1976).
Twining was in fact resisting the directives of the Colonial Office
itself to develop a responsible African local government, p.48 Ibid.
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Although elected candidates in the Legislative Council were in

a minority, TANU actively co-operated with the government in policy

implementation at local levels, particularly where constructive

efforts were made to re-organize local gove nment. Co-operation

however was temporary and conditional on the procurement of responsible

government madaraka which was announced in December 1959 and scheduled

to take place after elections in the following September. Tanganyika

then became independent on the 9th December,1961.^
TANU, until independence, was a nationalist movement focussed

on the achievement of uhuru. As an independence party it comprised

a broad alliance of rural villagers and urban dwellers, traders and

civil servants, educated and illiterate. It had actively co-operated

with workers* unions, rural co-operatives and tribal unions, and

advocated universal access to education.(Tanganyika African .Parents

Association - TAPA) a separate organization within TANU dealt with

educational matters). Although branches were loosely organized

with a minimum of central control, the party offered a new form of

participation in the political process, hitherto denied to the vast

majority of Africans. As such it presented attractive prospects

to the educated elite whose skills were at a premium in a newly

independent state. TANU offered tangible benefits to all sections

of the population, hence its mass party base was reconciled with an

elitist leadership under the guidance of Julius Nyerere.

* *

Thirty-nine months after the first national election.
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2. uarly TAHU activity in Uganda:

e have already identified the stirring of indigenous protest

movements in Uwanda. However, in the mid-1950's a new form of

protest emerged that was explicitly nationalist, with a new perception

of colonial presence, and was part of the nation wide political

activity of TANU.

(i) Confrontation with the mission;

The first incident in which TANU surfaced is remarkable

because of the obvious nationalism displayed and evidence of political

consciousness. It offers a completely new ideological justification,

clearly articulated, for a grievance similar in content to issues

that had previously been aired.

The object of the dispute was an important local resource:

quality clay for brickmaking, the local supply of which had been

allegedly exhausted by the expansion of mission building. The

mission, in need of further clay to make tiles for the church, moved

to a new source at Mpate (near Mkulwe) and the local residents

naturally objected to this intrusion.

A delegation of villagers^ arrived at the mission to

register their protest and to prevent further work on the site. As

an outstanding example of early T-anda nationalism, and of TANTJ

^ *

The delegation consisted of Mwene Ka&ili (non-participant observer)
Cypriano Kawezya, ndrea Kalanga, Ernesti Kazumi and Gabrieli
Aloisi.
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confrontation viith the mission it is worth recording the incident

in full as described by the mission diarist. The interview took

place in the office of the mission on the 26th April,1957.^

"Villagers (spokesman,Cypriano Kawezya): 1 Tio showed you
the place at Kpate where you have taken clay for tiles?

e have come in the name of the Tanganyika people to
inform you that you have no right to take earth from there.
Let Europeans take other things for which we have no use.
This earth is ours, and it is for making pots.*

Missionary: •lam surprised that you have come here without
your local leaders.2 (Mwene Kamili was only a witness).
We do not want to steal your earth but we want to put tiles
on the roof of the church and the jisters' house. In this
manner we give lots of money to help you to pray.'

Villagers: 'That's fine, but why don't you go to muni where
you made tiles in the past (they began by saying that the
missionaries had finished the good earth there completely),
hy Haven't you asked the people who made tiles for you in

the past? Why didn't you go to the chief to ask permission?'

Missionary:' e announced in church that we needed people
for making tiles. And you, do you ask permission when you
take clay?'

Villagers: ' e do not ask permission because it is our
country, we were born here?'

Missionary: 'But we missionaries are also a little of your
family and all the work of tiles is on your behalf and the
time will come when African priests will be in charge of
the mission.'

Villagers: e do not want you to take our earth. You
missionaries do the work of showing us the way to Heaven
but do not touch our earth.'

Missionary: 'Once more, I am astonished that you come here
without the elders of the country, but because you refuse
I will write to Chief Kasonso and to the Bishop.'

Then the delegation left."

^ *

Translated from the French by the author.
2 * The colonial response to nationalism was to insist upon the chief's

authority, see infra., it is a recurrent theme of the missionary's
defence.
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This incident is the first explicit confrontation on a basis

of equality pertaining to central political issues that followed

on from missionary implantation in the area. It expressed overt

resistance to the colonial character of mission policies such as

land alienation, without showing any hostility to religion as

such (all of the delegates were Christian). The delegation then

focussed attention on the external origin of the mission and its

right to appropriate resources for purposes whih were apparently

non-communal.

An explanation was sought for the incident which appeared

bizarre to the missionaries. Chief Kamili was approached, but he

pleaded ignorance of the matter. The mission ascribed it to

the same faction which had tried to depose him two years previously.^
Finally, the natter was attributed to the "nationalist movement"

2
that was "bad and dangerous". When Chief Kasonso was called

3
in to mediate in the dispute he attributed the trouble to TANU.

His solution to the problem was to divide the contested area into

two parts; one for the people and one for the mission. This

decision was then upheld by the Assistant District Officer on

4
safari. However, this incident was clearly inspired by TAHTJ

ideology.

* If this were true it suggests a link between a local protest
movement and early TANU since the radical elements who attempted
to overthrow Mwene Kamili became TANU activists. See also note 4.

2*
M.D. 26. 4.1957.

3* M.D. 29. 5.1957.

M.D. 7. 5.1957. The Assistant District Officer attempted to
summon the disputants into his presence, but they did not appear.
He too linked this incident to the elements who worked for the
deposition of Mwene Kamili. A noted rapprochement between the
mission, the chief and the colonial administration is noticeable
at this period, on the initiative of the latter.
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(ii) J pread of TANU in Uwanda:

hen TANU first came to Uwanda in 1956 it recruited its

membership by invitation. Its meetings were held in secret, and

although it was a common topic of conversation yet few could really

identify its activities. The main centres of TANU strength in

Uwanda during 1957 were said to be Namsinde, Kasanyita, Ivuna and

Nyika villages of Lyangailile! A noted meeting place for affiliated

and prospective members was the monthly cattle market at Mbao, where

people gathered from all the villages of Uwanda, and strangers were

not easily noticed.

The first official public meeting of TANU in the area was held

at Mkulwe on 18tn September, 1957. It was addressed by the local

Branch Secretary for Uwanda Dunkin Shiwinga, an Mnyamwanga from

i4sangp.no (and a Moravian Christian) who resided at Kamsamba. In his

speech he directly attacked the mission by saying that Europeans

who preach religion should not be treated as a special case -"that
2

they are mistaken like all the others." The people from Mkulwe

resented these remarks, which led the mission to believe, mistakenly,

that they were anti-TANU. The people of Mkulwe were later

congratulated by the Bishop on their stand against what was thought
3

to be religious intolerance.

The administration watched closely the growth of TANU in Uwanda.

1 *

M.D. 18. 9. 1957.
2*

M.D. 13. 9. 1957.
5* M.D. 6.10. 1957.
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The Secretary Shiwinga was ordered to leave the district and go to

Chunya by the District Officer as he was considered an agjtator. He

did not, however, comply with this order and continued to organize

on behalf of local TAW.

Support for the movement continued to grow in Uwanda. A. huge

attendance participated in a public meeting addressed by the

Provincial Secretary of TAW held at K"am3amba^ in 1958. There

was a remarkable note of moderation in the speeches. He insisted
2

on the point that TAW was not against religion or the mission.

Dunkin Shiwinga reiterated in subsequent local meetings that TAW
3

wa3 not against religion. He went so far as to say that those who

stated that the mission could not use the earth of Tanganyika for

tile-making were wrong. He also encouraged the parents to send

the children to school. The remarkable volta-face of the TAW

Secretary is logical when seen within the context of the national

electoral victory of TAW. TAW was focussed now on national issues

and was less willing to risk a confrontation with the mission within

an electoral system in which European support was valuable. The

party had already gained a national credibility and. divisive issues

of religion could have serious national drawbacks. A national policy

of TAW wa3 gradually filtering through to branch level which was

one of temporary compromise with existing power structures in a

1#
H.D. 24. 5.1958.

2*
M.D. 11.1958.

*

TAW faced opposition from the Catholic Missions (tfhite Fathers)
around Bukoba who according to Hyden "feared that its strong
position in Buhaya was threatened by the growth of a mass
movement" . Hyden Goran: TAW va.ienga nchi. Lund 1968. p.133.
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strategy to gain independence by democratic electoral pressures.

But even if central directives influenced party leaders, they

did not curtail the spontaneous expression of nationalist,and often

anti-mission, feelings of the anda people. The issues of

confrontation were partly in continuity with those of the pre-TANU

period, but with new dimensions. Particularly from 1958 onv/ards

there were numerous outbursts of nationalist sentiment principally

directed against institutions of mission influence and social control.

More significantly, an African independent church gained a considerable

number of adherents. We shall treat the local nationalist

conflicts in detail.

2» TANU'S Educational initiative - TAPA:

TABU's national policy emphasized vocational education,primary

education for all and adult education. This emphasis on education

by TANU created a hitherto unprecedented awareness in Uwanda of its

utilitarian value. At Kasanyita a TANU school (TAPA) was built

by voluntary labour. It had tv/o purposes: that ofdisplaying TAMJ's

strength and resolve in the village, and to prevent the children

from being sent to a government approved mission school at Ivuna, seven

miles away. The colonial administration feared the development of

the TANU school. The District Officer exerted pressure on the

mission to build an extension to the Ivuna building which would

serve the purpose of a boarding house for the children, who had a

fourteen miles journey (return) to school each day. This move was

intended ostensibly to alleviate the rigours of the daily trip from

Kasanyita but really it was intended to undermine the TANU school by
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taking away its pupils. The mission did not approve of this plan -

being aware of the rivalry between the two villages - but countered

with a suggestion that the mission could build a school at Masanyita

itself - which also was designed to undermine the TANU school.

Despite opposition, the school flourished, but the mission

regarded it with deep suspicion, especially xdien it became known

that religious instruction was not on the curriculum. The

government refused to tolerate it any further and the visit of a

hi^i powered delegation consisting of the Provincial and District

Commissioners forcibly closed Masanyita school. At a show of

defiance, despite the order, the school continued to operate for

three weeks.'' The order was subsequently rescinded and the school

was recognised the following year, but the struggles were not over

as Masanyita became the centre of TAPA activity in the area.

Other TAPA schools were established in the course of I960 in

the villages of Ntungwa, Muyu, Soman* gombe - Sumbawanga and Ntembo.

Ufforts were made to start schools in opposition to mission 'bush*

schools at Illengo, Kitete, Mgongo and Nsanzia. The Moravians
2

sponsored a bush school at Ivuna - a village of conflicting allegiances.

A TAPA school was also established at Ivuna with the original

contribution of it being a 'night-school* where English and Arithmetic

were taught.^

1*
M.D. 24.10. 1959.

2
In Ivuna, a catholic bush school, a Moravian bush school (non-
r gistered) and a TAPA school co-existed for a brief period.

3
English figured prominently in the TAPA curricula us it seemed
to contain the secrets to progress.
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Difficulties between the mission and TAPA schools broke out.

Such problems were inevitable as TAHU was now threatening one of the

major channels of Christian influence in the area. A net-work of

schools had been built up within a short space of two years

specializing in non-formal education, a task which had taken the

mission sixty years to achieve. The lack of religious instruction

in TAPA schools became a bone of contention with the mission, and

with some of the parents. The teacher at Huyu TAPA school, for

instance, was dismissed because he allegedly opposed the wearing

of crosses and medals by the children.* But the real issue between

TIPA and the mission emerged when the mission attempted to prevent

TAPA from founding a school at Ntembo village and control the

development of the movement.

TAPA communicated their complaint in a formal letter to the

mission which is reproduced in full as an example of the TAPA view
2

of the mission's contribution to education in Uwanda, and of

nationalism:

Tanganyika African Parents Association,
Kasanyita,

Kamsamba Branch.

21. 1. 1961.
To:Father Superior,
l.C.Mission,
Mkulwe.

Freedom and education.

On the 24th December I960 I received a letter from the
parents of the school children attending the TAPA school at Ntembo

1 *

M.D. 3.11.1960.
2

The translation from the original Swahili is by the author.
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with the complaint that you opposed the TAPA school at Ntembo and
prevented the TAPA teacher from residing there.1

Now I ask you Padri, did you become a priest without
going to school?

If education is the key to all things, why then are the
African children prevented from attending school or getting an
education of equality.

Also I continue to ask: it is how many years since the
Kkulwe mission was first built and how many schools have you built
for educating the African children or the children of this area?
hat do you lose by the presence of TAPA schools to the point of

prevening them in this manner? These schools are not built in a
haphazard fashion or without informing the central government
according to the laws of our Association,deference No.3/l (aims of
the association). If the people consider that you continue to place
obstacles in the way of their schools, then they will create
difficulties for your schools.

Freedom and Education of Equality for all citizens of
Tanganyika.

F. Salamba

Branch Secretary.

c.c. District Officer, Mbozi
c.c. District Secretary TAPA Kbozi.
c.c. District Secretary TANU Mbozi.
c.c. District Secretary PANtl Kamsamba.

If you would like to meet us at your place, we shall
come to the mission on 9. 1. 1961 together with the Committee of
TANU and TAPA.

Uhuru and Action.

F. Salamba.

* The substance of the allegation was correct. The Superior
of Kkulwe mission had in fact prevented TANU from giving classes in
the bush chapel because of difficulties encountered at Muyu and Tungwa.
hat was actually contested was the right to use the church building

for educational purposes. The withdrawal of iiiis facility was
interpreted as opposition to TAPA. M.D. 9. 1. 1957.
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The missions at this period were in unfamiliar political

surroundings. The political infrastructure that had cushioned them

from the full impact of popular protest was now cracking. Dwindling

fast were the privileges and status allotted to Europeans, and

the power that race conferred. The awareness of the white-black

dichotomy had filtered through to the people, and now alternative

political structures of protest had emerged with TANU and TAPA.

These organisations provided a platform of political education and

were key institutions in raising political consciousness among the

population. Areas of grievance could now be identified, and

existing authorities, both religious and tribal, challenged

confidently in the knowledge of supportive help.

The nervousness and insecurity created for the mission by this

new phenomenon is evident from the reply of the Superior:

"I received your letter of 2. 1. 1961 while on
safari. Your letter grieved me because it contains so many
lies, it is also a letter of accusation which is the reason for
sending a copy of it to higher officials.

1. Opposition to school is a lie.

2. You ask how many schools were built by the mission,
the mission tried very hard and many people know
how to read and write because of mission schools.
The missionaries met with many problems in this
work but they did not give up.

3. You seem to say that the people will prevent the
progress of mission schools - then you don't know
the policy of Tanganyika to spread education." 1

Copy of letter in M.D. dated January, 1961 >iritten in Swahili
Its phraseology is terse and disjointed, a3 appears in the
translation.
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The reply consists mainly of reproaches and value judgements

without effectively stating any policy of supporting educational

work in its various forms. The absence of any mission strategy

of co-ope ration or encouragement for these educational developments

was interpreted as a tacit form of resistance to change in the

area. The mission felt that it was losing control of social change;

the process now was taking place at a fast pace without the

supervision of the mission and using identical institutions to

pursue the change, but in a more successful manner.

Even within mission schools themselves there were protests,

hen the school children of Hkulwe were used as a substitute

labour force in the construction of the mission dispensary, the

school committee members protested. They objected to the children

being used for these tasks as "all forced labour in the country

has ended". ^ Neither the missionaries nor the chief had any

right to force the people to do any work. Grievances broadened

to include workers* salaries and deductions.

The unrest then spread to the boarding pupils who refused to
2

do any of the chores allocated to them. Two of the boys were then

expelled for talking to girls, a fortnight before their examinations

for middle school. The school teacher found this measure very harsh

and arranged for them to sit their examination in a neighbouring

1*
M.D. 26. 5. 1959.

2* M.D. 11. 7. 1959.
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mission school. The priest responsible for schools discovered

them during the examination end tore up their papers in public.

The teachers were severely reprimanded. The missionary in turn

was denounced before the schools committee and the local committee

of TANU. He did not turn up to justify his actions. An African

priest^ wa3 sent along to defend him, which he did successfully.

Once again an African church leader was called upon to clear up

blunders made by white missionaries.

Mission school teachers benefitted by TANU which was a body
2

independent of the church to which they could bring their complaints*

and grievances. Interference by the mission in the actual work

of teaching was commonplace. Strict and somewhat ascetic behavioural

patterns were expected fio m them. Submissivene3s was encouraged

to the point of it having become counter-productive; as the 1953

Diocesan Education Report shows:

" Jhen a teacher shows signs of a capacity for
personal initiative as regards school management
then he should be encouraged and guided to
counteract the prevalent tendency of theirs of not
doing the good and obvious thing until ordered to do so."

* FrJDandi Kisso.
2 *

In a number of informal interviews teachers described to one at
length some of the humiliations to which they were submitted by
the missionaries. One particularly striking injustice which
appears to be representative of administrative abuses emerges from
school correspondence. A letter from the Education Secretary
to the Bishop dated 28. 2. 1948 states that "there is a teacher
free who excels in his work, N.... has a right to a salary of
51 shillings per month". The letter was then forwarded to likulwe
with a directive in the margin "pay him 45 shillings per month
unless you are told to pay him 51 shillings" which comment bore
the signature of the Bishop A.V.Orschoot. It would thus appear
that educational funds designated for teachers salaries were being
used for other purposes.
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/hen schools were eventually placed under the National

Administration in 1970, and the teachers freed from mission control,

a high proportion of teachers withdrew from active participation

in church activities.*
due at ion being a major component of TANU's policy, nnd there

being a general enthusiasm far education which the mission could

neither meet nor perceive, led it to consider tAHU as a trespasser

in a field hiit .©rto the preserve of the mission and the Native

Authority. Even by 1959 TANU had not yet earned legitimacy in

the eyes of the mission in Uwanda. This was partly due to the

European backgrounds of the missionaries themselves whore Catholic

schooling wa3 a crucial political issue dividing the sooialist

parties from the Christian Democrats, with catholics encouraged to

vote accordingly. It is unfortunate that the mission did not

identify the opportunity presented to it of co-operating with TAPA

instead of maintaining opposition to it. But it is not illogical

that the church should react strongly in a sphere where it stood

to lose both influence and prestige.

A» Dispensary politics;

Besides schools, another channel of extending influence was that

of medical care. Missionaries themselves carried out informal

* *

By personal observation. The revolutionary character attributed
by the colonial administration to mission teachers is to be kept
in mind e.g. : biru protest in Pare, and even Nyerere himself.
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treatment on patients who presented themselves for consultation. In

a remote area with a high incidence of disease, and a complete lack

of medical services, any alleviation of distress was welcome.

'hite Sisters first arrived at Kkulwe in 1953^ and proceeded

to install a makeshift dispensary staffed by qualified nursing
2

personnel. The building of a house for the Sisters had already

instigated the difficulties of procuring e^rth suitable for tiles.

Due to the lack of local labour available to construct a new

dispensary, school children were recruited to perform labouring tasks,

hen the building was well under way, the Kuulwe people then demanded

the provision of a government dispensary "because they had to
3

pay too much for the mission one." Charges were levied which were

moderate (2-3 shillings) by national standards, but considerable by

local ones. A considerable amount of medicines however were donated

free of charge by European relief organizations, whilst the remainder

were purchased at market prices. The hospital charges were then

used to pay local staff, to support the Sisters upkeep and the

surplus forwarded to the Provincial House at Tabora

In I960 the Kbeya Joint Local Treasury^ voted unanimously for

a grant of 2,000 shillings to be paid to the Kkulwe Mission

1 *

M.D. 2. 11. 1953.
2

hite Sisters, a missionary congregation also founded by Cardinal
Lavigerie, were the female counterparts of the /hite Fathers.

3* M.D. 24.10. 1959.

Native Authority Ref: 4/26/25.
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Dispensary, and tiiey recommended that free treatment be granted

to patients unable to pay. * During the following year when the

Provincial Commissioner of the Southern Highlands visited the area

the Kuulwe people protested that grants given to the dispensary

ou^it to be reduced, as work was sometimes demanded for free

medicines.

The mission dispensary, despite an excellent record of

devoted service, became the focus of nationalist pressures. A

probable explanation is the alien origin of the sponsors combined

with payment for services rendered. The grant allocated by the

Native Authority was insufficient to provide universally free

treatment, and the distasteful task of selecting genuine cases of
2

hardship often devolved on the hospital staff, leading to many

misunderstandings. So pressures were exerted on the Native Authority

to provide a non-paying dispensary, and the erection of the nearby
3

Kilulumo dispensary was interpreted as a nationalist achievement.

J2. Ecclesiastical Nationalism:

(a) Pastoral -policies and TANTJ:

The growing strength of TANTJ extended to informal representation

within the chiefdom council at Kamsamba. They watched over mission

^ * M.D. June I960
2

The Sisters contended that they had already exceeded the
allocation; only 1,000 shillings had been received and 1,500
shillings of free medicine had been administered. M.D. 18. 4.1961.

3
M.D. 10. 6.1961. The people built a road voluntarily so that
lorries could transport materials for the dispensary.
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activities and then objected to aspects that were found distasteful.

Issues singled out for protest were: (i) children working for the

mission during pre-bapti3mal instruction, while resident at the mission.

The chiefdom council referred the matter to the Bishop and requested

him "to inform the padri of Mkulwe to cease this practice forthwith."^
The Bishop replied to the effect that the council should govern

2
their country and the Bishop and priests will conduct religious affairs,

(ii) The chiefdom councils also objected to the high number of

children who failed their pre-baptismal or pre-communion tests. This

complaint was registered personally by Chief Mwandi on behalf of

the council.

The Regional Visitor of the White Fathers, after a visit to

Mkulwe, recommended that the formation of a Christian elite was of
3

the greatest urgency. This remark was probably linked to the

nationalism and anti-mission feelings prevailing in the area.^*
Catechists threatened strike action in 1953 while the Bishop

was in Europe, they were told that "a shilling extra was a lot

for Monsignor to pay." They again made the same threat in I960.

The local Christians made various attempts to participate more

fully in the running of the church but their approaches were

rejected by the missionaries with the remark "can Christians in a bad

M.D. 8. 7. I960 The matter was also discussed by the Mkulwe
TANU branch.

2*
MJ>. 5. 8. I960.

5*
K.D. 26. 1. 1961.

4.
A protest by the Catholic Action in Ivuna was demonstrated
by refusing to pay church tax (zaka).IBid.
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situation or pagans tell us how to run the mission?"

There were definite moves by the people to participate more

effectively in the policy-making of the local church. This was

impeded by a clerical-centred outlook with sacramental and

ministerial powers considered the monopoly of ordained ministers,

who were predominantly European. Allied to this ministerial power

was jurisdiction which extended over matters of ecclesiastical

discipline, institutional interests and conspicuous wealth, all

of which were ostensibly for the benefit of the people, but entirely

controlled by a small group of missionaries. Hence, attempts at

gaining a form of a tonomy within the church were met with a more

rigid opposition than in the corresponding political sphere.

(b) Church indeoendencv movement - The African National Church

Shepperson and Price have said of religious separatist

movements that they:

"Often acted as a safety valve for the
discontents of leading African elements
and often escaped the notice of white
critics of Ethiopianism". 1

But Ifrican separatist movements also provided a channel of

protest which could offer a religious alternative to an established

mission and at the same time express a form of both religious and

political nationalism. As R.I.Rotberg says:

"Where the reaction to colonialism could not be expressed
directly, or where healthy protest failed to bring any
appreciable amelioration, the conquered people cloaked
their rejection of colonialism in religious garb."

^"
G.Shepperson and T.Price, Independent African dinburgh,1958, p.74

2 *

Rotberg,R.I. The Rise of nationalism in Central Africa. Harvard, 1965.
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hile nationalist was manifesting itself within the .mission

institutions in calls for greater lay participation in church

government and the elimination of the more blatant forms of narrow

ecclesiasticiarn, an independent African church movement erupted in

an outlying village of Nsala. The church was known as the African
4

National Church (A.N.C.) and was introduced into the area from

Ufipa, although it -was originally of Halawian provenance.

Although it won over some adherents from Catholic and the

Moravian Churches (generally polygynists) it concentrated its

attentions mainly on the non-Christian population. ithin a few

weeks of its introduction it had baptized forty people, without

any prior preparation. It presented itself as the religion of

Africans - hence all local customs and practices, polygyny in

particular, were accepted as virtuous. Europeans were considered
3

as leading the people astray and preaching false doctrines.

The case for the universality of revealed religion, respecting

*

See T.O.ganger: "The African Churches of Tanzania" Historical
Association of Tanzania. No.5 pp.16-20. The A.N.C. was founded
by a group of mission educated (Livingstonia) intellectuals, all
of whom were polygynists and thereby excluded from the Free Church
of Scotland. Prominent in the movement was its main visionary
Simon Mkandawire and Paddy Nyasulu. This latter individual pioneered
the church in Rungwe District in the early 1930's, after his death
in 1966 the leadership was assumed by the local Nyakyusa. The
church at Nsala would thus have been accountable to him in 1958-
1960. A particularly good analysis of the origins of the church
is given in I-IcCracken John, Politics and Christianity in Aalawi.
Cambridge 1977, pp.273-274.

2#*
A notable convert to the A.N.C. was the Moravian catechist from a

village close to Nsala.

M.D. 23.12. 1957.
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the diversity of social customs and conditions^ is argued by

the constitution of the AJI.C.

(1) e believe religion is an essential consequence of
mans growth and that man should live according to his
religion and not merely be a nominal member of a church
whose rules he cannot carry out. Like all other
countries Africa is in need of a church which would

correspond to her God-given customs and manners.

(2) We believe the commission of the Christian Church to
Africa was to impart Christ and education in such a

way as to fit in with manners and customs of the people
and not that it should impose on the African the
unnecessary and impracticable methods of buropean
countries, such as having one wife,etc., which have no
biblical authority.

(3) e believe the immoralities now prevailing among U3 are
the direct result of the un-natural position in which
the African has been driven, coupled by the false and
misleading theory that outside one's own church beliefs
others can do no good.

(4) vie believe in the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood
of man regardless of colour and creed, and that the
African religion with its traditions, laws and customs
was instituted by Him so that the Africans may realize
Him by their own observance.

The A.N.C.'s expansion was severely limited beyond the village

of Nsala. It generally concentrated on gaining elderly household

heads who were polygynous and who would influence their large families

to follow their example. In the Kamsamba area it made little

or no impact and most of its recruits were Nyasa fishermen in and

around the village of Nunka.

Quoted from M.' ilson Communal Rituals of the Nyakvusa. London
1959, p.191.
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The coming of an African Independent Church to the area at a

time when nationalist feelings were at a peak indicates the failure

of the mission churches to associate themselves sufficiently with

nationalist aspirations, and more particularly to adapt to social

traditions. The A.N.C, did not spread in any spectacular manner

beyond the confines of the one village in Unyamwanga and it made no

inroads among the anda. Although it countered Catholic expansion,

it hardly affected its membership. The Moravian Church lost

more ground to it both in terms of leadership and active members,

which evu&ence further supports the view that Catholic churches are

perhaps less prone to fission or independence than their Protestant

counterparts.^ Another explanation raay be that the family of the

local patron Simfukwe dominated village politics and they were evenly

divided between the Catholic and the A.N.C. cause.

But the real reason for the lack of success of the ANC was

probably the high degree of TANU activity in the area. Direct

opposition to white domination could be expressed at the political

level so it would have been a fruitless exercise to channel it

through a religious body. TAIJU encouraged local participation of

village cultivators who were powerful enou^i to challenge the mission
2

and the indirect administration; so the grievances of the area were

expressed at the political level. TANU pronounced itself neutral

* *

Althou^i there was tension and conflict between clerical and
lay leadership, there were no incidents of fission, dee Barrett
David, Dchisn and Renewal . Nairobi, 1968, pp.138-139, 172.

2*
cf. Infra.
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on religious issues allowing religious freedom for all in the

interests of national unity.^ It was more important to maintain

strict neutrality between Moslem and Christian affiliations at

national level than to seek religious allies at local level. Unlike

some other nationalist movements TANU was not the outgrowth of a

charismatic or Ethiopian religious movement, but rather in Uwanda,

the nationalist aspirations inspired by TANU encouraged a form of

nationalism within the churches. The A.N.C. leaders had a record
2

of political activism in Malawi and South Africa, but there is no

evidence to show that their local church leaders in Nsala were

particularly active in TANU, or that there was any link with the

party. There are grounds for arging that if the Y.N.C. had been

established in the early 1950*3 during the pre-TANU protest period

it might well have gained greater support, and have evolved towards

a form of political expression.

By 1958, the different strands of nationalist protest had

coalesced and found expression in TANU and shown an independence of

the mission, and promoted coherent policies vrhile maximizing popular

participation. The modernizing policies of TANU which included the

*
A misinterpretation of nationalism by a local Moslem Salehe led
him to assault a village catechist at,and deface, the village
church/school. M.D. 18. 8. 1958. He was later fined 100 shillings
and imprisoned for three months for his actions.

2
Among those who helped draw up the first constitution of the A.N.C.
was Levi Mumba, a leading figure in the Nyasa Native Associations
and Robert Sambo who had worked with Clement adalie in the
Industrial and Commercial Workers' Union in South Africa. Paddy
Kyasuru had been a church elder and teacher in the Free Church
of Scotland and had filled minor civil service posts in Malawi
and Tanganyika.
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expansion of educational facilities, agricultural development,

medical and welfare services, were expressed locally in the Catholic

mission and so it symbolically represented an ideal of progress,

access to and control of which should be made available to the whole

population and not just to a selective elite. Hence for many,

particularly the educated, the '.H.C. would have been a retrogressive

step^, reviving practices and social customs inconsistent with the

ideal of modern development.

J±. tifte church:

hen ii November 1959 a second branch of TAIHJ was founded in

Uvanda at . culwe- iluluao, tensions increased. The Branch Secretary
2

who resided in ilkul /e w s rarolo Tom Kwone*mba a mission educated

son of a former catechist. He was at the same time a practising

Christian active in church affairs, and contributed to the

awareness for participation by local Christians in the running of
3

their church. He instigated an inquiry into labour conditions

and wages paid by the missionaries (priests and nuns) to their

workers. An official letter requesting the information was left

unanswered by the mission. When Mwene'mba came in person to

make further inquiries the missionaries were unwilling to supply

the information, and told him to ask the workers themselv s. e

informed than that this had already been done, that they were

contrary case is argued for ffyasalnnd in an earlier period
see R.J. oDonald:"Religious Independence as a means of .ocial
Advance in Northern Hyasaland in the 193 'a". Journal of .eliglon
in Africa 3, 197u,.

2
Currently on the Executive Committee of Aamsamba Branch (1975).

3 In Kenya, Tern records that "mission policy found its chief critics
in a majority of Africans who had passed through the missions."
Tern, A.J. Aritiuh Protc tant Missions.Nairobi. 1972, p.9.
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discontented, with actual wage levels; the domestic staff requested

increases to the level of 60 shillings and 53 shillings per month.

The missionaries 3tated that the matter had already been discussed

at length with those concerned, and inferred that TANU had no right

to investigate complaints or labour disputes.^
Other incidents led to the accusation that the mission did not

co-operate with TABU. A notice placed by the TABU Secretary on

the wall of the church early on Sunday morning, announcing a TANTJ
2

meeting , was taken down and allegedly torn up by the mission Superior.

This action was interpreted as contempt of the party.

Oven as late as I960 the legitimacy of TABU as a nationalist

party, about to assume governmental power, was denied by the

mission. It failed to comprehend the extent or the seriousness

with which TABU was pursuing its ideal of independence, and could

not bring itself around to accepting the fact that a transfer of

power was imminent. Although the individual missionaries cannot

escape blame, it must be pointed out that they were living in a

remote area within an extremely closed world of ecclesiastical

contacts and concepts, and read the situation of Uwanda according

to how it directly affected church interests. At that time many

leadership positions within the diocese were held by Dutch nationals

1 *

M.D. 26. 4. I960.
2 *

Probably after High Mass - a traditional social meeting time.
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whose background knowledge of politics was influenced by confessional

parties. /hen the political activity of TABU transformed passive

Christians into active articulate politicians, who openly and

confidently challenged mission authority, only then was it considered

a real danger - as a missionary described it "le movement nationalist,

mauvais et dangereux."^
This was in sharp contrast to the character sketch of the

Kuulwe people given five years earlier by a missionary:

" Jakulwe, a drab people, more accustomed to
receive than to give and not given to effort 2
unless for mischief; ani above all insubordinate."

The Annual Report for 1958 for the church in Uwanda highlights

areas of 'insubordination1, or perhaps popular protest:

"At Ivuna, a Catholic village, the Protestants
wanted to start a school.^ e tried to explain
to our Christians that it was not allowed. They
replied, why not?, if the mission won't help us
then we will go to the Protestants or to TABU. In
another village the people began building a TANU
school. We instructed them that a Catholic school
was preferable to a 'non-donorainational' school.
They replied that they wanted the development of
their country. In another village a Moslem destroyed
a school/church. True, he was punished but the fact
is that he did it. The African National Church,
active in a corner of our mission, claim that they
preach the religion of Africans and that the other
religions have as their aim to lead astray Africans
with European ideas."

1 *

M.D. 26. 4. 1957.
2 *

M.D. 2.11. 1953. -van during their sojourn at the coast the anda
distinguished themselves for their independent and resistant
attitude to missionaries. A missionary of Tanga (Mlingano) described
the anda as follows: "It is strange that of all the tribes who
come from up-country to work at the coast, the •/anyamwanga ( anda)
are the most careless we have ... They seem impervious to anything
we can 3ay to them, whether of encouragement or threat ... It isaa
lamentable fact that the people of this tribe are always a heart¬
break to us whenever we meet them." M.J). 7. 4. 1952.

Ivuna had been the centre of a similar dispute in 1906 (M.D.27.7.1906)
See above the Tomaschek Affair.
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TANU in 1957-58,though organizing as a political party, did

have certain millenarian characteri tics. It aroused enthusiasm

among the population and created a new sense of awareness of the

roots of their exploitation and oppression. TANU instilled in the

people a nex* source of confidence in their ability to alter the

political conditions which perpetuated the structure of under¬

development in the area. As such, it appeared antagonistic

towards Suropean institutions - and the mission appeared closely

linked to the colonial presence. Over and above this, there was

a reaction of liberation where people felt free to express resentment

that had been welling up for years, or previously shown in a

surreptitious manner. Above all, TANU focussed attention on the

attainment of uhurg, which then seemed a Utopian ideal.^
The nationalist aim of uhuru was seen in local terns by TANU

who made specific grievances against the mission on issues of

labour relations or religious discipline. Underlying these

allegations is the differential treatment meted out to Christians

in Uwanda. TANU was keen to point out any discriminatory measures

that were being used against the people of Uwanda. The iikulwe
2

Mission Annual Report of 1959 highlights the areas of TANU intervention.

"Vie have still the Nationalist movement,TANU is very
active in our mission and its a pity that the leaders

* *
On the misconceptions of uhuru see Mbee, G. "Letter from Mbugwe,
Tanganyika", Africa 38, 2, 1965, pp.198-208.

2 *

Mkulwe Mission Annual Report 1959.
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don't bother much about mission work. They try
to spread some ideas against the mission, e.g. the
missionaries are the same as other Europeans, we'll
get them after uhuru. hy does the mission not pay
higher salaries, why do children and catechumens have
to work at the mission when they come for religious
instruction, why does the mission not provide better-
lodgings for catechumens?"

It appears from the Annual Report as quoted that the mission

expected the nationalist movement to decline,or simply disappear.

This was a naive assumption even within ecclesiastical circles of

the period.

TANU did not object to religion but they strongly objected to

the methods and institutional structures that surrounded its

propagation. Inadequate living conditions or labour irregularities

are as exploitative within a self-appointed religious mission as in

a colonial labour camp - the religious ideal does not erase the fault

but rather aggravate it.

However, TANU considered the missionaries as being European

and hence alien to UwandaJ The criticism did not extend to the

church itself, but to the missionaries personally. The issues of

confrontation were the same as those of other European employers;

wage labour, land appropriation, oppressive disciplinary measures.

Hence TANU opposed the objectionable aspects of European missionary

activity and treated it as colonial oppression - as the colonial

political infrastructure made it possible for 3uch policies to be

pursued unchecked.

The anti-European feeling was prevalent in some TANU members of
the period. Such excesses were later condemned by Nyerere, see
G.A. McGuire Towards Uhuru in Tanzania. Cambridge, 1969, p.221.
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The popular response to TANU in Uwanda during the late

pre-independence period was that of massive general support for

the movement. The backwardness, poverty and remoteness of the

country were considered by some European observers as an obstacle

to the growth of nationalism, and the people were confidently

expected to respond with apathy and indifference. However, the

contrary was the case.^
The response of the church to TANU at diocesan level was

considerably more succinct. Although not overtly hostile it

preferred to sit on the fence and, above all, not interfere in

a public and direct manner. As a working attitude put foward in

the Diocesan Bulletin of 1958, missionaries were expected to follow

as a rule- of-thumb the pertinent section of the hite Fathers

Directory, which read as follows;

"The missionaries are forbidden to take part in
local politics, to support a particular chief
against another. Such activities are by their
nature incompatible with the function of minister,,
of the gospel and even more are full of danger."

Having quoted the directory on matters which pertained to local

politics - and obviously referring to local tribal politics rather

than nationalist movements - it was then applied to TANU, at a time

* In an area showing similar characteristics in N.E.Zambia of
having suffered at the hands of colonial policies much support
was displayed for the nationalist movement. See Leroy Vail:

"Ecology and History in the example of Eastern Zambia," J.S.A.g.
Vol.3, No.2, April 1977, m>.12q-155Journal of Southern African Studies.

2 *

rfhite Fathers Directory No.197 quoted from Kbeya Diocese Bulletin
1953, translated from the French. This directive had been
consistently infringed during the history of the mission in
U/anda, see supra The Politics of Chiefly Selection.
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prior to the Legislative Council elections. I continue to quote

from the Bulletin:

"Therefore we should not give direct support to any
particular party or candidate. He must act with the
greatest prudence in our diocese, especially in Rungwe
District.' We must not give our signature to a list
concerning a particular candidate, neither must we go
to political meetings."

Since TANU candidates needed the signatures of Europeans to endorse

their candidature in Legislative Council elections non co-operation,was

the tactic adopted of ensuring neutrality. The party that suffered

most by this abstentionism was that with the least European

support, namely TANIJ. However, informal probing and canvassing

was not excluded:

"But since politics are sometimes mixed with matters
which concern the church, e.g. education and
marriage, we can give our ahdce privately to some
more distinguished Christians. In that case we
must say that our Catholics are obliged in conscience
to vote and that they must vote for a good
candidate. They must satisfy themselves that the
candidate is good."^

In mission circles the norm of political 'goodness' corresponded

to the particular view taken on marriage and education - rather than

on any broader policies shaping the type of society in which these

The U.T.P. with an almost wholly African membership ware extremely
active in Tukuyu (Rungwe) ;ind opposed TANU there .Along with
Bukoba, Tukuyu had one of the biggest branches of U.T.P. in the
country. See Clagget Taylor, The Political Development of
Tanganyika. London 1963, p.145.

2 *

Mbeya Diocesan Bulletin 1953. It should also be noted that Nyerere
was a mission school teacher and a devout Catholic. Some authors
attribute his moderate policies and reconciliatory attitudes to
his Christian convictions, e.g.Shepherd G.W. Jr. "Tanganyika's New
Force" in Christian Century JJHfcVII (February 17th I960) p.190.
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institutions would be inserted. As such it was a myopic view

of political realities, and one limited to conserving vested interests

at the expense of missing out the fundamental policies that would

mould the future of that society. She whole process of political

development and emerging nationalism passed apparently unnoticed;

what became of primary concern was the traditional Catholic demands

of supportive legislation for confessional education and marital

ethics, points which have made Catholic votes the prey of ri^it-

wing and conservative parties in Europe. Even in purely Christian

terms, issues of basic human rights of self determination and social

justice should have been of greater importance than those of

education and marriage in apluralist society

1. Electoral politics in the Southern Highlands:

In the 1956-1958 period the political situation in the Southern

Highlands Province was particularly tense. The Chairman of the

U.T.P.* Ivor Bayldon, an unofficial member of the Legislative Council,

resided in Mbeya and enjoyed a measure of support among Africans in

cash crop growing areas around Kbeya, particularly Tukuyu. An

effective multi-party situation was thU3 created, which partly

explains the cautions approach taken by the Bishop in his instructions

^ * Sh» United Tanganyika Party was set up by the majority of unofficial
members of the Legislative Council in February,1956 and ostensibly
advocated a multi-racial state; effectively a party of office
holders. It hired Brian Willis,formerly with the British Conservative
Party as its director. During its first convention in 1956 Bayldon
in a disguised attack on TANU accused the nationalists "of acting
like cheap imitations of American gangsters and introducing a reign
of terror". Claggett Taylor, (1963) p.141#
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to the clergy.

The decision of TANU to contest the elections of 1958, despite

the tripartite racial voting system,^ led to a contest between

Bayldon representing the U.T.P. and Lady Chesham ex U.T.P. but

standing as an Independent supported by TANU. Bayldon was

defeated. A convincing victory by the TANU nominated candidate

reflected the nationwide rejection of the U.T.P. which led to

its dissolution. The African candidate fared no better. The TANU

African candidate John Mwakangale (later minister) defeated the
2

U.T.P. Timothy Sankey, thus effectively heralding the national

demise of the U.T.P.

The consolidation of TANU power at the electoral representative

level, and as an alternative to the indirect administration, certainly

bolstered up support for the movement in Uwanda. It provided a

powerful factor of motivation for political activism against the

mission 3ince the ' European* party had been defeated. The

neutrality of the mission's stand in party politics was dented as

TANU gradually gained legitimacy. When it was clear that TANU was

to be the likely heir to the colonial mantle of power support for

it at libeya diocesan level was displayed. Prior to the I960 elections

Voting on the basis of a common roll,but the elector had to
cast a separate vote for a candidate of each race, African,
Asian or European for his ballot to be valid.IBid. p.170.

2 *

Both were Nyakyusa, an early reflection of the Nyakyusa
domination of politics in Kbeya. See also Gliffe,J. One party
■democracy. Dar-es-Salaam, 1967. p.131.
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a letter from the Diocesan Headquarters was sent to the ikulwe

mission eliciting support for the European TANU candidate Dr.L.Stirling.^
As the diarist describes it:

"
e got a letter from Monsignor saying that we might

receive a visit from Dr.L.Stirling wko is looking
for signatures to be a member of the Legislative
Council. He is a Catholic doctor in the Catholic
hospital of Kweno. He is proposed by TANU and
recommended by Consignor.

The missionaries were encouraged to endorse Dr.Stirling's nomination

as much for hi3 religious ideals as for the party he represented.

This was a fortuitous combination of circumstances that facilitated

public support for a Christian TANU politician. Religion, though

not a factor at national level, played a part in the missions
■2

open support for a candidate at local level. Stirling (l'MU) was

opposed by Bayldon (ex U.T.P.) who stood as an Independent. In

Bayldon's canvassing letter to the mission he stated that he

supported Nyerere, but that criticism was needed and was sadly
4

lacking. Stirling again won for TANU the Mbeya European seat, and
5

Mwakangale was returned as the African TANU member. Both of these

were in the Legislative Council when it met for the first time on

Tladaraka Day^, 11th October,1961.

'Later member of the Presidential Commission on the establishment of
a Democratic One Party State (see report on same D.S.M. 1965) and
Minister for Health.

2*M.D. 24. 6.1960.
3 'Tordoff V. suggests a similar view in his book Government and Politics

in Tanzania. Nairobi, 1967, p.5.
'M.D. 26. 6. I960. Ten seats had been reserved for Europeans and eleven
for Asians. See Denison N. Tanganyika: The Development of its Laws
and Constitution. London 1964, Ch.5... .. ........

*1 have be n reliably informed that a number of European missionaries
endorsed Mwakangale's nomination papers, and that likewise a number
supported TANU candidates in the 1958 election.

^'I-iadaraka - responsible Government.
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8. Issues of conflict between TANU and the Indirect

A4a*ni9.j?r^ioq:

TANU having inherited the T.A.A. support * inevitably had a

large urban-ba3ed following. In the rural areas TANU gained the

support of traders and co-operative activists which enlarged its

base and provided it with resources, organizational skills and
2

mass appeal. This new political force inevitably clashed with

the traditional ruling elites who held both traditional and

3
colonial-delegated power.

The chiefs grew wary bf encroachment upon their authority by an

aggressive nationalist elite and the Governor, together with the

U.T.P., played upon their fears. At the Territorial Convention of

Chiefs in 1957 Governor Twining warned the chiefs of the potential

dangers to themselves and their office if the nationalists succeeded.

The U.T.P. in its pojicy called for an inter-racial second house to

be created into which the chiefs together with other notables could

be integrated in an advisory capacity.

In Uwanda, the local chiefs, particularly Mwene Hwandi, were

4
in conflict with TANU. He mediated the initial dispute between

^ * See Iliffe J. "The Role of the African Association in the Formation
and Realisation of Territorial Consciousness in Tanzania"
U.U.A.S.G.C. Hakerere, 1963.

2
See Shivji,I.G. Class Struggles in Tanzania. London 1976, p.57.

3
For an analysis of their functions 3ee von Sperber K.W., Public
Administration in Tanzania. Munchen, 1970, p.32.
A conflict which continued into the independence era.
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TANU and. the mission concerning access rights to earth suitable

for the making of tiles, and showed his displeasure in no uncertain

manner at the nature of the dispute. But as TANU's strength grew

in the area aoi as the chief represented the indirect administration

then TANU opposition to government directives were felt first by

the local chief.

The difficulties grew as responsible government (taadaraka) was

achieved. TANU then wanted an effective voice in policy making at

local level, but they had no official representation on the chiefdom

council. The Kamsamba Committee of TANU proposed sweeping local

government reforms; that all the headmen (wa.iuiabe) and sub-chiefs

(walasi) of Uvranda should be changed. The proposal was then brought

before the local sub-chiefdom council, presided over by Mwene Mwandi,

He said that he regretted the fact that such TANU meetings were held

in private. The Assistant District Officer who also attended said

this matter was the prerogative of central government and should

be referred to Abeya and Dar-es-3alaam. The other proposals of

TANU at this meeting weret that people should live together in

villages and not separately in the bush, that roads should be

constructed locally and that a government dispensary should be

built at Mkulwe * (to compete with the mission dispensary). hen

the matter of changing the walasi and wa.iuiabe was referred to the

Provincial Commissioner he said ihat it was a decision that belonged

1*
M.D. 16. 2. 1961
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to the government and by inference not to a local TANU branch.*
Later that year in July a visiting Trade Union Official from Dar¬

es-Salaam remarked on the tension that existed between local TANU

and Kwene Mwandi.

A contributory reason for TANU*s opposition to the local chief

may have been the granting of land in lamsamba to Mkulwe mission

on which to build a new mission station. TANU felt that it should

be given for a period of only three years, the reason being that

the Kbozi mission (Moravian) had been given 1,000 acres and then

sold half of it to a European farmer. Eventually the chief conceded

a 33 year lease, but the mission had unsuccessfully pushed for a

3
99 year concession.

Other points of contention were accusations of misconduct

by Mkulwe people against Mwene Kwandi before the Assistant District
4

Officer, and a clash over traditional rituals. The latter reveals

some interesting attitudes in view of subsequent developments. In

years of sporadic rainfall, the chiefs organised ritual ceremonies

so that the rainfall might be more favourable. They were organised

on a communal basis, with a collection of contributions and a high

degree of community involvement. This matter wa3 reported to the

TANU Headquarters in Mbeya who wrote back asking the chiefs (iiwene

1*
M.D. 18. 4. 1961.

2 * The memory of the Mkulwe land alienation of 1907 may still
have lived on.

3*
M.D. 4. 11. I960.

4' M.D. 7. 6. I960.
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Mwandi and Mwene Igalula) to stop their marabo ya kishenzi (pagan

practices) in order to have rain.

TABU also reprimanded the chiefs for attempting to drive away-

non-local fishermen from Lake Rukwa. Mwene Igalula argued that the

fishermen from Nyasa, who refused to cultivate, would exhaust the

stocks of fish by fishing all the year round.* TABU retorted that
2

everybody had equal rights even if they were of different tribes. *

Perhaps the real issues of fishing were not fully realized by the

headquarters of TABU over a hundred miles away and the controversy

was clouded by the TABU-local chief conflict.

In conclusion, the evidence points towards an active and

articulate sense of nationalism in the area. Although the literature

often emphasizes the urban or cash crop base of early TABU activity

Uwanda offers an example of energetic political activity, sustained

consistently over the 1957-1961 period in a subsistence cultivated

area. The protests and discontentment preceded the emergence of

TABU, but these issues were articulated in a more persistent and

persuasive manner by TABU, in the knowledge that they fitted into

a pattern of national protest and were not merely local. The

level of political consciousness in Uwanda was remarkable. District

and Regional administrators were at a loss to understand how an area

^ *

History has proved the wisdom of Mwene Igalula* s argument.

2#
M.D. 16. 3. I960.
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so backward and uneducated could mount such an affective nationalist

campaign. The mission's Annual Report of 1958 records the visit of

the Provincial Commissioner for the Southern Hi^ilands and the

District Officer of Mbozi, having remarked first on the backwardness

of the area, the District Officer continued:^
"I cannot understand how TANU works so actively
in an underdeveloped country like Mkulwe".

But from the beginning Uwanda was distinctive, for long years

of mission presence did not lead to the creation of a mission-

educated elite (apart from the prevision of literary skills), nor

were there any remarkable economic developments initiated by the

mission. Uwanda was also a labour reservoir and the quasi-

totality of its male population had experienced migrant labour.

Exposure to this form of economic colonial exploitation was a major

factor in creating a political awareness. The vulnerability of

the area to drought, the persistent underdevelopment, appropriation

of key resources by aliens and cruel administrative measures all

combined to make the people of Uwanda distrust European intrusion.

U,;anda had been exposed to the most degrading and humiliating

aspects of colonial rule without having participated in any of the

material advantages,unlike the Nyiha or Nyakyusa. Their protests

were easily muffled by the administration - or the mission - but

TANU changed all that by integrating the local grievances into a

nationalist territorial-wide movement and offering a political

solution to them.

^ * Mkulwe Mission Annual Report 1953.
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During the 1956-1959 period TANU had millenarian characteristics.

Participants interviewed about that period^ referred to TANTJ as

a spiritual movement, difficult to localize or contain, with a secret

membership not easily identifiable. It promised a new land free

from oppression or alien exploitation towards which they were

progressing, and fostered the sudden mass consciousness of the

need for education, with particular emphasis on English as a

language, being the key to the secrets of progress. Other millenarian-

type movements also emerged, the Chauta anti-sorcery movement,

dance societies and above all the African National Church. Althou^i

such a beginning may have been distinctly advantageous, a3 soon as

TANTJ became entirely public and had to grapple with the politics

of power at local level, it lost some of its nystical attractions and

instead began to offer tangible rewards and benefits to an eager

populace.

On a final note, it is interesting to •situate* the form of

nationalism in the literature, with regard to Uwanda. Durkheim's

definition of nationality as a "collective conscience"; a set of

commonly held values, is too vague and general. In a general
2

way a.H.Carr found that the essence of nationalism was in "a

consciousness, on the part of individuals or groups of membership

in a nation." But this describes an aspect of nationalism which,

^ * Five interviews carried out in August 1975 with local anda
personalities.

2
Royal Institute of International Affairs, Nationalism. London
1939, p. xviii.
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though applicable to Uwanda, fails to adequately give full

expression to the roots of nationalism. Lloyd Fallers^ emphasized

the dual local national allegiances in his Ugandan study where

he defined nationalism a3 an ideological co.'nmitment combined with

2
a conscious sense of identity with the community. But it is Doob

who begins to distinguish a psychological state of patriotism from

power within the society. Placing his reflection within this

context he considers nationalism as a set of demands, political

or economic flowing from patriotism, for the attainment of which

sacrifices are ready to be made.
3

Elie Kedourie considers nationalism as being sociologically

contingent and a creation of 18th century Gertaan philosophers. The

sociological contingency of nationalism is particularly relevant

to our study where one of the tribes resident in Uwanda - the

Wanyamwanga are divided by the Zambian-Tanzanian border. Gellner^
succeeds in casting the concept of sociological contingency within

a colonial setting. He takes nations of common territoriality

and culture in a broad sense,and then points to cleavages within

the social community. The basic feature of nationalism for

Gellner, besides sharing a common territoriality and culture, is

that the intelligentsia exploit the grievances of a proletariat

*L.A..FallersMIdeology and Culture in Uganda Nationalism."American
Anthropologist. 63» (l96l) p. 677.

2
*L.7. Doob, Patriotism and Nationalism: Their Psychological
Foundations. New Haven, 1964. pp. 6-9.

^*E.£edourie, Nationalism. London I960.
4.

S.Gellner, Thought and Change. London 1964, pp. 147-173.
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which is morally uprooted by the uneven pace of modernization, and

mobilize them against the last political authority. Nationalism

then creates nations. The struggles for independence,and the emergence

of TANU was a powerful force in the creation of a Tanganyikan

identity and the decline of tribal consciousness, and this is

particularly true of Uwanda. Local grievances in Uv/anda were taken

up by TABU and successfully contested. But TANU did not

represent a vanguard party with an elitist membership in Uwanda, it

had a varied and representative membership. Uwanda* s grievances

were a result of uneven development caused by an externally imposed

economic and political hegemony, and so the struggle for Uhuru was

equated with liberation from symbols of oppression and exploitation.

The mission was the local residential representative of many aspects

of colonial occupation, and to a lesser extent the indirect

administration, and as such they bore the brunt of the nationalist

surge in the late 1950's and early 1960's. Hence G-ellner's

description of nationalism provides us with a theory of nationalism

that is empirically testable and provides a model that reproduces

the principal strands of nationalism in Uwanda.
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INDEPBNDFNCK ST iAT.GIES OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT,

1. RUtAL D..V .LOP'MSNT POLICIES 1961 - 1966.

Tanganyika gained its independence in December 1961, the

euphoria of celebrations soon gave way to the harsh realities of

economic development. The single party government of IANU inherited

a series of colonial inspired development strategies and close

economic links with the former colonial power. Rural development

policies were primarily concerned with the promotion of plantation

estate agriculture and peasant cash crop production. Agricultural

directives aimed at the culling of cattle, or anti-erosion measures

applied with varying degrees of insistence. Various schemes had

been started to promote rural development, using capital intensive

methods such as the Groundnut scheme^, others were based upon a re¬

settlement of the population into new villages, e.g. T.A.C. schemes,

but the impact of these schemes was minimal.

After independence and pre-Arusha, a certain continuity was

apparent. Emphasis was placed on the plantation sector as an earner

of valuable foreign exchange. 'Plant more crops' campaigns encouraged
2

expansion in established cash crop producing areas. There were no

attempts made to control the foreign ownership of these sectors, and

apart from contractions incurred due to falling commodity prices, there

1 *
See

2
See Raikes P.L. "Differentiation and Progressive Farmer Policies"
East Africa Agricultural Economic Society. Kampala, 1972 (mimeo).
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was little change. The e are various explanations for this

continuity: lack of clearly defined policies on foreign ownership

of resources, inertia, the absence of skilled manpower, a

conservative expatriate civil service^ and the desire to gain

credibility as a •responsible* independent state among estern

investors.

Two basic development strategies characterized post-independence

planning, those of transformation and of improvement. The

transformation approach was dominated by high cost rural settlement

schemes. Although Uwanda was not selected for these schemes, the

failure of this approach is sometimes said to underlie the ujaraaa

strategy, hence it deserves consideration.
2

"The transformation approach has as its goal
the introduction of technical, social and legal
systems which allow the exercise of modern
agricultural techniques based on relatively high
productivity and which consequently justify
considerable investment of capital."

Villagisation, or the concentration of the rural population

into villages, became a major component of post-independence
3

development strategy. In order to provide access to extension

services and social welfare services, a regrouping of the population

into villages was considered a necessary preliminary step, since

much of the Tanzanian rural population lived in isolated homesteads.

**See Pratt, Cranford: The Critical Phase in Tanzania 1945-1968.
Cambridge 1976, p.93 ff.

2»The transformation approach had been recommended in the 1961 orld
Bank Report. It was also advocated by the 1954 O.F.C. Report ('The
Peanut Corporation). See Wood A. The Groundnut Affair. London 1950.
P.F.Y.D.P.

3.For a lucid account of the settlement strategy see Cliffe L. and
Cunningham G. "Ideology, Organisation and the Settlement Experience
in Tanzania" in Cliffe L. & Saul J. (Eds) Socialism in Tanzania
Vol. 2, Dar-es-Salaam 1973, pp.131-140.
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As President Kyerere stated in his Presidential inaugural address

to the National Assembly in December 1962:

"Before we can bring any of the benefits of modern
development to the farmers of Tanganyika, the
veiy first step is to make it possible for them
to start living in village communities ...otherwise
we shall not be able to use tractors, we shall not
be able to provide schools for our children, we
shall not be able to build hospitals or have clean
drinking water."

It can hardly be said that this approach was new. In fact

the independent government inherited seven Tanganyika Agricultural

Corporation (formerly Overseas Pood Corporation) schemes, which

were the remnants of the infamous Groundnut scheme. In the Three

Year Plan £$M. was allocated to these projects.^
Along similar lines the Village Settlement Agency was

2
instituted in 1963 with responsibility to plan, develop and

administer rural settlements. It was integrated into the newly

named Ministry of Lands, Settlement and Jater Development and given

the responsibility of implementing the F.P.Y.D.P. Proposals; the

establishment of sixty nine villages each costing £150,000 over

the period. The aim of these villages was to accelerate the

modernization of the rural sector and to raise the income of the

3
farmers from £25 to £150 per annum.

A village settlement entailed shifting the designated two

hundred and fifty families into a new agricultural environment. The

^ *
The principal schemes were sited at Urambo, Kongwa, Nachingvrea
and Lupatingatinga. See Development Plan for Tanganyika 1961/1962
1963/1964 (Three year plan), pp.70-73.

2
Israeli expertise was videly used in its planning.

3 * See First Five Years Development Plan Nos. 61-62, p.33.
1st July 1964 to 30th June 1969. Dar-es-Salaam 1964.
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supervision and planning was carried out by salaried bureaucratic

personnel, creating an obvious rift between the villagers and

the 'staff'. High capitalization^ and mechanization failed to

take local factors into account, and the balance between personal
2

commitments and communal obligations was seldom maintained.

Bureaucratic control, allied to peasant discontent and lack of

technical skills, led to predictable failure and wastage of resources.

By 1965 twenty three villages had been established, but by then

the impending failure was evident. Financial constraints,

associated with the financing of the plan, and the apparent failure

of the settlement scheme to attain the projected form of development

led to its curtailment in 1966.

The reasons for its failure were legion; control planners

failed to appreciate the degree of technical adjustments required

to adapt it to local conditions, heavy infrastructural debts were

levied on communal production which reduced the motivation to

increase output. For local political expediency settlers were

often misinformed of their role in the process of production and

their share in the distribution of surplus. Hence production

suffered from these setbacks. These schemes were another example

of the failure of bureaucratic central planning with capital intensive

technology to promote rural development.

* * For example Mlale village in Ruvuma Region received £133,380
from Gorta - the Irish Freedom from Hunger Campaign.

2.
See P.M. Landell-Mills:"Village Settlement in Tanzania" mimeo
paper Economic Seminar 1965-1966 University of Dar-es-3alaam,
Paper No.2.
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The improvement approach as outlined in the F.F.Y.D.P. was

to build upon, and improve, existing structures by increasing the

inputs, such as skills, dissemination of information, education

and marketing co-operatives, and thus influence the behaviour of the

individual farmer of whatever standard. This approach did not

require a massive investment of capital and promised a gradual growth
1 2

in output. This was basically the Community Development approach

based upon effective extension workers motivating the people to

action. Its shortcoming was that it benefitted principally the

•progressive* farmers whose example it was intended should encourage

others to participate in the money economy.

Nation building, ku.ienga taifa. became a mobilizational slogan

of the 1962 era as communities were invited to participate in the

planning of their own village development. Spurred on by local
3

political leaders people built roads, schools, dispensaries.

Extension workers were encouraged to stimulate projects preferably
4

on the basis of self-help in the accepted tradition of Community

Development.

1*
See *.F.YJ>.P. (1964) Vol.1, p.14

2 *

Community Development in Tanzania had its roots in welfare
assistance to Second World War veterans but was gradually extended
to the whole of the population. The Three Year Flan defined the
aim of Community Development as "to arouse and mobilize the dormant
human resources of the nation so as to improve its economic social
and cultural life, and to co-ordinate the efforts of the people
themselves with those of central and local government and voluntary
and other agencies". Three Year Plan, p.92. The Community
Development was integrated into the Ministry of Local Government
and Housing and was allocated £229,195 in the Three Year Plan.

3# The Minister for Co-operatives and Community Development J.S.Kasambala
stated that during 1962 more than 7,000 miles of roads,155 schools
134 community centres and 33 field hospitals were built. Sunday
News 9.12. 1962, p.12.

4*
ibid-
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But the enthusiasm led to a glut of spontaneous unconnected

projects at local level for which adequate personnel or resources

were not available. The newly appointed Area Commissioners

contributed to this enthusiasm.^ Hence development committees were

created at village district and regional level in order to stream-
2

line planning and co-ordination. Village Development Committees

(V.D.C.) were presided over by the Chairman of the local branch

of TANU and comprised of half government, half TANU appointed

officials. A Village Executive Officer (V.E.O.), a paid official

of the District Authority, represented that authority's interests

in the village (later the Ward) and helped the V.D.C. draw up

and implement its plans. He also held the post of Secretary to

the V.D.C. The village plans were brought forward to the District

Development Committee where priorities were established - presided

over by the Area Commissioner.
3

The Development Committee approach was politically participatory^

although the resources at its disposal were meagre. Consequently

there was intense competition for available finance. The criteria

of allocations favoured cash crop areas; size of local contribution,

self reliant efforts and proximity to the administrative centre.

** See SJ)rvden Local Administration in Tanzania. Nairobi, 1968,p.45.
2 ———*

An example of the co-ordinating function of the D.D.C. for Ilbeya
is quoted by Dryden (1963) p.51.

3 * "The Regional, District and Village Development Committees are
development teams at these three levels which are aimed at
bringing together the politician, the people and the civil
servant to work as a team in all matters that affect rural
development". A Mid-Term Appraisal of the Achievements under
the Five Year rlan. July 1964 - June 1969. p. 8.
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Unless the weaker - and underdeveloped areas - had powerful patrons,

• topping up' funds tended to elude them. Subsistence areas were

less able to compete on this basis for extension services than their

cash crop counterparts. And conversely, the responsiveness of

extension staff was greater to progressive cash crop areas than to

subsistence areas,^
Another concept of villagisation which was based on an improvement

approach differing considerably from the capital intensive settlement

scheme, was gradually being tried out in Ruvuma Region beginning

in Litowa village, A TANU Youth League (T.Y.L.) scheme gradually

evolved into an experimental form of communal production at village

level. The village consisting of twenty or thirty families,lived together,

worked together,and shared their surplus, and formed a loose

association with other nearby similar villages and called themselves

3
the Ruvuma Development Association. They had a committed membership,

access to substantial aid from overseas and competent advisers.

For a time the R.D.A. provided an inspirational model for the policy

of Ujamaa, and a large number of trained personnel for government!

as such it was a significant development.

Rural development policies from 1961 to 1966 met with mixed success.

The transformational approach of Settlement schemes proved a costly

See Van Velsen Thoden fl.E. "Staff, Kulaks and Peasants" in Cliffe
L. and Saul J. Vol.2 (1973) pp.153-177.

2 * Besides Litowa a number of T.Y.L. schemes in different parts
gradually developed into ujamaa villages, for example Mbambara
near Tanga, see isner B, Mahindo K, and Nuwagaba A. "Mbambara:
The Long Road to Ujamaa" in Rural Development Research Committee
(ed.) Rural Co-operation in Tanzania. Dar-es-Salaam, 1975, pp.370-
391. For others see Mwansasu B. "T.Y.L. Settlement Schemes, The
hys and Wherefores of Success" (mimeo) Dar-es-3alaam.

3
See Ibbott, R. "Ruvuma Development Association" Ubioni Vol.3,
PP.3-43. On the reasons for it3 di3bandment by TABU see Ibbott's
report to the Commonwealth Development Corporation.
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failure, which, was even acknowledged by the planners themselves,

"Although it would be unfair to say that the
settlement schemes have been a total failure,
it is true that the agricultural yield from
the new settlements has been less than expected.
This is partly because the schemes were over¬
capitalized, partly because the settlers were not
conversant with the new production methods ... and .

also due to 'ideological weaknesses and inconsistencies'

It is perhaps these 'ideological weaknesses and inconsistencies'

that have been responsible for having envisaged such a scheme in

the first place, and the Arusha Declaration was an attempt to

formulate an appropriate theory for development.

hile the improvement approach may have registered some

increased outputs the fall in world prices eroded any gains made.

Here the dependence of Tanzania on external price fluctuations in

an unstable and often volatile commodity market determined its

internal capital formation. The vulnerability of Tanzania to

deteriorating terms of trade for four of its major export crops

can be seen as follows:

J
Prife Index for Major Export Crops:

Cr°P 1Ave^agf 1963 1964 1965 1966

Sisal 100 147 146 94

Cotton 100 98 97 97
C offee 100 96 126 112

Tea 100 125 88 89

*P.A. Byabato: "Plan Implementation in Tanzania experience with
the first half of the Five Year Development Plan 1964-1965 -

1969-1970". Paper delivered at United Nations Economic Commission
for Africa, Conference of African Planners, Addi3 Ababa, December
1967, p. 6-7.

2'Ibid.
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But even if the price held firm, there were inbuilt restrictions

in the improvement approach, as pointed out in the P.F.Y.D.P. It

cannot assure a maintenance of expansion in the long term and

"it cannot bring about lasting solutions to the
two cardinal problems of peasant farming, i.e.
land tenure and agricultural underemployment."

Therefore the improvement approach, for example Community Development,

can only provide temporary solutions to deep seated problems of

production which would certainly continue to appear if drastic

measures are not taken to rectify the deep seated obstacles to

progress.
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JLi* POLITICS AHD DAVnLOPMKNT III U AND A 1961-1966.

i» TANU rule and mission installation

The immediate post-independence and pre-Arusha era

was characterized by a series of conflicts arising from continuity

of colonial policies and attitudes, on the one hand, and TANU's

attempts to impose changes that were logical consequences of

independence, on the other hand. The foundation of a new mission

at Kamsamba gave rise to protests, and legal action was taken

to prevent the extension of ethical control by the mission, SANU,

while attacking sources of privilege in the mission and local

chief, was also at pains to work out its own strategy of rural

development,

Some months prior to the granting of Uhuru. three missionaries

from likulwe took up residence in Kamsamba and quickly set about

building a new mission, A repetition of the labour unrest of

sixty years previous^ took place, until finally an acceptable

wage for the construction workers was agreed upon; 51 shillings per

2
month and 8 hours work per day. Thus a second mission in Uwanda

was founded.

Althou^i agreement as to the site had been agreed to with

Mwene Kwandi some months prior to Phuru. the first acts of the

District Commissioner and District Officer after Independence was

^ * Workers rejected the payment offered during the building of
Kkulwe mission in 1899.

2
Kamsamba Diary 19. 8, 1961 (henceforth referred to as K.D.).
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to question the legality of the permanent presence of the missionaries

at Kamsamba. Apparently the right of occupancy had not been

granted* when the buildings were occupied. The matter, however, was

taken no further.

Other resistance to the new mission came from the local Native

2
Authority Primary School. The borders of the land concession

between the mission and the school were vague , this gave rise to

disputes with the local Native Authority (N.A.). The N.A. feared

that the mission would take over the school and felt threatened

3
by any encroachment on its property rights. Another factor which

contributed to strained relations was that while the majority of the

children were Catholics the teachers tended, in the majority, to

be both Moravian and non-local.

There is considerable structural similarities in the nature

of the establishment of a net/ mission at Kamsamba to its counterpart

in Kkulwe. Efforts were made to gain local power by attaining

influence in the area, particularly ethical control extended over the

whole community. But as has been argued hitherto this was made

possible only because of a colonial political infrastructure which

favoured European control, and by either creating allies with the

local political authority, or by dominating it. It is "therefore

interesting to examine the new attempts at imposing ethical control,

and the initiatives taken by the local community to counter these

efforts? keeping in mind that it is

1 *

K.D. 16. 1. 1962.
2* Letter of District Education Officer to Head Teacher. Refs 19/2076/

131 of 31. 3. 1962. "It is up to you and the missionary concerned
to put your heads together and come to some agreed neutral
agreement."

3 * Other disputes followed on matters of the location of religious
instruction during school hours. An option to purchase the school
was later turned down by the mission.
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debatable whether or not this mission would have been able to

settle in Kamsamba at all had it not been established before

independence.^
The mission was consistently opposed to polygamy, which

sometimes encouraged junior wives to leave their husbands and

seek protection at the mission (often supporting their case by

expressing a desire to become a Christian). During German

occupation the mission ran foul of the administration on this point
2

and a notable legal precedent had been set forbidding the missionaries

to extend their religious discipline to catechumens or non-Christians.

An incident of this nature arose at Kamsamba in 1962 involving

a missionary, and it revealed how a politically conscious, and TAHU

led, people reacted to an attempt to extend a Christian ethic to

the whole community. The facts of the case were that Mezinal

was married to Juma in a civil ceremony before the court on the

11th December I960. Neither party was Christian. Heainal sou^it

refuge at the mission in July 1961 claiming that she was forced into

marriage while still pre-pubertal. She also claimed that she

wished to become a Christian. She was placed under the care of a

church elder. The missionary referred the matter to the local

court two months later.

■j m*In my opinion, the foundation would have been temporarily post¬
poned and the conditions somewhat different. But the internal
progression towards Africanisation within the church and greater
local participation in church structures would have guaranteed its
acceptance.

2.*The Kisengo-Namilambo case when Bamberger had appealed to the law
of the empire. See above Confrontation and Installation of a Jumbe,
and M.D. 5. 3. 1910.
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Jtima accused the missionary of abducting his wife Mezinal.

The missionary pleaded that it was done out of compassion for the

woman and that this had been the traditional practice of the mission.

The Court's judgement^ was that:

"Instead of placing the wife of another person
under mission care, Kezinal should have been sent
to the Jumbe or directly to the Court ... According
to the customary laws of Uwanda if the person
was found guilty he would be fined for adultery. The
Court considers that compassion of this kind which
transgresses the law is useless. If this is the
practice of the missionaries towards the wives of other
people, the Court declares that the accused should
cease to act in this manner or he will come into
conflict with the laws and the customs of the country.
It is advisable that the leaders of all the churches
should not interfere in matters of law breaking which
is the proper concern of the court.

All matters of law breaking are not the concern of
the mission, the mission can bring Christians to
justice if they err, but cannot assume the authority
of the court.

The accused is allowed free althou^r he is found
guilty. As from to-day, Mezinal returns to her
husband Juiaa."

Signed: Judge F.C.Sichalwe
Court Assessors: Cabriel Flapsos

Taddeo Milala
Andrea Gabrieli

There are many interesting conclusions to be drawn from this

incident, for instance the role of TANTJ personalities in the

judgement, The three court assessors were active TANU members and

Christians, and had hhd a history of confrontation with the mission.

Gabriel Flapsos wa3 a member of the first 'i'ANU inspired delegation

Translated from the original Swahili and extracted from a
copy of the judgement in ICamsamba Diary 18. 9. 1962.
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which resisted the mission appropriating the village's supply

of pot-making clay. Andrea Gabrieli was a TANU spokesman for

the Hamsamba area with an extremely high level of political

consciousness, a regular member of the Branch Executive, he later

opposed sectarian policies of famine relief distributed by the
i

mission, and figured prominently in later TANTJ initiatives.

Taddeo Milala was also a TANU activist who contested the 1966

election for Diwani.

The colonial mission practice of extending their jurisdiction

over the population at large on matters of ideological interest

rather than of competence was contested, and found to be illegal

within an independent Tanganyika. The significance of the case,

besides the illegality of the missionary's actions, was that the

people actively resisted the extension of a form of ethical control

in a new political environment of independence. The 'equality' of

uhuru meant an equality before the law to which the missionaries

were accountable and were not extended preferential treatment by
2

a benevolent white administration. All of the mission policies

therefore had to adjust to these new realities; in which local

customs and traditions were accorded legitimacy and religious

disciplines applied to internal Christian affairs, without having

force of law for the whole community.

1 *

K.D. 4. 3. 1967.
2 *

In the Namilambo-Mizengo case, the Africans sent by the
mission were found guilty and imprisoned, the role of the
missionaries was ignored.
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2. TANU Youth League resistance to mission control:

Besides marriage and traditional customs another area of

conflict between the mission and the people of Uwanda was dancesj
hen the control of dances was attempted by the newly founded

Kamsamba mission the TANU Youth League resisted, and the local

Branch lost no time in communicating their grievances to the

District. The T.Y.L: accused the mission of 'preventing
2

development (kuzuia maendeleo) to the Mbeya TANU office. In

spelling out the accusation} the mission allegedly impeded the

adult literacy programme (which charge was later withdrawn) and

prevented their youthful activity of dancing. The charge that

the missionary had intervened to prevent the people dancing the

rhumba late at night was admitted.

Although the matter was unimportant in itself it did demonstrate

how a local discontent could be voiced at Regional level, and

that the people had access to this channel of communication through

the trio of organisations of TANU, the T.Y.L. and the T.A.P.A.

which liberated them from a dependence on purely local and •colonial*

arbitration. It also successfully challenged an area in which

the mission (and sometimes indirect administration) had wielded

autocratic control. The trio of organisations helped to establish

Wanda political autonomy, and to move towards control of institutions

See above Pre-TANU protest movements (i) Dances.
2#

This is a local accusation tantamount to sedition in the post
independence era, and has been consistently used since to
discredit criticism, dee for example the case of Kgondozi Fisher¬
men's leaders in D.E.KcHenry: "A Problem in Development: An
Attempt to form a Fishermen's Co-operative Society for Lake
Tanganyika" U.E.A.S.3.C. Vol.11. Nairobi, 1969, p.550.
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and policies that directly affected their lives. However, a

lack of coherent development ideology impeded their overall

effectiveness.

The mission at Kamsamba also was influenced by this state

of affairs, unlike its well established Mkulwe counterpart. Here

the land concession was small (3.-4 acres) and there was no

tradition of a mission settlement, and no colonial rule in which

Europeans, and particularly missionaries, had gained privileges.

The attempt to introduce the control mechanisms from Mkulwe were

rejected by the people of Kamsamba in an effective manner, using

legitimate political and judicial structures to maintain their

autonony.

TANU and development:

After Independence, Uwanda celebrated a TANU victory by

sponsoring nation building and self help projects.^ An example

of post-independence development strategy in Uwanda was outlined

by the visiting Regional Commissioner John Mwakangale M.P. in a

speech designed to mobilize the people. In it he stated:that:

(a) a new fight was under way, more difficult that
that which culminated in Uhuru. now it was against
poverty, ignorance and disease. It could only be
won by hard work.

(b) people should start self-help schemes; making
roads from village to village, digging .ells
(if they did not know how they should consult
the local mission) and extending self-supporting

bush schools.

* It is, however, important to record the fact tiiat the Independence
celebrations began with a church service, at the request of
TANU, and a goat was given to the mission as an uhuru pressnt.
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(c) people should organize themselves into
co-operatives to sell their fish, to
cultivate and market their crops.

(d) TANU was now the government so it was
forbidden to beegainst TANU. Even,the
chief should be a member of TANU.

Despite Mr. Mwakangale's rousing speech results were meagre.

Some small voluntary schemes were launched, but the contagious

enthusiasm that characterized pre-independence efforts was lacking.

Although the people were establishing local political control

over the area, the tangible benefits of uhuru were few. Visiting

officials spoke down to the people. An example of this is in

1964 when the Regional Commissioner, Regional Chairman of TANU

and the European TANU M.P. Dr.Stirling visited Uwanda and scolded
2

the people for not being more active. A particular grievance of

the new administration was that during the previous year only 191

persons out of 2,200 paid their poll tax. It was on this occasion

too that tax increases were announced; personal tax increased to

45 shillings, licence to make combe (beer) 15 shillings, and Marriage

Certificates increased to 5 shillings. Furthermore, although

uhuru had been gained politically the place of Uwanda remained the

same within a neo-colonial economic system. Colonial production

patterns persisted; the relations of production and the forms which

production assumed remained as before independence. Although migrant

^*K.D. 27. 5.1962. In the early years of independence there was
evidence of TANU-Chief friction, e.g. Mwene Mwandi's attitude
towards TANU came under suspicion and he was remanded on a minor
charge by the District Officer of Mbeya. However, he later
became Chairman of TANU and was elected to the post of Divani in 1966.

2
'Neilis J. A Theory of Ideology. London 1974, pp.1-4 where other
examples of similar speechmaking are given.
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labour had decreased considerably, government investment in

Uwanda was negligible, apart from some basic infrastructural

services. Extension Officers were practically all non-Wanda, the

natu±al resources of fish, salt,and game were exploited by strangers.

The area was subject to drou^xt and the mission was more active than

the Government in alleviating distress. The Co-operative purchased

any food surpluses at derisory prices and sold it back some months

later at over double the price. The process of inter-district

differentiation continued with inequality of access to opportunities

based upon one's function in theproductive process of export cash

crops. The Three Year Plan and F.P.Y.C.P. predictably offered

no incentive to Uwanda.

Mission investment in individual projects was more spectacular,

and perhaps more relevant than that of the government as it went

to areas of crucial need; medical care and co munications. A

pedestrian suspension bridge 220 feet long was constructed under

the guidance of Fr.Gilles Verreault in co-operation with the

Kamsamba and Kipeta Village Development Committees* (V.D.C.jj. It was

the only all-weather crossing over the River Momba between Uwanda

and Ufipa, and was invaluable in facilitating the transfer of food

to Uwanda in times of seasonal hunger. An eighteen bed dispensary

was opened at Mkulwe which eventually became the government Rural

Health Centre in 1974. A thorough knowledge of local surroundings

and needs, together with a minimum of bureaucratic aaministration

and an access to skills and resources enabled the mission to provide

basic services which had been neglected in Uwanda. So there was

**
The bridge was officially opened by the Area Commissioner and the
M.P. Nzowa on 6. 6. 1967* but a 'local' opening had taken place
six months earlier.
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a reappearance of a colonial situation in which the mission

provided, substitute welfare services in the absence of the

government's efforts to do so.

Hence, from 1961 to 1966 while political consciousness

increased in Uwanda,and TAWU's activities and effectiveness as

a party grew, yet, due to constraints emanating from neo-colonial

planning of economic development and lack of ideology affecting

the redistribution of national resources, few tangible benefits

of independence percolated through to Uwanda. In a growth-

orientated economy Uwanda became a victim of the disparities

of uneven development.
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111. ARUoHA DECLARATION AMD UJAMAA VIJIJINI.

jl. The Arusha Declaration:

Ujamaa was initially recommended as an ideal, based on 'human

brotherhood* and democracy, with people voluntarily living and

working together on communally owned land and sharing the product

of their labour.^ Its weakness consisted in its near exclusive

application to the rural sector, its total lack of clarity as to

the means of implementation, and the linkage effects that it would

have wiiix the other sector-a of Tanzanian society. Little structural

reform, with the exception of freehold abolition, was taken to

remove the constraints of a capitalist type economy. The emergence

of social differentiation and strata of agricultural capitalists,

landless proletariat and a bureaucratic and political elite (wabenzi).

prompted radical changes in policy. The policy document known as

the Arusha Declaration, was a new development strategy of ujamaaization

of the whole econony based on national control of the commanding

heights and the priority of agricultural development.
2

The Arusha Declaration was an attempt to spell out

unambiguously the socialist dimensions of ujamaa and its application

to the economy as a whole.

**
J.K.Nyerere "Ujamaa - the Basis of African Socialism" (1962)
in U.iamaa: : -ssavs on socialism. Nairobi, 1963, pp. 1-12.

Idem.(1968) "The Arusha Declaration", pp.13t37.
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The salient points of the Declration were:

(i) Public control over the economy and all the
major means of production and exchange -
nationalization or planned nationalization of
all major financial institutions and companies,

(ii) Development through self-reliance, depending
upon one's own efforts and Tanzanian resources,

(iii) Priority to rural development over the urban
and industrial sector,

(iv) TANU to remain a party of the masses and not
a vanguard movement.

(v) Leaders to give an example of integrity to show
their commitment to ujamaa, by following an
explicit leadership code.

(vi) Social equality and eradication of inequalities.

The main points of the Arusha Declaration for the rural

sector were further clarified in a document "Socialism and Rural

1
Development", according to which the aim of ujamaa was:

"to build a society in which all members have equal
rights and equal opportunities; in which all can
live at peace without suffering or imposing injustic,
being exploited or exploiting; and in which all have
a gradually increasing basic level of material
welfare before any individual lives in luxury."

The basic model in the rural sector was the ujamaa village

based on the principle of living, working and sharing together.

An internal progression of socialist transformation was envisaged

in stages;

Stage 1 - Village with some degree of communal
activity

^ * Nyerere J.K. "Socialism and Rural Development" in L3says on
docialism (1968). p.110.
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Stage 2 - Villages where co-imunal farming
has been permanently established.

Stage 3 - Villages which are economically
self-reliant and able to manage credit.

The development strategy, as enunciated by the Azimio la

Arusha, necessitated a recasting of economic objectives which

had polarized around growth targets, resulting in an expansion

of sectors with international linkages which reinforced external

dependency and aggravated internal differentiations. New development

perspectives now clearly opted for an egalitarian, democratic

socialist form of society. This implied a change in the structure

of production to conform with the socialist criteria of the

Declaration. A substantial degree of economic independence was aimed

at by reducing external dependency links with the traditional

trading partners and aid agencies, as well as an expansion of

state control over the principal means of production and important

econonic institutions. State enterprises were given preference

over private ones (whether national or foreign), collectivities such

as co-operatives, ujamaa villages or state farms were given priority

in the allocation of investment.

Apart from the initial range of nationalization* the economy

and the politicians needed time to translate the policy options of

* *
Nationalization of banking, insurance, milling and import-
export companies in February 1967 followed later in the year
by an acquisition of interests in mining, cement, tins, tobacco
and pyrethrum processing and a majority interest in the sisal
industry.
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socialism and self-reliance into economic realities. The implementation

of the Arusha Declaration is best understood when seen in the

context of subsequent economic decisions, of which there are two of

major importance, the Second Five Year Development plan (s.F.Y.D.P.)

for 1969-1974, and the Presidential Circular No.l, 1969. The Plan

emphasized the priority given to rural development in the form of

"socialist organisation of rural economic activity, both through

the application of Ujamaa Vijijini and through the expansion of

other forms of co-operative activity."^ The plan attempted to

clarify the economic policy decisions necessary at the level of

ministries to implement the aims and ideds of .rusha in the day-to¬

day bureaucratic planning of the country.

Implementatton qf Arpsha ppiicies:

(a) Government sector:

The initial nationalization of interests in major

enterprises in 1967 were gradually extended. The pace of national

control was limited by the capacity of the state and parastatal

sector to absorb new enterprises, and the ability to provide

trained manpower with appropriate skills. Formal ownership of

central financial institutions, such as banking and insurance, provided
2

the basis for national control of monetary policies. The addition

^ *

Tanzania Government: Second Five Year Plan for Economic and Social
Development 1st July 1969 - 30th June 1974, Dar-es-Salaam 1970,
Vol.1. Ch.3, p.26.

2 * In thi3 the lower managerial staff of the banks who were mainly
Asian played an irreplaceable role, as European staff were recalled,
iee J. Loxley, "Structural Change in the Monetary System of

Tanzania" in Cliffe L. and Saul J. (Eds.) Socialism in Tanzania.
Vol.11, 1973, pp. 102-111.
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of an industrial base with eventual controlling interests in

Portland Cement, Kiloiabero Sugar Company and Tiper Oil Refinery,

together with a host of smaller concerns, grouped under the

umbrella of the National Development Corporation (N.D.C.), enhanced

the national control of the economy. In the commercial sector,

the State Trading Corporation (S.T.C.) besides monopolizing the

import-export trade also became the ma^or national wholesale

distributor. Due to recurrent losses and inefficiencies, the

S.T.C. was broken down into specialised units run on a regional

basis in 1973.^ I1*1© N.D.C. was also reorganized into specialised

bodies. Iianagerial and consultancy agreements were concluded with

otherseas firms, or former owners, so as to ensure training of

nationals. These consultancy agreements proved expensive, and

often resulted in expenditure that was superfluous to the real

2
needs of a developing country.

In 1970 the Declaration was extended. The Public Buildings

Requisition Act of 1971 nationalized rented housing in the luxury

category (over 100,000 shillings in value) and this move affected

the financial interests of the Asian community in particular, although
3

some M.P.'s were al3o affected byt it. District Development

The most controversial section of the S.T.C. being its textile
outlet (Natex) which has met with repeated accusations of negatism
and corruption. For further on the S.T.C. see Resnick I. in
workers and Management. Ed.H.Mapolu, Dar-es-Salaam, 1976.

2
Outstanding among the management/consultancy agreements with
sinister implications for the economy were the Fertiliser Plant,
see Goulson A. "The Fertiliser Factory" in Journal of Modern African
Studies. 15. 1. 1977, pp.119-125, and an automated bakery of
Canadian Provenance, see Mwenyeji:"Baking the Bread and Feeding
Canada" in Raii lla.1l No.23. 1975, pp.32-37. Also A.Coulson "The
Automated Bread Factory" in Past Africa Law Review (forthcoming).
Relatively few politicians were concerned by the takeover, see list
in Appendix 11. G.M, Fimbo "Land Socialism and Law", in G.Ruhumbika
(Ed.) Towards U.iamaa. Dar-es-Salaam, 1974, pp. 2710274.
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Corporations took over local trading and commercial enterprises

that were particularly important such as petrol agencies, transport

companies and the like, A number of settler farms were nationalized

in Kilimanjaro region.

Together with the 3.F.Y.D.P. the Arusha Declaration provided

the foundation for the public ownership of the major financial

and commercial institutions in the country to the extent that 80>£

of all monetary investment is now carried out by the public sector

or its ^"filiated bodies,

(b) Agricultural development:

The Azimio la Arusha was a pedogogical document intended

to persuade the peasant farmer of the inherent rationality of

co-operative agricultural production, even if individual growth was

to be less. From 1967 to 1969 a gradualist approach was adopted

with the emphasis on persuasion, flexibility and a minimum of

bureaucratic interference.

In the case of plantation/estate agriculture, the government

took a major shareholding of 6O7S of the sisal estates, these estates

were then grouped into the Tanzania Sisal Corporation.

The state farms^ were an attempt to reproduce the transformation

capital intensive approach of the settlement scheme. Twenty-nine

state farms, principally ranges and wheat farms, were planned but

only twenty were realized. They were justified ideologically as a

training opportunity for future extension personnel, and as providing

1*
S.F.Y.D.P., p.30
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infrastructural support to local ujamaa efforts. The Economic

Survey of 1973 showed dissatisfaction with the economic performance

of the majority of state farms, with the exception of ranches, as

aany had not attained commercial viability. The principal reasons

for the unsatisfactory performance were lack of experienced management

and over mechanization.*
"The Co-operative is basically a socialist institution" hence

it was expected that a major role should be played by the
2

Co-operative movement in the task of developing rural socialism.

But, as the plan pointed out, it is easy for the co-operative

movement to take on a capitalist character if it is linked to a

capitalist form of production is a marketing organization, .hus

the plan recommended co-operative forms of production among the

co-operative (primary) societies and increased democratic

participation of members in the control of activities. Many of these

points rejoin the recommendations of the 1966 Presidential
3

C oralission of Knquiry.

There is, however, a lack of clarity on the ways in which the

co-operative movement can actually service the ujamaa villages in

addition to their marketing function. The co-operatives have often

* * Illindi State Farm, established 1969» in Mbozi District situated
40 miles south of Uwanda has a holding of 4,000 hectares of which
1,200 hectares are arable. Projected cultivation area was 60U
hectares in 1967, 567 hectares were cultivated producing mainly
wheat, (experimental area of 6 hectares of oats). Farm machinery
includes 4 idassey Ferguson Tractors with implements and two
combined harvesters. See Jesperson district deport, pp.26-27.

2
.F.Y. .P. p.31, also iissiaen V. "our .conotav". Tabora 1974.

A major point was the need for trained and experienced personnel
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been distrusted by the ujamaa villages for their lack of efficiency

and mismanagement of funds.^ Hence progressive ujainaa villages

were keen to attain Stage 3 when they could be officially recognised

as a producer co-operative selling their produce directly to the

Union (secondary) tlus by-passing the primary society.

Despite the nationalist associations of the co-operative
3

movement, the Commissions of inquiry, and secondment of experts

it has remained an institution blighted by malpractices, alienated

from the local producers and thorou^ily exploitative in its
4

pricing mechanisms. It is thus not surprising that primary

co-operative societies were effectively disbanded under the 1975

Villagisation Act, and their marketing functions assumed by the

village council."*
A primary society operated in Uwanda which reflected the

national malaises. The Chairman of the co-operative was a large

former of considerable wealth, and a member of the TAMJ Executive.

The three Secretaries of the Society, between 1970 and 1975, were

all imprisoned on charges of embezzling funds amounting to 33,000

shillings, 1,000 shillings and 50,000 shillings respectively.

The whole Beard of Mbeya Co-operative Union (MBSCU) was dismissed
in 1975 when a deficit of 20 million shillings was discovered.

2 *

See Coulson, A. "Agricultural Planning in Tanzania", E.R.B, Paper,
Dar-es^Salaam, 1970.

3
See Report of the Presidential Special Committee of inquiry into
the Co-operative Movement and Marketing Boards, 1966, Government
Printer, Dar-es-oalaam.
The manager of Dodoma ;tegionCCo-operative Union was accused by
delegates at the L'ANU District Conference of being the great
1 .nri.ia' (exploiter) See A.Z.Mutaha in "The Political Impact of the
Co-operative union in Dodoma District", Co-operatives in Tanzania:

! robleras of Organisation. Goran Hyden (sd.) 1976 D r-es-Salaam.
pp. 21-28. For irregularities and malpractices in \ru3ha Co-operative
Union see Ngila R.L. Mwase, "Co-operatives and Ujamaa: A case study
of the Arusha Region Co-operative Union", Hyden G. 1976, pp.73-90.

5 /*

See Villages and Ujamaa Villages (Registration,Designation and
Administration) Act 1975.
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At the same time, the Uwanda society was itself unusual in

the District, ith the formation of iibeya Region Co-o.>erative

Union in 1970, the then Mbozi Branch became a separate unit. The

primary societies operating in the district concentrated mainly on

ooffee marketing, while Uwanda Co-operative Society alone marketed

principally food crops, Uwanda was conceded probationary status

only. An analysis of Co-operatives in the district highlight

the peculiar status and function of the Uwanda society.

Co-operatives of Mbozi District.^

Name No.of members Crop

Unyiha Coffee Growers Soceity 1,603 coffee

Hsia Coffee Growers Society 375 coffee

Ruanda/lyula Coffee Growers Society 1,443 coffee

Itaka Coffee Growers Society 1,604 coffee

Halungu Coffee Growers Society 515 coffee

Vwawa Coffee Growers Society 1,102 coffee

Uwanda Probationary Co-operative Soc. 203 Maize,millet,
beans,paddy
s esame,ground¬
nuts,Beeswax.

The District figures of food crop marketing of the Co-operatives

^" Source: District Report Mbozi District, compiled by C.Branner
Jesperson, (.4,R.T.I.,Mbeya) April 1971, p. 29.
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for 1970 were as follows:

Fingermillet - 448 tons

Maize - 6 tons

Groundnuts - 4 tons

The bulk of this production was handled by the Uwanda society.

Although the Uwanda society did not confine its activities

strictly to Uwanda - it also established temporary buying posts

in border areas of Ufipa, Unyamwanga and Unyiha - its activities

resulted in a nett transfer of food surplus from Uwanda - the

periphery - to the District oentre of Mbozi and the Regional centre

of Iibeya. As such then it was a major contributory mechanism in

the creation of food shortage in Uwanda, whilst providing food

and beer* for the town dwellers.

The marketing techniques and controls of the co-operative

proved detrimental to the development of the production, whether

individual or communal. The co-operative established a monopoly of

buying and selling marketable produce the control of which was

enforced by a customs barrier to prevent the clandestine export of

food from Uwanda and Unyamwanga. But is al30 served as a mechanism

to reinforce the differentials between the price available on the

open market and that being currently offered by the co-operative

within Uwanda, thus safeguarding its purchasing monopoly. In Uwanda

* * Fingermillet is used in ugali (porridge) as the stable food
of Uwanda, in the towns it is used extensively for the brewing
of beer.
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the price offered to producers of maize in June 1970 was 18 shillings

per 100 kilos; later in the year, November, it was sold back to

the peasants of Uwanda at the then open market price of 42 shillings

for 90 kg.^ This phenomenon is not exceptional, as the price

of produce increased in following years, the price differential

actually widened.^
As often happened the growers became consumers later in the

year, and thus the grower eventually paid the handling charges of

almost 170/® when repurchasing his produce from the Co-operative,

The protectionist system operating, and supported by the District

administration, failed to achieve its stated aim of conserving food

supplies within Uwanda; it served mainly to protect the exploitative

system operated by the Co-operative, forced the peasant to sell more

food for urgent cash requirments because of the low price offered,

and directly contributed to serious food shortages in the area by
3

the transfer of food to urban centres of Vwawa and Mbeya.
4

According to the 3.F.Y.D.P. and the Arusha Declaration rural

development was accorded top .priority in the overall development of

the country. The strategy of development chosen was rural socialist

transformation by the programmed introduction of communal forms of

^ *
Prices obtained from personal observation, hilot growers
traditionally sell 100 kg, in a jute sack:, the Co-operative
sells 90kg. in the same sack - the national average price of
27 shillings for the period,

2 *

Personal observation 1970-1974. The food crops were transported
to ibeya and then had to be brought back during the seasonal hunger,

3 * The Co-operative in Uwanda was dissolved by Government Order on
1,8, 1976 - see Uwanda Farmers Probationary Co-operative Society
Limited (Reg,No. Prob.5l) in Government Gazette 27. 8. 1976., p.878.

4* 3.F.T0D.P.I. p. 26.
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agriculture. Ujamaa befiame the ideological framework underpinning

the change over from individual to co-operative production. The

Ujamaa village then became the basic unit of communal production.

"TjjWwould live together in a village;
they would farm together; market together;
and undertake the provision of local services^
and small local requirements as a community."

timphasi3 was placed on living and working together in communities

in a style which reactivated traditional forms of co-operation and

gave it new meaning. Implementation was to be primarily a people's

initiative and external agencies (government and voluntary bodies)

would compliment their efforts.

(c) Frontal approach of the Presidential Circular:

The voluntaristic didactic approach of Nyerere failed

to elicit an enthusiastic response either among peasants or among

the government bureaucrats. Hence Nyerere issued a Presidential
2

Circular primarily intended to accelerate the cr.ation of an egal¬

itarian and self-reliant rural society by mobilizing the resources

of party and government in implementing the socialist transformation.

This approach was then included in the G.F.Y.D.P. and became known

as the frontal approach "Mobilizing the full range of governmental
3

and political institutions behind the principles of Ujamaa." It

Ujamaa Fijijini in Nyerere (1968) p. 124.
Presidential Circular No.l 1969 "No Department of TANU and no
ministry of Government is exempt from the requirement to
participate and to contribute to the success of this policy".
in dural Co-operation in Tanzania

3* S.F.Y.D.P. No.13, p.27.
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denotes, however, a shift of initiative from the peasantry to

the party and government; TANU providing the ideological training

and Maendeleo (Ministry of Regional Administration and Rural

Development) co-ordinating the technical assistance required from

the various departments.

Nyerere recognised that the capitalist individualistic forces

of rural society could not be overcome without a vigorous effort

being mounted to raise the political consciousness of the peasantry.

But, unfortunately, government and party leaders needed to be educated

themselv s first of all, so seminars were ar anged for those concerned.

A ministerial reorganisation took place that allocated the co-ordination

and implementation of rural ujama to aendeleo.

The full weight of party and government was thrown behind the

efforts to ujamaaize the peasantry, and it is evident from the

statistics^ that the frontal approach in the 1969-1970 period led

to a considerable expansion of the ujamaa programme.

(d) Implementation of rural U.iamaa 1967-1971:

In the first two years after Arusha only about 150 villages

were founded, the organisation was haphazard and the criteria for

recognition vague. Theacpansion in the villages took place when

the policies of the S.F.Y.D.P. and the Presidential Circular filtered
2

through to tha village level. The media, particularly the radio,

^ * See Section (d) below.
2

See Hall B. and Dodas T. Voices for Development.Cambridge. 1974.
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was used very effectively in politicizing the masses, who then

responded more readily to the call to participate in the rural

revolution, fapinduzi. The awareness that extension workers

infrastructural investment and social services i*ere all directed

towards ujamaa villages served as an important - though double-

edged - stimulus to ujamaa growth.

Number of Ujamaa villages from 1967 to 1971.

Dfte No.of villages

February 1967 48

December 1968 180

December 1969 650

September 1970 1,200

June 1971 2,668

Total population Total population
of villages % of mainland

5,000 0.04#

53,000 0.5#

300,000 2.5#

500,000 4.2#

840,000 6.3/0

Source: Ministry of Rural Development Report:
Economic Survey 1970-1971.

Another factor of considerable significance was the possibility

of promotion for officials who were considered successful 'ujamaa-

izers1, which then often led to impetuous programmes, insufficient

organisation, unfulfilled promises and finally disillusioned peasants.

On the other hand, groups of kulak^ farmers grouped togettier to

On kulak ujamaa see Raikes P. "Ujamaa and Rural Socialism" in
Review of African rolitical economy. No.3» 1975 pp.45-46. Also

Lawrence P. "Igriculture and Rural Development", mimeo, Dar-es-
Salaam, 1973. Also J.B.Sender "Some Preliminary Notes on the
Political Econoiqy of Rural Develop.:ent in Tanzania, based on a
case study in the .est Usambaras", Dar-es-Salaam, 1973» mimeo.
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found a nominal ujamaa village in order to defend their interests

or gain access to land.

A spirit of competitiveness grew between districts and

regions to register the greatest number of ujamaa villages as

it slowly became an indicator of work performance, and patriotic

adherence to national policy. The criteria for registering

villages differed, but basically what was required was a minimum

number of members and a constitution, both of which had the

approval of TANU, a right of occupancy over land and a degree of

communal agricultural production. These criteria were general

enough to include registration of some Stage 1 villages. The

statistics below are an attempt to break down the national

statistics into the various stages of village development for the

year 1971. It emerges that 83$ are at Stage 1, which is basically

a stage of villagisation with minimal or no communal production.

On the other hand, only 2.3$ of the villages achieved the stage of

economic viability and less than a quarter of these were registered

as multi-purpose co-operative societies. ^ Although our calculation
2

is restricted to the mid 1971 statistic it does suggest that the

vast majority of ujamaa villages registered, though legally constituted

^ * Lavin & Cunningham writing in August 1968 proposed that the
number of authentic ujamaa villages did not exceed twenty. Lavin R.
& Cunningham G. "The Prospects for Ujamaa Villages" in
Svendsen & Teisen Self Reliant Tanzania. Dar-es-Salaam, 1969.

2. Which had already considerably expanded by the end of the year.
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and. politically approved, had an abysmally weak communal

productive output, and minimal impact on the overall product of

the agricultural sector.

DISTRIBUTION OP UJAMAA VILLAGES, BY REGION.

Dec. Dec. June Dec. Dec. Mar. Villagers
Region. ig6g ig70 ig?1 ig71 lg72 ig75> Mar(jh ig?3

Arusha 20 25 44 59 92 95 20,112

Coast 46 56 58 121 185 188 115,382

Dodoma 40 75 150 246 299 336 278,915

Iringa 60 350 350 651 630 659 243,527

Kigoma 14 34 108 132 129 129 114,391

Kilimanjaro 7 9 11 11 24 24 4,934

Kara 19 174 250 376 376 276 108,068

Ilbeya 22 91 194 493 713 715 103,672

Morogoro 16 19 22 113 116 118 19,732

Lindi ) 412 750 360 592 626 589 169,093

Mtwara ) 10 - - 748 1,088 1,103 466,098

Mwanza 10 28 41 127 211 284 49,846

Ruvuma 26 120 120 205 205 242 42,288

Shinyanga 6 98 132 150 123 108 12,052

Singida 12 16 57 201 263 263 59,420

Tabora 41 52 81 82 148 174 29,295

Tanga 37 37 146 132 245 245 77,957

West Lake 21 22 43 46 83 85 16,747

TOTAL: 819 1,956 2,668 4,484 5,556 5,633 1,931,529
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STAGES IN DEVELOPMENT OP UJAMAA VILLAGES, ST REGION

„ J No.of villages _ .
Region Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3.

Aruaha 38 5 1 44

Coast 31 26 1 58

Dodoma 132 17 1 150

Iringa 349 - 1 350

Kigoma 93 15 - 108

Kilimanjaro 9 2 - 11

Lindi 162 26 - 188

Mara 226 20 4 250

Mbeya 191 - 3 194

Morogoro 21 2 1 22

Mtwara 651 21 - 672

Mwanza 38 3 - 41

Ruvuma 105 15 - 120

Shinyanga 131 1 - 132

Singida 42 15 - 57

Tabora 35 43 4 82

Tanga 113 32 1 146

est Lake 43 - - 43

TOTAL: 2,410 243 17 2,668

Source: Economic Survey 1970-1971.
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The response to ujaraaa prior to villagisation at the level

of regions was very uneven. In regions with a high density of

population and a shortage of cultivation land, the number of ujamaa

villages was very low. Outstanding in this respect was Kilimanjaro^,
Rungwe District and West Lake. These areas also coincided with an

established land tenure system, intensive cash cropping and the

employment of wage labour. The resultant land scarcity was an

important factor causing inequalities in these areas. These areas

were exposed to capitalist agriculture and were crucial links in the

colonial marketing network, and they benefitted considerably from a

colonial for of development in terras of educational and commercial

opportunities. Mwanza and Shinyanga had proportionally few villages;

here again,although land shortage was not a major problem, cotton

was widely grown and seasonal labour employed. In addition to

these factors a large secfeion of the population were engaged in

cattle production and herding was done on a partly nomadic basis

without fixffld residence. This latter reason also applied to Arusha

and areas of Singida. The ujamaa programme failed to offer

attractive incentives to animal producers in these regions to

encourage communal ranching, as later happened in Dodoma. Hence,

iiie ujamaa village programme had little impact on pastoral areas

like Sukumaland, Masailand and Arusha.

^ * There were attempts to re-settle landless from congested areas
into low density areas, e.g. 900 Chagga farmers to the Kwene
Highlands in Mpanda, and ianyakyusa from Rungwe to tobacco
growing villages in Chunya. See oilman A. in Rural Co-operation
inTTanzania. Dar-es-Salaam, 1975* p.320.
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e can deduce from this evidence that the ujaaaa progratame

did not in practice seek a radical transformation of the econoiy

from individual modes of production to a socialist one. Nor did

it seek a confrontation with vested interests in the prosperous

cash crop areas - where ujaaaa production remained nominal* - or in

the cattle producing areas where traditional ownership and husbandry-

patterns persisted. Avoidance of a clash may be justifiable on

the grounds that structural change would have seriously disrupted

cash crop production, and meant the loss of export earnings and

foreign exchange which financed development expenditure. But the

consequence of such an approach was that key areas of agricultural

production continued along capitalistic lines, remaining virtually

untouched by socialist national policies, hence hindering policy

i-plementation.

It was estimated tnat by the end of 1972, 15$ of fanzanians

lived in 5,556 Ujamaa villages, 1,980,362 people of whom 30$ lived

in the eight regions of Bodoaa, Mtwnra, orogoro, Iringa,Lindi,
2

Mara, Kigoma and Coast. Uwanda, although part of a prosperous

Kbeya region, was analogically and functionally similar to areas

such as Dodoaa, Kigoma and Ktwara. Thdae were all areas which were

poor, economically backward and had been allocated a labour

exporting function in the colonial economy. Situated towards the

* * Ismani being a possible exception, Pee Awiti A."The Develop.aent
of Ujaraaa in Ismani" in Aural Co-o opration in Tanzania. (1975)
pp. 419-125.

"*•
dee essiaen V. (1974).
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the south of the country they were poorly linked to the communications

system and hence remained remote J There was little perennial
2

cash cropping with the exception of some pockets of plantation

agriculture.

Land was in plentiful supply in these regions of low density

population which facilitated the founding of new ujamaa villages

without disturbing the land tenurial system. The lack of government

inputs in these areas in the past had contributed to making them

more receptive to promises of infrastructural assistance - and

appreciative of aid when it materialised. Some villages were

created as a result of international political tensions, such as

villages in Mtwara and Lindi, peopled by Mozarabican refugees, and

some villages in Ligoma Region which received refugees from Burundi.

Other villages in frontier areas such as in Mbeya and Ruvuma Region

were organised for defensive purposes.

The social organisation of people also contributed considerably

to the number of ujamaa villages. Although Nyerere's ideal of

African socialism, as being indigenous and based on the traditional

It is too early to assess the impact of the Chinese built Uhuru
lailway on the area. See Bailey, Martin, Freedom Railway;
China and the Tanzania-Zambia Link. London, 1976.

2 *
Parts of Iringa Region are exceptional insofar as thefm are
expatriate owned coffee and tea estates in the Hi^xlands and
a wattle industry in Njombe. Also a form of indigenous capitalist
farming emerged at Ismani which has been well documented as 'kulak
ujamaa' - which produced the first political assassination since
independence when the Regional Commissioner Dr.1 ilbert Klerru was
shot by an opponent of the Ujamaa programme. See Feldman D. "Ismani
and the Rise of Capitalism" London 1970. Seminar on Changes in
Tanzanian Rural Society. See also Awiti A. "Economic Differentiation
in Ismani, Iringa Region: A Critical Assessment of Peasants response
to the Ujamaa Ujijini programme" tfrican Review. 3, 2, (1973.)
pp. 178-208.
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extended family and village community, has been severely criticised,'
yet local social organisation was important in the statistical

enumeration of villages. Some villages were begun as new settlements

on virgin land with people recruited from elsewhere without the

heavy capital investment of former settlement schemes. These

villages were often organised around the introduction of a cash

crop such as tobacco in Chnya and Tabora Districts, and reflected

a higher level of communal organisation than their stage 1 counter¬

parts. Among peoples who have traditionally lived together in

villages such as the Fipa, the 'anda and the Konde village

settlements were already established, thus fulfilling an important

condition of an ujamaa village. Using the already established

social organisation it was relatively easy to organise a form of

communal production, establish a communal shamba. elect a committee

and seek registration. The use of 3uch a registration procedure

may well account for the considerable expansion of villages during

the period 1971-1972. But is should be noted that individual

agricultural holdings underwent little change; a commitment to

communal production entailed wo iking two or three mornings per week

but individual production continued during leisure time, or by a

reorganisation of family labour.

The tradition of co-operation among certain peoples was

^ *

McKay J. "A Review of tural Settlement Studies for Tanzania"
in Bast African Geographical Ac-view. Vol. 6. 1963, pp. 37-49.
Rigby P. Cattle and Kinship among the Gogo. Cornell.
Also Feldman D. (1970). Schneider H.K. 'The ahi anvaturu;

conomics in an \fricsn Society. (Chicago), 1970.
See also S.F.Y.D.P., p. 26 Also S.3. Muahi "Problems of Rural
Modernisation" in Taamuli. Vol. 2, No.2 1972.
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reinforced by ujamaa, and provided a basis of mutual confidence on

to which other forms of co-operation were grafted. Co-operative

shops, workshops, dispensaries and schools were built in many

villages and attracted aid from the R.D.F. and Central Funds.1 The

ujamaa programme became a useful platform upon which previously

unknown villages could gain the attention of administrators away

from the prosperous cash crop areas to those engaged in a gradual

process of building a socialist society.

In conclusion some major issues impeding the effective

implementation of Ujamaa programmes were:

(1) The registration procedure between regions lacked

uniformity which affected the statistical assessment both

of the numbers of villages and the degree of co-operation that had

been attained,

2
(2) The production targets of villages were rarely attained.

(3) Although Ujamaa villages were intended to gain by

economies of scale, there are few indications that communal

production showed a surplus when balanced against investment inputs
3

and the opportunity coat of the scarce resources involved. Hence

a better accounting system should have been instituted to examine

1
The main funding agencies for the Ujamaa villages apart from the
Ministries were the R.D.F., Community Development Fund, Rural
Development Bank and the National Bank of Commerce.

2
Mapolu H. and Philipson G. "Agricultural Co-operation and the
Development of Productive Forces: Some Lessons from Tanzania"
in Africa Development. 1,1, (1976) pp.42-57
Also Raikes (1975) "The Ujamaa policy ... a major drain on
surplus." p.47

3
Gee Bumra S. in d.R.B. Paper 75.3 Dar-e3-Salaam, 1975.
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the economic performance of the villages and their viability over

and above the subsistence Sector.

(4) Externally-based planning teams* often chose totally

unsuitable sites for villages where basic facilities were

lacking, e.g. water, productive soil. There was often inadequate

p rticipation and consultation of local inhabitants in the procedures,

and local people were not trained in sufficient numbers to assume

leadership responsibilities in an essentially new social context.

(5) Ujamaasas the "basis for the transformation of the rural

society" (s.F.Y.D.P.) lacked the vigorous ideological

clarity and precision so necessary to it in the performance of a

mammoth task. The voluntaristic approach created an uneven response,

which raay have had the beneficial effect of channelling investment

to the least developed areas, but it also left virtually untouched

the major centres of agricultural production in the private sector.

On this basis we can seriously question the effectiveness of the

ujamaa programme to bring about equality that Ujamaa Vijijini aimed

at - building a society in "which all members have equal rights and

equal opportunities... and in which all have a gradually increasing

basic level of material welfare before any individual lives in luxury."

If a source of inequality and differentiation in the rural sector,

i.e. cash crop production is not integrated into the ujamaa programme

*• Raikis.P.L. "Village Planning for Tanzania" in Taamuli. 3, 1, 73»
pp. 3t26., and Hyden G. "Ujamaa Villagi3ation and Rural Development
in Tanzania", in O.D.I. Review. 1, 1975, pp.53-72.
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ujaraaa would be little .-acre than an attempt to partially

coaraunalize subsistence farming* without attacking the source

of class formation and the emergence of a privileged elite.

(6) A major source of Ujaaaa village financing was the

Regional Development Fund (R.D.F.) which disposed of

about 1 million shillings per region. Thu3 regions with few

villages could allocate a considerable sum to each village while

the poorer regions had little to distribute among the many

villages. ..ven regional financing of the programme remained tied

to established priorities.

The Ujamaa village programme thich existed side by side with
3

capitalist agrioulture , state farms and co-operatives, 1 icked

integration into an overall development strategy. There was a lack

of confrontation between the capitalist and socialist forms of

development with a continuing policy of mutual tolerance. This in

itself was indicative of thelack of commitment to the type of

society that ujamaa was intended to create and gave an air of

unreality to the exhortations of the national leadership.

* * X do not infer that the ujamaa programme has been limited
exclusively to subsistence farming activities, as there is
evidence of developed communal production in cash crop areas,for
example Mbozi-Vwawa. See Jeaperson C.B. Hbozi District :eport.

2 * lee Lawrence P;R. et alia : "Regional Planning in lanzania, Some
Institutional Problems" in hat \frican ournal of iural , velopment
7, 1-2, (1974) pp. 10-45.

3b
"If we continue to encourage or even help the development of
agricultural capitalism, we shall never become a socialist state,"
J.K.Hyereee, Ujamaa Vijljini.
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CHAPTER X

TO. ARBS A SOCIALIST DEV .LOPMENT STRATEGY IK U .AND A.

1. RESOURCCONTROL MP UJAKAA PRODUCTION:

It has been argued that the problem of the development of

productive forces under the system of underdevelopment is primarily

a political question.* The advocates of this viewpoint, from ray

experience, generally have a ready made political system with radical

strategies ready to juxtapose on to any pre-existing situation.

Clarity and specificity of political objectives, and of the development

priorities to be established in a society, are important. The

transmission of these objectives by socialisation and political

education of the rural masses (in the ca3e of Uwanda) inevitably

led to the emergence of development strategies inspired by thdse

ideals and interpreted locally as appropriate. The commanding

heights of the economy may be enmeshed into an international system

which extracts produced surplus, but an organized peasantry at local

level, and given a correct political orientation are capable of

liberating aome productive forces whose linkages to that system are weak.

■j *

Mapolu and Phillipson hold that the issue is really politicals
"To be able to sufficiently mobilize and organize the masses in a
manner which gould extricate the economy from its domination and
exploitation by international capitalism, requires a class base and
an ideological perspective which hardly a single African Government
can be credited with at present." For further on the importance of
the political see Mapolu H. and Phillipson G. "Agricultural
Co-operation and the Development of the Productive Forces: Gome
Lessons from Tanzania" in African Development. Vol.1. No.l 1976,p.55.
Analysis in a rural development strategy see Ilao-Tse Tung ' eport on
an Investigation of the Peasant iovement in Huran. Foreign Language
Press, Peking. As applied to West Africa see Post K.W.J. "Peasant-
isation and Rural Political Movements in est Africa" in European
Journal of Sociology. 15. 1972. Gee also Thomas C. Dependence and
and Transformation. New York, 1974.
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Constraints on Uwanda development are primarily of a

national character, e.g. as a periphery to regional and national

centres - which in turn are peripheries to an international marketing

network.^ The linkage of the subsistence cultivator or petty

producer (unlike the worker) to the international capitalist system

is tenuous and beyond a conceptual formulation, and empirically

verifiable only with difficulty. As various modes of production

exist simultaneously, their articulation is governed by local and

historical variables. The 'international linkage* component of

tanda production is minimal and emphasis on it would only detract

from the immediate central issue of a local development strategy -

popular control and liberation of the local productive forces from

externally imposed constraints.

Development as perceived in Mwongozo and Arueha emphasizes

the development of people, but people who are in the process of

controlling their own affairs and environment.

"for a people who have been slaves or have been
oppressed, exploited and humiliated by colonialism
or capitalism, 'development* means 'liberation'.
Iny action that gives them more control of their
own affairs is an action for development, even if
it does not offer them better health or more bread.
Any action that reduces their say in determining
their own affairs or running their own lives is
not development " 1

Hence development is closely linked to control of the

political and economic forces (forces of production) which influence

^ * Mwongozo, TANU Guidelines 1971» No.28.
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and shape man's living environment.^ The implications of this

statement are that the people of TJwanda should be in a position

to control the political and economic forces of the area. At the

political level it suggests an active participation in the

institutions which affect their lives, i.e. party,village and church.

In economic terms it suggests control of the conditions which effect

their provision of labour and control of the means of production

(of natural resources and objects of labour) and the relations of

production. Cabral particularly emphasises the need for the

control component to be at the same time productive;

"It is often said that national liberation is
based on the right of every people to control
its own destiny ... The objective of national
liberation is to regain the right usurped by
imperialism, tiiat is to say, to free the process ^
of development of the national productive forces."

It is extremely important to maintain a balanced mix of these

two components of development, popular control and the liberation

of productive forces. The Tanzanian documents of ^.zimio la Arusha
and ifwongozo revealed aspects of each to a varying degree.

When applied to Uwanda the development in our context means

the breaking of direct dependency links with external agencies,

* The control of these forces at national level cannot be attained
within a capitalist form of development. As Nyerere remarked
"given the present inequalities between nations, capitalist
development is incompatible with full national independence for
Third World countries." For such development will be foreign owned,
and foreign controlled." quoted from J.K.Nyerere "Socialism - The
Rational Choice" in Freedom and development, p.385.

2.
Amilcar Cabral: Unite et Lutte. Vol. 1. L'arme de la theorie. Paris,
i>975, p. 83.
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establishing control'* over local institutions, policy and

resources and developing production. We shall now proceed to

analyse the principal resources of Uwanda, and examine to what

extent external control dominates production and the socialist

initiatives that have been taken in each sector.

(l) Cattle and the transfer of surplus:

Uwanda's food production may be marginal but much of its

wealth lies in livestock. Cattle fulfil the role of currency

in social and economic dealings; they provide the bridewealth

and the mourning feast, are sold to obtain cash for school fees,

clothing and emergency food supplies. In 1973 the number of cattle

in the area was estimated at about 40,000; almost 600 cattle are

sold per month in the two market centres of Kamsamba and Mbao, and

monthly sales approach 200,000 shillings.

Recurrent famine produces the affect of the reduction of

cattle stocks as people dispose of their beasts to buy food. In

Kamsamba Ward a cattle census of 1972 revealed 10,200 cattle, in
2

1975 a similar count produced 7,300. The average size of the cattle

being sold was also smaller.

**
See Nyerere J. 1973* p.220. "Kindness is not aaou^i; piety i3
not enough; and charity is not enough ... men ... need to be
given confidence in their own ability to take control of their
own lives. They need to be helped to take this control and to
use it themselves for their own purposes. They need uhuru and
their meaningful uhuru."

2.
Source: Veterinary office, Kamsamba.
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Cattle farm an essential element in the complicated web of

inter-personal and kinship relationships in Uganda, and ownership

of cattle does not necessarily indicate wealth. Cattle are

divided into different categories:

(i) Oxen for ploughing:1
Having been matched and trained these heavy beasts are

not readily interchangeable and peasants depend on them for plough

cultivation.

(ii) gattto t'qr ggofoj,
2

Cattle obtained as bridewealth are kept for some time

before being traded so are non-negotiable. Help for payment of the

dowry is offered to kinsmen and social obligations tend to be

elastic according to the stock of cajstle. Cattle are also slaughtered

on the occasion of a mourning feast. 'Thus there is a stock of

cattle that is mobile within the social system, and since they pertain

to social uses, the individual's power of disposing commercially

of the animals remains checked by social, family and contractual

ties. Such a stock of cattle also ensures a certain redistribution

3
of wealth at the level of extended family, and gives security to all.

* * In :iany ways similar to farm horses in 19th C entury Europe.
2 *

Prior to local government regulations (1973) the bridewealth
consisted of 7 cows and 250 shillings, see appendix.

3
Capital formation doe3 not necessarily stem from the possession
of cattle until they enter the Cash economy. "It is determined
by the very nature of capital by its genesis that it stems from
money and therefore from wealth which exists in the form of money."-
Karl Karat, quoted from Buran P. The .olitical .eonoray of Qrowth.
New York, 1957, p.138.
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(iii) Cattle, surplus to actual requirements;

These cattle are over and above categories (i) and (ii)

and represent surplus that would be, in a more cash conscious economy,

placed in savings, banks or investments. hen looking at social and

economic differentiation it is this particular category of cattle that

is significant in Uwanda. In most cases access to status symbols

of wealth, e.g. polygyny, grinding mill, shop, car, sewing machine,

gun, radio or bicycle have been achieved by disposing of part of

the herd.

Due to holding and herding agreements it is difficult to

determine to whom the cattle belong. People are reluctant to declare

their assets; they are afraid of being taxed if their herd reaches

certain proportions, and so place part of their herd in the kraal of

others. Cattle holding and herding on behalf of others is a common

phenomenon but does not have the patron-client character that

prevails in other African societies.^ -omen in particular deposit

their cattle with a male relative. A fee is levied for the service

rendered, generally every second calf of the cow, or a monetary

arrangement in the case of a male animal. Cattle are used as a

guarantee for loans contracted, but one never really knows who owns

2
the cattle until a seizure order is implemented. However, there is

no evidence to suggest that possession of cattle creates exploitative

Mair L."Clientship in East Africa" in Caiiier d1 etudes Africaines"
Vol. 2, 6, 1961. London.

2 * Administrative officials, non-locals of the area, are often
baffled by the complications of ownership and herding. One local
magistrate was himself subjected to penal proceedings for
allegedly issuing writs of seizure to the wrong owners.
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relationships between people until the proceeds from their sale is

invested in wealth generating activities.

It is also evident that there are inequalities among cattle

owners. Some few individuals own considerable herds (up to 400

head), while herds of between thirty and fifty are not uncommon.

Other individuals, and even families, have fewer cattle. Hence,

possession of cattle becomes a major variable in analysing rural

stratification.

The marketing of cattle is a major economic and social event

in U randa. Traders and hawkers travel from Mbeya and Tukuyu' and

3et up 3hop in improvised huts on the edge of the sales ring. Small

consumer articles are sold, most of which are produced either in

Tanzania or abroad, nowadays China, e.g. cloth and clothes, footwear,

bicycle spares, utensils, radios, razor blades, hurricane lamps etc.

Since prices are about 7 to 10$ lower than those charged by local

traders, the people purchase mo3t of their requirements at the

market.

The cattle are marketed by auction. The buyers are mainly

outsiders, Somali, Kikuyu and Nyakyusa. iince many cattle are

sold because of the urgent need for cash, the sellers are price

takers while the buyers are price makers. On average the prices

offered are at least 30$ lower than their Mbeya equivalents. The

cattle are then taken out of the area and resold for a considerable

profit. The money received by the people is used to purchase cloth

* * 120 miles and 162 miles respectively.
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and. other domestic requirements from the traders who promptly

return to the towns at the end of the day.

The marketing system suggests a net transfer of resources from

Uwanda to Ubeya and Tukuyu, or from the periphery to the centre

in local terms. hat remains in Uwanda is a motley assortment

of consumber articles which do not generate any further economic

activity. The transfer of resources which is a monthly occurrence

is an important factor towards the impoverishment of Uwanda. Natural

resources are taken from the area, replaced by money which in turn

is removed due to a certain type of consumption pattern having been

established. In many aspects it is a local reproduction of a

centre-periphery trading system, international and national patterns

reproducing themselves at local level and directly influencing the

level of development.

There have been few effective attempts to analyse what cattle

and cattle trading should be contributing to the overall implementation

of Ujamaa, either locally or nationally. In the neighbouring division

of Rukwa at Mtowisa (Sumbawanga District) a successful cattle raising

co-operative^ scheme has been launched and was considered for

financing by the World Bank, Livestock have become so much a part of

social relationships that there is a highly emotive response to any

external imposition of co-operative raising or trading of cattle. It

*
A project with which the M.P. for Lyangalile The Hon.C.M.
Mzindakaya (the present junior minister for industries) was
closely associated.
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also reflects the national pattern of reticence on the part of

pastoral peoples to change traditional methods of raising and marketing,

with the exception of the Dodoma Region. Some economic linkages in

the cattle trading network have been nationalised, particularly

some retail butcheries in Mbeya town, but the effects have not yet

percolated through to Uwanda.

(2) Fish, an attempt at co-operative production:

Lake Rukwa is the main source of fish in the area; it is also

the principal supplier of fish to the populated districts of

Tukuyu, Mbozi and Mbeya. Until the mid 1960's fish from Lake

Rukwa were transported to the Zambian copperbelt 600 miles away,

and as far as Masasi within Tanzania itself. Unfortunately lucrative

trading reproduced the centre-periphery commercial pattern;

resources being exploited by external agencies eventually resulting

in the impoverishment of the fish stocks, and consequently of

the area.

The fishermen often originate from other lake areas where

stocks of fish have been depleted or are in jeopardy. The majority

of them are non-local and some are non-nationals, so the Vawanda

are poorly represented among the fishermen. They lead a spartan

existence, guarding their nets by day aixl by night, living on small

islands in the interior for weeks at a time, assailed by mosquitoes

and depending on a tenuous supply line from the shore far provisions.

Tye dry and smoke the fish each day.

(i) Fish marketing:

The market circuit from fisherman to consumer passes

via two middlemen. In 1972 fishermen obtained 0/30 for fish at the
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1 2
lakeside while the consumer paid l/50 in Mbeya, 2/0 in Tukuyu

g
and 2/50 in North Zambia, the price in the copperbelt was as hi$i

as 3/50, The considerable difference between the purchase price

and the selling price invites a closer look at the trading mechanisms,

particularly the middlemen or entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurs are

all non-locals, mainly Kikuyu, Nyasa and Nyakyusa. They purchase

the fish directly from the fishermen, or through agents at the

lakeshore. The entrepreneur often possesses or hires a 7-8 ton

lorry which is loaded with the fish, and if space remains free it

is leased out to other entrepreneurs. The fish are then transported

to the urban centre of sale. A breakdown of costing for an average

4
load of fish mi^it be as follows:

16,000 fish purchased @ 0/30 4*800.00 shs.

Transport"*, 240 miles @ 5/- 1,200,00 shs.
(round trip)

Agency fee (lakeside and retailer) 2,000.00 shs.

Breakages and losses 1,000.00 shs.

9,000.00 shs.

Return on capital:

16,000 fish & l/50 per fish 24*000.00 shs,

less costs: 9*000.00 shs,

Profit: 15,000.00 shs,

^ *

Personal observation.
2* Ibid.

Source: Local informants.
4* Source: Personal observation and local fishermen.
-*• This includes depreciation on the lorry and insurance. During the

early 1960's it was said that one could cover the cost of a new
lorry with three trips to the Zambian copperbelt.
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Pish are being exported on a large scale from the area by-

people who have few links with the locality and show little interest

in stock conservation. The fishermoi are being exploited in a

gross manner by the entrepreneurs who extract exhorbitant profits

from the labour intensive input of the fishermen, be they locals or

not.

The surplus generated benefits principally non-residents, who

are linked to the urban economy and even the fishermen themselves

buy little apart from food locally. Income generated from fishing

remains in the hands of a few non-residents who have other

business interests in the main centres, and so there persists

a regular transfer of resources from Uwanda to distant urban centres

creating an economic vacuum in Uwanda. Little or no fish is

available locally for consumption. External control is reflected in

the lack of indigenous involvement in the fishing industry, and in

its hi$i degree of integration with an urban economy, 120 miles or

more away. This is made possible only by the blatant misappropriation

of labour and lack of political awareness of the local fishdrmen.

(ii) Socialist initiatives in the fishing industry:

Any initiative aimed at transforming the status quo would

impinge upon vested interests, and is likely to touch upon areas of

economic and political sensitivity. It would involve a direct

confrontation between capitalist and socialist (ujamaa) ideals. *

For a lucid account of the technical and bureaucratic problems
of a fishing co-operative on Lake Tanganyika see McIIenry, B.E.
"An attempt to form a viable Pisheriaens Co-operative Society for
Lake Tanganyika", U.o.A.S.S.C .. Nairobi, 1969, pp. 546-563.
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Any attempt made should then respect the following criteria:

(a) It should halt the continued erosion of the ability

of the local people to influence their own

economic future and the control of their own local resources.

(b) The use of local resources should be controlled

by a community-based organisation which would
\

ensure egalitarian distribution among those involved in the work.

Direct marketing of the fish should be undertaken by the fishermen

who would receive a fair price for the produce, and in the case of

surplus would be equitably distributed amongst those who had earned

it by their own sweat and skills, i.e. the fishermen.

(c) It should market a proportion of the fish locally

so that the local population could both share

the resources, have an important protein intake and create an economic

circuit that would not be dependant on transport inputs that were

in the main controlled by external entrepreneurs.

(d) It should involve a group that would be

sufficiently politically alert and resilient 60

that it would not be undermined by bribes and the pressures exerted

upon them by those whose interests were jeopardized by alternative

marketing systems.

During the year 1972 two events took place in Uwanda that

facilitated the achievement of these aims; the registration of

aliens and a fishing co-operative. Many of the resident aliens and

non-nationals coming from neighbouring countries refused to register

due to fears of possible control of their movements or activities

so they changed their place of residence or went home. This applied

in particular to those originating from Kenya or Malawi. Thi3 measure
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decreased sou©what the number of strangers in the area. The

fishing co-operative based at Haouche Ujaiaaa village was the

only organized grouping with egalitarian ideals and with sufficient

cohesion and solidarity to meet the challenge of redirecting the

fish trading oircuit,

Masuche Kijiji cha Ujanaa was the first village in Uwanda

to actually move en tmaa& to a new site. Its members were of

mixed ethnic origin mainly Syakyuoa, Nyasa and Bungu, and a small

group of Wanda. It was begun in 1970, and differed in mny respeets

from other villages of the area in that:

(a) the bulk of its members were ex-fishermen possessing

a high degree of solidarity and cohesion.

(b) Insecurity of tenure affected the villagers. As Lake

Rukwa encroached further inland there was a danger

that the village would have to move to another site. (This argument

was effectively used gainst them during villagiant ion). Some of

the anyasa were non-citizens, felt personally insecure* nd were

loss able to use political mechanisms at their disposal.

(o) Agricultural production w a more varied than in other
2

villages of UV&nda; besides maize, rice w; s grown

extensively both as a cash and a food crop, and small plots of

chicory. Rice was dependant upon the seasonal floodwater fremtlaka

* *
A similar factor affected the development of Mbambara Kijiji of.
isiaer efc alia. MbatabaratMThe Long load to UJamaa"in Rural Co-op¬

eration in Tansania. Bar-es->alaam, 1975. pp.370-391.
2

Rice cultivation along the lakeahore was also carried out by a
assail nuaber of individual anyakyusa farmers,an area which displayed
some cash crop potential.
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and river which fluctuated considerably. If the water was too high

the crop was flooded, if too low then it did not grow, hence the

hazardous conditions created uncertainties.^

(d) Fishing created a useful second occupation to

offset the unpredictability of crop returns.

!vhen the problem of fishing was discussed during village

meetings two advisers were called in, one a government and party

official (Katibu wa Tarafa), the other a local missionary. A series

of political-educational meetings were held in which the structure

of the present marketing system was exposed, the exploitation pointed

out and new structures planned, so that the ujamaa plan would stand

out as an example to the other fishermen as a model of development.

External inputs were considerable, the Regional Development Fund

contributed 15,000 shillings and the church 5,000 shillings in a

joint effort. Boat making was not practiced in the area so two

tradesmen (fundis)were brought from Lake Tanganyika; they used the

local wood (mninga), and in full view of everybody patiently built

a boat. An engine was also given to the village and one hundred

fishing nets.

Two incidents occurred that gave rise for concern. Many of

the nets were stolen, or partly destroyed, at night, and the

house in which the engine of the boat usually lay was mysteriously

burned. However, the Hasuche Ujamaa fishing scheme functioned

Some individual lakeside plots growing bananas, sugar cane
beans find maise suffered a similar fate.
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successfully for a period of four souths, and then ceased for

a variety of reaaon3. The major cause was the forced change of

residence, as a consequence of villagisation,^ the wajaaaa being
2

dispersed from their original site to a leas fertile area which was

inundated with settlers from other villages, so that housebuilding

and survival had priority over communal production.

The drought of 1973 to 1975 completely dried up their fields

for two years in succession. The boat engine broke down and could

only be repaired in Dar-es«<;alaaa, and so immobilized the fishing

crew. Iilund3 went unaccounted for, especially during the trips to

the fish market. Eventually 666 shillings were deemed missing and

the Chairman and Decretaiy ware dismissed. Eight hundred shillings
3

remained as surplus produced by the fishing transactions.

A decline in fish stocks and increased supervision by Came

Department officials over waters contiguous to the Came Reserve
4

has led to a severe drop in catches. Private fishing interests

in 1975 were exporting only three tons per week as against 3ix times

that figure in 1973. There are well founded suspicions that private

commercial fishing interests are also associated with the export of

^ * cf. See section on villagisation infra.
2 *

Other wajamaa returned to their home areas where villagis tion
wa3 less rigorously implemented. The politics of the dispersal of
the village and the role of capitalist interests in it are dealt
with, later. Pear of coercive methods is also cited as a reason.

3 * Information supplied to ae by the new Secretary to the Village
Council Bw.Mwakasaka, September 1975.

4.
Legislation requiring payment of 100 shillings for a fish trading
licence irrespective of the size of the transaction has resulted
in the elimination of part-time fishermen being able to 3ell their
3mall 10-20 fish catches locally. Hence, the quantity of fish (and
protein) available within Uwanda has dropped dramatically.
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illegal ivory tusks and local millet from the area. As the

lorries travel by night they are difficult to control.^
The decline of Masuche reproduces characteristics found in

2
other Ujamaa communities who underwent a similar experience:

bureeucratic blunders, capitalist interests, drought, mismanagement

of funds, corruption and inappropriate technology. The population

disruption and constant threat of coercion experienced in Uwanda

during 1974-1975 precluded the possibility of re-organisation of

previously disrupted ujamaa fish productibn.

The fish marketing system in Uwanda remains controlled

unquestionably by outside interests who, in a deliberate process of

underdeveloping the area, damaged stocks, exploited labour and

acquired excessively high profits without any reinvestment.

(3) Game: a conflict between local and national interests.

If boy you had to choose
Between an animal to gape at
And meat in a bowl to eat
hich in your hunger would you take?

Okumu pa'Lukobo's 'The Poachers
Lament'•

Game has tra litionally been in abundance in Uwanda, and for

many years it has provided a useful food reserve during time3 of

^ *

I personally have been associated,together with game scouts, with
unsuccessful attempts to check the contents of the outgoing lorries.
There is evidence suggesting complicity between local capitalist
interests and external agents to denude Uwanaa of its resources.

2
See D.K.Kcilenry (1969) and by the same author "The Underdevelopment
Theory: A case study from Tanzania" in J.M.A.d. 14, 4, 1976
pp. 621-636. Jee also Uisner et alia (1974).
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famine and drought. The more common speeies are elephant,

antelope, zebra and buffalo.

A Game Reserve was created in the area by the colonial

government and has been maintained by the present government. There

are a number of scouts in permanent residence who police the

reserve and prevent poaching by the local population. The Game

Department is the largest employer of casual labour in the area.

During seasonal culling, meat is sold by the Game Department at

reduced prices to the local population in the main village of

Kamsamba.

Formerly all skins were sent to Arusha for treatment, but in

1973 the appointment of a fundi in skin curing * to Kamsamba together

with investment in buildings and equipment provided the basis for

processing to be done locally by the Game Department. The volume

of skins depends upon the culling, but it averages about 100 skins

per year; the majority of which are zebra for export. The

approximate value would be in the region of ■£■ million shillings,

and principally in terms of foreign exchange.

The policing and conservation of these reserves create tension

with the local population.* The areas of tension, represented

between the immediate 'survival* tactics of the people and institutions

of national policy interest are as follows;

(i) The game scouts are predominantly non-locals,

are armed while on patrol and have power of arrest within the reserve.

In an incident in June 1966 the game scouts clashed with a group

of anyika near the village of Kilangawana. One man was shot and died

The curing of skins was temporarily suspended in 1975.
2*

See Kamsamba Diary (K.D.) 2. 6. 1966.
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later from his wounds. A contingent of para-military police

came to the area because of rumours of widespread disturbances J
(ii) The Area Commissioner of Sumbawanga issued

instructions in August 1963 ordering all the residents to move

beyond the confines of the Game Reserve as the area of non-habitation

was being extended. The move affected about 2,000 people, and
2

force was allegedly used in its implementation. Althou^b

compensation was promised all of my many contacts declare that they
3

have never received any compensation. The Ministry of Agriculture

and 'ildlife conveniently visited the area before the instructions were

4
implemented.

(iii) During times of severe hunger the sight of wild

animals grazing demands efforts of restraint that are uncommon to

most men, especially a3 officials from Mbeya and Mbozi regularly

kill animals for their own national or regional festivities in full
5

sight of the people.

(iv) It is not uncommon for the wild animals from the

reserve to destroy the food crops of the people.

Fishing is also prohibited in the lake area close to the

reserve. Infringements are punishable offences, and if found guilty

1 *

K.D. 2.6. 1966.
2 *

According to oral sources homes were burned down (personal
communication).

3
Some of the fishermen of Nsanuya moved to Kasuche.

*

Suspected opposition to the exercise on the part of the mission
was later personally investigated by the Area Commissioner,
probably at the instigation of the inister (personal sources.).

5#
For a similar clash of interests in Uganda see "Poaching and
Human Pressures in Rwenzori National Park", in The Uganda Journal
37, 1973» pp.9-18 by E.L. Edroma.
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sentences can be as high as six months in jail or fines of 700

shillings (1973). The regularity with which people are caught

and punished is a source of discontent.

Opposition to the behaviour of certain gam department officials

was expressed at a public meeting with the Area Commissioner in 1972.

They were accused of "killing animals for themselves and sharing

the meat among their women." The accuser was Andrea Gabrieli

the prominent member of local TANU, who was subsequently charged

and tried at the District Court. The case was dismissed.

The beneficiaries of big time poaching are often outsiders who

place some agents in or around the reserve. When a Land Rover was

stopped after a lengthy chase by police during 1973 it was found

to contain 75 tusks of elephant;^ the accused were a Somali and two

Hehe.

In the case of Game Reserves there is an obvious need to

reconsider development priorities. For instance, should land be

used for grazing or for game? In other word3, ought tourism and

foreign exchange have priority over population pressures ami

consumption. Whilst conservation of the natural resources are of
2

the highest importance nationally the local people should be more

closely associated with this effort in terms of understanding and

of local employment opportunities.

(4) Salt - A 3aga of communal production:

The salt sources have already been described as well as their

A number of tusks were small, denoting the gradual Restocking
that is taking place.
See Ujamaa Vijijini (l968)pp. 122-123.
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function within the political economy of Uwanda. Briefly, the

people were deprived, of a communal salt source during a war of

imperialist expansion, and the ownership transferred to a European

Company. It was operated as a capitalist enterprise, responding

to the market and employir^g wage labour. The last owner-manager

of the Salt Pans was an alien of mixed European-African descent.

During 1973 the Ministry for Mines and Natural Resources failed

to renew the exploitation licence and instructed the owner to remove

the beacons denoting the boundaries of his lease, and to cease

trading. A meeting was then held in the nearby Ujamaa village

of Kalungu;^ the people offered to administer the holding and to

integrate the salt processing into the normal schedule of tiieir

agricultural activities. The suggestion was brought forward to

the District Development Committee meeting held at Kbozi, but no

decision co tld be forthcoming until the administrative and

entrepreneurial capacity of the new Mbozi Development Corporation

(llbodeco) had been estimated. After a lapse of a few months,

during which time most of the current salt crop was lost, a meeting

was held at Jvuna (Chumvi) attended by District mining officials,

local TANU members and wa.iamaa. A compromise solution was worked

out, but the meeting revealed competing and sometimes conflicting

interests:

(i) Three Ujamaa villages (Kalungu, Mnyusi, and komba)

contended that since the salt pans were in their area they should

^ * See infra. (3) fhe Ujarnaa Pacemaker Villages.
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have a voice in the policy making, administration and running of

the enterprise, whilst agreeing to retaining the former Manager/

owner as technical adviser.

(ii) Itumbula Ujarnaa village claimed that they should

have exclusive rights over the development of the pans since they

were in their local jurisdiction. The former manager was an

active member of this village. Hdwever, the village had no record

of common cultivation, apart from the stated intention of hiring

a tractor and the belated planting of a couple of acres of maize,

and many of the villagers seemed to be linked through a client

or kinsman relationship to the former manager.^ This was obviously

an attempt by the former manager to reinstate himself by manipulating,

with the help of clients and kinsmen, the political structure of

Ujamaa.

The ownership issue was clarified by the State Mining Corporation

(Stamico), saying that the Salt Pans were the property of all

Tanzanians represented by TANU and governmait and administered by

Stamico. The use of the resources were invested in the four

Ujamaa villages in the area. Compensation of 30,000 shillings was

agreed to be paid to the previous owner, which was to come from

the surplus generated through the sale of salt. He was invited to

remain on as a mjamaa and technical adviser.

Clientship operated by offers of employment, and as he had three
wives, he had support from some local families.
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As a consequence of post-Arusha nationalization policy the

legal right of asserting national ownership over natural resources

was invoked and the renewable lease was withdrawn. It was a move

to transfer ownership from an individual to the State. Four local

Ujamaa villages were involved in the running of the enterprise; not

on the basis of wage labour but as an integral part of the village

activities, on a par with agriculture and food production.

A committee of members of the Ujamaa villages was chosen to

administer the salt pans. However, this committee was dominated

by members of Kalungu Kijiji' alone, and the headquarters were placed

in Kalungu, four miles av.ay. A daily work rota was established among

the different villages, and the officers attended in a supervisory

capacity every day. '.ork by members of the village was paid daily

at l/50 shillings, which was supplemented by another l/50 shillings

as a second oayment. Bonus payments,in kind, were issued twice

weekly, amounting to 8 kilos of salt for those who worked overtime

from 2.00 p.m. to 6.00 p.m.

At the end of the salt harvesting season in December 1974

discontent was expressed by the village of Itumbula over the

irregularity of work attendances of the other three villages (all
of which were over four miles distance from the salt pans), and

2
of the domination of Kalungu in matters of administration. The matter

* * The Executive Members of the committee were: Chairman - dandi
Kohamed of Kalungu Kijiji cha Ujamaa. Secretary - Klandi Athanazi
of Kalungu Kijiji cha Ujamaa. Treasurer - I'lattheo urnesti of
Kalungu Kijiji cha Ujamaa.

2
The political behaviour of Kalungu villagers was also found to
be somewhat overbearing.
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was brought to District level for arbitration and Itumbula was

granted sole rights of exploitation of the salt pans, provided any

member of the other villages could change their residence to Itumbiia

and become a member of this Kijiji.*
Itumbula then operated under the provisions of the villagisation

procedures, and formed a multi-purpose co-operative, Itumbula

Ujamaa Co-operative Soceity (Reg.No. M8). The interests of the

society were diversified to include lumbering; it obtained licences

for woodcutting and attempted to prevent outsiders, particularly
2

Kinga, from exporting wood from Uwanda.

A new committee was formed, choosing people from Ituabula.
3

The Chairman was a wealthy cattle owner, the Secretary a versatile

entrepreneurial type and the Treasurer an elderly European mechanic

and a former employee of the salt pans. A first assessment might

suggest that the leadership was best suited to operating in a

capitalist environment, but the evidence suggests otherwise. Eighty-

five village members enrolled in the co-operative which devoted most

of it3 productive energies to the salt pans. A work rota for

members and officials was established. Members were paid 5 shillings

basic per day (labourers and skilled workers received the same wage)
and at peak periods, from 2.00 p.m. to 6.00 p.m., overtime was worked

* *
Two or three people moved to Ituabula.

2
There are valuable quantities of hardwood in Uwanda, but their
exploitation and marketing follow the established pattern of
external control (district grants licence) and transfer of surplus.
Outsiders cut the wood using Wanda for unskilled labour, and
transport it to Mbeya. Then the woodcutter returns to his home
area having appropriated the surplus.

3 * He also owns the local grinding mill.
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and paid for in quantities of Salt, 10 kilos for a labourer and

30 kilos for a skilled worker. The division of surplus was decided

at the end of the season. Considerable improvements have been carried

out, ten extra salt pans have been added and two drying tables built

with local materials. The increase in production capacity has also

reflected in a growth of output. Prom toy observations the 1975

production should have reached 250 tons, the 1970 figure under

alien ownership was 120 tonsj
Having observed the salt pans over a number of years the change

in spirit and enthusiasm of the workers has been remarkable. A

form of co-operation has been achieved which spread the benefits

of co-operative production over the local community. There was

a basic egalitarian division of surplus and the extra payment for

skills was not objected to, as it could be effectively controlled

in the village assembly. However, the leadership of the village

had already achieved a certain elitist status prior to their

election, jand the choice of such leaders and their ratification was

indicative of an ideological loosening of egalitarian ideals within

the new villagisation co-operatives. There were signs,too, of an

incipient stratification emerging amongst those villages which

successfully exploited their resources communally and those who

failed. But what matters is that here the long historical process

of colonial exploitation and centralist control has been reversed.

The resources have been restored to the coramunity in a process that

has been made possible by the national development strategy of Ujamaa

See C.Jespersen (l97l) District Report p.28.
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and the productive forces are now developed co-operatively by the

members of the village in a way that respects both equity and skills.^
The level of efficiency has been raised, and local resources exploited

and marketed by the villagers themselves.

We began by underlining two components of the development

process; control of means of production (resources)including all

factors which directly affect the human condition, and the liberation

of productive forces from external constraints. Underdevelopment then

is resultant upon the expropriation of these resources and/or the

surplus by external agents resulting in control being exercised,through

a form of dependency, on external inputs and markets. Exploitation

may then be seen as the misappropriation of surplus generated, whether

it takes the form of migratory or local labour, mineral resources

e.g. salt, or produce, such as fish or animals. So when the centre

hives off the surplus generated in the peripheral area, without

replacing it, we can describe this phenomenon as an exploitative

relationship contributing to the state of underdevelopment. This

same process occurs at various levels; from the international to the

national, from the regional to the district. The external control

thereby generated over the periphery has often the effect of distorting
2

social relationships and dislocating local economic activity.

^ * Another salt source somewhat eomparable to Uwanda underwent another
form of development, involving hi^i capital expenditure on 'estern
•experts' and complicated technological processes, but the results
have produced little salt. See A.H. Fawcett,"Katwe Salt Deposits"
in the Uganda Journal. Vol. 37, 1973» pp.63-80.

A1 though Laclau criticises this interpretation of underdevelopment,
my limited and descriptive use of it is because of its applicability
to the actual situation in Uwanda. See Laclau S. "Feudalism and
Capitalism in Latin America" in Mew Left Review. 67, 1971, pp.19-38.
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Uwaada has suffered from external constraints imposed on its

own autonomous development; from military oppression by Cimalaunga

to a more insidious * pax* epitomizing colonial oppression. Vith

independence in 1961 the flow of surplus to the centre was not stopped,

only mitigated, until the Arusha Declaration in 1967.spelt out

deveLqmnt priorities within a communal and self reliant framework.

The implementation of a policy of self reliance at local level,

.a applied to the natural resources of U .anda, is of top priority

in a strategy of development.* The structural transformation of

the local economy, from a capitalist to a socialist model, as expounded

in the Arusha Declaration, is tite only way in which thepeople of

Uwanda can effectively control their own resources and ensure a

bet er future for themselves and their children.

The above account describes how the poor of Owanda lave attempted

to alter their conditions by responding to Ujnmaa vrhich gave them

the theoretical tools to analyse their underdevelopment, so vividly

stated by ' wakangale in 1962, and to recognise the historical roots

of their underdevelopment.

*
The traditional cloth industry of Rukwa (Seketa-Chipuka) is
being revived by an Ujamaa village in the neighbouring ard of
"towira. A small f ctory was opened by the Pir3t Vice President
Jumbe on 5. 6. 1975 and it received a personal grant from the
President of 28,000 shillings and 100,000 shillings grant from the
Government. Four hand looms were installed, the thread as 3ent
from the Chinese-sponsored Friendship ills (Urafiki) in Dar-es-
ialaaa. i'he cloth is woven locally, each loom produces 2-5
metres isr day and is marketed for local requirements cheaper than the
factory equivalent. A dangerous trend is emerging of making
decorative cloth for elitist consu ption, and the tourist trade,
which proves more lucrative than the local village market.
"ersonal observation and interview ith the Chairman September,1975#
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The success of the development strategy cannot be equated

with economic performance, as production by itself without popular

participation and control results in the unequal distribution

of surplus, which is inimical to the aims of Ujamaa.^ The key

contribution to the Ujaraaa development strategy is 1iiat it

established a form of local control over the means of production,

which diminished structural dependency on external factors, and

replaced it by a new social and economic structure based on communal

ownership and co-operative production. The diminishing of

external dependency also reduced the overall impoverishment of the

ax-ea as there was, for significant groups, increased participation

in the distribution of surplus produced.

"I cannot conceive of a socialist hesitating in
his choice between a policy resulting in such
self-abasement and a policy of defiant self-
reliance and confident trust in a -people's own
power of self emancipation by a people."

James Connolly.

On this score I would disagree with economic performance
s the key criterion of assessment of Ujamaa. See Helleiner

G.K. "Socialism and conomic Development in Tanzania" in
Journal of Developing Studies.. 8, 2, (1972) pp.ld5-204.
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11. THE IMPACT OF UJAMAA ON SOCIAL FORMATIONS IN UWANDA.

The objective of Ujamaa was "to build a society in which all

members have equal rights and equal opportunities",^ free of

exploitation, and where the majority had the essentials such as

food, clothing, health care, shelter and education before any

individual or group had luxuries. Ujamaa Vijijini was a response

to a widening gap within Tanzanian rural society as a result of an

inherited form of development. Emerging rural elites were

providing the basis of a class system operating within a capitalist

agricultural development, which if allowed to develop unhindered
2

could have resulted in the formation of a landless rural proletariat.

e shall attempt to highlit t the internal contrasts in wealth

and wealth producing activities in Uwanda that indicate the signs

of an embryonic class system. Although Nyerere does not consider

small scale capitalist agriculture a threat, there are commercial

and other interests which service this sector and are more closely

linked to a capitalist system. Hence, the socio-economic formations,

and the objective material conditions of Uwanda deserve analysis,

together with the identification of the principal actors, and their

functions, prior to assessing the impact of Ujamaa on established

Ujamaa Vijijini, Nyerere,J. (1968) p.110.
2

ibid. See also Sender, J.B. "The Development of a Capitalist
Agriculture in Tanzania? A Studywdflidetailed reference to the
West Usambaras." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of London,
1974 (unpublished).
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vested interests.^

1. Uwanda's place within the District Regional and
National Economy;

It is also of the utmost importance to recognise the limited

function that rural stratification played within Uwanda in the

overall state of economic underdevelopment. On the one hand, if

Tanzania's national economy was closely interlocked with the

international capitalist system, as suggested by Shivji, then

any realignment of productive forces at local level would be

counter-balanced by the fact of external control of the national
2

economy of Tanzania. On the other hand, it could be argued for

Uwanda that if its natural resources of fish, salt, game, cattle

and wood were effectively brought under local control, then the
3

surplus of an important stage of production would be retained

locally. Local control of the means of production and

redistribution of generated wealth are factors which should

contribute to the growth of political consciousness of the peasantry,

whose potential for revolutionary change is then greatly increased.

* "A country is socialist or capitalist not because of the ideas or
intentions of its government, but because of the social structure
which characterizes it, and the nature of the classes which play
the decisive role in ruling it". Charles Bettelheim, quoted from
Shivji I.Gr., The Silent Class Struggle. Dar-es-Salaam, 1974, p.18.

2
Shivji (1974) pp.3-4. " e may plan victories over rural capitalism
and/or take militant political decisions; but these would
ultimately mean nothing if our economy remains the appendage of
imperialism." Also Cliffe L. "The basic obstacle to socialist
development or indeed to any development stems from the links with
the international system of imperialism." "The Policy of Ujamaa
Vijijini and the Class Struggle". Cliffe & Saul (uds). 1973, Vol.11.

, Dar-es-Salaam, p.196.
* All of the products are marketed in the urban centres for local

consumption - with the exception of game skins.
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Another important consideration affecting Uwanda was its

position In a district, regional or national stratification pattern.

Uwanda was a frontier division of the District, >< gion and j rovince.

The relationship of Uwanda to the District centre of bozi or Regional

centre of rbeya was still structurally similar to that in operation

during the colonial period,^ that is, one of regional unequal!ty

focussed on export production. ilbozi area was a settler, cash crop

growing economy with temperate climate and widespread coffee

cultivation, of which Uwanda was a geographical and administrative

periphery. The sharp contrast of productive forces (cash crop

farming versus subsistence cultivation) was geographically determined

and the inputs of the district accordingly distributed. The

peripheralization of Uwanda and the lack of opportunity and equity

at District level can be illustrated by an analysis of the Regional

Development expenditure for the year 1973-1974.

In the allocation of Regional funds to the Districts it is worth

recalling that along with Kbozi, five other Districts were competing
2 5

for funds: Kbeya, Rungwe, Chunya, Kyela and Sumbawanga. Districts

1 *

Tanganyika was divided into three types of economic regions:
(1) Export sector plantations, ca3h crop production and towns.
(2) Food and cattle producing areas feeding this export sector.
(3) Migrant labour areas supplying the export sector or areas

stagnating in isolation from them.
See Iliffe J. (1971) p.30. For another similar classification see
Saul J. & oods R. in "African Peasantries", feasants and feasant
Societies. T.Shanin (fid.) 1971, p.108.

2 '

Kyela was set up as a separate district from Rungwe in 1973.
3#

Sumbawanga was designated as a centre for the new Region of Rukwa
In January 1974, but Ileje became a new district in the Region,
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having large urban concentrations and cash crop production were

favoured (see table). Thus the agricultural development programme

for the region amounted to 1,623,000 shillings, almost one million

of which was earmarked for pyrethrum development which was grown

mainly in Mbeya and Rungwe districts,^ Of the residue Mbeya and

Rungwe districts combined took 40$. Investment in bureaucratic

infrastructures (see Note 1 below) which favoured centres, without

directly promoting peripheral production, was a recurring feature
3

of the estimates. The proportion of funds which actually percolated

through to the productive sector in outlying areas was very low.

The case of Uwanda, having a larger share of District resources, was

strengthened by the fact that it was a tidy compact division having

direct access to the District, and competing for resources with only

two other divisions, those of Unyiha and Unyamwanga. The District

administration, particularly the District Development Director ,

was thoroughly conversant with conditions in Uwanda and sympathetic

to its particular problems. Yet despite these factors, government

inputs gravitated towards the more prosperous coffee growing centres

of Mbozi District, and barely an estimated 9$ of the total District

Development Expenditure (see table) was spent in the division of Uwanda

* For a report on pyrethrum see D.N. 8. 8. 1975 Sufrplement for
Nane-Nane. Unfortunately the farming supplement allocated 75$
of its articles to cash crops while deploring the fact that
nearly a quarter of a million tons of maize had already been imported
for the year 1974-1975.

2 *

There is a strikingly bureaucratic bias in the agriculture programme.
Apart from the huge pyrethrum investment, 56/v of the remaining
investment was allocated to veterinary centres - otherwise known as
offices for extension workers. In the education programme more money
was allocated to building staff houses than primary schools.

3
The disproportionate allocation of government inputs to developed
areas even in the planning process is confirmed by hood R. in
"Peasants and Peasantries in Tanzania and their role in socio¬
political development", in Rural Co- 'peration in Tanzania, (l975(
p. 43.



VOTE73-MBETAREGION1.
SubVote

Item

Regionalestimates 1973-1974.

TotalHboze District

2

TotalUwandaDivision (excludingNambinzo Ward)

801

Agriculturalextension

396,000

71,000

20,000

802

Productiondevelopment

1,227,000

5,000

nil

330

Primaryeducation

1,305,000

notknown

10,000apurox.

340

Curativeservices

307,000

175,000

nil

842

RuralHealthCentres

2,000,000

nil

nil

850

Roads

1,810,000

640,000

10,000apcrox.

1*stinatesofpublicexpenditure*DevelopmentExpenditure(Regional)fortheyearto1st July*1973-30thJune1974.UnitedRepublicofTanzania.Vol.IV,pp.43-43.
2

TheUwandadivisionalestimatesareapproximate,thesourcebeingtheauthor'sown involvementinlocalgovernmentattintlevel.
3

AcattledipwasplannedtobebuiltinUwandaatKilulumotowhichthisitemrefers. Twodipshad.alreadybeenbuilt*financedprincipallybyachurch-sponsoredagencyat KumsaabaandMuyurespectively.



VOTE78-MBEYAREGION(cont'd). RegionalestimatesTotalMbozeTotalUwandaDivision 1975-1974District(excludingNambinzo Ward)•

852

PlantandTransportMaintenance
180,000

nil

nil

855

CommercialActivities

232,000

75,000

nil

360

RuralWatersupply

1,584,000

notknown

nil

861

Urbanwatersupply

500,000

nil

nil

871

Landmanagement

85,000

nil

nil

881

Fisheriesoperations

152,000

notknown

nil

882

Agriculture

109,000

nil

nil

990

iegionaldevelopment

870,000

100,000approx.
nil

LoantoMbodeco

75,000

nil

->
ro
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(excluding Nambinzo Ward)J
Hence we can situate an inequality of opportunity at the level

of bureaucratic planning. At Regional level Kbozi District fared
2

less well than Kbeya or Rungwe Districts. Within Tbozi District,

Uwanda, the most backward of the division,received by far the least

development inputs. The crucial factors affecting the allocation of

development resources was (a) the bias towards existing cash crop

farming, and (b) a bias in fayour of urban centres, ironically this

also applied to the agricultural sector. A serious consequence

of this latter strategy was the non-productive character of

development inputs (bias towards bureaucratic infrastructure) and
3

the neglect of food production, thus increasing drought vulnerability.

This Regional and inter-district differentiation was brought

about by the differential roles of various segments of the population
4within the colonial economy. hile the priority of cash crop

producing areas was registered by allocating infrastructural services

to these zones, and increasing their vertical integration into the

^ *

It is also significant that this differentiation is reinforced by
the ethnic factor. See Saul & oods in Shanin (l97l) p.109.

2 *

Advantages were increased for cash crop areas by the erection of
two new districts Kyela and Ileje without an appreciable drop in
development income. The former was exclusively within Rungwe
District, the latter partly within it.

3 *

Figures from a neighbouring district, which grows tobacco as cash
crop, indicate the declining cultivation of food as cash crops
expand.
Year: 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1973/74 1974/75.
Maize (tons) 1,110 778 424 130 138
Tobacco (tons) 134 231 287 233 310
From Ma.1l-i-ia.1i no.22, 1975, p.3. Hatibu Kambali: Kwa Nini bei za
vitu zinapanda sana nchini Tanzania. The same case; cash crop
promotion oind decreasing food production, is made by Keillassoux C.
"The Sahel Famine" in J.. 1974, p.31.

* In 1944 45$ of all Mbozi coffee growers employed wage labour.
See Iliffe, J. Agricultural Change in lodern Tanganyika. Dar-es-
Salaam, 1971, pp.26-27.
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international market economy,^ the poor areas remained in their

poverty. Although the policy of Ujamaa was intended to transform

a mode of production, it too was unevenly applied, having a minimal

effect on areas of established cash crop production. There is

evidence to suggest that the ujamaa-ization of Uwanda in Kbozi
2

District resulted in minor inputs that would otherwise not have
3

been made, but that the predominant economic forces of the district

remained firmly in place. The colonial pattern of capital investment

in cash crop production remained unaltered. The "Fundamental change

in the rural economic and social organisation of Tanzania" as

envisaged by the Presidential Circular No.l 1969 is difficult to

detect at district level. Any fundamental changes effected in Uwanda

were made possible by the people of Uwanda themselves, whose perception

of Ujamaa led them to reflect and act upon emerging inequalities

within Uwanda. But this action does not in any way diminish the

structural inequality of which Uwanda is a victim within a national

and regional network, which is a major constraint on the development

of the productive forces.

^ *

For the year 1972-1973* 65^ of all funds provided by the Rural
Development Bank were allocated to tea and tobacco development.
Kambali op.cit. p.2.

2. The villages of Lolesha and Kilangawana in Northern Uwanda
(Sumbawanga District) also support this, but in this district the
dichotomy cash crop-subsistence cultivation is much less intense.

3 * The major inputs were a cattle dip construction and road
maintenance, which were independent of Ujamaa.
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Rural stratification and economic inequality:

Stratification presupposes an inequality of opportunity of

an economic, social or political nature; access to power or prestige

being acquired through status. Consequent upon the uneven

distribution of social benefits, certain individuals acquire a

disproportionate share of the community's goods and graces and

make use of their wealth or prestige to: (a) further themselves

and consolidate their personal advantage by creating alliances

with others of similar status as themselves, or (b) maintain their

ascendency through the means of exploitative relationships with

the people.

We have already explored Uwanda's relationship to a national

and regional economy, now we shall try to identify local obstacles

to the development of the productive forces according to Ujamaa

ideals.

The uneven distribution of wealth in Uwanda is a major

variable affecting the distribution and retention of power and

prestige. To identify the emerging pattern of social and economic

inequalities the criteria are based on:

(i) Propensity to consume

(ii) Purchasing power, which in turn controls access to

(iii) ealth generating objects or activities.

Bach society has symbols of status and of wealth. In Uwanda

there are certain criteria that are particularly applicable to

traditional society, e.g. ownership of cattle and polygamy. These

in themselves do not necessarily have an exploitative effect on the
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network of social and economic relationships of the community

until there has been a transfer of resources into the monetary

sector. On the other hand, the possession of certain objects

indicates wealth, or access to wealth, and in some cases the means

by which wealth is generated.

Reflecting upon the local economic life of Uwanda,there are

certain objects in daily usage that can be used as indicators of

purchasing power, consumption patterns, labour relations and wealth

generating activities. The following categories of objects associated

with economic and social status represent empirically verifiable data

which can be observed by any visitor to the area. However, this data

represented in the categories^may also be found to be reducible to

relationships of a socio-economic nature.

Category "A" (l) ud brick house with grass roof

(2) One change of clothes

(3) Small number of domestic animals

Category "B"

Category "C

(1) Radio

(2) Bicycle

(3) Burnt brick house

(4) Gun

(5) Small herd of cattle (l to 10 head of cattle)

(1) Corrugated iron roof on house

(2) Sewing machine

(3) Small shop or cafe (hoteli)

(4) Medium herd of cattle (10 to 30 head of cattle)

^ * The categories are seldom found in their pure state as there is
sometimes a certain overlapping of objects in each section.
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Category "D" (l) General store

(2) Grinding mill with dieael engine

(3) Pick-up truck or lorry

(4) Large herd of cattle (30 plus head of cattle).
(a) Category "A" - Poor peasants:

Numerically by far the largest of all the categories, at least

95/i of the population would be included in this section. This

category consumes what it produces and any surplus is automatically

absorbed, once sold, by essential needs such as in the purchase of

paraffin oil, clothes, domestic implements and social obligations.

These people represent the rural masses or the poor in Uwanda. Hence

we may refer to them as being the 'subsistence' category, or poor

peasants.

They all have access to land, but due to lack of resources

cultivate their plot by hand hoe and use family labour. The average

workable area is approximately 2j to 3 acres which is generally

the maYiimam possible using this method under Vianda climatic conditions.

The average yield from this area of land cannot raise the peasant

above subsistence so that disposal of any surplus can place him in a

starvation trapl To extricate himself from this situation he must

* The average yield per acre for food crops of millet and maize in
Uwanda is particularly low, about 600 kg. per acre or 1,500 kg. for
2^" acres peraannum. A family of two adults and three children consume
at least 4 kg. of the staple food each day, which amounts to 1,460 kg.
for a year. Therefore, for bare subsistence to be achieved the
cultivator cannot afford to exchange his food crop for other articles.
However, the cultivator must purchase clothing, buy meat occasionally,
make beer and season the millet or maize porridge (ugali or in3ima).
Hence he inevitably falls into the situation where he must sell
his labour power, or that of his wife and children, to provide
the extra resources. hen drought is particularly severe whole
families can become wandering labourers. For a similar example
in Northern Nigeria see Polly Hill, lural Hausa, A Village and
a Setting. Cambridge, 1972.
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seek alternative sources of income by undertaking casual labour,

petty trading or sending his wife and children to work for food

(kuhemea) often at a crucial stage of the development of his own

crop a3 seasonal hunger occurs during the time when energy for

cultivation is most required.

The decline in real purchasing power of subsistence cultivators

since independence is remarkable, and has reduced him to the verge

of absolute poverty. His marketable production has also declined

as the table^below portrays. It refers to Sumbawanga District

(which includes part of Uwanda).

Year
Producer Price (cent3

Maize per kilo).
Quantity marketed to
co-operative3 (tons).

1961 0/26 413

1963 0/25 127

1965 0/l8 155

1967 0/20 35

1969 0/21 43

1971 0/25 103

hile prices to the producer have actually decreased since

1961 the subsistence cultivator's consumer requirements have actually

Source: Maji-Maji No.22, 1975 p.2. Hatibu Kambali.
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increased in price by 41,*. Due to deteriorating terms of trade

his purchasing power has also weakened considerably.

The following table illustrates the price increases that

have taken place since 1961 in manufactured consumer requirements:

PRICE INDEX OF ESSENTIAL CONSUMER GOODS1

Sugar
Year per lb.

Meat
per lb,

Dress
, material

per yd.

Khaki
per yd

Paraffin
. 4 Gall,

debe.

Soap
12 ozs

1962 0/60 1/17 9/27 5/62 12/75 1/15

1965 0/74 2/00 10/00 6/00 13/50 1/12

1967 0/75 2/50 10/00 6/50 14/50 1/52

1969 0/77 2/75 6/00 14/50 1/52

1971 0/71 2/45 11/50 7/00 14/50 1/95

/ Increase:
1962-1971= 18.3/ 109.4/ 24/ 14.8/ 12.0/ 69.5/

Average increase: = 41.3/

This increase has led to impoverishment while at the same time

2
has exacerbated differences with other categories , particularly

wage earners,

A starvation trap is caused by a combination of factors:

poverty of aean3 of production, ecological conditions, rising

prices of manufactured goods, inflation of marriage dowry (see

1#
Source: Statistical Bulletin Tanzania Government (Taarifa ya
Tarakimu) 1962-1971.
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appendix), the unequal distribution of local resources and worsening

terms of trade for subsistence cultivators. Expansion of production

becomes impossible due to constraints, inadequate means of production

and soil deterioration.

Category "13" - :il .riat and Artisans:

The consumer durables listed in this category reflect a

modest purchasing power. But those who possess them do not belong

to the homogeneous category of the rural poor. There are three

different strata in this category: the prosperous farmer, Government

officials and the salariat, ana the skilled craftesmen. Each

stratum has a different function in the productive process and the

surplus necessary for the purchase of these objects originates from

this function.*
(i) Prosperous farmers:

Here the surplus is accumulated almost always by the sale

of surplus cattle, the proceeds of which are then transferred to

the purchasing of a consumer article. Large herd owners sometimes

use hired labour to cultivate extensive fields, usually paying their

workmen with beer or food. In this way there is a form of

redistribution operating among this category in offering work and

satisfying kinship social obligations. Cattle are the main area of

production and family labour is used in husbandry duties. This

* *
Proceeds of corruption would also tend to find their way into
these objects.
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category falls midway between Shivji's rich peasants (wakulma

ta.iiri) and middle peasants (wakul.aa wa hali ya kati).

(ii) Government officials and the salariat:

These are the recipients of a regular monthly salary, which

has obvious advantages over the precariousness of peasant income.

In Kamsaraba ward during 1972 they nu ibered forty one, of whom twelve

were locals (sweepers, messengers, labourers) and twenty nine were

non-locals (executive functions). The possession of conspicuous

advantages by this group, which is mainly non-local and often

socially aloof, is a major contributory factor to the strained

human relations often existing between 'staff* and local people.^
In the case of the Chairman of TAOTJ and the Chairman of the Co-op¬

erative, although these are honorary posts there is a certain

remuneration for services rendered from the respective organisations.

The TAflTJ Chairman receives a percentage of membership dues (about 30^),

and the Chairman of the Co-operative is paid expenses for working

days.

(iii) ikilled craftsmen:

The artisan group consists of tailors, masons, carpenters,

mechanics and drivers. They possess skills which enable them to

take on cash employment, either on a regular basis or on contract for

^ *
For similar in Tanga Region see: von Freyhold,I4." Government
Staff and Ujamaa Villages'! Tanga UriASSC. 1973, pp.247-270.
For Tbeya region see van Hekken, P. and van Velzen T. Land
Scarcity and Rural Inequality in Tanzania. Leiden, 1972.
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a specified time or job. Many are self-employed operating in the

informal sector. Their skills enable them to earn the cash necessary

to purchase consumer goods and they are often self-supporting in

food production.

The majority of the tradesmen are non-local, which the table

below serves to illustrate: (This data applies to 1972).

Trade Local Non-Local Total

Tailors 7 5 12

Mason3 4 2 6

C arcenters - 4 4

Driver-Hechanic s - 3 3

Totals: 11 14 25

It is interesting to note that three of the five non-local

tailors were subsequently promoted to the rank of manager in stores

owned by Asians; local apprentices were trained to replace them as

tailors.^
Although the majority are non-local they cultivate during the

rainy season,and th^y are assimilated into the social life of the

village. Many of them have intermarried with the local population

and they possess a working knowledge of the tribal language,Ciwanda.

See King K.J. "Skill Acquisition in the Informal Sector of
an African Economy: the Kenyan Case in Journal of ■■>evelopment
Studies. 11, 2, 1975.
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They are, however, notably absent from the political life of the

area and none of the group in 1972 were serving in a TANU elective

post. They are intimately linked with the cash economy, guaranteeing

an extension service for the maintenance of an imported technology.

There is a high non-local content in this category linked to

a pattern of conspicuous consumption, and being in the category

immediately above the masses they are very vulnerable to criticism

and jealousy, leading often to tensions and disputes which sometimes

culminates in their claiming to being bewitched. Their source

of wealth is mainly the monthly salary, so they are secure

financially and can allow themselves the luxury of consumber durables

that are completely out of reach of the subsistence grouping "A".

Hence we refer to them as the rural 'salariat' , Shivji would refer

to them as the "lower level petty bourgoisie".

The fact that the bureaucracy is funded by farmers' production

his not led to a form of accountability of the bureaucracy to the

villagers (mainly Category "A") or control of their activities.

Their educ tion and official appointment has endowed them with

legitimacy, which allows them not only economic benefits but

differential involvement in modern institutions, and access to the

privileges that they provide.
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Category "C" - Traders:

The objects represented in group "C" indicate an access to

capital in order to .ake the initital purchase of stock or equipment.

The sources of capital varies according to the grouping of objects.

A corrugated iron roof alone will in almost all cases have been paid

for by the sale of cattle, while a shop and a sewing machine together

may have been acquired either through trading or selling cattle.

Trading is, however, on a small scale with little capital accumulation

and a low level of savings. Ihile numerically large (there are

approximately eleven sewing machines and forty-five houses with

corrugated iron roofs in Xamsamba) they do not form a homogeneous

group and tend to have graduated from the informal sector of category

"B" or not quite made category "D".

The capital acquired to enable the initial purchase of goods,

in the case of cattle owners, represents a large quantity of stock

surplus to actual requirements; and the objects are often acquired

to gain status rather than comfort.^
There are no indications that this particular grouping form an

enclave within Uwanda society and they are far more acceptable

than either "B" or "D". There is no employment of wage labour -

they are self employed - nor have they a permanent source of income.

One large cattle owner ordered the building of five houses made
from brick, cement with a corrugated iron roof. However, inside
the houses there were no furnishings whatsoever. During villagisation
he was obliged to vacate the houses.
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Category "B" Rural Capitalists:

The category of objects listed in "D" reflect

(a) a powerful purchasing power in relation to the means

of the population (e.g. grinding mill 20,000 shillings).

(b) a potential to generate wealth, due to their

involvement in the money economy.

(c) the ability to exercise control over people and

institutions via a created dependency

(d) employment of wage labour which is a vital factor in

the generation of wealth.

(e) a dependency on external technology; all of the

objects are imported and their maintenance depends

upon imported inputs.

OWNERSHIP CHART.(1972)

Name Grinding Mill General Store Motor vehicle.

Mission 1

Masote 1 1 1

Banji 1 (Asian) i 1 1 3

Banji 2 (Asian) 2 2

Pesambili 1 4

Kkwazi 1 1 1

Jonas 1 1 1

dashampamba 1 1

Gangu 1

Namaimba 1

Chiniwanda 1
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2» Some prominent figures in the ownership chart;

Two Asian families lived in Kamsamba, they were closely related

to each other (Uncle-rNephew) and their business interests were often

jointly operated. These two families ran the three large general

stores of Kamsamba village where they had a virtual monopoly of

all consumer durables in Uwanda. The African traders possessed

more modest premises, and often bought wholesale from the Asians,

They also had the monopoly of all commercial transport within the

area, and they owned the major bus service* operating between

Kamsamba and Tukuyu via Mbeya. A vintage model ex-army truck kept

on the road by the s eat and skill of its driver-mechanic, did most

of the commercial transport around Uwanda, the major client being

the local co-operative.

It was common practice for the large cattle owners to deposit

their cash with the Asian traders, some individuals having very

considerable credits which were generally left untouched for long

periods of time, thus useful capital was provided at nil cost far

expansion. In fact the same families extended their properties and

business interests into the town of Kbeya and now live there.

Managers now administer their business holdings in Uwanda, and the

profitability of the operation revolves around the principle of

closely supervised wage labour,

Pesambili's holdings were renowned for their diversity rather

**
There were two African partners in minor roles in the bus company.
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than the volume of business they commanded. He was an outsider who

built up his business originally among lakeside fishermen before

graduating to Kamsamba village. In 1973 his business interests

included two small stores, a butcher shop, a bar, a guest house,

a cafe and a kilabu (local beer parlour) licence. The bar, which

sold European type beer, was much frequented by visiting officials

and wage earners. Pesambili was an active member of TANU and

represented the Kamsamba branch at District and Regional Conferences

until his dismissal in 1973.

The local boy who has 'made good' is more vulnerable to

intrigues than the oiutsider, and Masote found himself in this

situation. Having set up shop in an outlying village, working on

high profit margins on a small turnover, he gradually expanded his

interests to include a grinding mill and a pick-up .truck. He

employed wage labour on his fields, having the monopoly of trading

interests in his area, the money earned eventually found its way

back to him via purchases or grinding charges.

The local mission figures prominently on the object classification

list but they were not directly connected with wealth generating

activities, although they were a regular employer of wage labour

because of church buildings and development projects. They possessed

a Land Rover which was used mainly for community services, development

projects and emergency ambulance services. Some social ties with

the Asian traders were evident in individual cases but there appeared

to be sufficient control of their life style by the local Christian

community to obviate the possibility of alignment or involvement with

interests incompatible with the expectations of the local population.
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Two expatriate missionaries were in residence in Kamsamba and three

in Mkulwe.

In Uwanda society basic inequalities emerge between the

peasants or subsistence farmers in category "A" and the salariat

who enjoy a regular income in category "B". The precariousness of

peasant existence was dependant upon climatic variations and various

other imponderables which is in sharp contrast to a clearly

defined task with regular hours and the assurance of an incremental

salary and promotion. Although there is a structural inter¬

dependence - the very raison d' etre of a salariat is to serve the

peasants and the latter's production provides the salaries

of the former - the salariat category show a solidarity consistent

with the promotion of its own sectional interests. There is a

minimal degree of control over the salariat, as they are only

accountable to their departmental head at district level rather

than local TANU or Village Development Committee. The import

orientated consumption patterns of this category "B" is almost

a provocation to the simplicity of the produce-consume cycle of the

peasantry.

Category "C" combines small trades with large cattle owners^ but

since their origins are humble, and they are self employed and observe

their social obligations, little resentment is levelled against them

*'Unlike other areas,like Rungwe, there are no large farmers who
draw also a salary. For Rungwe see Ronter J.H. Facts and Factors
is_ the Rural Economy of the Nyakyusa,Tanzania. Leiden, 1974.
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by "A" or "B". Their acces3 to capital has often been by means

of saving and hard work, with little or no ostentation in consumption

tastes.

Category "D" are the emerging elite who control the consumer

inputs into Uwanda and have made substantial capital investment

in imported technology. They monopolize the means of distribution,

and employ wage labour to generate further wealth which, in turn,

is often withdrawn from the area itself. The activity of this

category is characterised by exploitative relationships; by

appropriating the surplus generated by the sweat of others, by

collecting any surplus of the subsistence category and by accelerating

the monetization of the economy, all of which help to undermine

the social cohesion of the area. The forces they represent in

society are the international marketing system in microcosmic form

based upon profit motivation, the law of supply and demand, the

employment of wage labour for the lowest possible cost, and the

creation of monopolies. All of these characteristics are present

in the trading activities of category members. Sine® it is in

their own interests to consolidate their position, category "D" make

alliances with some in group "C" (wholesale trade with smaller

traders, banking facilities for cattle owners) and others in group "B"

(credit for wage earners, dependence upon motorised transport).

The relationship "D" to "AM is basically one of creating dependence

through the provision of services and of indispensability.

The emergence of such elites present problems for an egalitarian

ideal of Ujamaa and for the egalitarian element within traditional

society. Both will assert themselves in triggering off a process 6f
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social levelling when the differentiation reaches an unacceptable

level. But first let us examine the variables that affect the

formation of the categories.

A* Variables affecting social differentiation and economic inequality:

There are features recurring in categories "A" to "D" that

facilitate access to wealth and wealth generating activities. Their

identification would indicate the basic 'entrance qualifications' into

the different categories and allow us to see what criteria affect

the distribution and retention of wealth and power in Uwanda.

(a) ■■thnic factor:

The fact that the vast majority of those in categories

"B", "C" and "D" come from outside Uwanda indicates two factors of

differentiation, regional and social:

(i) Facilities for the acquisition of skills,

technical know-how and education are available elsewhere and not

in Uwanda itself. Non-availability of these facilities places

Uwanda in a state of dependence for these skills on other areas of

the country; consequently giving preferential access to wealth,

social status and control of resources to non-locals.

(ii) Ethnicity is an important variable in economic

differentiation insofar as non-locals control a disproportionate share

of the resources of the area. The higher grades of the salariat are

wholly non-local, the majority of grade "C" are non-local and all

the key monopolies in grade "D" are non-local. An important

consideration in the presence of non-locals is the possibility (and

sometimes practice) of siphoning off surplus capital and transferring
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it to other areas of the country. The consequence of this practice

is a gradual rundovm of local resources, perpetrating underdevelopment

and exacerbating differentials between the various categories.

(b) Education:

Education both confers a status and controls access to

saLaried administrative posts, which in turn assures a regular income.

It is thus an obvious factor in facilitating access to objects in

category "B" which creates the impression of prosperity, linked at

the same time to the channels of legitimate government, i.e.

administrators. A picture is formed of an association between

education, administration, power, wealth and status; the key to it

all being education. There is evidence of secondary education being

dominated by children of administrators. Approximately 60;i of

school children selected for government secondary schools from Kamsamba

were children 0f civil servants, a hi^i proportion of whom were non¬

local.

(a) entrepreneurial skills:

Those familiar with the working of the monetary economy

are at an obvious advantage in the acquisition of entrepreneurial

skills. Since money is essentially foreign to Uwanda life, locals

are at an obvious disadvantage, though the degree to which this will

persist depends on other factors discussed in this section. All of

the major shopkeepers, besides the Asians, are in fact non-local.

The same applies to fish trading in the private sector.

(d) ..'age labour;

The use of wage labour is a recurring practice of all those

in category '/V", and occurs on an occasional basis in isolated
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instances in categories "B" and HC". None of the grinding mills

are owner operated; the strenuous task of operating the machine and

working in the unpleasant atmosphere of inhaling flour dust is

generally confided to a local hand - the wages of whom spre difficult

to ascertain. The motor vehicles are driven by hired driver-

mechanics (with the exception of the mission). The general stores

employ one or two tailors and/or assistants. Those with large

fields employ wage labour during peak periods of agricultural

activity - thereby taking people away from their own shambas. The

Asians, the mission and many officials employ cooks.

v/age labour has become a variable closely associated with

entrepreneurial activity in category "D". &age3 are held to near

subsistence level and substantial appropriation by the employer of

surplus created by wage labour is very much in evidence, oince

employment oppsrtunities are few, and the need is great, kinship

bonds, age, hunger or individual difficulties are open to

exploitation in order to procure wage labour at low rates.

(e) Religion:

Christians form 60;° of the population of which Roman

Catholics are 95$ of the total Christian population, the remaining

5$ being Moravian Lutherans. ithin the various categories,

Catholics have the strongest representation both proportionally

and numerically in Category "A". In category "B", mainly due to

the ethnic factor, Chtholics are in a minority, about 25$ of the

total. Moravians and other denominations make up - 50/2 (non-locals)

and traditional religion and others - 25/". At this point one is

tempted to recognise a Weberian syndrome of association between
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Protestantism and the rise of capitalism. However, since other

factors such as education, ethnic differences and historical

circumstances come into play and offer alternative explanations,

the 'eberian thesis would be at most an additional factor rather

than a unique explanation.

Category "C" is a somewhat heterogeneous grouping with diverse

sources of access to wealth; Catholics make up approximately 30fo

of this group, 2Qrfi other religions and 50$ traditional religion.

As the following table shows category "DM has a marked predominance

of traditional religion and others (Asian) over Catholic and Moravians

Object Catholic

Grinding Mill

General Store

Motor vehicle

Protestant Traditional Others

religion.

6 1

5 1

5 2

1 1

1

1 (mission)

OVERALL RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION BAMAKO0 N

Religion. All fo Cat."A" Cat."B" Cat."C" Cat."D" Ethnicity.
£ £ $ '/o

Catholic 57 58 25 30 10 Local

Moravian 3 2 50 20 12 Non-Local

Local religion 39 40 25 50 65 Local

Others 1 •• 13 Non-Local
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Prom the above table it will be seen that Catholics show

a poor performance in the acquisition of wealth and hardly figure

at all in the upper stratum of society. e can suggest that

Uwanda Catholicism has little or no capacity to change adverse

socio-economic conditions, and is but a minor consideration in

the interplay of economic,political and social forces. This view

can be further sustained if in preaching, as was often the case,

resignation was encouraged; sacramental practice and rituals

being an answer to social ills. The main thrust of the church

was concentrated on the numerical expansion of its flock, thus

i,t maintained a passive stance whilst the formation of social and

economic categories got under way. Although institutional

interests are best served by aligning with the elite there is

little evidence of an alliance between the church and the affluent

classes in Uwanda. Unlike missions such as Livingstonia*, or to

a lesser extent Blantyre, the White Fathers did not envisage

"iniustrial and commercial benefits provided by British capitalist!n

as being a basis of religious transformation. Political control

over adherents, aided by a created dependency, was more characteristic

of the Uwanda mission. This approach was inimical to producing an

educated or entrepreneurial elite as it thrived on conditions of

backwardness. Paradoxically, the outcome of this policy has been

that the church has become aligned with the poor or masses of Uwanda,

and on occasion, it has sided with them against category "D" or

external agencies.

**
See McCracken J. "Livingstonia as an Industrial Mission,1875-1900:
A Study of Commerce and Christianity in Malawi" in deligion in
.-Ifrica ed. Centre of A, rican Studies,Edinburgh 1964, pp.75-96.
Also in the same volume doss A.C. "The Foundations of the Blantyre
!ission, Nyasaland", pp. 97-113.
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In the past, due to the theological dichotomies between the

natural and supernatural, the spiritual and temporal, pastoral

action was geared primarily to spiritual care and little thought

was given to the actual human conditions of poverty and destitution

in which people were living. Piecemeal remedial action was more

characteristic of the church*s approach than a revolutionary outlook

on society.

(f) Polygyny:1
Of the eleven people figuring in the ownership chart

of category "D", and excluding the Asian traders and the mission,

all eight of the others are polygynous. Polygyny tends to be

a consequence of wealth and a status symbol rather than a pre¬

condition of accession to wealth. A prosperous .'nan with all the

attendant status symbols might be suspected of inadequacy unless

he has a corresponding number of wives and many children; then the

people remark "huyu kweli ni mwanaume" - he really is a man. At

the same time wives and children represent an asset in terms of

labour power as each wife cultivates her own field. Hence polygyny

can be a means of producing wealth, and it is often argued that
2

it is a form of exploitation of women.

In a survey of 175 Christian marriages in Kamsamba village I
found 71 to be polygynous (52 having two wives and 19 with three
wives or more). Therefore, approximately 4C$> of originally
Christian marriages in Uwanda become polygynous. (Data collected

2 from Church records September,1975).
Daily News of 6. 9» 1975 Urnoja a anawake wa Tanzania (U. .1.)

(the women's organization associated with TANU) proposed an amend¬
ment to the Carriage Act prohibiting polygamy. President Nyerere
is reported to have said that marriage dowry and polygamy hinder
equality between Lien and women.
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(g) Livestock ownership:

Six of the eight entrepreneurs referred to above gained

access to wealth generating activities by selling off part of

their cattle herd, and thereby moving into the cash economy. Whilst

cotjs are often the'take-off' basis for Uwanda entrepreneurs, the

possession of cows in itself does not necessarily generate an

exploitative relationship.

(h) Land distribution:

In most societies land is a key element in rural

stratification,land scarcity and uneven distribution being a major

source of inequality, particularly in areas of high population

density.1 In Uwanda, although there are ample supplies of

cultivable land, there is a shortage in the immediate vicinity of

the larger villages, especially Kamsamba and Kamsamba Shamba. The

senior inhabitants who had the fertile plots near the village lost

their privileges during villagisation when their land was allocated

for house building, Rapidly declining land fertility and scarcity

of accessible cultivable land may prevent the long term success of

large concentrated settlements in Uwanda.

From our analysis a degree of stratification emerges in

relationship to wealth and wealth generating activities. The

For Rungwe see Thoden van Velzen H.U.E. opae .»ocial obstacles to
U.ia-aaa: A Case study from Rungwe. Leiden, 1972. Also J.Konter

(1974). Also Van Hekken and ¥an Velsen, (1972). For Usangu see
Knut Pipping, Land Holdings in the Usangu Plains. Research Report
No.33, Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, Upssala, 1976,
p.70. For an alternative Uaangu version see "Baluchi -x;loiters"
in the Daily News ay 12th, 1975.
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inequalities that emerge may be attributed to the juxtaposition of

a capitalist economy onto a traditional peasant society. Resulting

from this incursion there is an emergence of social groups in grossly

unequal relationships to the means of production, distribution and

exchange. As we perceive,a virtual monopoly exists of transport,

trading, milling and wage labour in the hands of a small group, all

of whom belong to categories "B" "C" or "D". This fact is indicative

of control being exercised over the means of production by this

minority group. Because of this distinct relationship to the

leans of production, there is a cohesion between categories "B",

"C" and "D", allowing for internal differences, which form a stratum

in ppposition to category "A". The members of "A" on the other

hand possess only their land and their labour, the surplus of which

is transferred to "B" "C 1 and in varying degrees, either through

the proceeds of surplus food production or wage employment.

The different strands within the one stratum are only

accessible to those who possess certain prerequisites. In the

case of "B" education and ethnicity, and to a lesser extent

entrepreneurial 3kills and religion play,an important part.

Category "C", on the other hand, register high on entrepreneurial

skills and livestock (which is a form of capital), and again

ethnicity and education fealure strongly. In order to be a member

of category "1)" there i3 need for capital accumulation (in the form

of livestock),large labour supplies,ensured through wage employment,

and polygyny, together with considerable entrepreneurial skills.

Therefore, without access to education, entrepreneurial skills and

livestock (capital), category "A" are unable to move out of their

subsistence situation.
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e conclude by restating the crucial importance of

establishing the relationships of various segments of the papulation

(categories) to the economy, in order to establish who owns the

major means of production and who does not, how these resources

are distributed within Uwanda society, and the consequent power

that they can exercise because of these resources.

The analysis that we have carried out differs both in method

and aim from others carried out in Tanzania, particularly that of

Jhivji. He has carried out a national analysis of classes,

particularly as related to the central notion of the "petty

bourgoisie"] whereas our study is concerned with the local level.

However, the notion of a petty bourgoisie fails to deal adequately

with the peasant condition, and Shivji himself admits that peasant

differentiations in Uwanda, is a very concrete question and needs

to be investigated locally in different parts of the country before
2

a generalization can be made at the national level. This is what

we have endeavoured to do.

1*
Shivji I.(J. Class ->trug ;les in Tanzania. London, 1976. p.83 ff

2*
Ibid, p.89.
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Jj>. Social levelling and communal control:

The four social categories "A","B","C" and. "D" have not been

crystalized into exclusive social categories as there is certain

maoility within stratum "B" ,"C","D" . hen differentiation has

reached a communally unacceptable level, the measure used to re¬

establish a balance within society is social levelling.

Social levelling is based on the supposition that the

community is an organic whole, tolerating a degree of differentiation

and inequality of resources. However, when certain individuals

reach an unacceptable level of power or wealth part of the community

feel threatened and trigger off a process by which the defaulter

undergoes an ordeal resulting in his rejection or reintegration into

the community. The very fact that the process takes place at all

is indicative of the inequalities that exist within the society it¬

self, and also that they have not become sufficiently entrenched.

The procedure used by TANU is one which is primarily political

and democratic for social levelling, whereas the traditional sector

tend to rely on the function of witchcraft accusations and consequent

witchcraft cleansing operations.

The ethos of the society in which we live influences our

world view or cosmogony. Social happenings are thus explained in

relation to a world view, or the system of cosmological thought.

Traditional belief suggests that riches are not acquired merely by

expertise or exploitation of underpaid labour, but rather that the

person possesses a special medicine or dawa. One man's field yields

a rich harvest, his neighbour'3 field fails, this is not only

explained by soil fertility, hard work or use of manure, but also
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because of the relative strength of his medicines. So the principle

of causality, the relationship of cause and effect which is basic

to political analysis, suddenly becomes unstuck when faced with this

phenomenon. Yet it is remarkable how traditional .methods converge

on the same areas of malaise in society that we detect in a more

rational analysis.

(a) Giikanga Alias and the anti-sorcery movement;

The sociological explanation of witchcraft, as pioneered

by Evans Pritchard* is that it provides (i) an explanation for

misfortune and (ii) reflects inter-personal tension. The notion

that it may also be seen as an explanation of a state of social
2

tension or disharmony may be attributed to R. illis.

The people of Uwanda endeavour to combat scsrcery by acting

(i) at the personal level; by visiting medicine men

who diagnose the mystical causation of the phenomenon

or: (ii) at the community level; by having a periodic purge

of all sorcerers from their midst in a mass communal

action known as an anti-sorcery movement. It is to

this particular level that we shall direct our attention.

R. illis has documented in detail the anti-sorcery movement

■j *

bvans Pritchard E.E. itchcraft. oracles and malic Amuna the
Azande. Oxford, 1957» p.106.

2
'illis, R.O. "Kamcape: An Anti-3orcery ovement in South est

Tanzania", Africa 58, 1 (1968) pp.1-15.
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in Pipa country bordering on Uwanda which occured during the

mid I960's, known as Kamcape. I was fortunate enough to be able

to record a movement of structural similarity to that of Kamcape

known as -the Ciikanga Elias movement in the nearby area of Uwanda.

3lias, in his late thirties, came originally from Uwanda,

although he developed the art of detecting witches and of diagnosing

misfortunes whilst in Ubungu, across the lake from Uwanda. Here

he came into conflict with civil and church authorities and so

transferred his activities back to his home area, where he was

for a while virtually ignored by both of these agencies.

Hundreds of people flocked to his camp in Uwanda in order to

seek out the cause of misfortune in their lives, which thqy

attributed to witchcraft being exercised upon than by other persons.

In a session of diagnosis, the alleged culprits were identified

by Hlias and he then dispatched his messenger to summon the 'witches*

concerned. The accused generally complied with the request to

present themselves for examination. On arrival at the village,

occupied entirely by Elias and his entourage, the accused entered

into an organised daily schedule. In the morning they were

administered an evil-tasting substance called kabwele. which they

were forced to drink in large quantities until they vomited. The

accused were then stripped of their clothing, searched for medicines

dawa - airembo and their money allegedly taken from thein. TJjey were

then placed in a grave-like hole in the ground, covered with ash,

threatened and beaten. After lunch the accused were sent out on

forced labour, house building, clearing land and cutting grass. In

the evening a dance was organized acclaiming Elias as the king of

the v/itch hunters. Later an interrogation took place with the
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infliction of severe pain and humiliation until a confession of

guilt was extracted. The accused all admitted to the practice of

sorcery and requested to be cured. Incisions were then made in

the bodies of the accused and dawa administered, after which they were

dismissed with the admonition never to engage in witchcraft activities

again.* The following day another group of witches went through the

same process.

Action was taken against Slias when a man accused of witch¬

craft committed suicide. The case was investigated by the Area

Commissioner of ilbozi, and a number of people were approached for

information (including ayself). The results of the enquiry were

forwarded to the Area Commissioner of Sumbawanga after which the

police raided the 'campus' of Elias, he was taken into custody by

force, and severely beaten. Although over ninety witnesses were

convoked for his trial in Kamsamba on two occasions, the judge failed

to turn up. The case was eventually heard in Sumbawanga and Elias

was acquitted.

Those accused of witchcraft, and summoned to Elias, were of

two types;

(i) men of influence within the community according

to traditional norms, thus older people with large

herds of cattle such as in categories "C" and "D"«

(ii) enterpreneurial types, the 'nouveaux*riches' owning

dukas (shops), grinding mill3 or large cattle herds

as in categories "C" and "D" but with the notable

absence of TAMJ government and church personnel.from

category "B" .

^ *

Based on personal interviews with three victims. June, 1973.
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The existence of the movement which recurs in a cyclical

fashion every ten years, is remarkable at this particular m ent

in the history of Uwanda, if it reflects the allocation of resources

in society. The interpretation of anti-witchcraft movements vnries

according to authors^ but all agree that its existence reflects a

communal tension linked to the authority structure of the society

which affects the social order.

2
Barbara ard states that economic factors have aggravated

kinship tensions and witchcraft accusations are on the increase,

so the emergence of new cults correspond to the felt need3 to combat

3
witchcraft. According to Parkin the anti-sorcex-y movement is

"the primary cultural idiom of politico-religious expression for its

area". In other words, the anti-sorcery movement is an indicator

of what is going on in the particular society, and denotes"new

sources of economic opportunity and influence." While pre-

independence anti-sorcery movements have been seen as a political

response to colonial rule ( orsley 1957)f in the Ciikanga ^lias

movement the following tendencies can be detected.

(l) The traditional sector reasserts its influence in

the community in a spirit of emulation with TANU to combat the problem

of widespread witchcraft and then to provide the means of alleviating it.

See Parkin D.J. "Medicines and Men of Influence", Man 5.3 1968,
pp. 424-439.

2 * Ward B.S. "Some observations on Religious Cult in Ashanti",
-iifrica.26. 1 (1956) p. 47.

5# Parkin D.J. (1968), p.425
4-.

'orsley P. The Trumpet Shall Sound. London 1957.
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(2) v:itch.craft accusations increase on a par with the

3cale of tensions and divisions within the community1 Economic

inequalities and an unacceptable level of differentiation give rise

to conflicts, culminating in witchcraft accusations as a means of

expulsion from the community .social levelling and possible ritual
2

reintegration back into the community. So the frequency of

witchcraft accusations, and consequently witch-cleansing movements,

may be seen as a barometer of social and economic unrest, implicitly

touching upon such issues as ownership patterns, the growth of

elite strata, control of resources and centres of political authority.

The numbers of those in category "D" who were summoned to Elias
3

seem to bear this out. The absence of TANU personnel, the remoteness

of the area and the ritualistic approach may indicate a reluctance
4

to clash with TANTJ and hope for a reciprocal arrangement of tolerance.

The social unrest caused by forced villagisation in the district of

origin of the majority of the accused witches may have been a

contributory factor.

(3) The high percentage of old people among the accused

reflects the Uwanda notion tnat elderly people are likely subjects

*

See Larson L.E. "Problems in the Study of itchcraft Eradication
movements in Southern Tanzania", Ufahamu. 4, 3» 1976, pp.38-100.
Harwood A. itchcraft. Sorcery and Social Categories among the
Jafwa. London 1970,

2.
itchcraft accusations became an obstacle to co-operation in Ujamaa

villages and appeals were made to District Authorities to expel the
accused, e.g. An attempt to expel a Moravian evangelist from Masuche
in 1975. See also E.N .Makere "Ujamaa Villages in Practice" . I'aamuli
2,2 1972. pp.17-26.

5. Elias'a camp was situated in an 'adrainistrative no man's land both
for church and state.

A The anti-sorcerer generally possessed a cheti for the practice of
traditional medicine, as in the case of Elias so claiming a degree
of legitimacy.
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for the practice of witchcraft. But also it may indicate the

obsolescence of certain gerontocratic traits within the traditional

society which manifest themselves in generation conflicts.

The Ciikango Elias movement is of political, religious and

social significance for Uwanda, reflecting trends within a society

the articulation of which may be vague at the moment, but may well

be a voice of prophecy for the future on the socio-political

religious order.

(b) TANU and witchcraft:

Shortly after the end of Ciikango Alias in Uwanda a

similar movement began in Rungwe district with identical traits

of mass hysteria but powerful enough to challenge the TANU leader¬

ship. The incident is recorded in a letter written to the Daily

News of July 19th 1975 entitled "Government - Licensed itchhunter?"

The writer, calling himself "non-believer in ushenzi" said he had

received a letter saying:

"D6wn here (Ruugwe) we have a man whom we are told
is a Government licensed witch hunter. Aggrieved
families go to this man, tell him their suspects,that
so-and-so are witch doctors and then pay a fee to
this doctor. The so-called doctor then tells the
suspects to urinate in a bowl, he orders that they
bring their faeces. He mixes the faeces and urine
and forces the victims to drink this mixture before
a multitude of people.... I am told that the district
TANU Chairman tried to intervene, but the man (witch
doctor) is too clever indeed. He addressed a big
meeting, told them that the District TANU Chairman
was on the list of those who were to undergo the purge
in a week's time. The District TANU Chairman, poor
young man, has been blackmailed. I am also told that
the Regional TANU Chairman, a non-believer in witch¬
craft, was jeered at, when he tried to tell the meeting
that TANU did not approve of such things."

A counterpart of Ciikango Alias in one of the most economically

developed parts of the country felt confident enough to challenge TANU
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and apparently did so quite effectively gaining popular support.

Rungwe district is a cash cropp farming area and is deeply involved

in capitalist agriculture; it also has a wide differentiation of

land ownership and high population density. The impact of Ujamaa

villagi3ation has been minimum. Two points emerge from this, in an

area where differentiation was low and forms of social control were

in operation, Elias did not clash with the administration until a

tragic event warranted external intervention. In an area of

capitalist agriculture with chronic land scarcity, the response to

witchcraft eradication was overwhelming. The witch hunter was

perceived as a messianic figure who could solve the ills and internal

tensions within the society. He mobilised the people against the

party, seeing the party, unlike the Uwanda situation, as part of the

institutional framework contributing to the tensions.

The TANU speeches delivered in Uwanda during 1972-1973 reflected

a concern with the problem of witchcraft, but it saw itself in a
i

role of arbitration. The incident of Rungwe and that of Elias

Ciikanga showed that such movements could be a threat to the party

and to the stability of the state. A particularly novel approach

to this problem was adopted in Uumbawanga district.

After coercion was used to re-group cultivators into villages,

in order to prevent disruption the villagers were invited to select

^ * I have personally heard many speeches delivered by district
and regional TANU officials to this effect.
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their own witches. It was announced by the party in the villages

of Uwanda (Cipeta ard) in Sumbawanga District during 1974-1975

that no one individual had special powers to detect wit'cheta, but that

this function was the responsibility of the village assembly.

Hence a witch ballot was held in each village and those who topped

the poll were expelled and sent to a specially designated 'witch'

village - Msiva. where excellent facilities were provided. From

Kaoze village,for example,three individuals^were sent with their

families to Msiya, the ki.1i.ii cha wachawj.

This is an attempt by TANU to control the witch-finding

mechanism, and at the same time a method of removing undesirable

or di33ident elements from villages. It is obviously a method

that is open to abuse,and a means of enforcing conformity while

encouraging intrigue, fear and lack of open criticism. However,

it is also significant that those who are expelled conform in type

to those usually summoned to the anti-sorcerer.

* *

The families of Kisalala, Benzanp, and Kanzala
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(c) The role of TANU in social levelling:

The egalitarian ideals of TANU and the policy of Ujamaa

Vijijini have given ideological support to the traditional forces

behind the process of social levelling. President Nyerere expressed

the reality veiy succinctly when addressing the 1971 TANU National

Conference:

"In particular, there was an increase in the amount
of economic inequality between citizens, and this
was leading towards attitudes of social inequality....
The country was beginning to develop a social elite
whose prime concern was profit for themselves and
their families, and not the needs of the majority for
better basic living standards, tfe were beginning to
see the development of a true class system."

Remedial action was taken by TANU to alleviate inequalities

by the Arusha Declaration (1967) and was further specified at the

level of attitudes by the TANU Guidelines (Hwongozo) in 1971. These

documents provide the frame of reference for party action and

initiatives taken during the year 1973 to prevent the formation of

a class system in Uwanda. Some examples of this action are given

below.

(i) The Asian trader and fair pricing:

"And in rejecting the capitalist attitude of mind which
colonialism brought into Africa, we must reject also
the capitalist methods which go with it."

J.K. Nyerere

Early in 1973 a national price list of certain articles

was issued by the government; complaints of overcharging were to be

reported to the party. People complained that prices being charged

by a local Asian trader at a local cattle market in Kamsamba were

far above the stipulated level. Rather than change his prices the

trader packed up his wares and returned to his shop in the village.
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Later he was summoned before TANU to explain the reasons for the

excessive prices; his explanation was the cost of transport and the

inflated prices at the textile wholesaling house NATSX (a branch of

the National Development Corporation). The meetings resulted in the

trader refusing to handle cloth and he began to run down his stocks.

He placed an African manager in the shop, disposed of his grinding

mill to another shopkeeper and sold the bus service to a group of

1 anji entrepreneurs.1
The persistent pressures of TANU resulted in the break-up of

monopoly control of transport services and a grinding mill. By

controlling the price level, and consequently the profit margin, some

of the more obvious rural representatives of the international

capitalist system were elbowed out. Although other entrepreneurs

took their place, the replacements did not control the same amount

of resources, employed less wage labour and were much lower down

the pyramid of social stratification.

(ii) Masote vs. the people:

Masote was renowned for his high prices and a complaint was

lodged against him with the local TANU branch. A tribunal, to hear

his case, was chosen from among the members of the Ward Development

Committee consisting of the Division Executive Officer, ard Executive

For an account, albeit one sided, of the rapid intergration of
the isolated anji of Mbeya region into the monetary economy
see Garland W., "Leadership and the Wanji" in The Mew African.
October 1966, pp.170-172. I am grateful to V.J.A.Macartney for
having pointed out this reference.

)
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Officer, Chairman of TANU, Resident Magistrate, two TANU officials,

and a local missionary. The people of the village assembled

together, about two hundred in number, and accused Kasote of various

misdemeanours, particularly gross overcharging on a number of items.

Masote was very unco-operative and showed disregard for the proceedings.

A number of uncomplimentary remarks were then made about traders in

general, the people comparing them to "ticks that suck the blood out

of your body", and trading was seen as "a sickness that eats away

whatever good one has until one becomes insane with avarice", "It is

the sweat of the people that has built up.Masote and enabled him to

purchase this equipment, the machine is rightfully ours, now he

insults us and despises us."

The tribunal found Masote guilty, temporarily suspended his

trading licence, but did not impose a change of residence^on him

despite requests fnom the people that they do so.

(iii) Pesambili:

Pesarabili had extensive interests (category "D") in

Xamsamba and at the same time he served on the Branch Executive of

TANU, and was the Regional Delegate. He had been approached

informally by TAMU members and warned about derogatory remarks

allegedly made concerning the local people and suggestions of over

pricing. At the next meeting of TANU the executive replaced Pesambili
2

because he failed to measure up to the Leadership Code in Mwongozo.

^ *

The decision was later overruled by a verdict of the District
Court, but on expiry of his licence application for renewal was
not approved by the local branch of TANU.

2.
The Leadership Code is a set of rules prohibiting TANU leaders
from engaging in activities and transactions of a capitalist
nature, notably commercial ventures. Incorporated originally
into the Arusha Declaration, it was emphasised in the TANU Guide¬
lines (Mwongozo) and updated by further directives of the National
Executive Committee (N.B.C.).
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Shortly after this dismissal his business 'empire* began to

disintegrate, the shop lost business and eventually closed, his

guesthouse fell down, his bar licence was not renewed and the local

people refused to allow him to operate a kilabu. even though he had

permission from the District Administration. Since then his

influence has declined considerably and his base of popular support

has become completely eroded.

Here is a clear example of TANU exerting pressure on one of its

own executive members; adopting an attitude of patient tolerance for

some time but at the appropriate moment divesting him of the means

of acquiring further wealth. The incident reflects the ideological

commitment of the local branch in refusing to compromise with one

of its own executive members J

(iv) Malifedha:

Halifedha was the popular local beer king, hiwever his

exclusive control of beer retailing led to some abuses. The women

who brewed and sold the beer gradually became aware of the nature

of his exploitative practices to which they were subjected. They

united together under the banner of the Umoja wa Tanzania (UVT) -

the women's union within TANU - and decided to press their claims,

apply for a regular retail licence and have premises of their own.

The UV.T were granted a licence and were supported in their efforts

by the local TANU branch, even though it went against the interests

of one of their most prominent members.

Perambili, having lost his business interests, became a cultivator.
In 1975 he was then re-elected to the party executive.
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Pull credit must be given to the U T who,having identified

a constraint on women's economic activity,took effective co-operative

action, clashed with perhaps the most influencial man in the community

and a prominent party member, taking over the main source of his

influence. He subsequently lost his position on the party executive.

His private beer parlour kilabu became a co-operative controlled by

those who brewed the beer - the local women. The implications of

this action go far beyond a mere kilabu. omen1had become aware

of their strength and solidarity and showed themselves to be an

active force of social change within Uwanda society, and challenged

entrenched vested interests.

In the four cases we have sited, persons in category "C" or "D"

were subjected to a form of social levelling. The party,through

various political procedures, exerted pressure on their means of

access to xrealth. The attitude of the four people mentioned,(the

Asian,(iasote, Pesambili and Malifedha) radically changed as did

their function in the process of production. A combination of

popular resentment and party initiative singled out obvious areas of

expHtation and acted against them. In doing so, TANU undermined

the commercial interests of some of its own executive membership.

By their subsequent exclusion, and replacement by members of Category

"A" the party executive became more representative of the cultivators

* *

A debate on the role of women in Tanzanian society was held in the
Daily Nev/s and the Sunday News during 1975. Some notes on the debate
are as follows: M.L.Swantz " omen and EandLet^asic Problems" S.N.
17. 8. 1975, id. "-'omen's Role in Village Bevelopment" S.N. 14. 9.75.
Scholastics Kimaryo: "Is it Vomenkind against Mankind" S.N.17.8.1975.
J .Manning: "omen's Position in Tanzania, Better But..." D.N.
3. 9. 1975.
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of Uwanda. These incidents, more importantly, run counter to

a particular view of the party that is extensively propounded in

the literature; that there is an elitist party leadership and an

alliance between an economic bourgoisie and the political bureaucracy,

e.g. Shivji.* But a part of Shivji*s argument is correct; there

is a silent struggle between elitist elements and the peasants and

workers, as we have shown, (category "A" v. categories "B" "C" and "D").

However, the poor of Uwanda are not represented by "small groups of
2 3

intelligentia" but by their own leaders who are active party members.

The representative character of the party defended the interests

of the poor of Uwanda and controlled social mobility in the local

population.

The party in Uwanda is atypical of the general description

offered in the literature, and we have presented evidence demonstrating

the ability of popular pressure to alter the composition of the
4

branch executive, and to bring it into line with the Leadership Code.

Shivji I.C., et alia The Silent Class Struggle. Dar-e3-Salaam, 1974.
p. 27, Idem. (1976) Chs. 8-9.

2#
Idem. (1974) p. 22.

3
Shivji's article on the "Forms of Surplus and Exploitation of orkers
and Peasants", written in Swahili for Ma.ii-f4a.ii No.22 July,1975
introduces general concepts of conveentional Mariism. It is
unfortunate that the terminology appears so strange in Swahili
that it was necessary to compile an extensive glossary indicating
the appropriate English terras. The particular interpretation of
Tanzanian development policy as propounded by Shivji (and Saul)
which is highly dependent on a narrow ideological base may be too
constricting to describe the complexity and richness of Tanzania* s
Ujamaa development. Omari make3 a similar point, but he fails to
recognize the contribution that Marxist inspired models, e.g.
China have made to Tanzania while over emphasizing the aspect of
traditional society. See: Saul J.S. "Class & Penetration in
Tanzania" in Cliffe L. & Saul J. Eds. Vol.2, 1973, p.118 ff.
Omari C.K. Strategy for Rural Development, Dar-es-Salaam,1976 pp 8,9.
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TABU's political awareness can be attributed principally to its

rank and file members whose protests prod the leadership into taking

action. The ideological support provided by the Arusha Declaration

and Mwongozo were important in that there were external norms

justifying an action already clearly perceived by the people. Some

individuals emerged as leaders of protests, but their strength was

in the support actually accorded to than by the people.

(v) Trade licensing:

e have discussed spontaneous protests backed by TANU

as a means of social control, but there is also a legal mechanism

at the disposal of TABU to control access to commercial activities,

that of trade licensing.

The implementation of the TANU policy of Ujamaa entails a switch

from private ownership of means of production and distribution to

co-operative production and distribution. In the trading sector

control of the means of distribution is established at a level of

wholesale trading, the wholesale trade being in the hands of member

companies of the State Trading Corporation (s.T.C.) At retail level,

control is established in two ways:

(a) local voluntary co-operative initiatives as alternatives

to private trading

(b) local licensing committees at ard and District level.

In Kamsamba all attempts at forming a consumers co-operative shop

have failed) partly due to a lack of capital and general apathy, s4

Although the Ujamaa villages of Kalungu and Kaoze enjoyed some
success in this sphere. An 'operation maduka' commenced in 1976
to facilitate the social ownership of trading ventures.
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that TANU's control over access to wealth was situated at the

level of (a) licensing procedures and (b) price control.

Prior to 1973 it was customary for traders to apply direct

to the District Licensing Board for their licences which were

generally granted upon payment of the necessary fee. The method

however was changed and all ap licants had first to appear before the

ard Development Committee before proceeding on to District level.

The licensing meeting of the W.D.C, was a demonstration of how

TATJU influenced administrative decisions in the community. In

th8 1973 meeting*all applicants were asked to stand, explain their

attitude to people and their business philosophy, promise to observe

the government price levels and state that their business was "to

serve loeople and not to exploit them". Here again the mechanism

of social levelling was clearly being used on the whole trading

community. Although no applicants were refused outri^it, some

were placed on the pending list aimiting clarification of trading

names,and others were to have their premises inspected by the Health

Officer. The meeting was divided on one Asian applicant who was

2
a non-residdnt, but he was granted a licence on a majority decision.

The Asians did not appear at the meeting but sent along their African

managers to represent them.

* * Personal observationoof a Ward Development meeting 1973.
2 *

It was interesting to note the division of voting in the W.D.C.
on this particular case. Most of the TANU representatives
voted against the Asian (including the author) whilstsalariat,
administrative and co-operative representatives voted for. This
may be indicative of the silent struggle between ideological
penetration and vested interests affecting political and economic
relationships.
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From what we have seen, the access to wealth generating and

distribution economic activities can be controlled by TANU. Through

its action there is a process of social levelling and participation

in the decision making as to the degree of differentiation within

the local economy. However, these controls have not resulted in

productive communal enterprises emerging as a viable alternative

to private institutions.

i

jj. The role of the TAKU branch in Uwanda. 1970-1975:

(a) The Tanu administration:

There are four branches of TANU in the division of Uwandas

Kamsamba, Ivuna, Chilulumo and Nambinzo. Ethnically and economically

Nambinzo belongs to Uniyha and so does not enter into our considerations.

Another branch of TANU also exists in Cipeta which is on the northern

side of the River Koinba. Although this is in the division of Rukwa

(Sumbawanga district) peopled mainly by Wawanda and so we broadly

refer to it as Uwanda. Kamsamba is the headquarters of the Uwanda

Division and it is to this particular Branch that I pay most attention.

The basic administrative unit is the ten house cell (nvumba

Inimi-knrni) which is both a government and a TANU unit. A member of

the party is chosen as ten house cell leader (balozi wa nvumba kumi-

kumi) and he performs both government and party functions. In Kamsamba

Branch there were 145 nyumba kumi-kumi approximately. All of these

leaders came together with other party representatives and chose the

branch executive members who, in turn, chose a Chairman. The secretary

of the Branch is a paid post and he was appointed by the Central

Committee. The various branches together form the District Conference.
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In 1972 a branch of TANU generally coincided with a Ward

which was a formal administrative area of local government,and

comprised a group of villages.^ The ?ard Development Committee

included a number of people nominated by TANU, some ten house cell

leaders and representatives of various government departments. The

Chairman of TANU was also the Chairman of the Ward Development

Committee and it3 Secretary was the Ward Executive Officer.

The voting members of Kamsamba Ward Development Committee

numbered fourteen, and were: the TANU Chairman and Secretary, three

TANU nominees (the Chairman of the co-operative, a representative

of U. ;.T. and a missionary), the Ward Executive Officer, six

representatives of ten house cell leaders, and two representatives

of staff.

At the end of 1973 the weirds, as such, were dissolved and

became known as Kata. The Ward Executive Officers were declared

redundant and new posts created, combining both Secretary of TANU

and Executive Officer. Therefore, at the level of Ward or Kata

the functions of local government and of party have been fused

together.

(b) depresentation and participation at Branch level:

The Branch executive is chosen at a General Meeting and

its members are expected to be representative of the different areas

within the jurisdiction of the Branch and of the majority of the

^ *

With villagisation each village was granted its own TANU Branch.
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people, keeping in line with the democratic election procedures.

However, in some areas it is 3aid that the branch reflects elitist

interests, hence I have observed the composition of Kamsamba branch

for the period 1971-1975.

In my study from 1970-1973 I have found that in taking

twelve members of the Branch Executive and classifying them according

to economic categories "A","B","C" or "D", years of formal schooling,

number living in Ujamaa villages and religion we get a picture as

follows:

Economic Category. Schooling Ujamaa R G ve^^°n' Trad

"A" 2.8 1
N = 5

"B" 4.25 3
N = 4

"C"
N = 0

"D" 2
N = 3

Taking the same branch at the end of 1974 the membership has

altered, with increasing participation of category "A". At the end

of 1974 (before villagisation) it read as follows:

Economic Category Schooling Ujamaa R G iCp^ot°n Trad

"AM 2.25 5 5 -3
N = 8

"B" 4.5 1 12-
N = 3
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In another observed study of political participation in Uwanda

of 45 active members of three TANU village branches in September,1975,

after villagisation, using similar criteria, the results are as

follows:*

Economic category Schooling Religion
years R.C. Prot. Trad,

N
"D" j

J"A" ) 13 - nil
N = 33 ) )

"B" ) 24-1-4
N = 10 j

"C'» ) 8 - 4 - 7 )
N = 2 )

33 2 10

From the above table it will be seen that there is a very

definite trend of increasing peasant participation in the local

party and that it is representative of the predominant socio¬

economic category "A" in Uwanda. TAUU portrays itself as a mass

party sufficiently critical of its own members to exclude or omit

those who do not conform to the Leadership Code, yet openminded enough

to re-elect a member whose role in the productive process has changed

(a shift from category "D" to "B") given proof of sufficient

political consciousness. From the early evidence of villagisation

I am grateful to a former colleague G.Derksen for assistance in
gathering this data. The villages concerned axe Mkulwe, Terefya
and Nam3inde.
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we can deduce that the representative character of the party is

being consolidated.

Another factor to support this argument is the choice of

party delegates for the TANU Biennial National Conference in 1975.

The villages of Northern Uwanda sent twenty delegates each to the

District Conference in Sumbawanga. When it came to choosing ten

representatives from among the delegates (2,000 or more) to send

to the National Conference at Dar-es-8alaam a deliberate effort

was made to choose subsistence cultivators. All of the officials

and educated elite who contested the candidature were rejected and

ten ordinary villagers were chosen.^ That such is possible at

a party Conference reflects upon the character of the party in rural

areas, its democracy and its ability to control key elective posts.

This evidence runs counter to the widely published views of various

scholars.

It i3 legitimate to ask if Uwanda really is different, or

whether researchers have merely been selective in their area studies.

Authors hive tended to concentrate on studies of TANU and Ujamaa in

accessible cash crop areas which are closely integrated into a

capitalist trading network, and where Ujamaa has been least implemented.

Studies have been few on peripheral subsistence areas, in which

the bulk of Ujamaa villages are situated.

The leadership of the party in Uwanda, particularly in the

* *
I am grateful to the numerous wajamaa who described in detail
the proceedings to me.
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person of Katibu ya Tarafa showed remarkable vigour in explaining

TANU policies to the people. But he also met with a commensurate

response on the part of the people, as the grievances which mobilised

the people were identified by themselves, prior to being taken up

by the party and rectified according to Ujamaa ideology. The fact

that the initiative generally came from the people points to a

developed political sensitivity on their part, which may be attributed

to their history of oppression by internal and external forces. An

egalitarian and redistributive Ujamaa is an ideology of obvious

relevance to an area which has received few of the tangible benefits

of colonialism or independence. The party doctrine has been applied

universally, irrespective of personalities, which has ensured that

it i3 truly representative of the majority. This distinctiveness

of TANU in Uwanda was recognized by the Mbozi District Conference

in 1975 when for the first time, and at considerable inconvenience

and expense, the deliberations were held outside of the District

Headquarters and brought to Kamsamba.^

SL> Functions of local TANU:

The TANU office is an austere building of mud bricks and a

2
corrugated iron roof, 100/o Kamsamba built. Outside the office the

green and black flag of TAIfU flies aloft. People come along with

^ *

Almost 2,000 delegates attended, the majority coming from the
cash crop growing areas of Unyiha over eighty miles away.

2,
Ironically, Asian traders contributed handsomely to paying
for the roof.
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complaints, offer suggestions, but mainly bring shauris or problems

to be solved, and disputes for arbitration. The TANU office is

often used as a clearing house for oomplaints^ or matters that deal

directly with government departments, which are duly referred to the

relevant office. Domestic disputes, assaults, and land boundary

claims are all brought to TANU. Traders are called in to explain

price rises, communal voluntary work is planned and food is

distributed in times of famine. Adult literacy campaigns, health

education programmes, e.g. Htu ni Afva are all planned from the

TANU office. It is the powerhouse of political and social activity

in the area.

TANU educates and promulgates the ideology of Ujamaa among the

masses. Its main function is a pedagogical one; to enlighten the

people on their conditions, the history and sources of oppression,

and to show the way towards development by embracing a socialist

style of life and of values. It interpretes the needs, aspirations

and requirments of the people in view of socialist political realities.

An admirable example of -this approach was the hearing of the case of

the trader Masote before, what constituted in reality, a people's court.

Arbitration and dispute settlements are important functions of

TANU in Uwanda. As they consume more time than the other activities

a special TANU institution has been created to deal explicitly with
2

them Baraza la Usululishi. Gulliver when speaking of social control

* * Complaints against staff members are brought before TANU.
2.

Gulliver, P.H. Social Control in an African Society
Boston, 1963.
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conceptualises two polar types; judicial and political, which

represent different kinds of authority and process. In Uwanda both

forms are represented. There is the local Primary Court with a

resident magistrate which is the lowest ranking court of the official

state judiciary, it uses legal norms and jurisprudence often based

on colonial legal precedents.^ The TANU court is organised to deal

with the multiplicity of minor conflicts that occur daily in a closely

knit community. Disputes generally concern matters like property

boundaries, domestic disputes, marriage dowry, witchcraft, insults,

curses, lies, violence, adultery, legitmacy of children and failure

to take part in development work. The efficacy of the system is

that TANU has grafted the reconciliation board on to the traditional

chief's court which is an integral part of Uwanda culture. The

performance of this function of dispute settlement is one of great

2
prestige in the community. It is also one of considerable importance

in detecting social unrest and of defusing impending conflicts.

For some appointments TANU membership is a sine quo non

condition of employment and evidence of membership must be produced.
3

By controlling membership TANU can also control access to these jobs.

References are also given in the case of approved traders procuring

^ "hen Masote's trading licence was confiscated by the people's
court he successfully appealed the decision at District level.
The contraditions in a progressive socialist state with a colonial-
inspired legal system are explored in: Martin R. Personal Freedom
and the Law. Nairobi, 1974.

3 'Uhuru railway far example.
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goods in scarce supply from Natex (a textile wholesale trading house).

Both of these functions of adviser and of guarantor are potentially

high in control content. In the first case the party authenticates

the political orthodoxy of the applicant, which is a form of patronage,

while in the second it controls access to goods in scarce supply.

TMTJ by its comprehensive approach to society has extended

its influence and control over practically every sphere of life in

Uwanda, and it has become the prime motivator of social political

and economic change in the area.
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The traditional settlorient pattern and social institutions

of Uwanaa provided a natural basis for the implementation of the

Ujamaa programs. People lived together in clustered villages,

while the proximity of homesteads and the seasonal demands on

labour, led to a growth of interdependence and co-operation.

The Wanda have a long history of working co-operatively.

Although each householder and his spouses their individual

ahambas (vyalo) the labour intensive tasks of weeding, harvesting

and even hoeing were often performed co-operatively. The provision

of millet beer Pombe (ipala) was an added attraction to the kinsfolk

and neighbours who worked together. The ecchange of labour was often

an indication of a mutual aid relationship between individuals.

Co-operative marketing of surplus production did not take

place in the sense of mathematical distribution, but there were

forms of redistribution of surplus inserted into the customary social

habits of the Wanda people. These mechanisms of redistribution were

varied, and included eating together, gift giving, marriage dowry,

mutual aid and kinship obligations, especially at times of seasonal

hunger or sickness and payment of school fees.

Besides this propitious basis for the introduction of Ujamaa,

Uwaada also conformed to the pattern of the eight successful regions;

it grew no perennial cash crop, had a marginal rainfall, functioned

as a labour reservoir in the colonial economy, was considered backward

and less developed than other areas of Mbozi District and had received

minimal infrastructural investment.
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1. RKSP0K3-.3 TO UJAMAA POLICY IN U ANDA.

1. The effect of local government reforms on leadership
in Uuanda.

Uwanda was part of Kbeya District from where it was administered

until 1964, when Mbozi became a separate district and the administrative

headquarters were placed at Vwawa, approximately 80 miles from Uwanda

(as against 120 miles from Mbeya). Uwanda was then dependant upon

Mbozi District Council for the servicing of its infrastructural

services such as medical, educational and social. With the abolition

of chiefly office, the sub-chiefdom of Kamsamba was dissolved, but

the area covered by the jurisdiction of Chief Kasonso remained as a

division - Kamsamba Division. A divisional executive officer was

appointed to Kamsamba called Musa, former TAHU Secretary, who assumed

the local government functions of the chief,minus his legal and

ritual powers.^ Part of his function was to co-ordinate the plans

of the Village Development Committee (V.D.C.) and to submit them to

the Mbozi District Council.

The chief, Mwene Mwandi, was chosen as TANU Chairman for

Kamsamba branch and successfully contested the election for Diwani

(District Councillor) for Kamsamba Division.

^ * For a detailed description of Administration Reforms following
the dismissal of chiefs see Dryden 3. Local Administration in
Tanzania. Nairbbi, 1963, p.117 ff.

2,
His electoral opponent was Thaddeo Kilala whom he defeated
taking 140 votes out of the 245 votes cast.
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Mwene Mwandi (Athanazi Kasonso) was a key figure in the recent

political developments in Uwanda as he continued as chairman of

TMU until 1973 and Diwani to 1975 (except for a brief spell of

Rational Service in 197l). In 1973 he was appointed Ward Executive

Officer of Igamba (Onyiha Division, Mbozi District) and, thou^i

remaining chief, changed his residence to his new post. He was

succeeded as TANU Chairman by Juraa Simfukwe.^
The redrawing of parliamentary constituency boundaries

following the creation of new districts had the particular effect

of Mbozi becomii^ a constituency in its own right, and ceasing to

be incorporated into Mbeya. Gilbert Kzowa, exchief of the Nyiha,

and a young administrative officer was chosen and elected as member

of parliament for the Mbozi constituency. The Wanda candidate failed

to achieve adoption as an official candidate (see note 3 over). In

the 1970 General Election Nzowa was defeated by a farmer-trader
2

Pheston Mkondya. A popular complaint of the Wanda to Itzowa during
3

the 1970 campaign was that his visits were too infrequent.

In 1968 further administrative reforms led to the abolition

of the post of Assistant Divisional Executive Officer (last holder

Mwene Mwandi) and of villages as administrative units. Villages were

grouped into Wards and Wards into Divisions. In Mbozi District

^ *

hose brother James, a school teacher, unsuccessfully contested
the candidature for the 1965 General Election. See Cliffe L. (Ed.)
One Party Democracy. Nairobi, 1967, p.379.
Pheston M.Mkondya 22,522, Gilbert B.Nzowa 10,846. Nzowa was
eventually appointed Area Commissioner for Mpanda. See Election
Studies Committee: Socialism and Participation: Tanzania's 1970
Rational Election. Dar-es-Salaam, 1974.
On one occasion he allegedly blamed the roads of Uwanda for
damaging his car, hence the reason for his non-appearance. The
Wanda recorded this and voted accordingly.
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there were three Divisions, Uwanda, Unyamwanga and Unyiha. Kamsamba

Division was changed to Uwanda Division and encompassed Xaasamba,

Ivuna, Kilulumo, Nambinzo,* A Divisional Secretaiy (latibu ya

Tarafa). Bwana M.C. Kidelo, was appointed to Uwanda Division in 1970,

He acted as a political mobilizer and contributed considerably to

raising the political consciousness of the area.

The administrative reforms had the effect of shifting the

'centre* from Mbeya to Kbozi and brought Uwanda into a smaller

local government unit. But the problem of remoteness remained,

both in terms of distance and of ecological conditions. The

leadership personnel remained broadly the same except in different

roles; the former TA1JU Secretary, Musa, became Assisstant Divisional

Officer, the former chief became TANU Chairman and Diwani. and three

prominent personalities in TANU remained to the fore - Carolo Kwene*

mba, Vincenti Sungura and Andrea Gabrieli. A new factor was

introduced by the appointment of the Katibu ya Tarafa.

2. U-iamaa initiatives 1971-1972.

The initial response to the Arusha Declaration was that

adopted by many regions - to organise a supporting rally. A

procession of support was held in Kamsamba. During the speeches

the Asian traders were accused of alienating themselves from the

development efforts and the missions were praised for their projects.

Later in the year, the M.P. Gilbert Nzowa^ tried to stimulate action

Public speech of Gilbert Nzowa, M.P., a3 reported by the
diarist. K.D. 17.11.1967.
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by suggesting a local development strategy arising from the

Arusha Declaration. In identifying the development obstacles in

Uwanda he singled out the following factors:

(i) The prices in the Asian owned shops (duka) were too

high? he encouraged the people to begin their own

co-operative shop, but warned than that to do so hard work was

nffloossary

(ii) The fishing being carried out on Lake Rukwa was

almost exclusively in the hands of outsiders who

exhausted the stocks and took away the money. The local people

were exhorted to organize themselves.

(iii) Although there were valuable stocks of cattle in Uwanda

the meat was eaten in the town of Lbeya while the

Wanda starved, and were forced to ask for famine relief.

Unfortunately he used neither his influence nor expertise

to promote schemes by which the recommendations could become realities.

The speech elicited no apparent response from among the v/anda.

In 1969 tentative steps were taken to implement Ujamaa Jijijini,

and political education courses were organised for local leaders

and officials at Kamsamba. Some attempts to start a communal 3hamba

were also made. Ironically, it was TANU who proposed the shamba la

ushirika. the proceeds of which would go to the church and assist

in paying church dues. This event in itself had certain implications

that cannot be easily dismissed; the mission had become closely

associated with local life, and tiiis could be seen as an attempt by

TANU to extend a degree of control over the local financing arrangements

of the church, and a good way to ujamaa-orientate Christians.
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The appointment of a Katibuva Tarafa M.C. Midelo in 1970 was

a major contributory factor in raising the political consciousness

of Uwanda. A graduate of Kivukoni and a convinced exponent of

Ujamaa, by frequent meetings and seminars with village leaders and

extension workers he motivated the people to transform their

ordinary residential villages into ujamaa villages.

Communal cultivations in the mashamba ,va ushirika during the

cultivating season of 1970-1971 were often begun spontaneously by

small groups within a village itself, but often lacked co-ordination.

In 1971 the ideal of Ujamaa spread rapidly, villages were organised,

leaders chosen aril work schedules planned. The spontaneous

expansion of the programme may be accounted for by the level of

political penetration achieved by TANU and government leaders rather

than local examples of successful communal undertakings.

During the dry season of 1971 practically every village in

Uwanda contemplated some form of Ujamaa participation. In Kamsamba

Ward, some groups of houses even decided to cultivate a common 3hamba.

Some villages were structured with planned schedules, had links with

local TANU, and were registered, while others co-operated in an

informal manner. All laid claim to the title of Ki.ii.ii cha U.iamaa.^

The following is a list of villages which participated in

communal production, working on average 2-3 days per week on a

common field. The list is not exhaustive; it concentrates primarily

on Kamsaraba Ward and mentions the more prominent villages in the

neighbouring ards of Ivuna and Kipeta.

* * See "Ujamaa by signpainting" in P.L. Raikes "U.iamaa and Rural
Socialism" in R. \ .±\ 3. 1975, p.43.
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VILLAGE1 PARTICIPATION IN COMMUNAL PRODUCTION.

v<11 1971-1972 1972-1973Village Acres acres cultivated.
cultivated

Kamss&a:

ivww-

Kamsamba 15 -

Kamsamba-Mwemba 20 10

Kamsamba—J himbo 35 -

Muyu 10 mm

Kamwala 7 -

Semongombe 10 -

KassonQ 7 2

Kamsamba Shamba 10 2

Mpapa 15 19

Chiniwanda 7 mm

Masanyita 5 -

Itamba 7 2

Kalenje-Mkonko 5 -

Namaimba 10 -

Masuche 17 23

Kalungu 15 110

Mkomba 10 -

Ilengo 7 -

Mkusi 10 _

1 *
All of the villages had attained Stage 1 with the exception

of Masuche, Mpapa and Kalungu which had reached stage 2.

Source: Information gathered by participant observation
and by informal interviews.
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In the 1971-1972 season there was great enthusiasm for

communal work in the villages. As land was in plentiful supply-

no expropriations took place, and land clearance was carried out

during the dry season when demands were few on manpower. hen the

rains came in November cultivation began according to the usual

2-3 days per week schedule. Soon labour bottlenecks began to

develop because of the ecosystem in Uwanda, and the agricultural

crop husbandry pattern. The rains were brief and unpredictable''
but due to the sunshine the rate of growth was very fast. The

rainfall pattern too was intermittant, there being a long dry spell

in January before the ^second* rains fell in late January or early

February. Hence while the rains continued to fall there was

intensive agricultural activity; as cultivation continued the rapidly

growing crops were weeded. There were other hazards too, predatory

animals and vermin abounded, so a constant watch from sunrise to

sunset was required over the fields. This work was generally

performed by xromen and children.

Cultivation of the common fields was done by ox-drawn plough

and by hand hoe and the seeds thenpplanted. There was a tendency

to leave the cultivation of the mashamba va ushirika until after

the private fields had been completed. Shortly after planting, the

labour bottleneck emerged. The men tended to work on their own

private plots while the women, who did the weeding,either concentrated

on their own fields or went to neighbouring Ufipa to hire out their

labour en lieu of food kuheaea at the time of seasonal hunger.

^ *
See section on rainfall, supra.
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Absenteeism on the mashamba va ushirika grew considerably at a

time when it was imperative to perform the essential tasks of weeding

and surveillance. hen efforts were finally made to recover some

of the planted crops, much had been destroyed by weeds and vermin.^
Thus returns were minimal from many of the shambas. The division

of the proceeds posed further problems as improper accounting of

attendances led to squabbles and misunderstandings. Returns from

some villages vrere abysmally low.

Various factors emerged from the 1971-1972 Ujamaa experiment.

Almost the whole population of Uwanda had been exposed to the

ideological basis of Ujamaa and had participated in the political

process of planning and discussing together, according to the principles

of Ujamaa Vijijini. As such it was an important exercise in raising

the political consciousness of the rural cultivators as a mass body.

Although the response to Ujamaa at this point was varied and uneven;

discouragement by some and enthusiasm by others, it sharpened the

analytical capacity of the population as a whole. It performed the

•conscientization' function discussed so much in Latin American

development literature. This form of political education cannot be

statistically assessed. The identification of development obstacles
2

and the perception of the roots of differentiation by the papulation

as a whole led to sophisticated political action being undertaken both

by the party TANU and individual villages. The quality of political

development achieved manifested itself in a series of programmes

* *
A bird known locally as the pwaka picks out the sprouting seed as
soon as it shows above the ground. It is particularly malicious and
much wrath is showered upon it in the tfanda folklore.

2
See later section on social levelling.
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undertaken by villages on two fronts to restore local control of

key resources, and to regulate the socio-economic relations that

underlay the unequal distribution of these resources.

2.* The U.iamaa -pacemaker villages 1972-1975:

The results of the 1971-1972 season were mixed;^ some villages

had little or no returns while others produced a considerable surplus.

Lack of adequate planning and foreseeing of practical difficulties

led to a disorganisation of agricultural activities at a crucial

period of the agricultural cycle. Competing demands from private

holdings and short distance migrant labour kuhemea. because of

seasonal hunger, led to diminishing attendances on communal fields.

The drop in enthusiasm by some villages was compensated by an

ideological hardening in others, and an increased commitment to

communal production. Hence, in 1972-1973 there were fewer Ujamaa

villages; but those which continued graduated to 3tage 2 and increased

considerably the allotment of labour to communal tasks. The

villages were given supportive assistance by the District Administration

and by the local church. These inputs helped to raise the morale

of the villagers insofar as they felt 'recognised* as implementers
2

of a national policy. The Ujamaa effort in Uwanda for the 1972-1973

* * A bird's eye view of a score of villages at national level
indicates successes and failures of a similar nature. See V.G.
Cedillo, "Rural Development Through Ujamaa - a Tanzania Case
Report". Vienna Institute for Development Studies, occasional
paper 73/ll» Vienna, 1973 (mimeo).

2
During the national circuit of the Kwenge 'torch of freedom' the
traditional and administrative centre of Uwanda, Kamsamba, was by¬
passed and the torch received into the small, little known, Ujamaa
village of Mpapa. This inversion of the traditional pecking order
of anda villages led to some subsequent protests at .D.C. nestings
by the established centres.
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season wu3 characterised by a decrease in the number of villages,

a progression of co-operation within the remaining villages and

a growth of inputs from external sources. The cultivation table

as shown above points to the acreage but does not reflect the

production achieved which is dealt with in a number of individual

village histories.

(a) Kalungu Ki.ji.ii cha U.iamaaJ
Kalungu is a small traditional community of about three

hundred people, situated two miles Korth West of the village of

Ivuna. Kalungu has consistently resisted being included in the

village of Ivuna which is the traditional chiefly village, and

where the dispensary and primary school are situated. The church

is sited between Ivuna and Kalungu, but closer to the latter village,

which provides the bulk of the leadership cadre. The salt pans

of Itumbula-Ivuna are about four miles distant.

Early in 1971, forty villagers (25 men and 15 women) of

Kalungu decided to form their own ki.ii.1i cha u.iamaa, Fifteen acres

of bush were cleared, cultivated and planted with maize and finger

millet. Three days communal work was agreed upon and rigidly

adhered to. Bottlenecks in weeding and harvesting were avoided by

good leadership, careful organisation and depth of commitment to

Ujamaa. The final production output was impressive: 100 bags of

millet and 20 bags of maiae. Thirty bags of millet and all the maize

1
Many of the details of this account have been obtained by participant
observation, but confirmed in an interview with an Ujamaa
committee member Yakobo Kahela in September, 1975.
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were distributed equally as food among the villagers. Seventy

bags of millet were sold to the local co-operative and the proceeds

distributed proportionately to work attendance among the villagers,

hilst leaving a small fund for emergencies.

The decisions were agreed upon democratically in deliberations

in which all the members participated. Individual households

maintained their domestic production during the 'free' days so

the communal production was an additional bonus. It also attracted

the attention of the district officials who put it forward as a

model for the area.

The attention accorded to Xalungu and its success of the

previous year led to an expansion of membership (57 men and 55 women),

ieventy acres of extra land was cleared using the local slash-and-

burn method, a weekly quota of four days work wa3 demanded of members

.and a total of 110 acres in all were cultivated. A cash crop

sin>-sim (sesamum vidicum or ufuta) was introduced in addition to

the food crops of fillet and maize. Unfortunately the year 1972-

1973 was the first of three successive years of insufficient rain¬

fall which led to drought in particular areas of Uwanda. Ivuna-

ICalungu was very badly affected. The output fell dramatically,

and only 20 bags of millet and maize and five bags of sim-sim xfere

harvested despite consistent work attendances. The sim-sim was sold

and the food crops shares out equally among the members. To

supplement the food shortage 70 bags of maize were borrowed from

the Ujamaa village of Isansa in Unyiha.

The government increased the aid to the village to include

farm implements, a radio and 2,000 shillings for oxen to draw the

ploughs. These were grants emanating from the R.D.F. Despite the
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disappointment efforts did not flag.

For the year 1973-1974 the membership dropped to 80

(50 men and 30 women) but cultivation was extended to 2oo acres,

which was made possible by the use of a tractor on loan from the

R.D.F. The labour saving was minimal as the ground required

clearance and extensive preparation prior to cultivation. Planted

crops included 100 acres of maize, 80 acres of millet, 10 acres

of sim-sim and 10 acres of beans. The drought of 1974 was a

national disaster for Tanzania as a whole, but it struck Uwanda

in a more vicious way as it was the second drought year in succession.

The near total harvest was dried up and the output only amounted to

15 bags of maize, 12 bags of finger millet and 2 bags of beams, all

of which were distributed among the wa.iamaa. The debt to Isansa

village remained unpaid despite forceful demands. Famine relief

then became a priority, both for the wa.iamaa and all the people of

the area. No preferential treatment was accorded to the wa.iamaa

except that church sponsored relief was distributed close to the

Other factors militated gainst continuing the Ujamaa way of

life; villagisation, 'operation Kbozi' began to take place which

brought a number of new residents to the ki.ii.1i. The drou^it and

lack of food reproduced the phenomenon of migrant labour towards

Ibungu and Ufipa, and the political energies which promoted the

Ujamaa movement had been diverted into the villagisation operation.

Despite these factors, and a heavy drop out of members, a hard core

of 34 wa.iamaa. mainly the original members, voted to continue commual

production.
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Diversification of Ujamaa activities had been considered for

some time. A co-operative shop (duka la ushirika) was begun by the

village, although this did not eliminate private traders. Kalungu

Kijiji actively led a successful attempt to gain local control over

the salt pans (Chumvi) owned by an alien (cf.infra). In addition

to supplying labour to manage the salt pans, the 34 members who

remained, also undertook the communal cultivation of 90 acres; working

five days per week. The returns from the salt pans averaged about

five shillings per person per day worked, the communal field only

yielded 10 bags of maize and millet combined, as 1975 was another

drought year in Uwanda.

The external inputs into Kalungu Kijiji cha Ujamaa from the

Government were as follows: fertilizer and seed, the use of the

R.D.F. tractor for ploughing, five ox-drawn ploughs, ten ox-drawn

harrows, two ox-drawn carts, 2,000 shillings for the purchase of

an oxen, one radio. Four wa.iamaa were trained; one as a carpenter

two as masons and one bibi aaendeleo. The church contributed

famine relief, one grinding mill, one plough and one cow.

The Ujamaa of Kalungu were fortunate in having a stable

committed leadership, a strong neighbourhood and kinship bond and

a resilience to withstand the climatic vagaries of Uwanda. Local

government officials, particularly the Katibu ya Tarafa supported

the leadership of the villages. It is also true, however, that some

of the village's time and resources were dissipated on entertaining
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official visitors.^ The Ujamaa were particularly active in TANU

and had a keen political awareness, although the local party Chairman

did not live in the village. The government inputs were not merely

prizes to the * obedient' but were understood to be a contribution

to production. The technical assistance provided by extension

officers was appreciated but it did not result in an attitude of

passivity or dependence on the administrators because of the degree

of political consciousness of the villagers; officers were questioned
2

and officially censured when found failing in their duty. Hence

there was little evidence of an interfering government bureaucracy

or of extension officers as rural controllers which frequently

appears in the literature. In this, and other respects, the
3

village differs from the standard accounts of other villages,

(b) Hpapa is a tiny village of about forty houses, one mile off

the road and six miles East of Kamsamba, and hardly known within

Uwanda itself. This village began unobtrusively in 1971 with

27 members and farmed about 15 acres,obtaining 63 bags of millet

and maize. The following year,1972-1973» it achieved a certain

distinction by successfully growing a crop of soya beans in addition

* This has been the experience of many of the more successful
villages, e.g. Ibbott R. "The history of the R.D.A." A report
to the Commonwealth Development Corporation (mimeo) undated.
The Daily News reported in May 1974 that Eungwe Ujamaa village
leaders were claiming compensation for lost working time from
visiting officials who appeared late, or even failed to turn up.

2 *

e.g. A Ward Executive Officer and Dispenser were transferred after
complaints were made. This evidence seems to contradict that
proposed by Iiapolu H. and Phillip3on G, in"Agricultural Co-operation
and the development of the productive forces: Some lessons from
Tanzania". African Development. Vol.1., No.l., pp.42-57,(1976).
Van Velzen.B.U.E. Thoden,"Staff, Kulaks and feasants" in Cliffe &
Saul (fids.) Vol.11, 1973. Von Freyhold M. "Government Staff and
Ujamaa Villages in Handeni". Dar-es-3alaam 1972 (mimeo). Sender J.B.
"The Development of a capitalist griculture in Tanzania: A Study
with detailed reference to the /est Usambaras". Ph.D.Dissertation
University of London, 1974.
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to a similar return on the food crops. It attracted attention

because its produce was less affected by drought than that of its

neighbours. Surprise turned to amazement when in 1973 the village

was selected,along with Kalungu, to be the main host for receiving

the mwenge.* The village lived up to its reputation when 23

villagers cultivating 21 acres obtained a harvest of 105 bags of

millet and maize during the drought year of 1973-1974. Alleged

fertility and a high degree of Ujamaa participation led to the

village being chosen as a 3ite for a new operation village.
2

Despite the influx of new settlers for the season 1974-1975

19 people opted for continued communal production on a more intensive

level with six working days per week allotted to the shamba la uiamaa.

and a consequent dislocation of private commitments. Nineteen

acres were cultivated and produced 127 bags of maize. This yield

was considerable by Wanda standards, and good husbandry techniques

were used. The professional extension advice offered was rigorously

followed and there was a minimum of external interference. A unique

combination of local knowledge, modem techniques and good leadership

contributed to successful Ujamaa production.

Phe government inputs into Mpapa were five ploughs, fertilizers,

insecticides and seeds. The church contributed transport for materials

from Kamsamba.

The Chairman provided me with the 1973-1975 data (pre 1973 data
was from other local sources) He has since died in mysterious
circumstances, which were under investigation. Unfortunately I have
been unable to ascertain the effects of this tragic los3 on the
progress of the village since my departure in October,1975.

2 *

Arising from the villagisation programme of 'Operation Mbozi*.
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The village of Mpapa has been consistently successful, even

with a crop that was foreign to Uwanda, and produced a considerable

surplus during years of extreme drou^at when the rest of Uwanda

was dependant on famine relief. Specific factors which single

out Mpapa is the extremely competent leadership qualities of the

Chairman.* He was aged about forty-five and an active member of

TANU though not holding any executive position in the Branch. The

majority of the members of the village were of the Nyiha t±ibe, who

are reputed to be resistant to external influences (school addendances

and church affiliations are low) but they display a marked

resilience to the anda ecological environment.* They are also

successful individual farmers; a survey carried out on plou^i
2

ownership in the village found 31 ploughs for forty houses,

indicating also extensive cattle ownership or access to cattle.

There was minimum external intervention by staff officers, althou^i

intelligent agricultural guidance was provided discreetly by the

local agricultural officer.

The factors of success, in my view, were the small size of

the unit, knowledge and agricultural competence upgraded by inputs,

and an inspiring leadership which led the people towards a reliance

on communal rather than individual production for their principal food

requirements.^

*'They are renowned for their endurance and skill as hunters and
medicine men.

2
'Plough survey carried out by the author in Mpapa during September,1975.
'"Even the success of Ujamaa villages will decisively depend on
whether the productivity and the standards of living of the peasants
in the Ujamaa villages are hi^ier than those of individual peasants."
Shivji (1974) p.38.
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(c) JLaOMM kijlji cha Hjarnaa is situated in Kipeta ard, in the

Sumbawanga District just outside the traditional ethnic boundary

of the Northern Kingdom of Uwanda. It is in this village that many

anda opted to reside after villagisation, and it provides an

interesting alternative version of policy implementation. The

dominant people in Kaoze are Pipa of Lyangallle.*
Millet is grown extensively, there is ai.mple fertile land

and the rainfall may be marginally superior to other parts of Uganda

because of the proximity of the mountains, Kaoze has a population

of about 275»so when 90 adults decided to form an Ujamaa village

the members comprised the majority of the adult inhabitants. Fifteen

acres were cultivated and forty-two bags of millet were harvested, all

of which were held in reserve in the event of a food shortage the

following year. The year 1972 saw a drop in members, perhaps because

they did not actually behafit directly from their labours the

previous year. Thirteen acres were cultivated coraisunally, working

two days per week, and due to lack of rainfall, only ten bags were

harvested. The 1973-1974 season saw another sli^it drop in members,

eleven acres were cultivated and nine bags harvested. At this point

the Chairman resigned because he had assumed other commitments in

the local iarish Council. His replacement failed to gather the same

support. Hence no cultivation took place during the 1974-1375 season

The anda seek food in thia area during seasonal shortages and
droughts both by purchasing with money and by sale of labour
kuheaea.
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which also coincided with the influx of villagisation settlers.

In this case the government provided bridge supports while the

church gave inputs of cement and tradesmen to complete this and

another bridge, plus one plough and one cow.

The proceeds of communal production were used to build up

the villages infrastructure, e.g. a Tapa school and communications,

which had been consistently overlooked by local government. The

status of Ujamaa,and the bonds of solidarity created by it,were prime

factors in the village being eventually designated as a settlement

area.

Leadership was an important factor in mobilizing the villagers.

The person in question, though an active TANU member, was not on the

executive, but was an industrious capable farmer. The village

visibly declined after his resignation. When he re-assumed the

leadership position in September 1975 it was already coming to life

once more, and a co-operative shop was being established.

There were few extension services^ offered to Kaoze which

meant that there was a minimum of bureaucratic interference. However,

tension developed between the Ward Executive Officer and the

village committee as to the siting of a new villagisation settlement

which threatened to dislocate all communal production. This was

^'There was evidence of a TAPA-Education Department dispute at
district level over the school at Kaoze. Kaoze school had been
voluntarily started by parents and affiliated to TAPA, The District
Education Deparitahent was unwilling to upgrade it to official
Primary School level because of TAPA involvement and was considering
siting a school in a much less desirable area. It seemed, in 1975,
that because of conflicting interests between Government and TAPA
at District level, that the villagers of Kaoze would be deprived of
a full primary school. (Personal interviews).
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averted by the timely intervention of the .1. for the area

C.M.Hzindakaya (presently Junior Minister for Industries).

treduction table of selected Ujamaa villages.*

Village Year
Ho. Of
people

Days
worked

per week.

Area Cult¬
ivated,
(acres).

Output
Harvest.

(sacks of
100 kg.).

1971-72 40 3 15 120

1972-75 90 4 no 20

1973-74 80 5 200 29

1974-75 34 5 90 10

rlmna 1971-72 27 3 15 63

1972-73 28 4 19 78

1973-74 23 5 18 105

1974-75 19 6 19 127

Kaoae 1971-72 90 2 15 42

1972-73 60 2 13 10

1973-74 54 2 11 9

1974-75 «• mm —

Source: Personal research.

* * This production table compares very favourably with the villages
of Lushoto and Handeni Districts quoted by iiapolu and Phillipson
(1976), pp.43-54.
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These villages suffered from a broad variety of probless,*
2

environmental hazards, lack of leadership, discouragement, hunger

and debt. Despite disruptions from an influx of new settlers ,

not connected with the Ujaoae programme, they resolved to continue

communal production. The greatest single factor affecting their

viability is the role they will play as an entity within the new

village councils and the party structure. If tfeey are reduced

to becoming private fanning clubs withill a unit run according

to capitalist norras, then without supportive assistance, the

efforts of the wa.iaiaaa could become unconnected with national

development strategy. This situation would reflect a choice

having been taken at national level undermining the socialist

construction of society - a policy which would hive far-reaching

social and economic implications.

# Similar problems were encountered but in a very different way
in Mbambara village. See" 'bambara: The Long Road to Ujaiaaa"
by don isner, Ilahindo Kassami and Adonia duwagaba in Rural
Co-oDeration in Tanzania. 1975 pp.389-90.

2 * "The stress of rural txansforraation on those sine ere leaders
is so great in reality that it is a wonder more of them do not
crack under it." Postscript to Mbarabara. isner et alia
(1975) p.393.
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wyvffi1

Pollowing the recomi eolation of th® xecutive, th© sixteenth

biennial conference of TANU in September 1973 called for a rapid

villagisation of the whole of Tanzania before 1976 as s Batter of

national policy. By June 1975 ap proximately aim ail lion peo 1©

were living in seven thousand villages in mainland Tanzania aceor liajj

to the Government deport presented to the seventeenth biennial

conference in September 1975.*
The purpose of villagisation was to bring the whole population

within easy access of essential services such as schools, dis'^enanrios

and water, by regrouping the people into villages of nt least two

hundred and fifty families. r;ucfc regrouping was intended to facilitate

th© implementation of programmes for eradicating poverty, ignorance,

disease and hunger, and to contribute to the growth of political

consciousness among the people. Hence villagisation was envisaged

as a strategy for development, a view that had already been heavily
2

subscribed to by colonial policies.

Villagiaation represented a shift away from the policy of

socialist transformation by Ujaaaa. 3y 1974 only fifteen percent of

the national population lived in UJaaaa villages which was th® result

of a voluntary approach and political persuasion. Th© output from

communal productive units, despite heavy infra©tructural inveetoaent,

1 *
Gee Daily News 24. 9. 1975.

2 *
So© Corison, A.
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made little impact on the overall national production. A total

transformation to an Ujamaa mode of production at national level

was clearly to be a long and painful process, especially since the

politically articulate and economically powerful strata of cash crop

producers remained virtually untouched. Thus a new development

strategy emerged; different from its predecessor in both content

and style, villagisation was statutorily imposed and often Implemented

using coersive methods. Villagisation dad not explicitly aim at

communal production but was primarily intended to achieve a physical

collectivisation of population into specific statistical units of

two hundred and fifty families or more. It could be interpreted as

a national drive to achieve 3tage one of the Ujamaa programme.

Villagisation has also been the occasion of a reorganisation of

local government and party at the village and ward level. The

decentralisation programme of 1971 transferred a measure of bureaucratic

power and expertise from the capital to the regions and districts

fmadarateft mllcnani na wilavani). By villagisation the administrative

unit of local government shifted from the ward or data to the village

or ki-ii.ii. The village became a legal body corporate^ with the

responsibility "to do all such things as are necessary or expedient
2

for the economic and social development of the village." Development

as interpreted by the Act is vague and appears to give priority to

individual economic enterprise while recognising and encouraging

communal forms of production. A relatively minor role is attributed

1• The Villages and Ujamaa Villages (registration, Designation and
A inistration) Act 1975, in Gazeti No,24, 15. 6. 1975.

2* Ibid Section 12, la.
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to the essence of Ujamaa rural transformation of communal production

and equitable distribution.^ Only the physical implantation of

tillage-type housing unit3 remain the convergent feature of both

policies. A residential village (often called a development

village or improperly an Ujamaa village) becomes an Ujamaa village

only when a substantial portion of its economic activities are

carried out on a communal basis and is so designated by the regional

committee (see Section 16 of the Act). Hence the impact of

villagisation on existing Ujamaa productive patterns deserves

inves tigation.

As a consequence of villagisation the relationship of the

party to the administration has altered considerably at village

level. The integration of party and administrative functions

is very much in evidence. The area of a former party branch which

corresponded to the kata. is now identical to the village and is

accountable directly to the district. This arrangement makes for

increased local participation in party deliberations at district

level. Although the village council and TANU branch remain

separate units there is,£.owever, an interlocking of functions.

The Chairman and Secretary of the party become ex officio Chairman

and Secretary of the Village Council (see Section 10 of the Act).

* The functions of the Village Assembly are: (i) To initiate ... any
task ... designed to ensure the welfare and wellbeing of the
residents of the village, (ii) To plan and ... render assistance
and advice to the residents of the village engaged in agricultural,
horticultural, forestry or industry, or other activities ...

(iii) To encourage the residents of the village in undertaking
and participating in communal and co-operative enterprises.
(iv) A village shall be deemed to be a co-operative society for
all intents and purposes. Quoted from; The Villages and Ujamaa
Villages Act 1975, Sections 12 and 13.
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The TAUU decision of October 1973 had already been anticipated

by the administration of Hbozi District and preparations were already

under way to implement a villagisation programme called "Operation

Kbozi" or alternatively "Operation Kimya'O Some TANU and administrative
2

personnel had visited Kigoma and Chunya to observe operations

in progress in those areas. As further preparation, seminars on

villagisation were arranged for local government and party leaders.

The implementation of "Operation I-ibozi" in Uwanda was a studied

affair, characterised by flexibility, restraint and rational planning.

The national TANU conference, apart from stating the target for

total villagisation, had not issued any guidelines as to the methods
3

of implementation. Apart from the actual decision to villagise,

and the number of villages allowed for each ward, which were made at

national and district level, the implementation and choice of actual

sites remained in the hands of the local TANU branch, assisted by

the "Ward Development Committee. I shall now go on to describe the

4
implementation of villagisation in Kamsamba Ward.

The TANU Branch Executive met and chose seven villages which

were then designated as approved areas of residence. The villages

* *
Kimya means silence, intended to denote the smooth transition to
villagisation.

2 *
For an account of "Operation Kigoma" see 0mari,C.K.(l976), p.115 ff.

3 *
An excellent study of the problems of implementation is presented
by a District Development Director actually involved in the Operation
in Jhinyanga Region,see Mwapachu J.V. "Operation Planned Villages
in Rural Tanzania" in The African Review. 6, 1, 1976 pp.1-16.

4. I have selected Kamsamba Ward from among the othere in Uwanda
because of my personal involvement in the planning of villagisation
here.
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were as follows: Kamsamba, Muyu, Sedan'gombe, Kamsamba Shamba,

Itamba, Mpapa and Kasanu. Due to disputes and contestations Itamba

was later omitted from the list and a compromise village, Usoche,

was agreed upon. The villages were then briefly surveyed by officials

from the Department of Lands who investigated soil fertility, water

and land availability. The results were then checked by an on-the-

spot inspection carried out by the Area Commissioner, District

Development Director and Planning Officer accompanied by heads of

relevant departments. Public meetings were then held addressed by

the District Chairman of TANU who explained the reasons for the new

policy. The people,realizing that the fundamental decisions had

already been taken, said little but they suggested modifications

which were subsequently agreed to. Implementation got under way

after the harvest in August 1973.

To ensure an orderly transfer of residence the following

procedures were adopted for those people residing in villages outside

of the selected areas:

(i) choose freely any of the seven approved villages

in which to reside

(ii) appear for the allocation of sites on a certain day

and begin to build a house as soon as possible

(iii) move into the new house with the family before

the following rainy season (four months away).

Representatives from the various villages met together and worked

out solutions to ensure that communities would not be broken up

during the transfer from one village to another. Sites for

communal buildings, e.g. dispensary, school and church were planned
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in central positions.^
Although the decision to villagise was never questioned, mainly

because of its futility, there were some consequences of popular

participation. The original villages chosen by the TAHU Executive

were modified considerably in area, although the names of the

villages remained the same, for example Muyu was a selected settlement

village with Kamwala and Mfereji both within a three mile3 radius

of Muyu, until the people in isolated settlements moved into the

area separating these three villages»thus creating one large

sprawling village known as Muyu, In this way a political process

was U3ed to prevent 3erious population disruption while outwardly

conforming to bureaucratic planning. An important consequence of

this local accommodation to central directives has been the none

2
use of force or coersion that has occurred in other areas.

A more unfortunate aspect of villagisation ha3 been the failure

of the operation to respect communal production in existing Ujamaa

villages, uprooting them in some cases and jeopardizing their

continued existence. A possible explanation for this may be the

weak representation of ajamaa in the TAHU Branch Executive.

*Por an example of another •Operation* in Rungwe District see
D.N. 15. 4. 1975: "9»000 families to move in Rungwe District ...

A seven man ad hoc committee ... was formed last year to work out
the best way of implementing the operation ... The Director said
that the operation would speed up the development of the division,
it was in line with the party call that all rural people should be
in villages by the end of 1976. Prom August last year, Party and
government leaders have been mobilising people and educating them
on the need to live and work together before the operation takes off.
Seminars would continue to be given to the villagers even after
moving into new villages. The operation was expected to start
earlier but it was found that the people would be harvesting their
crops between this montn and the end of April."

2
*See R.R.Matango "Operation Kara: The Paradox of Democracy" in
Ea.ii-i'la.ii. Ho.20 Jan. 1975. Also Coulson A. (1975) in R.A.P.h. Ho.5,
p. 44.
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The nationwide drou^it of 1973-1974 proved a major disruption

in both communal and private agricultural production; particularly

as it was the second successive year of deficient rainfall in Uwanda.

As such, it was an additional factor of hardship during villagisation.

Some attempts were made by District officials to break with

traditional methods of famine relief, and to encourage villagisation

by supplying fertilisers instead of food. The aid offered was

interpreted by the people as bureaucratic madness. Some peasants

threw away the contents and brought back the empty polythene bags

to ask for food.^ Kventually the District administrators acceded
2

to their requests and, in co-operation with the local church,

sponsored consignments of food supplies from external sources.

Progress of villagisation at national level 1973-1976,

1973 1974 1975 1976.

Number of villages: 5,628 6,944 7,684

Population in villages
(ooo's)

2,028 2,560 9,100 13,065

% of total population 14 17 65 84
in villages

Sources: Allen (1976), Kissiaen (1974), Annual Reports 1973,

* The people also responded by temporarily migrating to neighbouring
Fipa seeking work (kuhemea) or collecting famine subsistence foods
such as inaroa. wulombwe and ndago. But the real tragedy was that
marginal subsistence areas such as Uwanda were obliged to compete
for scarce food resources with areas of Rungwe and Mbozi, both
among the most fertile areas in the whole country but whose
productive forces were gearfed to a cash crop economy,

2
Over five lorry loads of fertiliser, intended for free distribution,
were returned back to District Headquarters and food provided,
(personal communication).
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POPULATION MOVEMENTS IN U ANDA DUE TO VILLAGISATION.

Pre-Operation villages Post-Operation ^
villages.

Kamsaiaba Kata:

Kamsamba, Kamsamba Shamba, Mpapa,
Chiniwanda, Masanyita,Namaimba,
Kalenje, Mkonko, I tamba, Sumbawanga
Muyu, Kamwala, Kasanu, Masuche,
Semang'ombe, Mshansha.

Kamsamba, Kamsamba Shamba,
Muyu, Semang'ombe,Mpapa,
Kasanu, Usoche.

Total: ... 16 Total: ••• 7

fvx^na Kqtft:

Ivuna, Kalungu, Nunka, Mkomba,
Ilengo, Itumbula, Pamoroviani,
Makaehese, Mbao,Ntungwa,
Mabatini, Mkusi.

Ivuna, Mkomba,Lwate,Ntungwa
Itumbula.

Total: ... 12 Total: ... 5

Kata:

Killilumo,Mkulwe,Chuo,Ndoolo, Kililumo,MKulwe,Chuo,Kaonga,
Ipampa, Nsanzya, Kaonga,Namjela, Tontela, Namsinde.
Itengo,Terefya, Mayota,Mwenem'ba,
Mbuyuni,Nakasungu,Tontela,
Namsinde,Yala.

Total: ... 17 Total: ... 6

Kineta Kata:

Kipeta, Kilyamatundu,Kituku,Kaoze, Kipeta,Kaleza,;:ilyamatundu,
Mazinje,Kawila,Kianda,Kirando, Kilangawana, Kapenta,Kaoze,
Chombe, Tululu,Nsanvya, Maleza, Mpona.
Kilangawana, Irambo,Hozyo,
Lolesha, Kapenta, Kapenta Chini,
Mpona,Mbugani.

Total: ... 20 Total: ... 7

*
As published in "Mipaka ya Majimbo ya Uchaguzi ya Bunge" in
Government Gazette. Supplement No.42, 12. 9. 1975. For Registration
of Mbozi District villages see Government Gazette. No.57, 33
1976. For Kipeta Kata in Rukwa Region see Government Gazette No.57
34» 1976. (The pre-operation villages are compiled from personal research.)

2.
Some villages of Kipeta Kata are just outside the boundary of
Uwanda but the administrative unit is taken in its entirety.
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Responsibility for the day to day planning and implementation

of villagisation was undertaken by the vard Development Committee

in co-operation with Extension Officers. Each new resident was

farmed out a plot of one acre as a dwelling area. Outside the

perimeter of the village a livestock area was designated and an

area for cultivation in another direction. The size of the new

villages was between 250 and 300 families. Most people, on being

assigned measured plots, began building houses immediately in order

to register their claim to that area. Many people moved into their

new homes before the cultivating season of 1973* and the majority

had been installed by April/May 1974. Every care was taken to see

that families should have sufficient notice of moving, that houses

had been well constructed and that crops had already been harvested.

The planning and implementation of the operation involved

a co-ordinated effort by local political agencies, with the support

of the churches. Senior District officials who visited the area

weekly provided adequate supervisen and eliminated the eventuality

of sudden excesses or use of coercion.

The advance planning, mass education and the political process

of persuasion and compromise as adopted in Uwanda, was not necessarily
1 2

typical of the whole country. As Fiwapachu points out, ach district

was left very much to its own devices to implement the plan. Mbozi

Mor an incisive and comprehensive view of villagisation (and other
aspects of Tanzanian socialist transformation) aoe f.llen, C.H.
"Tanzania: Dependence and Self-Reliance" paper delivered at a
Centre of African Studies seminar 1976, University of Edinburgh.

2>
Mwapachu (1976) p. 5.
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District opted for the more time consuming and energetic method

of education and persuasion.^ Sumbawanga District, on the other

hand, took a more direct line of action. In Northern Uwanda

(Sumbawanga District) national servicemen were used to assist in the

removal of people to their new villages, but their presence also

had the effect of acting as a deterrent to prevent resistance.

Several houses were burned down, people were intimidated and

threatened, and one elderly man who refused to vacate his five

well-built houses was moved at gunpoint. The people were then

transported by truck with their few belongings to a designated

village, and $iven sin empty space of ground on which to build a

home. The new villagers resembled refugees as they began to

build makeshift shacks in straight lines and cramped conditions.

Other examples of coercion come from areas where the people were

2 3
considered •backward* such as Handeni, Hanang and Mara. No

provisions were made for cultivable land. It was only due to

the generosity and good will of the inhabitants of the receiving

village that many new residents found temporary shelter, food and

eventually a plot to cultivate.

President Nyerere has attempted to rectify some of the

1* The D.D.D.,Ndugu Ndimbo, emerged as an outstanding figure in
the planning process of 'Operation Jibozi*.

2 * It is also significant that villagisation has had little or
no inpact on the 'advanced* areas of dungwe, Bukoba or
Kilimanjaro from which most of the bureaucratic staff are drawn.
See laikes P.L. "Ujamaa and dural Socialism" R.V.P.E. No.3
(1975), p.50.
IMd. p.44.
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administrative abuses that have arisen in villagisation. He

told peasants in Bariadi District:

That mistakes had been made in planning 3ome
villages in the country, in that the houses
were too squeezed and there was too little
room for agricultural purposes," 1

The use of coercion was an acknowledgement of the failure

to convince the peasants of the rationale of change. Then with

a sudden transfer of population,under duress,taking place it was

extremely difficult to plan adequate housing and land availability.

Hence, force could be used as a short cut towards achieving a form

of villagisation without any real efforts of prior planning or

political mobilization. But the end result is a people who are

disillusioned and discontented, and who can hardly be expected to

co-operate voluntarily either with the party or the government on

future development projects. The part of Northern Uwanda where

force was used, in contrast to the political methods in the rest of

Uwanda, carries a heritage that may well be disruptive in centre-

local relations for the future.

The long term implications of the villagisation programme

give cause for concern. As has already been pointed out above,

there are few provisions in the Villagisation Act specifying forms

or relations of production, or patterns of ownership. Nor is there

any coherent ideological perspective adopted as in former Ujamaa

documents. In fact it reproduces many characteristics of the colonial

and early independence settlement schemes. It is then easily

U
D.N. October 14th 1975
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understood, that existing forms of communal production were subordinated

to the new villagisation policies resulting in a massive influx

of strangers into existing ujamaa villages, disruption, or worse

still an uprooting of the village itself. Of the ujamaa villages

operative in Uwanda, Masuche was moved to an infertile and

unsuitable site. A similar attempt was made to shift Kaoze which

was prevented only by the villagers resistance and the intervention

of the H.P. for the area C.Mzindakaya (presently a Junior Minister).

Kpapa received almost 200 new families, the majority of whom

have shown little or no interest in ujamaa. Kalungu received

fewer new residents, and so the wajamaa remain in majority.

The feasibility of long term cultivation remains a major

problem in any long term assessment of villagisation. Ecological

conditions in Uwanda favour a form of shifting agriculture which

presupposes ample supplies of cultivable land and a residential

pattern of small medium sized village units. Since villagisation

a land shortage close to the residential villages has occurred in

Uwanda. Many villagers have to walk three or four miles daily in

order to reach their fields, which represents a considerable loss

of labour power , time spent in travelling and hardship. As soil

fertility declines land scarcity will become a major obstacle. The

fields will become more distant from the village, eventually necess¬

itating a 3hift of the village itself. Villagisation, then, could

result in a serious decline of agricultural production in a marginal

area and increase dependency on external agencies.^ This throws

serious doubt on the advisability and suitability of the policy for

Uwanda.

As Raikes (1975) rightly remarks "villages come to depend for their
livelihood as much on government assistance and handouts as on
production and turn their attention to manipulating the officials
rather than trying to form a viable community." R.A.P.E. p. 44.
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ri. THE CHURCH IN UJAMAA DEVELOPMENT.

From 1961 onwards the prestige of the church gained by being

a privileged institution diminished considerably. A new centre of

power had been created, firmly based in TANU, which demanded certain

adjustments by a mainly expatriate church. As has already been

noted, clashes occurred between individual missionaries and local

TANU branches.

The church came to terms with the new political environment by

imitating its policies and drawing conclusions from the long term

reality of living within an independent African state. As cries for

Africanisation were heard within the party* so too was a similar

policy adopted for appointments to senior positions within the church.

As diocesan sees fell vacant either through death or retirement,

Africans were appointed as Bishops. Key positions in the driocesan

administration such as Diocesan Secretary, Education Secretary and

other administrative positions (with the notable exception of Treasurer)

were filled by Tanzanian personnel. Althou^i the face3 changed in

the top positions, there was, however, no evidence that any structured

reforms were taking place. There was a lack of coherent strategy

aimed at decreasing the links of dependency either of management skills,

finance or ordained personnel.

* *

Tanganyika Government: Africanisation of the Civil Service.
Annual Report, 1963.
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In 1967 the Arusha Declaration stated Unambiguously the

socialist ideals of the nation and the Ujamaa way of life. The

church at first appeared reticent to endorse the policy publicly

as there were serious doubts on the ideological system underpinning

the document. Even a liberal churchman such as Adrian Hastings,

while demonstrating the compatibility of the Declaration with

policy documents of 'Gaudium et Spes'and'Populorum Progres iio*

envisaged that other aspects of Tanzanian policy, such as support

for liberation movements, could lead to "its own partial subjection

to overseas communist forces."* The explicit socialist ideals
2

of the Declaration, particularly the attitude to private property,

was a particular point of contention.

(l) The implications of the Aruaha Declaration for the church;

The Arusha Declaration and its follow-up document Education

for Self-Reliance had two major consequences for the church; they

led up to the Handover of voluntary aided schools to the government

and it furthered state control over voluntary medical services.

The Education Act passed by the National Assembly in December

1969 transferred management of all grant-aided schools to the

government. The areas affected by the Hand-over, besides the schools

* *

Tastings, Adrian. Mission and Ministry. London 1970, pp.173-179.

2 *
Gee Gipendi, Joseph Bishop. "Christian Concepts of Socialism
and the Arusha Declaration". in The Arusha Declaration and
Christian Socialism. Dar-es-Salaam, 1969, pp. 29-54.
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were lease-hold, land,installations, movable property, finance,

teachers records and staff housing.^ Throughout the whole

country the Catholic church relinquished control over nearly
2

1,500 schools. In Uwanda five schools were transferred to

government management, two of which were the former Tapa schools

3
of Masanyita and Ivuna.

Various mission hospitals and dispensaries were given the

option of participating in a government scheme. The ter s of

agreement were flexible, but in most cases there was a transfer

of control from the mission to the government in lieu of financial

backing. In Uwanda in 1973 iikulwe Health Centre very smoothly

changed hands from the Church to the government, the mission staff
4

were all retained and salaried at local rates.

The significance of the transfer was that the control of

two key elements of the social and human infrastructure passed from

church to government. The control extended also over the inputs

into these two services which were:(a) capital intensive investment

and advanced technology and (b) skilled and semi-skilled expatriate

manpower,

^ *

Many of these points were negotiable with the former owners, see
Document No.SDC. 6/49/83 25th April,1970, issued by the ministry
of education on Handover of former small Voluntary Agencies Primary
Schools,

2* Comment from the Catholic Secretariat "The church is certainly giving
up administration and direction and the position of some status and
freedom,but she is losing neither service nor work". Petit acho.
No.5, 1970, p.203.

3* Schools Registration Nos. Y37/3/038 and Y/37/001,respectively.
4. Mission personnel were later voluntarily withdrawn.
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The changeover resulted in a considerable drop in expatriate

church personnel working in these fields and a diversification

in forms of the church's social involv ment. A very apt description

of the post Arusha mood was expressed by the former principal of

Kivukoni College of Political Education:*
"The missions and the churches have in the past
played a very important role in promoting
certain kind3 of rural development. Recently
they have run into increased competition from the
government and from TAMJ and, therefore, they
have had to adapt to a rapidly changing situation.
Some missions have adapted, and will continue, if
allowed, to promote various kinds of development;
others will have a harder time adapting and will
withdraw into a position of administering only
to the spiritual needs of their followers."

The church not only adjusted to the new political environment

but political policies had a considerable impact on church thinking

and structures. Socio-political policies were applied within the

churches; Africanisation was accelerated, self-help and self-reliance

became normative,and lay people were given a measure of democratic

participation within church structures. This helped the church

to live up to its own ideal of eventually becoming self-governing,

self-propagating and self-supporting.

Self-reliance, in both personnel and finance, ha3 become a

\ m

'Cunningham G.L. "Education for Rural Development" in Revolution
bv Education. I.M.iesnick (id.) Arusha, 1968, p.187.
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a major preoccupation of the Tanzanian church. Twenty out of

the twenty-three Catholic Dioceses axe headed by Tanzanian Bishops,

and most senior posts are in the hands of nationals. But perhaps

the most notable innovation has been the ever increasing participation

by rank and file membership in a policy making capacity. This was

unambiguously asserted in the 1969 Seminar Study Year (SSY)^ which

prompted some radical rethinking of the role of the laity in the

church in a developing country. The popular pressure exerted by

these proceedings on the hierarchy made a structural change imperative

within the church. Parish Councils (Baraza la aumini) were

constituted and were given extensive powers in the daily administration

of church affairs and in policy making. Its responsibilities

included the financial management of the Parish and others which were

not strictly priestly functions. Democratic elections were held

in each Christian community to choose the members of the Council.

As they were truly representative and responsible, the image of the

church gradually changed in Uwanda from being an institution dependant

mainly upon expatriates for its organising ability to one which

was primarily local but had some expatriates in its service.

* *

During the centenary year of the Church in Tanzania (1968) a
tentative evaluation was presented by the Bishops* Conference.
The following year a follow up to this report was planned by holding
an extensive study seminar on various themes. Popular lay
participation was assured at all levels from the village to the
national. The issues examined were: Localisation of personnel
structures and planning; the Church and Ujamaa - new horizons;
the Church and Islam; New patterns of Ministry and Lay participation.
The aim of the seminar study was to map out areas of expansion and
concentrate, as well as to establish a plan of priorities.
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Financial self-reliance,besides being a major component of

development strategy as envisaged by the Arusha Declaration, wa3

also a requirement of a Christian community.^ An estimated

50 million shillings was required for recurrent expenditure of

all Dioceses in the country, and an extra 30 million shillings for
2

capital expenditure, which averages out at over 2 million shillings

for each Diocese. In 1974, approximately 20/'a of total church

income came from local sources, the rest from abroad.

In Uwanda the parishes of Kamsamba and Hkulwe were self-

3
supporting for local expenditure. The income of each was as folloxvss

Kamsamba - 10,500 shillings and Mkulwe - 15,322 shillings. This

money was paid in church taxes (zaka) to the Parish Council who then

decided on its allocation; the bulk of receipts were paid out to

the catedhists in the form of small salaries. The missionaries were

granted by the Diocese 5 shillings per day for their board and lodging.

For the rest, the individual missionary was expected to be self-

supporting, a policy which resulted in inequalities among personnel,

as those with affluent connections benefitted inordinately. Practically

all the recurrent expenditure associated with local personnel was

met out of local funds, but clergy training,transport and capital

* * "From the very start the Christian community should be formed
that it can provide for its own necessities in so far as this is
possible." Ad Gentes, 15.

2* Quoted from Kissiaen, V. (1974) p.46-47.
3# For a detailed expenditure sheet see appendix.
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expenditure was financed from overseas. hould these external

sources dry up tiie first to suffer would of course be the clergy,

both local and expatriate, and capital intensive projects, while the

day to day running of churches in the villages could be assured

by local leadership,

hile expatriate missionaries have been steadily decreasing,

and the numbers of local clergy have been insufficient to cope with

an extending Christian community,the bulk of the evangelical work

has, of necessity, been carried out by the people themselves, 'he

drive and dynamism of the church h a not been depondant upon the

clerics,but has been provided increasingly by local Christians

operating through their Council.!, catechists and local public opinion.

The following table indicates the statistical growth of the

Catholic comaronity in Uwanda and the expanding number of local church

workers!

Years Catholics Percentage Ho.of
increase catechists.

1900-1910 283 9

1910-1920 1,308 362.1/3 20

1920-1930 2,551 95.03 19

1930-1940 4,917 92.74 23

1940-1950 10,034 104,6,£ 44
1950-1960 15,626 55.73 46
1960-1970 20,764 24.74 69
1970-1975 23,652 12.21 70

Source: Kkulwe and Kamsaaba 4nnual Mission
Reports.
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Tho table above indicates the growth of catechists on a

par with the numerical increase of the Christian community. Howevey,

it does not reveal the degree to which there has been a devolution

of ministerial power from priest to people. Since 1969 selected

catechists and their wives have been given serious in-depth

training for a period of two years both in catechitics and community

development. On their return to the village they assumed leadership

positions overseeing a number of churches in which they performed

deaconal functions.^ Unfortunately due to continued resistence
2

by the hierarchical church to married priests these men, though

fully prepared, are thus prevented from assuming full responsibility

of their own Christian communities.

So the church has passed from being an external agency to a

predominantly local one (from1 mission'to*local church?) due to the

mechanism of lay participation. As a local institution it then

enters into the arena of local political life, and so we can

find it appearing as a factor to be considered in the distribution

of power and status.

(2) Church and U.iamaa in Uwanda. 1969-1975;

Although the church at national level has given its endorsement

to the policy of Ujamaa,this has remained nominal in so far as

^ *
The functions of the catechists included baptisms, distribution of
dommunion, prayers for the sick and dying, burials, marriage
preparation and dispute settlement.

2
A negative answer,despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary,
was given to this option at the AMECEA Concress in 1973 in Nairobi.
See AFER, 16, Nos.l and 2 appendix 2, page 258, 1974.
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it has insisted upon showing how Ujamaa is not incompatible

with Christian teaching by emphasising individual rights and the

traditional family. Ujamaa was seen as:

"Our traditional way of communal government in
which as in a family, people share the joys and
hardships of each, yet each member enjoys specific
personal rights and responsibilities." 1

The type of Ujamaa referred to is that of 1962, both pre-Arusha
2

and pre-Hwongozo,and sufficiently vague enough to be innocuous.

There were no references to structural changes, relationships

within society consequent on Ujaiaaa production, exploitation of

man by man at national and international level, nor of the effects

of colonialism on the country. Still less was there any emphasis

on the need for authenticity and simplicity within the church it¬

self and in the life-style of its leaders so that they could
3

effectively communicate the ideal of Ujamaa to their flock.

In Uwanda the church has been actively involved in the

Ujamaa programme at the level of leadership and of popular participation.

On analysing the successful Ujaraaa villages in the Wards of

Ivuna, Kaasamba and Cipeta it is remarkable that there is a hi^i

incidence of church links with village leadership.

^• Pastoral letter of the Tanzanian Episcopal Conference 1972.Dar-es-
2 Salaam.

A gross example of how the notion of Ujamaa wa3 manipulated to
serve church interests emerged from a paper delivered at the AMCEA
Congress "in the li^xt of the Ujamaa ideal all church members
should be guided to participate more fully in the service of the
church. In Tanzania it will be easy to sell the idea that every
member of the church is called to serve the church." Ndekoya E.
"Selection of Church Personnel" in Afer. 16, 1 and 2, 1974, p.90.
Bishop Mwoleka of Rulenge was singularly remarkable in becoming
a member of a Ujamaa village and spent a considerable time working
in the village shambas.
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plays a prominent role in village life, this may be explained by

his literacy, training in organising and addressing people and

the status he enjoys in combining certain spiritual and temporal

functions. In the less successful Ujamaa villages, especially

those who have phased down their communal activities, the same

pattern is not evident.

Church sponsored inputs into U jaraaa Villages
19691975.

Kaoze Kilangawana Lolesha Mpapa Kalungu Ilasuche

3 Bridges 1 Community nil Transport 1 Cow Use of
C entre of tractor

1 Cow fertiliser l Plou^i
5,000 shs.

1 Plough 1 Grinding Fishing
Mill co-operative

Church sponsored inputs into villages other than
Ujamaa villages in Uwanda 1969-1975.

Kamsamba Muyu Chilulumo. Nkala Yala Mkulwe.

Cattle dip Cattle dip Community Suspension Suspension Grinding
Centre Bridge Bridge Mill

Suspension Grinding „

Bridge Mill r T \
o j tj j j IndustryRoad Bridge

Source: Personal observation
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Village Office Catechist
Parish Professing Non
council Christians Christ¬

ians.

Kaoze Chairman

Secretary

Kilangawana Chairman

Lolesha

Kpapa

Kalungu

hasuche

1

Secretary

Chairman

Secretary

Chairman

Secretary

Chairman

Secretary

Chairman

Secretary

X

X

X

X

X

X

Source: Personal observation.

This table clearly portrays that prominent Christians hold

positions of responsibility within Ujamaa villages. ith the

exception of Lolesha and Kpapa all the office holders of the other

villages are Christian. It i3 striking that the village catechist

In Lolesha and Mpepa there are few Christians in these villages,
and the predominant tribe is anyika not Wawanda.
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In the case of inputs into the Ujamaa villages of Uwanda

either by the church or the government, the policy followed was to

complete development projects already initiated by the people themselves.

Nearly all inputs contained a high degree of voluntary labour and

intensive co-operation which had a dual function, (a) to relate the

input to the level of development consciousness in the village, and

(b) by promoting village participation, the control of the aid in

question was shifted from the external agency to the village itself.

The external 'donor* then changed his role from one of control

to one of support. Due to the hi^i political consciousness of the

area it would have been unlikely that any other form of co-operation

would have been tolerated by the Wa.iamaa,

(3) Assessment of missionary influence in Uwanda:

ith the take over of the schools an important channel of

mission influence passed into the hands of TANU. hen Mkulwe

Dispensary* became a government Health Centre in 1973 another

source of influence, and of service, changed hands. However,

other forms of influence continued to be exerted by the mission;

the local residents used it as an informal post office, and the

only motor vehicle that was accessible to the locals, at a moderate

charge, was owned by the Mission, so that in times of emergency the

mission was generally called upon. Money was sometimes deposited

*• As a lark of gratitude the local midwives enthroned the sister
in charge as head midwife of the traditional society of midwivee.
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by locals far safe keeping, and loans were given in cases of

emergency. The church maintained a state registered marriage

reconciliation board (baraza la usululishi) before which all

divorce cases involving Christian marriages were legally bound

to appear prior to a hearing before the Magistrates Court. Attendance

could be enforced by a uniformed constable if necessary. Access

to high officials wa3 maintained as the District Chairman of TANU

and Area and Regional Commissioners often stayed overnight at the

mission. All of these elements were in addition to the primary

function of the local church which was to ensure the spiritual

care of the community.

These functions were exercised simultaneously by the same

group of people, in the name of the same institution, which

inevitably led to a state of dependency. Local alternative services

failed to develop, or were not encouraged. However, dependency

arose because the services offered by the mission were not only

attractive but corresponded to needs, simulated or felt, and they

were also the kind that represented progress in the world of a

money economy. The inputs were of external origin and were almost

identical to those provided by the colonial government. Not only

was there a dependency on expertise but also on materials and

facilities that were essentially of imported origin which in itself

slowed down the progession towards self-sufficiency after 1961.

The political innovations by TANU and the new ideology of Ujamaa

meant that the church was obliged, in its own interests, to

participate in the new initiatives if it was to maintain a form of

influence. Thus the catalyst, which prompted participation,by the

local church, was not just perceptive leadership or the exigencies
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but the threat of beihg left out of the new society that was

evolving^ and the loss of its key institutions of influence. The

danger of this loss prompted a new strategy of social involvement
2

as the nature of social change passed into the hands of TMU. The

church responded most actively in the areas where it stood to lose

most influence and where the threats were greatest. Uwanda, where

Catholicism is strongest in Mbeya diocese, wa3 understandably of key

strategic importance. However, Ujamaa and political consciousness

were hi^ier than average in that area. This combination may partly

explain the degree of social involveaent in the church in the Ujamaa

rural development programme which was untypical of the rest of the

diocese, or of the country as a whole. Potential loss of influence,

counteracted by active participation,is not the only explanatory
3

factor, local leadership and theological interpretation of priorities

of action were also contributory. But basically it was a search

for new ways of maintaining and expanding Christian influence in

broadly based non-sectarian fields of activity.

*

A general, if not very affective,effort,was made to interprete
the Arusha Declaration in the light of the social encyclicals
of the church particularly Mater et Magistra; Pacem in lerris,
Vatican Council documents and Populorum Progressio. bee The
Arusha Declaration and Christian Socialism. Dar-es-3alaam, 1969.

2.
For an explanation to the differential response of the Brazilian
hierarchy to church involvement in agrarian reform where similar
factors emerge see Bruneau T.C. The rolitical Transformation of
the Brazilian Catholic Church. Cambridge, 1974. pp.63-72.

3#
An excellent application of liberation theology to the Tanzanian
context is to be found in Moons, Staf."Liberation or Salvation"
in Service. No.5. and 6, pp.1-62. For a more general view-point
of liberation theology see Gutierrez G.H.."A Theology of Liberation"
New York 1973 and Metz, J.3."Theology of the ''orId" London, 1969.
For a particular application of these to Uwanda see Mullen, J.

"The Apostalate of Development" in Service. No. 4. 1973» pp.15-21.
Also by the same author "Have we a mission in the 70's?" in service
No. 10, 1970.pp.17-18. Idem, "here are we going?" in Service
No.2, 1971, pp.17-13.
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CONCLUSION.

The history of Uwanda is one of imposition of external

authority and usurpation of local autonomy. Successively,

neighbouring peoples, a colonial army and administration, a European-

based Church and a national government have all imposed patterns

of political and religious behaviour upon Uwanda. Each institution

removed resources from Uwanda or imposed on it its own particular

objectives.

The colonial governments fitted the area into an imperial

economic network and assessed its usefulness in those terms. The

extension of colonial administration to Uwanda coincided with the

imposition of taxation and accelerated monetization of the local

economy, which even infiltrated social institutions such as bride-

wealth. Because of its remoteness and lack of major resources

of imperial interest, Uwanda became a natural periphery and a labour

reservoir. The transfer of manpower, the appropriation of the

salt source and the control of hunting contributed to the drain of

surplus from the area, and left the local population extremely prone

to ecological hazards such as drou^it and famine. Pacification

programmes emerge as laying the roots of backwardness and impoverishment,

with the possible exception of the 1894 to 1902 period.

The mission in its turn sought to reproduce an archaic medieval

model of Church-State relationship vis-a-vis the local political

authority, and impose a political ideological and cultural hegemony

in virtue of race and powers delegated by the colonial authority.

The mission emerged as an active collaborator with the colonial
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administration, when it was in its interests to do so. Once

political alliances failed to spread Christian influence sufficiently,

the tactics were changed and emphasis placed on village catechists.

Th^y represented the missionaries in the villages as prayer leaders

and schoolteachers, and became the prime factors in the spreading

of Christian influence. The catechists were more successful and

tactful than the missionaries and were also devoid of the colonial

connotations of a European led settlement. Mission policies were

versatile, they changed, or were changed, according to the demands

of spreading Christian influence. The mission then had its own

autonomous aims which were independent of the political and cultural

supports of the colonial state.

Uwanda did not, however, passively accept or endorse the

ideological erosion of their belief system or of their political

autonomy. Resistence became a recurrent theme of the pre-independence

period, and manifested itself in a series of protests against colonial

and colonial-linked institutions. These protests were articulated

through the medium of workers resistance, tax evasions, and perhaps

above all through traditional societies or vvaraa. such as the malombwe

(midwives), anti-sorcery movements or dance societies. Local protests

assumed an explicitly nationalistic character when linked to the

territory-wide TANU, and open confrontation took place over resources

of pottery clay. Church independency in the area assumed a

particularly anit-European tone, and offered an African alternative

which respected traditional beliefs and practices. Resistance focused

on the areas in which control had passed from the local people to

alien institutions.
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In considering the theme of development against the historical

background of colonial and mission impositions, the notion assumes

a highly political as well as eoonomic content. The TANU Guidelines

(kwrmgnzo) consider development as liberation from external oppression

and as assuming local control of political and economic activities;

"For a people who have been oppressed, exploited
and humiliated by colonialism or capitalism,
development means liberation. Any action which,
gives them more control of their own affairs is
an action for development." 1

The political institutions which promoted development in post-

colonial Uwanda were principally the party, the administration and

the local church. This was only possible after internal changes

had taken place in the character of these institutions themselves.

Independence had contributed to the growth of a national consciousness

but had failed to provide a coherent strategy by which the colonial

economic patterns could be restructured. The prime force of change

was thus the post-Arusha Declaration development strategy of Ujamaa

Vijijini. Ujaraaa gave an ideological support to the masses of

'Jv;anda to gain control of their own party and to utilise it as a

representative voice, and to extend this control over the resources

and wealth producing activities of the area. The Church,in its

turn, could not resist the internal pressures of change from within

its own ranks as local Christians, inspired by Ujamaa ideology

pushed for deaocratisation and participation within church policy

making bodies. Ex-patriatechurch personnel realized the inevitability

of change and efforts were made to assist TANU in the spread of Ujamaa

1 * TAHU GiMelines No. 23. (l97l).
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and to actively promote development of the local economic forces.

The Administration, particularly after Mwongozo and decentralization,

showed a marked increase in skills and political consciousness,

while the remoteness of Uwanda and the articulate local party were

factors in diminishing external bureaucratic interference.

The social cost of implementing the policy of Ujamaa in

Uwanda was comparatively low as the residential pattern was already

in place, there were no cash crops and land was in plentiful supply.

The response to Ujamaa villages was encouraging and all were begun

free of coercion. Despite a heavy drop-out rate, the villages

that persevered in communal production enjoyed remarkable successes

which were untypical of the overall national performance as portrayed

by the literature. The reasons for success are not immediately

obvious but significant factors include an ideologically compact

group under competent leadership and a quantitatively large

commitment of labour resources to communal production. Economic

diversification also characterized some of the villages; salt at

Kalungu and Itumbula, fish at Masuche and co-operative shops

at Kaoze and Kalungu. These provided tangible benefits to the

Wajamaa which were not available to private individual producers.

Villagisation, following the general Uwanda pattern, was

sufficiently politicised to obviate the necessity of the use of

force. This policy gave rise for concern as it broke up communal

forms of production. However, it is still early to assess the

real impact of villagisation, and following the experience of previous

innovations in Uwanda, if it does not work, its impact on the area

will be contained and diminished by political processes.
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Uwanda emerges as a politically-conscious peasantry intent

on breaking the links of structural dependence which supported

external control and resulted in the impoverishment of the area.

Although the characteristics of underdevelopment are widely described

in the literature^, the initiatives of liberation from the poverty

trap receive little attention. The political awareness of the

Wanda people finds little parallel in the Tanzanian development

literature, however, there are striking similarities with tiie role

of peasants in. African liberation movements. The leaders of which

have recognised the revolutionary and transformative capacity of

an oppressed peasantry. As Cabral maintains:

"The peasants ... lose the complexes which
constrained them in their relationships with
other ethnic or social groups. They realize
their crucial role in the struggle, they break
the bonds of the village universe... they acquire
en infinite amount of new knowledge... they
strengthen their political awareness by assimilating
the principles of social and national revolution."2

The peasantry also exert control and influence over the

leaders of the institutions in their midst. Pursuing further the

comparison with the liberation movements, these leaders, though

often coming from prosperous areas, also learn from the example

and the experience of the local residents. Cabral considers peasant
3

living as a pedagogical value to leaders:

"They (leaders) discover at the grass roots
the richness of their cultural values,

1* alter Rodney (1972), Amin (1970) Wayne (1973) inter alia.
2 *

Amilcar Cabral "National Liberation and Culture" in Africa
Information Service (Ed.) Return to the Source. Selected
Speeches of Amilcar Cabral. New York, 1973, p.54.

5,I3IB.
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acquire a clearer understanding of the
economic realities of the country, of the
problems, sufferings and hopes of the
popular masses. The leaders realize ...

the richness of spirit, the capacity for
reasoned discussion and cleai1 exposition of
ideas, the facility for understanding and
assimilating concepts on the part of population
groups who yesterday were forgotten, if not
despised, and who were considered incompetent
by the colonizer and even by some nationals."

The transformative capacity of the Wanda peasantry, supported

by the ideology of Ujamaa Vijijini lias enabled the masses to

achieve a measure of local control and successful communal production

which appears exceptional in the whole of Tanzania. 1 number of

generalizations about Tanzania in the literature are thus raised.

The prolific and radical assessments of Ujamaa by Cliffe,

Saul and Shivji* are not necessarily representative of the whole

country. These tend to analyse the inconsistencies and contradictions

within Tanzanian society, without actually acknowledging the

progress that the people of Tanzania have made along the socialist
2

path. Tanzania, however, does not reject criticism of the
3

inconsistencies, as Nyerere has stated in his Oxford speech :

"We call ourselves a democratic and socialist
state. In reality we are neither democratic
nor socialist. The Patrons of democracy and
the Cardinals of socialism have no idea how much
sympathy I have with them when they ridicule and
dismiss Tanzania's claim to democracy or to socialism."

'Raikes and Coulson display a detailed knowledge of the actual
changes taking place, but seldom point towards the positive
contribution realized through Ujamaa.

2
'The literature also reflects the aftermath of the late 1960's
'Tanzaphilia' with ex-patriot authors figuring prominently, many
of whose actual experience of Ujamaa was limited by linguistic
constraints and urban residence.

3
'J.K.Uyerere, 'Some aspects of liberation' speech at Oxford University
reported in Daily News. 20.11. 1975.
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Despite an extremely vigorous critique of Tanzanian society

Ilyerere then goes on:

"But we are seriously trying to build
a Democratic and Socialist state ....

I think that we have something we can
show for our democracy; and we have
something we can show for our socialism."

A lacuna of the literature is that there is remarkably little

to show for Tanzania's rural Ujamaa programme; the accounts high¬

light failures, kulak Ujamaa, minimal production, corrupt leader¬

ship and insensitive bureaucracy. However, most accounts

concentrate on cash crop areas xirhere capitalism is firmly entrenched,

e.g. Usambaras, Kilimanjaro, Rungwe, Mbulu and Geita. This

geographical bias distorts the overall picture of Ujamaa and lacks

representation of the Southern Regions where 80$ of the villages

are situated and few have been documented, (excluding the R.D.A.group).

This study has given an alternative version of Ujamaa, not just

in numbers of villages or communal output, but as a transformative

ideology, effectively providing the people with the political means

to control their local institutions and productive activities.

This is what Uwanda has to show for its socialism in contrast with

the rest of the country.

The study also concentrates on the relationship between the

church and Ujamaa. The literature deals mainly with a mission

church with strong colonial associations. As a national institution

particularly, as in the case of Uwanda where it is composed of the

rural poor, its analysis is more problematic. Although there have

been attempts to explain the compatibility of Ujamaa and Christianity,

there have not been any attempts to describe the dynamic process of
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political transformation of a church,its democratisation and local

participation, and its promotion of rural socialism. In coming to

terms with Ujarnaa and in their concern to support official policies

the churches are in danger of losing their critical awareness

and could easily be associated with individual acts of bureaucratic

misbehaviour.

On looking back on the achievements of over eighty years of

history, Uwanda reproduces certain characteristics of the pre-

colonial production pattern. jalt, and to & lesser extent fishing

and lumbering, have come under communal control. Local autonomy

is on the increase. The ».anda have coped with the incursions of

church and state by gradually assimilating these institutions into

local life and by popular participation in policy .making and

implementation. This does not detract from the vertical integration

of both of these institutions to their respective parent bodies

at district or diocesan level. Their local branches at the level

of Uwanda are principally representative of the population and

enjoy sufficient autonomy to be contained and controlled by the

anda people.

Development then emerges as a strategy by which the people

gain control of the means of production and of the institutions

in their midst, through their communal action exploitation is

eliminated and society is restructured according to Ujamaa ideals.

To quote Nyerere* once again on the strategy of development for church

51nd states

"Kindness is not enough} piety is not enough? and charity is
not enough ...men...need to be given confidence in their own
ability to take control of their own lives. And they need to be
helped to take this control and to use it themselves for their
own purposes. They need their uhuru and their meaningful uhuru."

* *

Nyerere J.K."Church and Society" in Kreedoa and Development. Darees-
Salaam, 1974, p.220.
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Year 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1953

PWOVMi-
2L

UANDARAINFALLRECORDS.
JanuaryFebruaryMarchAprilMayJuneJulyAugustSeptemberOctoberNov.Dec.Total 6.57

6.08

5.48

1.22

3.16

0.82

1.48

24.81

4.67

5.23

10.18

17.40

0.04

9.86

4.76

52.14

10.37

11.13

7.46

1.57

1.23

1.91

8.14

41.81

4.15

1.55

4.72

4.86

0.10

4.17

5.34

24.39

5.25

7.23

4.07

5.93

1.31

6.17

29.96

5.45

6.75

2.57

0.35

3.02

9.08

27.22

8.90

9.33

1.61

0.45

2.23

0.23

5.38

28.13

10.45

6.01

2.77

5.47

0.12

2.45

10.61

37.88

5.15

5.91

9.65

1.20

1.25

0.62

0.92

24.70

8.14

2.67

7.34

1.85

0.08

0.87

11.49

32.42

8.39

11.70

3.23

2.89

0.49

1.04

6.31

34.05

4.08

7.40

2.77

1.87

0.36

0.36

4.70

21.54

11.36

3.75

6.60

5.52

0.26

2.06

9.15

38.70

11;80

7.60

4.29

6.28

0.55

1.25

0.07

3.58

35.42

6.73

5.89

7.09

4.44

0.07

0.38

0.34

9.28

34.22

VJl l—1



UANDARAINFALLRECORDS(cont)
YearJanuaryFebruaryMarchAprilliayJuneJulyAugustSept.OctoberNovemberDecemberTotal 1959

5.27

8.37

10.26

1.88

0.100.24
0.69

2.60

9.92

39.33

I960

9.49

10.76

8.84

2.29

1.21

0.32

6.43

39.34

1961

8.24

7.55

2.36

1.36

0.39

7.23

7.25

35.38

1962

8.49

7.56

8.13

3.10

0.94

1.72

6.26

13.29

47.49

1963

10.09

9.16

7.30

3.25

7.56

8.68

39.04

1964

5.19

8.06

4.43

1.68

0.38

4.10

23.84

1965

4.18

7.38

8.52

0.25

0.160.25

0.15

2.68

11.78

35.35

1966

6.01

6.79

10.05

1.05

0.92

1.00

1.37

27.19

1967

3.43

4.40

9.24

5.30

0.740.54

7.66

13.34

44.65

1963

5.90

6.99

6.76

3.31

1.58

8.94

33.48

1969

8.35

5.34

7.07

2.67

0.53

1.09

4.47

29.52

1970

10.56

8.78

6.83

1.66

1.02

1.70

6.83

37.38

Source:RainfallrecordsofMkulweMission(EastAfrican MeteorologicalDepartmentStationNo.93.3202.
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TABLEKARiilAG:.DOWHTINDAHDA1934-1973.
——11■■—■■■■■■■■•■'■■"■■■'"i YearCashCattleGoutsHoeaChickensClothArrowsSpearsIronsAxeJodiOpanga 1934

2shs.

3

3

12

4

(2ssha)

5

1

2

1935

2shs.

3

5

(2aha)

2

1

1936(P

2

2

11

5

1

3

1

1

(M

1

2

10

3

1

1936

35/50

4

1937(?

1/oo

2

3

6

3

2

8

1

(K

6/00

1

1

3

3

1

3

1

1933

46/00

6

7

4

2

(5shs)

1

2

1939

5

6

12

2

1

20

1

1940(F

16/00

4

3

2

2

V (M

7/00

1

4

1

2

2

1941(F
(

(M

15/05

5

4

2

(4shs)

21/05

3

1

2

(2shs)



YearCash
CattleGoatsHoes

1942(p

39/00

4

( (m

27/00

1

1944(f

30/00

3

( (m

is/o

1

1945(p

22/0

5

(m

10/50

3

1946(p
(

57/00

4

(h

30/50

1

1947(p

40/00

6

5

(h

12/m

1

7

1948(p

50/00

2

2

(h

38/00

2

3

ChickensClothArrowsSpearsIronsAxeDodiUpanga 2 2

3 2

5 2

10

2 2

VJl
*



YearCashCattleGoatsHoes 1949(F

75/00

2

4

(M

44/50

1

1950(F

61/50

4

1

( (M

48/00

2

1

195l(F

70/00

4

1

(H

50/00

2

1

1

1952(P

86/00

3

1

(M

81/00

1

1953(F

IOO/OO

4

( (M

60/00

2

1954(F
(

120/00

5

(M

60/00

2

1

ChickensClothArrowsSpearsIronsAxeDodiUpanga 2 1

4 4

2 2
3 3

1 1 1 1 1

vn

Ul



YearCashCattleGoats 1956(F

82/50

3

1

( (M

82/00

1

1957(P

10^/00

3

2

( (m

90/00

2

1

1958(F

IOO/OO

4

1

(M

80/00

2

1

1959(F

120/00

4

(M

80/00

2

1960(F

118/00

4

2

(M

89/00

2

1

196l(F

130/00

5

2

[m

110/00

2

1962(F

lOO/OO

4

2

(m

30/00

2

1

ChickensClothArrowsSpearsIronsAxeDodiUpanga 1 1

2 2 2 2

1 1 1

VJ1 VjJcr>



Year

Cash

Cattle

GoatsHoesChickensCloth
ArrowsSpearsIronsAxe
DodiUpanga

19651
iF

120/00

4

1

1

1

1

!*

110/00

2

2

11

1965(F

120/00

4

21

1

(M

100/00

2

121

1966

120/00

4

2

21

1

;«

100/00

2

1

21

1967(P
(

125/00

4

1

(M

110/00

2

1

1968

;F

144/00

4

4

[M

124/00

2

3

1969

258/00

6

2

1970

250/00

7

3

1971

228/00

6

3

14

1

1

1972

280/00

6

1973

150/00

3(Official
governmentregulation)

VJl *3

P-Father
M-Mother.CompiledfromMkulweandKamsambaMissionRecords, particularlytheMarriageRecordBookknownasStatusLiber.
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APPENDIX 111

MISSION STATISTICS OF CHURCH GROTH

IN UGANDA 1908-1959.

Year Christian population Day school pupils.

1908 202 622

1910 263 670

1912 490 943

1914 850 980

1916 1,073 955

1918 J,242 1,248

1920 1,424 1,304

1923 1,736 1,399

1925 2,026 1,457

1927 2,258 1,595

1930 2,551 1,615

1933 2,963 1,100

1937 2,676 not available

1938 3,364 n it

1940 4,917 t! ft

1954 12,009 ft tl

1956 13,205 II tf

19581 14,313 It ft

1959 14,350 tl ft

Source: Compiled from Annual Reports of .ikulwe Mission.

* *

Althou^i the number of school pupil3 is not recorded there were
46 Bush schools and 4 primary schools operating in Ikulwe Mission
for this period.
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT OF KAHSAHBA PARISH COUNCIL 1971

In East African Shillings.

EXPENDITURE;

Church requirements: Safari expenses:

- Alter breads and trine 380/10 - Safari cooks 535/00
- Laundry of church linen 60/50 - Bicycle repairs 130/00
- Paraffin Oil 30/00 - Mass Box 35/00
• Maintenance and 20/00

cleaning
- Church benches IOO/OO

590/60

Collection of Church tithes (zaka):

- Jute sacks 353/00
- Building of food store 415/00
- Insecticide 75/00
- Wages 40/00
- Transport 266/60

1,149/60
Office expenses:

- Table and chairs 227/00
- Rings 40/00
- Secretary 129/40
- Marriage Certificates 175/00
- Books and papers 278/00
- Various 373/45

1,222/85

650/00

Requirements of Parish Council
and catechists:

- Meetings and seminars l,262/l5
- Hymn Books 200/00
- Jotters and Pens 69/20
- Printing 20/00
- Clock 45/00
- Calendars 15/00
- Newspapers and Magazinesl30/00
- Travel to meetings 64/00
- Diocesan Council Levy 146/00
- Transfer of Chtechist 50/00

2,001/35

Grand total of expenditure: 5,614/40.
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* w m cowm im-

XNCQKEt

Church tithes 0,320/30
Church offerings 1,260/00

rocecis of sales 293/20 9»373/50

. ;0F1T '.;P L0-.3 .',CC .1'NTt

xpeases: 5 #614/40

Income: 9» 173/50

Credit balance: 4#259/10

Less village*
Church develo|*aent: 4»075/50

Credit balance: 133/jiP

Source: Kamaasba iarish Council report 1971 •

*#
Half of the church tithes (zaka) were returned to the villages
to bo aiminiatored by then for local church requirements.
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1 .Periodicals consulted.:

'•fri<?at

African Affairs

African Development

African Ecclesiastical Review.

African Environment

Africa? Review

Anthro-pos.

A zania

Cnhiers d'Etudes Africaines

Canadian Journal of l'olitifa.1 Science.

Daily News (Tanzania).

Christian Century

Eftgf African Geographical Review.

East Africsin Journal of Rural Development

Stitaolosy

European Journal of Sociology

International Review of Missions.

JqutimI q£ History

Journal of economic history

Journal of Modern African Studies

Journal of Religion in Africa.

Journal of the Roval Anthropological Institute.

Journal of the Royal Geographical Society (later Geographical Journil).

Journal of Southern African Studies.
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Ma.ii-Ma.ii

Han

Mam. Inst. Rnval Cnlmrial Beige.

Mittheilungen oua dem Deutschen Schutzgebieten

Peyf RsYteWt

Nigerian Journal of Economic and Social Studies.

ietit Echo

Kan

levisw of African Political economy

IfflUS 'mncHi3R d' Etudes rolitiques Hfricaines

Sottish Geographical Ilagazine

ervice

i]<fQ\<?l9Kische gids

Sunday News (Tanzania)

■Tanganyika Notes and Records.

TaamlA

The lieu African

Transwfitiana of the itoval Society of Tropical Hedicine and Hygiene.

Ufahamu

dQur^l

.uibraries consulted:

In Tanzania:

Dar-es—Salaam. University Library
VJh.it e Father Archives, Hwanza and labaya.

Centre of African Studies Library, University of Edinburgh
University of Edinburgh Library
National Library of Scotland

In London;

London Hissionaiy Institute, Totteridge Lane,
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2.Note on Primary Sources:

Very little primary source material was available
for this study in the United Kingdom and Ireland. Hence, the
most important sources for this thesis were:

1. Mission Biaries of Mkulwe and Kamsamba Missions.
The originals are to be found at the Regional
House of the "White Fathers, Mwanza, and micro¬
filmed copies are at the White Fathers Generalate
in Home.

2. Official arid semi-official papers, correspondence
and Registers of the Iikulwe and Kamsamba Churches,
some of which date back to the beginning of the
century.

3. District and Provincial Books referring to Mbeya
and Ufipa Districts, the Southern Highlands and
estern irovinces. These were consulted on micro¬

film at Dar-es-Salaam University.

4. Conversations, communications and interviews
with individuals or with groups during the course
of my work from 1970 to 1974, and for a three
months period in 1975.

3.Thesis and Dissertations;

Lingier, M. De Katholieke Kerk en het Ujamaa-Socialisme van
Tanzania een Pastorale Studie. Licentiate Dissertation
Catholic University of Louvain, 1974. (Unpublished)

Mushi, S.3. Revolution by Evolution: The Tanzania Road to Socialiam,
Ph.D. Thesis, Yale University, 1974. (Unpublished)

Rogers, 3.J. The Search for Political Focus on Kilimanjaro: A
History of Chagga Politics, 1916-1952. Ph.D.Dissertation
University of Dar-es-Salaam. 1972, (Unpublished).

Ross, A. Origins and Development of the Church of Scotland Mission,
Blantyre, Nyasaland, 1875-1926. Ph.D.Dissertation
University of Edinburgh, 1968. (Unpublished).

Sender, J.B. The Development of a Capitalist Agriculture in Tanzania:
A Study with detailed reference to the est Usambaras.
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of London, 1974,(Unpublished).
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